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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Until comparatively recently, many authorities considered that all deaf people 
should learn to communicate by acquiring speech through visual means. The heavy 
emphasis on lipreading, speech training and amplification which formerly characterised 
deaf children's education was an expression of this view. However it is now accepted that 
deaf people can communicate in many different ways, not all of which are related to 
speech. Beginning with Stokoe's investigations in America in the 1960s, various sign 
languages have been recorded and analysed. The majority of these are acknowledged 
today as legitimate forms of communication, capable of conveying abstract thought via 
their own unique syntax and vocabularies. Also allowed as useful media are various 
signed systems such as Signed English, where sign is used to encode speech. These are 
recognised in publications such as Seeing Essential English (Anthony, 1971), Signing 
Exact English (Gustason, Pfetzing, & Zawolkow, 1975) and The comprehensive Signed 
English Dictionary (Bomstein, Saulnier, & Hamilton, 1983) as well as schemes such as 
the Australasian Sign Language Development Project1. It is also conceded today that 
cued speech, mime, fingerspelling and gesture may play a role in deaf people's 
communication.
The recognition that effective communication can proceed in different modalities 
has fostered new interpretations of deafness. In the past, the observation that deaf 
people typically performed more poorly than their hearing peers in certain cognitive tasks 
was commonly construed as evidence of deficient ability. For example, Pintner's review 
(in Pintner, Eisenson, & Stanton, 1941) concluded that deaf children were inferior by 
about 10 IQ points in intelligence tests, including performance tests. Pintner (and later 
Jensen, 1980, and Craig and Gordon, 1988) ascribed deaf children's poorer performance 
to brain damage. Myklebust (1953) considered that deaf persons were not quantitatively 
inferior (in terms of IQ points) although they did differ from their hearing peers in visual 
perception. This was summarised in his "organismic shift" hypotheses which contended 
that deafness "restricts the child functionally to a world of concrete objects and things" 
(Myklebust & Brutton 1953, p. 93). A decade later, an emphasis on verbal mediation in 
thinking and learning became increasingly popular, even amongst non-behaviourists: 
Rosenstein (1961), Furth (1964), and Vernon (1967) all attributed deaf people's 
performance to linguistic deficiency. Furth (1966b) considered that deaf people were 
without internal verbal language, but were nevertheless capable of abstract thought.
All these views are defensible if we assume that effective verbal communication is 
restricted to spoken language. However, in view of the evidence that verbal concepts can 
be conveyed by both sign and speech, many people now consider that Pintner's reasoning 
represents a confusion of cause and effect and that a more appropriate conception of 
deafness is that it induces a cognitive deficiency related to the problems experienced by 
deaf people in using a language based on speech. For instance, conceptions of the deaf as 
a linguistic minority (Charrow & Fletcher, 1974; Charrow & Wilbur, 1975) developed
*111 1983 the name of this project was changed to the Australasian Sign Development Project.
2concurrently with the observation that the performance of deaf native signers on tests 
such as the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) resembled foreign hearing 
students more than did the TOEFL performance of non-signing deaf people. Emphasis 
on the interaction between type of test and communication style was also recognised by 
Moores (1987), who contended that inappropriate tests and inadequate communication 
between deaf subjects and hearing experimenters were prime causes of the observed 
performance deficiencies. More recently, Sacks (1989) popularised the notion that sign 
language was necessary for deaf children to acquire the knowledge base necessary for 
literacy - even though it was not the language of the dominant culture.
The creation of a linguistic minority is an important consideration, but it is not the 
only consequence of the communication disparity between deaf and hearing people. It is 
possible that more subtle differences exist.
Given that deaf people can use various methods to communicate effectively, it is 
of interest to investigate the relationship between these methods and thinking per se. Just 
as hearing people think with words, deaf people may use signs, fingerspelling or lip 
movements as internal representations of meaning. Evidence to support this view can be 
found in experimental research as well as in the introspections of deaf people, who report 
remembering, dreaming, and planning "in" sign (e.g. Klima & Bellugi, 1979).
It is important to know how deaf people think because the properties of the 
internal code(s) can affect performance. This has been well documented in memory tasks. 
For example, whereas hearing people recall rhyming sequences more poorly than 
dissimilar sounding items, deaf signers are more influenced by the cherological (sign) 
similarity of the sequence (Poizner, Bellugi, & Tweney, 1981; Shand, 1982).
What does this entail for deaf people generally?
It implies that in order to interpret deaf people's performance, we need to be able 
to isolate the effects of communication mode. If not, we may wrongly attribute an 
observed difference between deaf and hearing people to a cognitive deficiency induced 
by deafness, rather than to an expression of the disparate codes which underlie their 
performance. In anticipating this point, Conrad (1979) suggested that:
"...[deaf] subjects may have an above average memory span for material for 
which they have a reliable memory code, but may show up poorly on different material 
for which their 'best' code is inefficient" (p. 122), and he went on to state categorically 
"...if the two codes were equally efficient for material they each could best handle, and 
the two sets of test items equally discriminable with respect to the codes used by 
subjects, then recall would be equal" (p. 130).
Conrad recognised the interdependence of memory and internal speech. He linked 
poor recall only indirectly with deafness, via internal speech, simply because development 
of the latter is affected by hearing ability. Because little was known at the time in 
England about the full range of deaf people's communication modes, Conrad 
concentrated largely on the effects of internal speech. However the research into deaf 
people's communication suggests that his remarks apply equally well to other internal 
codes, notably sign, fingerspelling, and Signed English.
3Thus, the work of Conrad and others has led to an integration of the study of 
deafness with two areas of inquiry. The first examines the differences between the 
various communication modes, the second concerns the role of a speech code in 
supporting hearing people's serial recall. These two areas merge in research which 
investigates whether (and if so, how adequately) deaf people's non-speech 
communication modes can sustain recall. This thesis extends this concern to examine 
why communication-based memory codes might vaiy in their efficacy.
This issue has already attracted some interest. Current views are that deaf 
children's achievement depends not only on the mode of communication but also, inter 
alia, on its quality (Harris, Clibbens, Chasin, & Tibbitts, 1989; Leigh, Hyde, & Power, 
1994; Marmor & Petitto, 1979; Power, Wood, & Wood, 1990; Wodlinger-Cohen, 1991; 
Wood, 1991, 1992; Wood & Wood, 1992a, 1992b), its age of acquisition (Isham & 
Kamin, 1993; Rodda & Grove, 1987), its status (Baker-Shenk & Kyle, 1990; Kyle & 
Pullen, 1988), and its frequency of exposure (Charlson, Strong, & Gold, 1992; Paquin & 
Braden, 1990; Sullivan & Schulte, 1992). The relationship is undoubtedly a complex one, 
complicated still further by the large individual variations within the deaf population.
In this study, serial short-term memory span is the criterion against which various 
communication modes are evaluated. However, this memorising process needs to be put 
into perspective. Immediate sequential recall gives only partial insights into the value of 
communication mode. There are two reasons for this. First, people communicate for 
personal, social and cognitive reasons, and memory performance is directly relevant only 
to the cognitive sphere. Secondly, the prime function of a communication-based code is 
to understand and produce language, rather than to recall lists of unrelated verbal items. 
Serial recall tasks force memory to be used for unusual purposes, and so the efficiency of 
a memory code during serial recall may not indicate how efficiently it functions in a 
linguistic context.
Nevertheless, such research has demonstrated that important insights may be 
gained by a relatively fine-grained analysis of deaf people's strengths and weaknesses on 
memory tasks. The current study adopts this approach. It is based largely on the 
investigations of Conrad and others into the influence of internal speech in a specific 
memory domain - the serial recall of sequentially-presented verbal materials. In hearing 
subjects, this is thought to be facilitated by rehearsal in a speech-based code which 
registers items into a store of limited temporal duration (Baddeley, 1982, 1986, 1992a; 
Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). This model of verbal memory is a phonocentric one in which 
the role of sign language is not considered. Nevertheless the specificity of this model 
permits an extension to predictions for those who cannot hear. For example, orally- 
educated profoundly deaf people may perform poorly because their memory code lacks 
an efficient acoustic component and the relatively indistinct items become confused in 
memory. On the other hand, signers may be disadvantaged by a relatively slower rate of 
rehearsal which permits fewer items to be entered into a memory store before they are 
impaired by decay. However, most of the existing evidence for this view is not 
conclusive. The current study was designed to fill this gap in our understanding.
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OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
2.1 Introduction
Hearing-impaired people form a heterogenous population. Within this group 
there are wide ranges in the severity, aetiology, and onset of deafness. There is also a 
variety of communication styles and intervention programs which have been implemented 
following its diagnosis (Dodd & Murphy, 1992). These all interact with other 
environmental and genetic factors to determine the deaf individual's cognitive and 
personal characteristics.
Nevertheless, certain performance regularities are apparent when subgroups of 
the deaf population are considered. In particular, a consistent ability profile has been 
widely acknowledged for congenitally profoundly deaf people, who cannot acquire 
language via the usual auditory route: although their performance on non-verbal tasks is 
comparable to that of hearing individuals, these deaf people find it difficult to master 
tasks with a verbal component. One such task involves the immediate recall of 
sequentially presented verbal materials: deaf people's memory span regularly falls short of 
hearing people's span by about 30% (Tomlinson-Keasey & Smith-Winberry, 1990). It 
was the intention of this study to clarify some of the factors contributing to this 
performance difference.
Due to the diversity of the deaf population, a single explanation of their memory 
deficit appears unlikely. Furthermore, the relative importance of a particular variable is 
likely be affected by other subject characteristics - for instance the impact of profound 
deafness interacts with educational history, age of onset, and so on. A clearer 
understanding of contributors to performance may be achieved by considering a limited 
range of processes within a subgroup of the deaf population. This was the approach 
adopted in the present study.
Several explanations have been forwarded to account for the poorer recall of deaf 
people. These include: the failure to use verbal rehearsal; greater difficulty with serial 
processing; the unsuitability of sign languages for serial recall; the use of an indistinct 
speech code; and the predominance of a slower rate of rehearsal. It is this last 
explanation which was of prime interest in the present study.
2.2 Rationale of the study
This study aimed to investigate the adequacy of the rehearsal-speed account of 
deaf people's sequential short-term memory deficit. This account is based on 
observations of hearing subjects which show that memory span is linearly related to rate 
of articulation (Baddeley, 1986, 1990; Hitch, Halliday, & Littler, 1989, 1993; Hulme &
5Tordoff, 1989; Schweickert, Guentert, & Hersberger, 1990). One explanation of this 
relationship is that overt articulation rate is an index of the speed at which items can be 
rehearsed in memory. Assuming that information will decay unless refreshed by rehearsal, 
it follows that the faster the rehearsal speed, the greater the number of items which can 
be maintained in memory, and the longer will be the subsequent span in recall. The 
reason for applying this to explain the shorter spans of deaf people is that, irrespective of 
whether they rely on speech or sign, deaf people communicate more slowly, word by 
word, than hearing individuals. This suggests that a slower rate of rehearsal will occur, 
and a shorter memory span will follow.
In its simplest form, the rehearsal-speed argument runs as follows:
Deaf people remember less than hearing people because
deaf people rehearse more slowly than hearing people (which we know) because 
deaf people communicate more slowly than hearing people.
This account is predicated on two major assumptions, only one of which is 
explicit. These are:
1. that deaf people rehearse more slowly than hearing people;
2. that the memory spans o f deaf people are determined by the number o f items 
which can be repeated during maintenance rehearsal within a given time- 
frame.
In turn, the first assumption has two prerequisites:
la. that deaf people communicate more slowly than hearing people;
lb. that deaf people rehearse in a code which is derived from their 
communication mode.
In the literature review (Chapter 3), evidence is presented in support of the 
observation (la) that deaf people communicate more slowly than hearing people. It is 
also concluded that deaf people could rehearse in a communication-based memory code, 
giving qualified support for Assumption lb. Taken together, these conclusions support 
the notion that deaf people may rehearse more slowly than hearing people (Assumption 
1). However the evidence does not conclusively demonstrate that deaf people's memory 
spans are based on rehearsal speed (Assumption 2). The item length effect was recruited 
as a means of exploring this possibility. Application of this strategy similarly assumes that 
deaf people rehearse in a communication-based memory code, but incorporates an 
additional proviso that rehearsal processes are relevant to the outcome. Thus the second 
assumption - that deaf people's recall is determined by rehearsal rate - also has two 
prerequisites:
2a. that significant item length effects occur, and
2b. that i f  the item length effect is to be a valid test o f rehearsal speed, then the 
effect o f item length on memory is due to rehearsal. Competing 
explanations, such as those based totally on output or identification 
processes, have to be excluded.
Equivalently, if the rehearsal-speed hypothesis is to be used to explain why 
hearing subjects have longer memory spans, each of the above assumptions must also be 
validated for this population. Since published evidence already shows this to be the case 
(Baddeley, 1986, 1992a; Hitch et al., 1989, 1993), only deaf subjects participated in the 
present study.
2.3 Summary o f Experiments 1-6
2.3.1 Overview
The main thrust of this study was to examine the adequacy of one explanation of 
the memory deficit of deaf people. Under investigation was the notion that a slower 
communication rate was associated with a slower rate of rehearsal, and hence with 
poorer recall, of the items to be remembered. Six experiments were conducted, 
measuring the immediate ordered recall of lists of verbal items. Because a set of 
interrelated assumptions was being tested, the same 60 subjects were tested throughout, 
divided into three groups of 20.2 These consisted of an Auslan group which used 
Australian Sign Language, a Signed English (SE) group which employed sign and speech 
simultaneously, and an Oral group which used speech to communicate. All were 
prelingually severely-profoundly deaf, without additional handicaps, and of at least 
average ability. Groups were also matched for age, which ranged from 12.8 to 27.5 
years, and communication facility.
For the rehearsal speed account to be accepted, several assumptions required 
validation. The first, that deaf people communicate more slowly than hearing people, was 
supported by a review of the literature. The second assumption was that the subjects' 
rehearsal was based on their primary communication mode. The first experiment 
diagnosed the type of rehearsal by assessing each group's recall of items in which the 
signed and spoken discriminability were varied independently. Combined with the 
evidence that deaf people communicate more slowly than hearing people, this could 
verify whether deaf people rehearsed more slowly than hearing people. The next major 
assumption, that deaf people's recall was affected by their production speed, was tested 
in Experiments 2 and 3 using an adaptation of the word length effect. Finally, it was 
necessary to determine that the relationship between production speed and span was 
mediated by rehearsal, and not by other processes such as identification or output. 
Experiments 4 and 5 provided one test of this assumption, by monitoring the impact on
2 Although this strategy can lead to practice effects, the liklihood of bias in the present study was reduced 
by introducing a time interval of one to three months between experiments. In addition, confirmation of 
the hypotheses in later experiments required either
(a) a performance decrement - counter to the expected improved performance following practice - thus 
introducing a strong test of the experimental hyptheses;
(b) comparisons between groups - all of whom had had an equal amount of practice.
7memory span of the disruption in rehearsal caused by manual and articulatory 
suppression. Converging evidence concerning the role of identification was provided by 
comparing different presentation conditions (Experiments 2 and 3) and by varying 
orthographic similarity (Experiment 6).
2.3.2 Outcomes of Experiments 1-6
(i) Experiment 1
The purpose of this experiment was to assess whether the various groups of deaf 
subjects employed a memory code based on their preferred communication mode. Given 
the variability of internal representations used by deaf people, this was an essential 
prelude to all the succeeding experiments. If this assumption were proved false, then 
those experiments would not be relevant to the question of whether deaf people's recall 
was affected by a slower rehearsal rate.
The rationale underlying this experiment was that recall by subjects, irrespective 
of hearing status and presentation condition, is known to be affected by the similarity (in 
the functional code) amongst the items to be retained. Accordingly, three lists of stimuli 
were constructed for orthographic presentation. One consisted of cherologically similar 
signs. The remaining two lists contained words which were similarly articulated. Of 
these, one incorporated one-syllable words that looked and felt similar "on the lips" 
throughout the word. The remaining list contained monosyllabic rhyming items so the 
likeness was confined to the rime3 of the word but not its onset; some more advanced 
serial speech processing was therefore necessary to appreciate the phonological similarity 
within this list.
It was predicted that the Auslan subjects would be disadvantaged by the 
similarly-signed lists, the Oral group by the similarly-articulated lists, and that the SE 
group's results would lie between these two extremes. As expected, the Auslan and SE 
groups scored significantly lower than the Oral group on the cherological list. However 
group differences were largely absent on the two articulatory lists. This pattern of results 
led to the conclusion that the Auslan and SE groups relied on cherological coding and 
the Oral group did not. In addition, since the articulatory lists incorporated some 
orthographic similarity, it was inferred that the Oral group relied on a speech-based 
and/or orthographically-based code. This may also have been used by the other two 
groups to a lesser extent.
It was considered that the results of Experiment 1 gave sufficient justification of 
the assumption that deaf people's rehearsal was based on their preferred communication 
mode, at least in part. It was therefore appropriate to proceed to Experiments 2 and 3, 
which assessed whether deaf subjects were affected by the number of items they could 
rehearse within a given time limit. Since the prospect of an additional, orthographic, 
strategy could not be ruled out, Experiment 6 was devised to explore this possibility.
3Syllables may be divided into the opening consonant or consonant cluster (the onset) and the rest of the 
syllable (the rime). Words which rhyme share a common rime.
8(ii) Experiments 2 and 3
Experiments 2 and 3 were conducted to investigate the assumption that deaf 
people were sensitive to changes in production rate. One way of demonstrating this with 
hearing people has been to compare their performance using stimuli with varying 
durations. In this case, short words are remembered more slowly than long ones. One 
account of this so-called "word length effect" is that more short than long words can be 
rehearsed before decay impairs retrieval.
An adaptation of this paradigm was used in the present study. Two experiments 
were conducted using master lists in which sign- and English-length were varied 
independently. Subsets of these lists were presented at the rate of one item a second in 
the subjects' primary communication mode in Experiment 2 and orthographically in 
Experiment 3. Subjects were required to repeat and read the lists at maximum speed and 
then to recall the stimuli in order until their ceilings were reached. A causal relation could 
then be inferred between production speed and memory span if the Auslan group 
demonstrated a sign length effect, the SE group showed a SE length effect, and the Oral 
group, a word length effect.
The main finding in Experiments 2 and 3 was that all deaf groups were sensitive 
to manipulations of item length. This was less marked for the Auslan group (the sign 
length effect was significant only under orthographic presentation) and was partly 
attributed to the experimental manipulation. It was also concluded that all the deaf 
subjects demonstrated a reduced sensitivity to item length, compared to hearing subjects.
These observations suggested that the deaf subjects may have been using 
alternative codes to augment their recall. One of these potential codes, based on 
orthographic features, was selected for investigation in Experiment 6. Another 
possibility, explored in Experiments 4 and 5, was that the Auslan group's reliance on sign 
did not preclude their use of an English-based code. This seemed particularly likely, 
given that the item-length effect was especially small for the signers, and given that the 
first experiment indicated that they were no less affected by articulatory discriminability 
than the other subjects.
(iii) Experiments 4 and 5
These two experiments were designed to assess whether the item length effects 
obtained in Experiments 2 and 3 could indeed be attributed to rehearsal processes, 
thereby providing a rigorous test of the assumption required by the rehearsal speed 
hypothesis that deaf people's recall is affected by rate of rehearsal rather than output or 
identification processes.
A response-based explanation assumes that more preparation is required for long 
items than short ones, hence less storage capacity is available for those items. An 
identification account assumes that long items require more effort to identify, again 
leading to a reduction in the storage resources available for those items. Neither the 
output nor identification account explains the poorer recall of deaf people, because 
altering the response does not affect the memory disparity between deaf and hearing 
subjects, and hearing people have longer spans even when the stimuli for the deaf people 
are given in easily identifiable signed form. Consequently, the presence of significant item 
length effects in deaf persons must also be accompanied by evidence that rehearsal
processes are responsible for those effects, in order to support the claim that one of the 
causes of the deaf memory deficit is a slower production speed, indicative of a slower 
rate of rehearsal.
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Determining the basis of the previously obtained item length effects was 
accomplished by using the same stimuli as Experiment 3 with the additional requirement 
of concurrent suppression during presentation. According to the research with hearing 
subjects, this should have disrupted rehearsal and removed the effect on span of 
communication length. On the other hand, if the word and sign length effects obtained 
previously were due to output or identification processes, rather than rehearsal, they 
should not be eliminated by suppression.
In Experiment 4, all groups were required to use manual suppression during 
orthographic presentation. This removed the sign length effect, as predicted. Compared 
to the non-suppression condition (Experiment 3), only the Oral group's performance was 
not disadvantaged by the manipulation. This suggested that:
1. the Auslan and SE groups, but not the Oral group rehearsed in a sign code 
(consistent with the results of Experiment 1) and
2. rehearsal processes were at least partly responsible for the sign length effect.
In Experiment 5, all groups counted up to five in their primary communication 
mode during orthographic presentation. This reduced the impact of English length on 
span, although the SE subjects still retained a significant word length effect. The sign 
length effect was also absent in all three groups, their performances being uniformly 
worse than in the control condition (Experiment 3).
Taken together, the two experiments demonstrated that the item-length effect in 
these deaf subjects was due to rehearsal processes, although the impact of suppression 
on memory was less than that typical of hearing subjects. Clearly, the Oral subjects 
rehearsed in a speech code. It also appeared that the other groups rehearsed in a 
cherological code. This may have been supplemented by a speech code, since articulatory 
suppression impaired their performance. In addition, the speech activity may have been 
particularly difficult for the Auslan group, accounting for the absence of the sign length 
effect under articulatory suppression.
(iv) Experiment 6
Since the spoken and written length and/or similarity of the word lists were 
confounded in Experiments 1, 3, 4, and 5, it was possible that the subjects were relying 
partly on visual (orthographic) coding. This could account for:
1. the relatively small item length effects found with these deaf subjects when 
compared to published data for hearing subjects. This is consistent with these 
deaf subjects supplementing sign/speech rehearsal with additional strategies 
(Experiments 2 and 3);
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2. the smaller item length effect obtained for the Auslan subjects in Experiment 3, 
compared to the other two groups. Here orthographic length is directly related to 
spoken but not sign length; this would inflate the item length effect for the Oral 
group but not the Auslan subjects;
3. the reduced effect in Experiments 4 and 5 of sign and speech suppression on 
the relevant deaf groups, compared to that reported for hearing subjects.
Furthermore, if the Auslan subjects relied to a greater extent on visual coding 
than the Oral subjects, other consistently smaller effects shown by the former group 
would be explained. For example the Auslan group in Experiment 1 was affected equally 
by cherological and articulatory similarity - and the latter was associated with 
orthographic similarity.
Experiment 6 used two lists differing in orthographic similarity, plus three 
suppression conditions: nil (control), manual, and articulatory.
Visual similarity significantly affected all groups, irrespective of suppression 
condition. The results of the suppression manipulation broadly duplicated those of 
Experiments 4 and 5. Manual suppression was significant only for the signers. English 
suppression affected each group, and reduced the performance of the Oral subjects to 
that of the other two groups.
Experiment 6 therefore demonstrated that the subjects did in fact use visual 
coding. It would be feasible to assume that this was also used in Experiment 3 in 
conjunction with primary linguistic rehearsal, thus contributing to the higher than 
expected memory scores of the three groups when matched with hearing subjects for 
production rate. However, since the Auslan group did not rely on visual coding to a 
greater extent than the other two groups, it could not account for all the reduced effects 
found following manipulations of the sign code.
2.4 Main conclusions
Overall, the results give qualified support for the idea that the shorter memory 
spans of deaf people compared to their hearing peers can be partly attributed to a slower 
rate of rehearsal.
However it also appears that rehearsal speed was a more important determinant 
of memory span for hearing people than for the deaf subjects in the present study. Three 
features of the data were noteworthy in this regard. First, evidence was obtained of 
auxiliary visual coding, which may have increased the deaf subjects' spans beyond those 
expected for their production rates. Secondly, all the manipulations produced smaller 
effects than those generally reported for hearing individuals. Both the extra visual coding 
and the reduced effects were taken as indications of less effective communication-based 
memory codes in the deaf sample. Supplementary speed performance data, which 
assessed the difficulty of sequencing increasing numbers of items, supported this 
interpretation. These data indicate that the Oral group may have been disadvantaged by 
trace indistinctiveness whereas sequencing demands may have been particularly heavy for 
the Auslan group. This also relates to the third salient feature of the data. In all six
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experiments the Auslan group relied less exclusively on a sign code than the other groups 
relied on their communication-based codes. Combined with the supplementary 
sequencing results, this leads to the conclusion that sign and speech may not be equally 
compatible with sequential processing. For those who use Auslan however, the inherent 
simultaneity of their language may mitigate the impact of these processing differences on 
everyday cognitive performance.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERA TÜRE REVIEW
3.1 Overview: Deafness and cognition
3.LI Memory, language, and the deaf person
When compared to their hearing peers, deaf people exhibit inferior immediate 
recall of sequentially presented verbal materials. So consistently has this serial memory 
deficit been replicated that it is often accepted as an inevitable sequel of deafness 
(Conrad, 1979). Certainly, it has proven resistant to various pedagogical and 
psychological intervention attempts. As early as 1917, Pintner and Paterson reported that 
not one of their 481 deaf subjects, whose ages ranged from 7-26 years, attained a digit 
span equal to that of 7-year-old hearing children, and despite changes in educational 
practice, the performance difference has been replicated during at least five successive 
decades (e.g. Belmont, Karchmer, 8c Pilkonis, 1976; Blair, 1957; Conrad, 1979; Furth, 
1966b; Hanson, 1982a; Tomlinson-Keasey & Smith-Winberry, 1990).
This disparity in short-term ordered recall extends beyond digits to encompass 
any stimuli which embody a symbol system. Deaf persons perform more poorly than their 
hearing counterparts regardless of whether the stimuli are words, letters or digits 
(Belmont 8c Karchmer, 1978; Belmont et al., 1976; Hanson, 1982a; MacDougall, 1979; 
Tomlinson-Keasey 8c Smith-Winberiy, 1990), nameable pictures (Blair, 1957; Conrad, 
1979; Kelley 8c Tomlinson-Keasey, 1976), fingerspelled letters (Frumkin 8c Anisfeld, 
1977; Liben 8c Drury, 1977; Stuckless 8c Pollard, 1977), dominoes or reversed digits 
(Blair, 1957) or sign language (Bellugi, Klima, 8c Siple, 1975; Hanson, 1982a; 
Tomlinson-Keasey 8c Smith-Winberry, 1990). The actual performance disparity varies 
according to the memory stimuli, being about one item or more. For example, Bellugi et 
al. (1975) contrasted a word span for hearing people of 5.9 with a sign span for deaf 
subjects of 4.9 items; Tomlinson-Keasey 8c Smith-Winberry (1990) reported digit spans 
of 6.6 and 4.3 for hearing and deaf subjects respectively.
In addition to their memory deficit, most deaf people experience difficulty in 
acquiring and using the language of the majority hearing culture. When discriminating 
speech, vision is a poor substitute for audition, the hearing child's route to mastery of 
language. It has been determined that the forty English consonants and vowel phonemes 
produce only sixteen discriminable visual units (Erber, 1974). Researchers have 
concluded that fewer than one in five deaf children will surpass Grade 5 reading level 
irrespective of the method of communication used or the length or type of school 
program (e.g. Conrad in Britain, 1977b, 1981; Moores in America, 1978; Savage, Evans, 
8c Savage in Australia, 1981). Other surveys indicate that some deaf 18-year-olds do not 
have the linguistic competence of 10-year-old hearing children (Russell, Power, 8c 
Quigley, 1976). Some comprehension processing strategies are evident long beyond the 
age when a hearing child would have abandoned them. Vocabulary acquisition 
constitutes another problem (LaSasso 8c Davey, 1987). For many deaf people, achieving
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competence in speech, reading, spelling and related skills seems an impossible goal 
(Conrad, 1977b, 1979; Furth, 1966a, 1973; Karchmer, Milone, & Wolk, 1979; King & 
Quigley, 1985; Moores, 1970, 1972; Quigley & Paul, 1984).
The coexistence of memory and language difficulties suggests that these two 
abilities might be causally related in the deaf population. Most linguistic activities 
require that the person retains a certain amount of verbal information whilst 
simultaneously carrying on additional cognitive processing. For example, the initial 
words of a sentence must be kept in mind if the sentence as a whole is to be understood, 
and so shorter memory spans could contribute to lower levels of verbal accomplishment.
Evidence from the working memory literature is consistent with this viewpoint. 
This approach emphasises the role of short-term memory in allowing several pieces of 
information to be held in mind at the same time, so that they may be interrelated. Deaf 
people's phonological coding in working memory has been linked to reading achievement 
(Hanson, Goodell, & Perfetti, 1991). In normally-hearing subjects the resources of 
working memory have been related to reading (Baddeley & Gathercole, 1992; Rapala & 
Brady, 1990; Share, Jorm, Maclean, & Matthews, 1984; Tirre, 1992), speech production 
(Speidel, 1993), vocabulary acquisition (Gathercole, 1990; Gathercole & Baddeley, 
1990a, 1990b; Gathercole, Willis, Emslie, & Baddeley, 1991; Papagno, Valentine, & 
Baddeley, 1991; Snowling, 1987; Taylor, Lean, & Schwartz, 1989), foreign language 
learning (Papagno & Vallar, 1992; Service, 1992) and reading comprehension (Carpenter 
& Just, 1988; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980, 1983; Engle, Nations, & Cantor, 1990; 
Fowler, 1988; LaPointe & Engle, 1990; Salthouse, Mitchell, Skovronek, & Babcock, 
1989; Turner & Engle, 1989), as well as verbal problem solving and reasoning 
(Anderson, 1983; Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Carpenter, Just, & Shell, 
1990; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990). Furthermore, the working memory reading span 
measure predicts the ability to make inferences and to process "garden path" sentences 
(Baddeley, Logie, Nimmo-Smith, & Brereton, 1985; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980, 1983; 
Daneman & Green, 1986; Masson & Miller, 1983; Turner & Engle, 1989; Vallar & 
Shallice, 1990).
These considerations suggest that an investigation of the short-term recall 
performance in the deaf population may prove beneficial for two reasons. First, it may 
establish the basis of the memory limitations of deaf people. Second, it may promote a 
better understanding of their performance on other language tasks.
3.1.2 Pinpointing the memory abilities of deaf people
The most satisfactory account of deaf people's memory is one which can explain 
their strengths as well as their weaknesses. The account should be assessed in relation to 
deaf persons' full memory profiles. This will enable the exclusion of interpretations that 
fail to explain their many competencies.
Three such accounts are summarised below. All are flawed because they 
overgeneralise deaf people's memory impairment. They have been included here because 
of their historical significance: they have proved useful catalysts for research which has 
led to a refinement of deaf people's area of difficulty, and thence to a more fruitful 
approach based on identification of specific underlying processes.
(i) Language difficulties
Degree of hearing impairment is inversely related to both language ability and 
short-term memory (Conrad, 1972a, 1972b, 1979). Non-deaf children and those with a 
mild hearing loss acquire a knowledge of their native language through the spoken word, 
but more severely-deaf persons are denied functional access to speech in proportion to 
their degree of impairment. Nevertheless, the memory disparity between deaf and hearing 
individuals cannot be attributed merely to unfamiliarity with English materials, for it is 
also present with highly familiar signed stimuli (Bellugi et al., 1975; Hanson, 1982a). 
Furthermore, relatively poor signed serial recall occurs despite evidence that the early 
sign language development of deaf children can at least parallel the speech development 
of hearing children (Bellugi & Klima, 1972; Nash, 1975), and may even precede it 
(Bonvillian & Folven, 1993; Bonvillian, Orlansky, & Novak, 1983; Mclntire, 1977; 
Schlesinger & Meadow, 1972; Wilbur & Jones, 1974).
(ii) General cognitive im pairm ent
Better recall by hearing subjects has led to an alternative suggestion: that deaf 
people have a general cognitive impairment. Myklebusfs (1953) "organismic shift" 
hypothesis, in which deaf individuals are assumed to be more concrete thinkers, is a well 
known example of this approach. It is reiterated in the introduction to his 1960 book, 
The Psychology o f Deafness, where he wrote: "When one type of sensation is lacking, it 
alters the integration and function of all o f the others. Experience is now constituted 
differently; the world of perception, conception, imagination, and thought has an altered 
foundation, a new configuration." However research has tended not to support this view, 
for deaf people perform normally on non-verbal intelligence tests (Braden, 1985; Kyle 
1979, 1980b; Ljubesic, 1986; Sisco & Anderson, 1980; Vernon, 1967) and have 
normally distributed cognitive capacities for learning (Bonvillian, Charrow, & Nelson, 
1973; Lewis, 1987; Martin, 1991). Hearing people do not have an enhanced ability to 
maintain non-linguistic images in short-term memory (Emmorey, Kosslyn, & Bellugi, 
1993). Nor do group differences in the recall of sequential non-verbal material 
necessarily favour hearing subjects. In the temporal recall of nonsense visual stimuli deaf 
subjects do not lag behind those with intact hearing (Furth, 1966b; McDaniel, 1980; 
Olsson & Furth, 1966). (Indeed, their performance has on occasion exceeded that of 
hearing persons, when stimuli consist primarily of nonverbal elements such as the Knox 
Cube and Memory-for-Designs (Blair, 1957), or sequences of faces (O'Connor & 
Hermelin, 1973a). Additionally, deaf students perform as well as hearing subjects on 
sequential spatial tasks, irrespective of whether linguistic or nonsense stimuli are used 
(Blair, 1957; Carey & Blake, 1974; Das, 1983; Tomlinson-Keasey & Smith-Winberry, 
1990). Healy (1975, 1977, 1978, 1982) further demonstrated that it is only during recall 
o f temporal (but not spatial) information that hearing subjects draw on a phonological 
code.
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A global cognitive disability in the deaf population is again contraindicated by the 
fact that their performance is not necessarily depressed by linguistic stimuli. During free 
recall o f print, deaf native signers, bilingual in English and ASL, can perform as well as 
their hearing peers (Hanson, 1982a; Ronnberg & Nilsson, 1987). In relation to the later 
discussion, it is worth noting that free recall is amenable to non-phonological coding (of 
which semantic coding is generally the most prevalent).
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(iii) Inadequate methodology
Several methodological explanations of the shorter memory span can also be 
discounted. It is not due to confounding with spatial order recall (Blair, 1957; Conrad, 
1979; Furth, 1966b; Hanson, 1982a; Pintner & Paterson, 1917; Wallace & Corballis, 
1973; Withrow, 1968). The fact that differences persist even when the stimulus is signed 
(Tomlinson-Keasey & Smith-Winberry, 1990) does not support the interpretation 
forwarded by Belmont and Karchmer (1978) that signing deaf people's poorer recall 
could be explained in terms of a "mismatch" between the materials to be remembered and 
the memory code utilised. Nor can the trend be ascribed merely to the longer duration in 
executing a signed response; comparable differences were obtained by Furth (1966b) 
using presentation of digits on slides followed by written, rather than signed recall.
These results conform to a pattern suggesting that the shorter memories of 
profoundly deaf individuals are confined to the sequential recall of verbal materials. Deaf 
individuals will not necessarily experience difficulty when either memorising verbal 
materials or recalling items in order, so the source of their problem is not a general 
impairment of either language or intellect. Neither is it entirely attributable to the testing 
methodologies used. Therefore, these explanations will not be pursued further. Instead 
the investigation will focus on the underlying processes which are particular to the area 
of difficulty that has been identified - short-term recall during a task which incorporates 
both verbal and sequential attributes.
3.1.3 Current accounts of deaf people's memory deficit
Several' explanations have been formulated which specifically address deaf 
people's difficulties in remembering verbal materials in sequence. Of these, four will be 
considered only summarily before developing a fifth in greater detail. Despite their brief 
mention here, it will be seen in subsequent chapters that the first four proposals 
interrelate with the fifth explanation, which forms the focus o f this study.
All five accounts take as a point of departure the processes operating during the 
serial recall of verbal stimuli, and they stress the established link between the memory 
codes of hearing people and their primary communication mode - speech (Baddeley, 
1986, 1990; Conrad, 1964).
(i) Strategic differences
One account of the different performances of the deaf and hearing is tied to 
strategy deployment: the use of verbal rehearsal facilitates recall with hearing individuals 
but, because speech is a difficult skill for deaf people to acquire, they use it less, and a 
verbal rehearsal deficiency ensues. In support of this position, Bebko and McKinnon 
(1990) found that language mastery was associated with the emergence of spontaneous 
rehearsal. Furthermore, remarkable gains of up to 100% have been demonstrated in deaf 
children following strategy instruction (Bebko, 1979, 1984; Bebko & McKinnon, 1990; 
Belmont et al.,1976; Espeseth, 1969).
(ii) Simultaneous processing
A second explanation focuses on the difference between serial and simultaneous 
processing (Das, 1989). It is suggested that the visual modality is more conducive to
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simultaneous analysis, whereas the processing of auditory material is essentially temporal 
(Attneave & Benson, 1969; Craig 8c Gordon, 1988; Das, 1983; O'Connor 8c Hermelin, 
1978; Paivio 8c Csapo, 1971). In the detection of temporal change, the auditory modality 
is known to surpass the visual modality (Klapper 8c Birch, 1971). For example, while we 
can resolve up to 1000 interruptions per second of auditory white noise, we can resolve 
only 60 flashes per second of bright light (Miller 8c Taylor, 1948).
It is asserted that deaf persons lack auditory experience, and consequently 
sequential analysis is more difficult for them (Leiberman, 1974; Senior, 1988). 
Furthermore, as Poizner and Tallal (1987) remark, the understanding of speech demands 
the utilisation of more rapid temporal contrasts than sign language. This suggests that 
deaf people may be doubly disadvantaged in that the ability to benefit from a speech code 
requires facility with serial processing, itself less accessible to them in the first place. 
Supportive evidence for this view comes from Furth (1966b), who found that digit recall 
of deaf subjects deteriorated under sequential, as opposed to simultaneous, display 
conditions. This position is also consistent with the results of O'Connor and Hermelin 
(1973b), who, after successively exposing three digits in such a way that the left-right 
order did not correspond with the temporal sequential order, found that spatial 
configurations rather than temporal order were the preferred options of deaf but not 
hearing subjects during recall and recognition tests. More recently, Todman and Cowdy's 
(1993) work with deaf and hearing subjects led them to suggest: "...performance on 
cognitive tasks is dependent on compatibility of task demands with a coding orientation 
arising from a particular learning history" (p. 237) - which is essentially a general 
restatement of this position.
(iii) Language processing
In a variant of the "simultaneous processing" argument, here termed the 
"language processing" account, it is maintained that visuo-spatial languages may be less 
suited than speech to serial recall (Hirsh 1967; Krakow & Hanson, 1985; Stuckless 8c 
Pollard, 1977; Waldron, Diebold, & Rose, 1985; White 8c Stevenson, 1975). This is 
attributed to the simultaneous occurrence of the formational parameters, or cheremes, 
which identify a particular sign (Klima 8c Bellugi, 1979; Stokoe, Casterline, & 
Croneberg, 1965). For example in Australian Sign Language (or Auslan), the sign SUN4 
consists of the round hand, palm down, hand away, which is placed at about head height 
and moved down as it is flicked open into the spread hand. For their part, the phonemes 
in English are conveyed sequentially: for example /s/ /a /  /n/. Similarly, co-occurring 
devices also predominate in signed sentences (Lane, 1977). Negation in Auslan provides 
a particularly clear example: a head shake maintained whilst signing can signify that the 
intended meaning is opposite to that articulated by the hands. For example shaking the 
head whilst signing IM! GOING signifies "I'm not going". Clearly, negation is speech 
involves the sequential addition of words: One cannot say "not" and "going" at the same 
time.
When unrelated items comprise the memory stimuli, the imposition of serial recall 
prevents signers from using well-practised simultaneous devices to link the words. In 
contrast, the processing of speech remains essentially unchanged by the requirement to
4Notation: The usual conventions are followed when distinguishing the actual signs from the words they 
represent. The English tranlations or glosses of signs are portrayed in upper case e.g. SUN, whereas 
fingerspelling is represented by dashes inserted between the uppercase letters, so the fingerspelled word 
"sun" is depicted thus: S-U-N.
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recall sequentially: a linear stream of sounds occurs irrespective of whether individual 
stimuli or "normal" (conversational) speech is used. Because serial recall involves a 
greater deviation for signers from their customary way of communicating, it may be 
harder for signers than speakers to remember sequences.
Of course, when compared to speech, Auslan's greater simultaneity cannot be 
taken as proof that it is less adequate for serial recall. The same applies to neurological 
data demonstrating that sign and speech use different resources (Anderson, Damasio, 
Damasio, Klima, Bellugi, Sc Brandt, 1992; Szelag, Wasilewski, Sc Fersten, 1992). 
Though the above analysis is consistent with the hypothesis that sign coding may be less 
efficient than phonological coding for serial recall, a more rigorous test of the idea is 
needed.
(iv) An indistinct speech code
It is urged that the phonological code of orally educated deaf people may be less 
efficacious because it is based on articulation and/or speechreading which permit coarser 
distinctions of the items in memory (Conrad, 1979). There are fewer "visemes", or 
visually distinct speech units, than there are phonemes, their auditory counterpart (Erber, 
1974). It follows that the elements of the phonological code of deaf people, lacking the 
extra discriminability imparted by an auditory component, lead to lower recall because 
less time passes before the trace is degraded beyond recognition. Being a less 
discriminable code, it leads to poorer performance in much the same way that hearing 
subjects' ordered recall of rhymes underestimates their recall of more distinctive stimuli.
Data from spelling experiments verify that deaf subjects may possess relatively 
inaccurate phonological representations (Hanson, Shankweiler, Sc Fischer, 1983; 
Leybaert, 1993). The results of Locke and Kutz (1975) accord with such a view: hearing 
children who correctly perceived the differences between /r/ and /w/ sounds but who 
failed to preserve these differences in their own articulation, also failed to distinguish 
them in memory. Converging evidence for this interpretation is provided by 
manipulations of phonological similarity which have been extended to include deaf 
subjects. Typically, in this group, smaller differences are found between the memory 
spans for rhyming and non-rhyming stimuli (Campbell Sc Wright, 1988). This observation 
is generally interpreted as evidence for an inadequate code because, other things equal, 
the more efficient the code, the greater will be the impact of the manipulation upon 
memory.
(v) Rehearsal speed
A final explanation of the disparity between deaf and hearing people focuses on 
the efficacy of the memory trace, with particular emphasis on rehearsal speed (e.g. 
Chalifoux, 1991; Klima & Bellugi, 1979).
It is contended that short-term recall is based on rehearsal of stimulus items in 
their order of presentation. Items must be refreshed at least once every 1-2 seconds, 
otherwise they will decay beyond recognition (Baddeley, 1983, 1990a; Hitch, Halliday, 
Sc Littler, 1989; Morris Sc Jones, 1987). It follows that the more items which can be 
rehearsed or "re-entered" in that interval, the greater the span. Proponents of this 
explanation maintain that the memory code used in this process conforms to the type of 
communication favoured by the subject. Thus, signing deaf persons will most likely
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transform the material to be remembered into a sign code whereas orally educated deaf 
people will use a speech code. The type o f code is significant because the spoken and 
signed languages of deaf persons proceed more slowly than does the speech of hearing 
individuals (Bellugi & Fischer, 1972; Grosjean, 1979, Krakow & Hanson, 1985). This 
entails that they will be able to rehearse fewer items than their hearing peers before decay 
occurs, and hence, will have shorter memory spans.
3.1.4 Comment
The first four explanations outlined above are specific to a particular 
communication mode. For example, the three accounts based on strategies, simultaneous 
processing and trace indistinctness all assume that deaf people cannot easily use a speech 
code to assist their recall. However, the spoken word is not the only communication 
option open to these individuals. Many use cued speech, fingerspelling, sign language, or 
a sign "code" where signs are used in conjunction with speech. By concentrating on 
phonological coding, accounts (i), (ii), and (iv) do not address the question of whether 
alternative memory codes, based on communications which the deaf find easy to acquire, 
can be used to enhance memory - and if so, why these non-speech based memory codes 
do not lead to memory performances comparable to that obtained with hearing 
individuals. On the other hand, the language processing argument, (iii), focuses on the 
inadequacy of sign versus speech, and therefore cannot explain the memory limitations of 
deaf phonological coders. Only the rehearsal speed account, (v), has sufficient generality 
to apply to more than one communication mode.
Because explanations (i) - (v) are not necessarily mutually exclusive, rehearsal 
speed may not have equal influence on the memory spans of different deaf 
communicators. For example, the rate at which an item is rehearsed may interact with its 
discriminability, as has been observed for rhyming stimuli with hearing subjects.
Verbal rehearsal omission, sequential processing, language processing and speech 
discrimination can be only partial contributors to the memory deficits of the deaf, 
because each is concerned with a specific type of communication. The fact that the 
memory disparity between deaf and hearing subjects persists in a variety of conditions 
suggests that there may in addition be an underlying common factor. It is the aim of this 
study to explore this possibility more fully. In order to do so, the final explanation, which 
highlights rehearsal speed irrespective of communication type, will be subject to further 
scrutiny.
3.2 Implications of the rehearsal speed hypothesis
3.2.1 Four testable assumptions
Two observations have been made o f deaf people: that they have poorer 
immediate memory for sequentially presented verbal materials, and that they 
communicate more slowly than their hearing peers. The rehearsal speed explanation 
makes an explicit linkage between these observations as follows:
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Deaf people have shorter memory spans than hearing people because deaf 
people rehearse more slowly than hearing people;
and
deaf people rehearse more slowly than hearing people because deaf people 
communicate more slowly than hearing people.
How can this argument be tested? One option is to explore its necessary 
conditions. As pointed out in Chapter 2, there are four testable assumptions in this 
account. The latter are included, underlined, in a restatement of the hypotheses:
Deaf people have shorter memory spans than hearing people because: 
deaf people rehearse more slowly than hearing people (Assumption 1)
and
deaf people's memory spans are influenced by rehearsal rate (Assumption 2).
Deaf people rehearse more slowly than hearing people because:
deaf people communicate more slowly than hearing people (Assumption la)
and
deaf people rehearse in a memory code which is based on their external mode of 
communication (Assumption lb).
Published research concerning these points will be examined in this chapter, in 
order of their appearance. Evidence concerning whether rehearsal is based on more 
slowly executed communication modes will be used to test the presumed slower 
rehearsal. This will be followed by an evaluation of whether past research has shown that 
rehearsal speed* governs the memory spans of deaf individuals.
3.2.2 Do deaf people communicate more slowly than hearing people 
(Assumption la)?
(i) Communication in the deaf population
Evidence has already been presented concerning the memory deficit of deaf 
people, but the claim that they also exhibit a slower production speed has yet to be 
substantiated. In order to do so more clearly, several ways that deaf people communicate 
will first be described before going on to discuss their speed of execution.
Deaf people are versatile communicators.. Depending on the circumstances they 
may adopt several methods, including gesture, sign language, speech, fingerspelling 
(dactylology), pantomime, writing, cued speech, and a number of speech codes, where 
sign is yoked to speech as exemplified by Signed English. Of these methods, three of the 
most prevalent will be selected for investigation - sign language, Signed English, and 
speech.
Sign language
Sign language is a visuo-spatial communication mode which resembles spoken 
language in several important ways. Both follow similar developmental progressions and, 
like speech, sign has its own vocabulary, grammatical structure and rules of item 
formation. Both language forms can be reduced to discrete featural systems: the 
phonemes of speech have their counterparts in the "cheremes" of sign language, of which
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handshape, movement, location, orientation, and facial expression are the most 
prominent (Johnston, 1987, 1989; Liddell & Johnson, 1989; Stokoe, 1978).
Like speech, sign language varies between geographical regions. In this study the 
sign language under investigation is Auslan, the language used by more than 15,000 
people in the the Australian Deaf5 community (Hyde & Power, 1992b). Note that whilst 
Auslan is superficially distinct from the other major sign languages there are fundamental 
properties common to all, observed in Auslan as well as in American Sign Language or 
ASL (McIntyre, 1982); British Sign Language or BSL (Deucher, 1983); Chinese Sign 
Language (Yau, 1977); and Italian Sign Language (Corazza, 1990; Pizzuto, Giuranna, & 
Gambino, 1990). Indeed, the correspondence between BSL and Auslan is sufficiently 
close for the latter to be considered a dialect of BSL (Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1993). 
Consequently, the study of Auslan can profit from the insights gained into these other 
visuo-spatial languages, notably those from America and Britain.
Signed English (SE)
It has been estimated that a mere 10-25% of the individual phonemes of speech 
can be distinguished visually (Gailey, 1987; Lyxell & Ronnberg, 1987, 1991), and even 
when these phonemes appear collectively in speech the upper limit on speechreading 
barely reaches about 30% (De Filippo, 1982). In order to overcome this dilemma that 
only a small proportion o f words can be read "on the lips", the artificial sign system 
Australasian Signed English (SE) uses the fact that language can be produced in two 
modalities, by employing a combination of speech, signs and fingerspelling. A recent 
study of Australian teachers o f the deaf found that about four fifths of those surveyed 
used this sign system (Hyde, Power, & Cliffe, 1992).
Unlike Auslan, all modifiers and tenses are indicated in the same order as English, 
to provide a complete visual rendition of speech. As in English, it is the order of the parts 
of speech which is used to convey meaning. This contrasts with the frequent use o f signs 
in Auslan that can simultaneously indicate the subject and the relevant action. The sign 
component of SE is distinguished from Auslan by being a code for English, rather than a 
sign language in the accepted sense of the term. Wood and Wood (1992a) convey the 
status of the hand movements by referring to them as the "sign shadow."
In the literature, "Signed English" tends to be used as a generic term to cover 
almost any sign system which is based on English, even though each may vary from 
every other in its reliance on fingerspelling, its depiction o f tense and so on (Seeing 
Essential English or SEEj, Signing Exact English or SEE2 , and Linguistics o f Visual 
English or LOVE exemplify these differences). However these differences are irrelevant 
to the present study, for it is concerned with the serial recall o f lists of items in which 
language structure is unimportant, and in which cherological and morphological features 
are controlled. Therefore, international studies of deaf people's serial recall are still 
germane to the present study, even though these studies may be based on systems which 
differ from Australasian Signed English.
5The word "Deaf' beginning with a capital indicates that shared social interests and a common sign 
language are important ways in which group members identify themselves.
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Oral communication
The definitive features of the oral approach are its use of aural inputs and 
lipreading, and the absence of manual techniques. Heavy reliance is placed upon the use 
of residual hearing with the assistance of hearing aids and group amplification systems. 
These methods are used in order to overcome the difficulties of speechreading: research 
has consistently shown that, regardless of hearing status, few phonemes can be visually 
differentiated, certainly not to the extent that would be required to fathom speech input 
(Berger, 1972; Clouser, 1977; Jeffers & Barley, 1971; Mogford, 1987; Summerfield, 
1987). For example, it is through speech not vision that the minimal pairs /ba/ /maJ and 
/paJ may be distinguished. Clearly, a lip reader could be forgiven for construing "Is Meg 
in debt?" as "Is Peggy dead?".
(ii) Speed of expression in Auslan, Signed English, and speech
Aus lan
Bellugi and Fischer (1972) found signing rate to be about half that of speech, 
once pauses were excluded. Similarly, Grosjean (1979) reported that a speaker can 
produce 2.77 words in the time that it takes to execute just one sign. The observation of 
a slow signing rate has been consistently replicated (Bellugi et al., 1975; Bonvillian, Rea, 
Orlansky, & Slade, 1987; Krakow & Hanson, 1985), and is usually attributed to the fact 
that in sign the articulators (the hands) have further to travel in space than do the 
articulators of the vocal apparatus used in speech production.
Note that these measurements of signing rate refer to individual signs. Auslan has 
a significantly different linguistic structure from both Signed and spoken English, and it 
resembles other sign languages in that its propositional rate approximates that of speech. 
For example, Bellugi and Fischer's (1972) subjects produced a story in two versions: 
spoken and signed in ASL. Although the total word count was about 1.5 that of the total 
signs, the time taken and the information conveyed (measured in propositions) was 
equal.
The fact that the slower production rate of deaf signers is confined to individual 
signs, not propositions, constitutes further evidence in favour of an explanation of deaf 
people's memory deficit which is based on rehearsal speed. This is because the memory 
limitations of deaf people correspond to the stimuli which they produce relatively slowly. 
It is the serial recall of unrelated signs but not of signed discourse, that proves most 
taxing for this group (Tweney & Heiman, 1977), and it is these single signs which are 
executed relatively slowly.
Signed English
One consequence o f attempting to portray English in a spatial modality, rather 
than the auditory-vocal medium in which it evolved, is that Signed English is a more 
time-consuming process than either English or Auslan. This rests partly on the fact that 
both the word and its corresponding sign must be completed before the individual can 
embark upon any succeeding words. Bellugi and Fischer (1972) noted that the SE 
rendition of a short paragraph required 49 signs and 10 inflections: ASL used 27 signs. 
Comparisons of spoken with Signed English repeat the theme: Signed English may take 
20% more signs than English words (Baker, 1979).
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Speech
The speech of deaf individuals is characteristically slower and more laboured than 
that of hearing people (Bochner, Barefoot, & Johnson, 1987; Conrad, 1979; Nickerson, 
1975). Aberrant and frequent pausing is commonly observed (Osberger & Levitt, 1979; 
Parkhurst & Levitt, 1978; Stathopoulos, Duchan, Sonnenmeier, & Bruce, 1986; 
Stromberg & Levitt, 1979), with the result that speech may be intelligible only to those 
who are highly familiar with the deaf person.
3.2.3 Are deaf people’s memory codes based on communication mode 
(Assumption lb)?
The rehearsal explanation is based on the concept of a race between the duration 
of the phonological trace and the speed at which it could be refreshed by rehearsal. The 
faster the rehearsal speed, the longer the memory span. Adapting this argument for use 
with deaf subjects, it would be expected that the recall of the Auslan subjects would be 
affected by manipulations of sign rehearsal rate, SE subjects by different SE rehearsal 
rates, and the Oral group would respond to changes in English rehearsal rate.
This strategy rests on a crucial assumption: that the nature of the memory trace is 
tied to the individual's preferred way of communicating. Just as hearing people use a 
speech code to remember, even with written presentation (Baddeley, 1966; Conrad, 
1964, 1972b), it is assumed that the Auslan group will use a sign code, the SE group a 
SE code, and the Oral group, a speech code. This hypothesis is explicit in the primary 
language notion of Shand (1982) and Shand and Klima (1981), who maintain that an 
internal code can be "primed" by early linguistic experience. In their words stimuli in a 
primary linguistic mode are:
in a form that allows immediate interpretation without recoding into a more 
primary form. That is, such inputs can be coded at the level of short-term 
memory without the necessity of being recoded into some code not based on the 
physical aspects of the input signal (p. 466).
Because of the importance to this study of identifying the memory code which is 
being used by the three subject groups, the evidence for a primary communication-based 
memory trace must be examined.
(i) Speech coding
Of those deaf persons who have been exposed to an oral education, some 
develop intelligible speech. These people make stable, rule-governed articulatory errors 
(Dodd, 1976), and the developmental phonological errors made by profoundly 
prelingually deaf children are similar to those of younger hearing children (Oiler 8c Kelly, 
1974). Despite the conspicuous shortcomings of lipreading, this can be used by some 
deaf persons to make rhyme and homophone judgements (Dodd & Hermelin, 1977; 
Engle, Cantor, & Turner, 1989; Hanson, 1982a; Hanson & Lichtenstein, 1990) and to 
spell novel words (Campbell, Burden, & Wright, 1992; Dodd, 1980). During reading, 
certain deaf subjects will encode print phonologically (Dodd, 1987; Hanson, 1991; 
Hirsh-Pasek & Treiman, 1982; Liberman, Shankweiler, & Liberman, 1989; Lichtenstein, 
1985). This conclusion is supported by proofreading tasks, in which deaf children are
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more likely to detect pronounced rather than silent letters so long as target position 
within a word is controlled (Dodd, 1987 cf. Chen, 1976). Finally, deaf subjects who are 
competent speakers are better at recalling the order of pictured objects than doodles 
(Waters & Doehring, 1990). This can be interpreted as an indication of phonological 
coding, since that strategy would be of greater assistance with pictures than with the 
relatively "unnameable" doodles.
These results suggest that the use of a speech code by oral deaf people is not 
confined to contrived experimental contexts, but can be used in a wide variety of 
situations, including serial recall.
Faced with the demonstrable lack of intelligibility in the speech of many deaf 
people, the evidence for their use of a phonological code may appear surprising (see 
Hanson, 1990). However, an observer's ratings of speech clarity does not always reflect 
the extent to which the words are distinguishable to the speaker - and it is this latter 
feature which determines whether the phonological code will be an effective one. 
Certainly, speech production in hearing individuals does not necessarily give a measure 
of their ability to use a phonological code. Poor or absent production can stem purely 
from motor problems, as instanced in dysarthric and cerebral palsied individuals, and 
such persons are able to use a phonetic code (Baddeley & Wilson, 1985; Bishop & 
Robson, 1989a, 1989b; Cappa & Vallar, 1988; Levine, Calvanio, & Popovics, 1982; 
Martin, 1987; Nebes, 1975; Vallar & Cappa, 1987). It appears to be only those apraxic 
patients with higher-level articulatory disorders, whose speech disturbances are 
attributable to an inability to plan motor speech gestures, who fail to show word length 
effects (Rochon, Caplan, & Waters, 1991; Waters, Rochon, & Caplan, 1992). Since the 
speech difficulties of deaf people more likely derive from lack of acoustic feedback rather 
than an inability to plan their motor speech gestures, their poor expressive speech is not 
contraindicative of phonological coding.
Thus it is quite conceivable that despite poor speech and the lack of acoustic 
cues, at least some deaf individuals may employ a visually-derived phonological code. 
Evidence from several sources suggests that the code is based on speechreading and/or 
orthographic input (Alegria, Leybaert, Charlier, & Hage, 1992; Dodd, 1976; Dodd & 
Hermelin, 1977; McDonald & McGurk, 1978).
O f course, the memory representation of profoundly deaf people cannot have the 
same characteristics as the acoustic memory trace o f non-deaf people. However, certain 
deficiencies in the code may be irrelevant to rehearsal speed. For example, the ability to 
identify rhymes may distinguish good and poor speakers but may be less critical to 
rehearsal speed than the ability to perceive rhythm and syllable structure. The latter is 
easier for hearing children (Trieman & Zukowski, 1991) and arguably easier for deaf 
persons also (Oller & Kelly, 1974). Therefore, despite poor speech, oral subjects may 
still have a plan of at least the order and number of phonemes of individual words - all o f 
which lends confidence to the supposition that manipulations of rehearsal speed should 
have some repercussions during rehearsal.
(ii) Sign coding
Sign coding, or "cherological" coding, has been well documented as a possible 
medium for encoding linguistic material (Bellugi et al., 1975; Hirsh-Pasek & Treiman, 
1982; Krakow & Hanson, 1985; Shand, 1982).
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For example, many expressive intrusion errors comprise "slips of the hand" where 
the actual and intended utterance differ by one chereme. Because the error is based on 
cherological similarities, rather than orthographic or phonological ones, this indicates 
that a sign code is being used. Furthermore, as revealed by Klima and Bellugi's (1979) 
work with "finger-fumblers", a cherological code may be elicited by printed stimuli. 
Moreover, it is clear that deaf individuals draw upon a sign code when memorising;, for 
an analysis of ASL cheremic structure can predict errors on short-term memory for ASL 
signs (Bellugi & Siple, 1974; Bellugi et al., 1975; Frumkin & Anisfeld, 1977; Krakow & 
Hanson, 1985).
Another line of evidence focuses upon the "signability" of the stimuli. Bonvillian 
(1983), and Odom, Blanton, and McIntyre (1970) reported that deaf children were more 
likely to remember words for which there were sign language equivalents than words 
which lacked such translations. This suggests that the subjects were using a sign code to 
boost their recall.
Again in support of cherological coding, Frumkin and Anisfeld (1977) found that 
deaf children tested with a continuous recognition memory procedure tended to falsely 
recognise formationally similar signs. Supplementary confirmation that deaf subjects use 
internal representations of signs to aid memorising has been provided by Bellugi and 
Siple (1974); Hoemann, Andrews, and De Rosa (1974); Kyle (1980); Moulton and 
Beasley (1975); Siple (1978a).
In sum, there is ample evidence that, for both orally educated and signing deaf 
subjects, the internal code can be derived from the prevalent communication mode, 
deafness notwithstanding.
3.2.4 Do deaf people rehearse more slowly than hearing people (Assumption 1)?
Evidence has been presented which confirms that deaf people communicate more 
slowly than hearing people at the level of the individual item. It has also been shown that 
deaf signers and speakers can rehearse these individual items in a memory code which is 
based on their external mode of communication. Taken together, these two assumptions 
support a third: that deaf people's communication-based rehearsal proceeds more slowly 
than hearing people's phonological rehearsal. This last conclusion is accepted with some 
reservations however. Deaf subjects rehearse in a communication-based code less 
regularly than hearing subjects do, hence the occurrence of slower rehearsal is not 
guaranteed.
3.2.5 Does rehearsal speed influence deaf people’s recall (Assumption 2)?
The likelihood that deaf subjects, like their hearing peers, are affected by 
rehearsal speed, is supported by several areas of research. One area covers the known 
similarities between deaf and hearing people's memory processes.
(i) Memory similarities in deaf and hearing subjects
Research suggests that a sensory loss will not directly lead to memory 
impairment. Several investigators (Baddeley & Wilson, 1985; Bishop & Robson, 1989a, 
1989b; Conrad, 1979; Martin, 1987) have shown that the use and formation of a speech 
code does not necessarily depend on either speech or hearing ability. Indications of
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phonological coding, including significant word length effects, have been reported in 
dysarthric patients (Baddeley 8c Wilson, 1985; Levine et al., 1982; Nebes, 1975; Vallar 
8c Cappa, 1987), in children with cerebral palsy (Bishop 8c Robson, 1989b) and in orally 
educated profoundly deaf individuals (Campbell & Wright, 1990). Furthermore, 
investigations of modality effects in deaf and hearing people reveal that mouthed and 
lipread material is processed as if it were heard, not seen (Campbell 8c Dodd, 1980; 
Campbell, Garwood, 8c Rosen, 1988; Dodd, Hobson, Brasher, 8c Campbell, 1983; 
Greene & Crowder, 1984). The consistency of these findings has led Baddeley and Logie 
(1992) to conclude:
it seems clear that overt or, one suspects, even relatively covert articulation is not 
essential for the operation of the loop: for that reason, it is perhaps less 
misleading to refer to it as the Phonological Loop rather than the Articulatory 
Loop (p. 184, italics in original).
Furthermore, commonalities exist between the phonological codes of hearing 
people, and the non-speech codes of deaf signers. These include the presence of sign- 
based recall errors (Klima & Bellugi, 1979), the existence of comparable recency effects 
(Bonvillian et al., 1987; Krakow 8c Hanson, 1985), the reliance on semantic coding in 
long-term memory (Hanson 8c Bellugi, 1982), the attainment of linguistic milestones 
(Pettito 8c Marentette, 1991), similar patterns o f left hemisphere specialisation (Bellugi, 
Poizner, 8c Klima, 1989; Corina, Vaid, 8c Bellugi, 1992; Poizner, Klima, 8c Bellugi, 
1987), time o f earliest recollections (Williams 8c Bonvillian, 1989), and the 
categorisation o f linguistic memory stimuli into meaningful minimal units as occurs with 
invented and inflected signs (Poizner, Newkirk, Bellugi, 8c Klima, 1981; Siple, 
Caccamise, & Brewer, 1982). The fact that so many similarities occur in memory 
functioning, irrespective of hearing status and communication mode, suggests that the 
underlying processes are not specific to any sensory modality but are processed at a 
higher level in the cortex. This in turn increases the expectation that the effects of 
rehearsal rate known to occur in hearing subjects (Baddeley, 1986, 1989) are likely to be 
paralleled by similar processes in the deaf population, but it can hardly be considered 
conclusive evidence.
(ii) Comparisons of different groups of deaf subjects
It has been seen that when compared to their hearing peers, at least three groups 
of deaf people have poorer memory spans for sequentially presented verbal material, and 
their communication proceeds at a slower rate. O f course, comparisons o f memory span 
and communication rate do not have to be confined to deaf signers and hearing speakers 
- they may also be made with groups not distinguished by hearing ability. This allows the 
possibility of using within-modality comparisons between the memory performance of 
deaf signers and other deaf speakers, and between signed and spoken recall by bilingual 
subjects as further evidence for an association o f span and speed. Such comparisons are 
useful because their interpretation is uncomplicated by differences in hearing status. 
However, as will be seen, the results are sufficiently incomplete and/or ambiguous to 
warrant further investigation.'
Short-term recall o f oral deaf versus signing deaf subjects
In general, the serial recall of deaf subjects is best supported by a speech code. 
Both fingerspelling (Locke & Locke, 1971), and signing (Bellugi et al., 1975; Bonvillian
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et al., 1987; Hanson, 1982a; Krakow & Hanson, 1985; Kyle, 1981) are associated with 
lower memory spans. Thus, deaf subjects who use a phonological code have better 
memories than those who do not. According to the rehearsal speed hypothesis, this 
implies that deaf speakers should communicate faster than deaf signers. Unfortunately, 
very few studies have taken both span and speed measures from the same groups of 
subjects, so the rehearsal speed hypothesis has not been adequately assessed on the basis 
of these data.
There is also general acceptance (e.g. Chen, 1976; Conrad, 1979; Hirsh-Pasek & 
Treiman, 1982; Leybaert & Alegria, 1993) that the propensity to encode phonologically 
is confined to a relatively select group, characterised by milder hearing loss and better 
speech and/or academic accomplishments. The use of a phonological code is also 
associated with superior reading ability, a finding replicated with beginning readers 
(Hanson, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1984), high school students (Conrad, 1979), and 
college students (Lichtenstein, 1985). Certainly, it appears that speech coding is a 
hallmark of superior memory performance among the deaf. But it is also true that speech 
is attained by the more highly educated and intelligent members of the deaf community, 
and so the better memory spans of the deaf phonological coders may reflect ability 
factors rather than the speed of the speech code per se. Additionally, a good visual 
memory may be a prerequisite for the ability to lipread (Oleron, 1975), which is itself 
considered crucial in the development of a speech code (Dodd, 1976; Dodd & Hermelin, 
1977). It may well be the case that a good memory is associated with the use of an 
efficient speech code - but the relationship may only hold among the deaf population 
because only those with a good memory can develop a speech code in the first place!
Suggestive evidence on this point is provided by Conrad (1979), who partialled 
out the effects of intelligence and still found a positive relationship between speech code 
and span. However, Conrad did not provide communication speed data, so the 
contribution of rehearsal speed can not be assessed for these subjects.
Therefore, although speech coding is associated with better recall, the absence of 
communication speed data, plus the confounding of ability and hearing loss, entail that 
further evidence is required to establish a causal connection between speed and span.
Short-term recall o f deaf bilinguals
An alternative to between-group comparisons of signed and oral serial recall, may 
be to examine the patterns of coding and performance elicited in bilingual subjects as the 
task is varied. This would permit a stringent test of the efficacy of the phonological code 
for deaf people because their acquisition of this code occurs only with great difficulty, if 
at all, in comparison with their acquisition of sign. Thus, recourse to phonological coding 
during ordered recall by these subjects would constitute compelling evidence for the 
suitability of speech for the task.
In fact, deaf persons who can both sign and speak do tend to use speech rather 
than sign coding in serial recall tasks (Hanson & Lichtenstein, 1990), but not necessarily 
in other cognitive tasks. For example, although sign coding has routinely been used by 
deaf individuals in paired-associate learning tasks (Conlin & Paivio, 1975; Odom et al., 
1970), it appears to be used less consistently in ordered recall (Hanson, 1982a; 
Lichtenstein, 1985). Although serial recall of pictured stimuli occasionally induces sign 
coding (e.g. Hermelin & O'Connor, 1973 versus Campbell & Wright, 1990), the general
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tendency is for speech coding to be elicited by the serial recall o f print - even with 
tongue-twisters (Hanson et al., 1991).
An even clearer instance of deaf people's preference for phonological coding 
during orthographic serial recall was reported by Krakow and Hanson (1985) who 
presented signed, fingerspelled and printed stimuli to the same group of deaf signers and 
could thus determine whether subjects maintained a constant code in the face of changed 
stimulus conditions. They found that their well-educated deaf subjects used a sign-based 
representation to recall ASL signs but not to recall English words. Again, Hanson (1990) 
observed that deaf subjects relied on a phonetic code during serial recall, and visual 
coding for spatial recall, providing evidence that serial recall was facilitated by the use of 
a phonological trace, presumably because it could be rehearsed faster than sign.
Apart from the obvious difficulty of ensuring that bilinguals have equal facility in 
sign and speech, the main problem with using this research to support a rehearsal speed 
account is that these studies supply span data but not speed data. Consequently, speed 
data concerning sign and speech rate in deaf subjects must be imported from a few 
landmark experiments (e.g. Bellugi et al., 1975). However, it is not clear whether the 
communication speed observed in the wider deaf population would apply to these 
bilingual span studies, because the latter have tended to use highly contrived stimuli with 
unusually able deaf subjects. For example, Hanson's (1990) subjects were outstanding 
deaf readers (as Hanson and Feldman (1989) acknowledge, signers with poor mastery of 
English will always eschew a phonological code). Additionally, she used only four stimuli 
- the letters B, S, V, and M - in which the phonological coding would have been 
relatively well practised and easy even for deaf individuals.
Overall then, the sensitivity of deaf bilinguals to task demands is consistent with 
the idea that the speech code leads to better serial recall in virtue of its presumed faster 
rehearsal rate (presumed because the communication speed data is obtained from other 
deaf subjects). However, the data are not free of interpretive difficulties. This also 
applies to the evidence pertaining to the superior memory of deaf phonological coders 
over cherological coders. Though both sources provide converging evidence that within 
the deaf population sign may be less efficient than speech in serial recall tasks because it 
is rehearsed more slowly, it is clear that further research is required.
(iii) Past investigations of rehearsal speed
A small number of studies has provided measures o f the production rates and 
memory spans o f deaf subjects in an effort to assess the role o f rehearsal speed. 
However, attempts to demonstrate a link between span and production rate have been 
more successful for speech than sign. For example, Campbell and Wright (1990) 
obtained a word length effect with orally educated profoundly deaf individuals. Similarly, 
Mayberry and Waters (1991) obtained significant correlations between fingerspelling rate 
and the number of fingerspelled words recalled. In contrast, the relationship between 
signing rate and memory span was far from clear. Procedural details may explain this 
lack of clarity. Recall in Mayberry and Water's (1991) study was scored without regard 
for sign order, and in some instances, no correlation would be expected anyway. For 
example, it would be most unusual for there to be a strong relationship between memory 
span and the production rate for single signs, since the latter takes no index of the time 
taken to travel between signs, which is an integral part of rehearsal speed as long as more
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than one sign has to be remembered. Accordingly, the evidence must be regarded as 
inconclusive regarding the relationship between memory span and signing rate.
3.2.6 Assessing the evidence
It has been confirmed that deaf signers and speakers communicate more slowly, 
item-for-item, than their hearing peers. Published research also supports the assumption 
that the code in which deaf people rehearse is based on their preferred communication 
mode, although such coding may occur with less consistency than in the case of speech 
coding by hearing subjects. This provides converging evidence for the rehearsal speed 
hypothesis's explicit major assumption that deaf people rehearse more slowly than 
hearing people do.
On the other hand, the remaining major assumption has not been convincingly 
supported. Although it seems feasible that the poorer serial recall of deaf people may be 
determined by a slower rate of rehearsal, a compelling demonstration of this relationship 
has yet to appear in the literature, with the role of signing rate particularly obscure.
3.3 Item length:6 A manipulation of rehearsal speed
3.3.1 Rehearsal speed, the item length effect, and recall
The rehearsal speed explanation focuses on the communication modes available 
to the deaf population which lead to the formation of memory codes in which item 
repetition occurs relatively slowly. According to this account, a reduction in memory 
span ensues because fewer stimuli can be rehearsed before retrieval is impaired by decay 
of the memory trace. This effect may be compounded by heavier processing demands, 
and/or poorer discriminability of the memory representation.
One way of testing the speed/efficacy account would be to determine whether 
manipulations of rehearsal speed have repercussions on memory performance. This could 
be achieved by adapting the word length effect found with normally hearing subjects. The 
word length effect refers to the tendency for immediate serial recall of short words to be 
superior to that of longer words. Three interpretations of this effect have been offered, 
based on either rehearsal, output, or identification processes. Only the first of these will 
be considered here.
The rehearsal-based explanation of the word length effect relies on a 
conceptualisation of short-term memory as a number of separable sub systems: a general 
controlling, attentional mechanism (or Central Executive) and a number of "slave" sub 
systems, notably an articulatory loop and a Visuo-Spatial Sketch Pad, or VSSP 
(Baddeley, 1986, 1992b; Hitch, 1984). The Central Executive, which is not modality 
specific, can both store and process information whereas the slave sub systems are 
specialised for the retention of verbal and visuo-spatial information respectively 
(Baddeley & Lieberman, 1980; Brooks, 1968; Frick, 1988; Hanley, Young, & Pearson,
6The term "item length" will be used to denote length in each group's primary communication mode, 
therefore will refer to sign length for the Auslan subjects, SE length for the SE subjects and English length 
for the Oral subjects. The term "word length" will be reserved for descriptions of hearing subjects' 
performance.
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1991; Logie, 1986; Morris, 1986, 1987, 1989; Phillips, 1983; Walker, Hitch, & Duroe, 
1993).
It is the articulatory loop which is thought to underlie the word length effect. The 
loop is responsible for the encoding, maintenance, and manipulation of speech-based 
information, and comprises a passive phonological input store and an active rehearsal 
process. This process operates first to recode verbal items into a speech-based trace for 
input into the phonological store. Secondly it rejuvenates the phonological representation 
which would otherwise decay in about 1.5-2.0 seconds. In this model, rate of rehearsal 
is critical, because it determines the amount of information that can be refreshed per unit 
of time. Inner rehearsal rate appears to be proportional to overt speech rate, with 
maximal rates of the latter being at least equalled by those of internal speech (R.A. 
Anderson, 1982; Landauer, 1962; MacKay, 1981; Marshall & Cartwright, 1978, 1980; 
Weber & Castleman, 1970). In terms of Baddeley's model, the word length effect can be 
readily explained on the basis that it is possible to articulate, hence rehearse (reactivate) 
more short words than long ones before the trace decays into inaccessibility.
This explanation, highlighting the significance of the efficiency of information­
processing operations, could be broadened to include memory codes other than speech. 
For example, signing deaf individuals may remember short sign stimuli better than long 
ones, indicating that they too are affected by production rate. Comparisons could then be 
made between the signing speed of deaf subjects and the speech rate of a hearing group. 
If, on average, signs are produced relatively slowly, then a shorter memory span is to be 
expected of this group. In this instance deaf people's memory deficit could be attributed 
to a slower rate of rehearsal.
In view of the wide individual differences in the deaf population, it is reasonable 
to expect that the memory difficulties of this group would have multiple causes. It is also 
to be expected that the importance of any single factor - such as rehearsal speed - would 
vary according to the aetiology, degree of deafness, educational history, and 
communication mode of the individual concerned. Evidence of the complexity of the 
relationship between production speed and memory span can be found in the 
performance of native signers, where even those who are highly fluent display a reduced 
memory span compared to hearing subjects (Hanson, 1982a). Most probably, the speed 
of the deaf person's rehearsal interacts with other measures of coding efficacy. Speech is 
considered to be especially suitable for serial recall in the hearing population (Baddeley, 
1979, 1986; Crowder, 1978; Healey, 1975; Penney, 1985, 1989). The converse has been 
suggested in the other explanations of deaf people's memory performance, canvassed 
earlier. That is, sign language, and other deaf speech codes devoid of acoustic 
characteristics, may be less adequate for the task because they are more complex, less 
sequential or less distinct than the phonological codes of non-deaf persons.
The presence of a sign length effect is not incompatible with these additional 
factors. In principle a secondary analysis could be performed on the item length effect 
which might indicate the relative utility of the different codes in sustaining memory 
performance. This could be achieved by comparing the magnitude of the sign length and 
word length effects. For a given increment in articulation speed, the language that shows 
the smallest impact on memory span will be the least adequate. In other words, the slope 
of the function relating memory to articulation speed is of interest because a more 
ineffectual code does not contribute greatly to the variance in memory span, hence 
alterations in such a code will only be reflected to a small extent in memory scores.
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To recapitulate, it appears that the item length effect may be used to illuminate 
two facets of the performance difference between deaf and hearing subjects. Of primary 
concern is that it permits an examination of the effect of communication speed. It is well 
known that deaf signers and speakers proceed more slowly at the individual word level 
than their hearing peers (Bellugi & Fischer, 1972; Bonvillian et al., 1987), and this has 
been suggested as a contributing factor to their memory difficulties. However a causal 
relation between communication speed and memory is needed to complete the argument; 
the item length effect provides one test of the causality of this association.
Of secondary importance, the item length effect can additionally be used to 
investigate the possibility that other factors apart from speed may limit the efficacy of the 
memory representations of deaf people. The less powerful the code in determining span, 
the less sensitive recall will be to manipulations of one of the parameters of the memory 
trace, in this case length.
3.3.2 Assumptions underlying the item length test of rehearsal speed
The reason for using the item length effect is to test the following major 
assumption of the rehearsal speed account:
that deaf people's memory spans are influenced by their rehearsal rate.
The application of the item length effect to deaf subjects also carries two 
assumptions of its own. One assumption is shared with the rehearsal speed account of 
the deaf memory deficit, and has already been discussed. That is, it is assumed that deaf 
people's rehearsal is based on their preferred communication mode, since rehearsal speed 
is calculated directly from measures of overt responses. As noted, deaf subjects tend to 
vary their coding mode according to task demands, so an assessment of coding type 
should also accompany the experimental manipulation of item length.
The second assumption is that rehearsal forms the basis of the item length effect. 
The latter can only be a valid test of rehearsal speed if alternative explanations which 
locate the effect totally in other processes can be discounted.
3.3.3 Output and Identification: Two interpretations of the word leneth effect
(i) Output
The word length effect does not necessarily derive from differences in rehearsal 
speed. As mentioned earlier, there are three interpretation of the effect, and rehearsal 
forms the cornerstone of only one of them. The second explanation of the effect also 
emphasises the decay of the memory representation, but locates it in output processes 
rather than rehearsal. It is argued that if long words take longer to output, the initial 
phonological memory trace has more time to degenerate during recall, so the retention of 
lengthy words would be impaired. This account has successfully explained results with 
mixed length lists and backward recall which would be difficult to interpret otherwise 
(Cowan, Day, Saults, Keller, Johnson, & Flores, 1992). Output processes provide the 
best interpretation for data generated by certain memory simulations, such as Cowan's 
(1992) decay-plus-reactivation model. The account may be especially applicable to those 
whose preparation-for-speech processes are less automatic than those of normally
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hearing adults, for example children (Henry, 1991a, 1991b), and deaf subjects (Campbell 
& Wright, 1990). The last two researchers found that deaf individuals showed a word 
length effect when they were required to respond by speaking, but not when their 
response involved a simple card-matching procedure. Campbell and Wright (1990) also 
reported that deaf children were unresponsive to rhyme in a paired-associate task, but 
were sensitive to word length. They argued that the latter is hard to explain in terms of 
rehearsal preventing decay of a phonological trace, because the absence of a rhyme effect 
indicates that the trace is not being used. However the data are quite compatible with an 
explanation based on response processes.
These two accounts of the word length effect are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive. Output processes may supplement the role of rehearsal, because long words, 
being more complex, may demand more time in "preparation for output" (Sternberg, 
Wright, Knoll, & Monsell, 1980), perhaps leaving fewer resources available for 
rehearsal. Alternatively, as Henry (1991a, 1991b) and Brennan and Cullinan (1974, 
1976) maintain, the phenomenon may have different determinants according to the 
subjects and task requirements. For example, phonological coding and rehearsal may be 
elicited in deaf subjects by spoken recall but not by card matching.
It is clear that additional data are required in order to establish the basis of the 
item length effect (presuming it can be obtained with deaf subjects). Clarification might 
involve the suppression of rehearsal or manipulations of the response; rehearsal is 
implicated if only the first of these two procedures abolishes the item length effect.
If the item length effect were found to be based solely on output processes, this 
would not mean that preparation for output could supplant rehearsal speed as an 
explanation of the shorter memory spans of deaf people. Rather, an output-based item 
length effect would be irrelevant to the question of the memory limitations of deaf 
people, because their shorter memory spans relative to hearing controls do not depend 
critically on the response mode. Written and oral report do not produce differences in the 
span of deaf subjects (O'Connor & Hermelin, 1973a), nor do written and signed recall 
(Bellugi & Siple, 1974; Furth, 1966b).
If an item length effect exists with deaf subjects, a rehearsal-based explanation 
would appear more convincing than one based on output processes. This is because the 
deaf memory deficit would occur in a test in which the articulatory loop is deemed to be 
crucial - the short-term serial retention of verbal materials. As described earlier, deaf 
subjects appear to be less handicapped in other domains such as free recall and non­
verbal recall. These tasks offer enhanced opportunities for alternative (visual, semantic) 
strategies and less reliance upon subvocal/subvisual rehearsal, although output processes 
do not necessarily differ.
(ii) Identification
There is another explanation of the word length effect found in normally hearing 
subjects. Forwarded by Case, Kurland, and Goldberg (1982), Chi (1977), Huttenlocher 
and Burke (1976), and Dempster (1981), this explanation focuses on item identification. 
These researchers argued that there is a limited capacity "total processing space" which 
remains constant during development. Within this there is a trade-off between "operating 
space", used by procedures such as item identification, and "storage space". The word 
length effect arises, then, because long words have longer naming latencies or
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identification times and so take longer to retrieve for output. Thus, assuming that the 
speed of item identification is directly related to the ease of item identification (Case et 
al., 1982; Chi, 1977; Huttenlocher & Burke, 1976), slow item identification will use up 
some of the capacity otherwise available for storage, leading to a smaller memory span.
A variant of this account stresses that the slower identification of longer words preempts 
time otherwise available for rehearsal (Spring & Capps, 1974).
In support of this position for normally hearing subjects, Case et al. (1982) 
reported a linear function relating span to item identification time across age groups. This 
was attributed to an increase in the space available for storage due to greater operational 
efficiency with age, evidenced in the faster item identification speeds of older children. 
Moreover, they found that when adults' identification times were reduced to that of 
children, their span dropped accordingly, providing support for the view that a causal 
relationship exists, with increased naming speed acting to enhance span. Nicolson (1981) 
reported similar results with a sample of 8- and 12-year old children, as did Chi (1977) 
who compared children with adults (whose presentation times had been halved for 
comparability).
Rabbitt (1968) also provided supporting evidence for the view by showing that 
there was a decrement in hearing subjects' recall of items in the first half of a sequence 
when items in the second half were presented in noise so that they were harder to 
identify.
However, whilst identification time may affect memory span when identification 
is particularly difficult, as occurs for beginning readers or in the task set for Case et al.'s 
(1982) adult subjects, its impact on span in general may be relatively limited. Hitch, 
Halliday, and Littler (1989) found that articulation rate was a better predictor of memory 
span than identification time, and the results of Henry and Millar (1991) did not favour 
identification time either. Moreover, there is no reason for an identification account to 
predict that suppression of rehearsal would abolish the word length effect, yet Baddeley, 
Lewis, and Vallar (1984) found this was the case.
This means that any evidence that identification processes contribute to the item 
length effect will not necessarily rule out the possibility that rehearsal processes may also 
be implicated. (Indeed, Kail (1992) has proposed such a multi-factor account.) This is 
important to the study, because if identification processes were found to account totally 
for the item length effect, then the proposed paradigm would have little to offer in the 
way of understanding the performance disparity between deaf and hearing subjects. This 
is because memory performance still favours hearing individuals irrespective of whether 
the stimuli are easily identifiable (as occurs with cherological stimuli for signing deaf 
subjects).
3.4 The present study
3.4.1 The experimental sequence
Published data have verified that the short-term memory performance of hearing 
subjects is affected by the rehearsal rate of a speech-based code. Thus, they use a speech- 
based memory code (Conrad, 1964), they are susceptible to word length (Baddeley,
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Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975), and the word length effect disappears when rehearsal is 
prevented (Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984).
The current strategy demands that analogous processes be demonstrated in deaf 
subjects in order to evaluate the rehearsal speed hypothesis of their relative memory 
deficit.
The crux of the rehearsal speed argument is that deaf people have shorter spans 
because they rehearse more slowly than hearing people (Klima & Bellugi, 1979). It has 
been argued in Section 3.3.1 that the item length effect offers a means of evaluating this 
assertion, because it provides an objective measure of whether changes in rehearsal rate 
influence deaf people's recall.
In order to implement the item length paradigm, the functional memory code for 
deaf subjects must be identified. Accordingly, the first experiment assessed whether deaf 
subjects were disadvantaged by items which were confusable along particular coding 
dimensions. For example: the order of similar-sounding items is poorly recalled by 
hearing subjects; does the same apply to similarly-signed items with signing deaf 
subjects?
Using the same subjects, the second set of experiments investigated the item 
length effect, by relating memory performance to measures of production speeds 
obtained in the relevant communication modes. If the manipulations proved significant 
then it could be concluded that rehearsal speed affects memory performance if output 
and identification processes can be discounted.
The third set of experiments identified the basis of the item length effect by 
determining whether processes which prevent rehearsal (such as articulatory 
suppression) would also abolish the item length effect previously obtained with the same 
subjects.
Assuming that the experimental results confirm the existence of a rehearsal-based 
item length effect, then it could be concluded that rate of rehearsal (based on rate of 
communication) influences deaf people's recall.
The rehearsal speed hypothesis may now be expanded as follows:
Deafpeople have shorter memory spans than hearing people because:
1. deaf people rehearse more slowly than hearing people;
2. deaf and hearing people's recall is determined by rehearsal rate.
Deaf people rehearse more slowly than hearing people because:
la. deaf people communicate more slowly than hearing people (from 
3.2.2) and
lb. both rehearse in a code based on communication mode (Experiment
1)
Deaf and hearing people's recall is determined by rehearsal rate because:
2a. their short-term memory is sensitive to item length (Experiments 2 
and 3) and
2b. the item length effect reflects rehearsal rate (Experiments 4 and 5).
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If the experimental outcomes are as expected, the memory disparity between deaf 
and non-deaf people would indeed be based on rehearsal speed.
3.4.2 The use of deaf subjects only
This study tested the assumptions which underlie the rehearsal speed explanation 
of the memory differences between deaf and hearing people. Clearly, these apply to deaf 
and hearing subjects alike, yet the proposed experimental series incorporates three 
matched communication groups - in which all subjects are deaf. Why the omission of a 
hearing control group?
The short answer is that these assumptions have already been verified for non­
deaf subjects. There are also more general considerations. These are partly based on the 
difficulties of obtaining an appropriate match between hearing and deaf subjects. Hearing 
people are generally several years more advanced linguistically than their deaf peers. 
Typically, when hearing status is contrasted, subject groups are devised with 
counterparts of equivalent chronological age or language ability. Sometimes, two hearing 
controls are incorporated, each duplicating one of these two variables. Nevertheless, 
since it is virtually impossible to match all subjects simultaneously on chronological age, 
reading age, language facility, and intelligence, then difficulties of interpretation may still 
arise, compounded still further by the sensory differences between groups.
Sigel and Brinker (1985) take up this theme with a reminder that the onset, 
aetiology and intensity of deafness vary considerably, as does the degree of linguistic skill 
in this population. It is therefore much more informative to detail the particular skills 
which characterise each hearing level, than to treat deafness as an all-or-none 
phenomenon. Comparisons between a single deaf and hearing group tend to obscure 
these differences, to consider that hearing children form the norm, and leave unanswered 
the question of how much one can vary the deaf sample before the results simply become 
inapplicable.
Accordingly, in the present study, there were tight and specific restrictions on 
subject participation. Three communication groups were defined, and as detailed in 
Chapter 4, the subjects had to satisfy multiple criteria before being considered sufficiently 
representative of a particular group. Between-group differences were also strictly 
controlled. All subjects were congenitally, severely-profoundly deaf. This was defined as 
onset prior to 18 months, with a lower limit of 80dB hearing loss in the better ear 
averaged over 500 - 4000 Hz, which is approximately the range in which speech is 
perceived. Since profound congenital deafness, that is, a hearing loss in excess of 90dB, 
characterises only about .001 of the population it is clear that these subjects comprised a 
highly select group. Nevertheless these stringent criteria for subject selection were 
adopted because the experiment was directed at investigating the qualities of memory 
codes which differed in significant ways from the speech-based codes of hearing people, 
and it is known that deafness acquired post-lingually and/or up to about 70dB loss, will 
impact to a lesser degree on the generation and use of a "normal" phonological" code 
which appears crucial for memory performance (Conrad, 1979).
3.5 Summary
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Deaf people remember sequentially presented verbal materials more poorly than 
hearing people do. One school of thought attributes this disparity to a slower rehearsal 
rate, due to deaf people's slower communication speed. Several underlying assumptions 
as well as direct experimental support for this explanation have been examined, and the 
following conclusions drawn:
1. Deaf people communicate more slowly at the individual word level than their 
hearing peers.
2. Deaf people can use an inner code in rehearsal which is derived from their 
overt communication type. However, the use of this code is not guaranteed, 
therefore any test of rehearsal speed should first ascertain the type of memory 
code which deaf subjects employ.
3. If the first and second conclusions are confirmed for particular deaf subjects, 
then these deaf people will have slower rehearsal rates than hearing people.
4. The evidence is equivocal as to whether deaf people's memory spans are 
affected by rehearsal speed.
The item length effect was used here as a way of filling this gap in research. This 
effect occurs because varying the length of the items to be recalled effectively changes 
the rate at which they can be rehearsed, which in turn should alter the number of items 
which can be remembered. However, this is a valid test of the rehearsal speed hypothesis 
only if the item length effect can be shown to be based on rehearsal, and not totally on 
other processes such as output or identification.
Accordingly, a three-stage study was planned, using deaf subjects who 
communicated in Auslan, Signed English, or speech. The first stage relied on the 
similarity effect to determine whether subjects' rehearsed in their preferred 
communication mode. Secondly, the item length effect was used to indicate whether the 
subjects were influenced by speed of rehearsal (or possibly, output/identification). In the 
third stage, rehearsal was suppressed during a retesting for the item length effect. A 
rehearsal-based explanation would be confirmed if the item length effect were abolished 
by suppression.
If this study showed that the three groups of deaf subjects were affected by the 
speed at which items can be "refreshed" in memory, then, according to the evidence that 
hearing people are faster communicators, the memory disparity would be attributable to 
differences in rehearsal rate. Other factors would not necessarily be discounted, but for 
these deaf groups at least, the cause of their poorer performance would lie not so much 
in their potential memory abilities as in the cognitive tools they use when items must be 
recognised, kept in mind, and recalled.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT 1: IDENTIFYING THE MEMORY CODE
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 The need to identify deaf people’s memory codes
As discussed earlier, if the poorer serial recall of deaf people is to be attributed to 
a slower rate of communication-based rehearsal, it must first be confirmed that deaf 
people rehearse in their predicted mode. In terms of this study, a match was required 
between the communication mode in which the subjects rehearsed, and the 
communication mode from which memory span and rehearsal speed measures were 
derived. This experiment aimed to confirm this correspondence. That is, it attempted to 
identify the nature of the memory traces in deaf persons with various communication 
preferences, when these people were faced with a serial recall task.
Although it can generally be taken for granted that hearing people rehearse in 
their native language, the same cannot be presumed of deaf persons. The communication 
modes available to deaf people cover a wide spectrum. Since many deaf people have 
been exposed to more than one system, they are less likely to rely on a single mental 
coding process.
However, the present study investigated highly select subject groups. All 
participants were severely-to-profoundly deaf, without additional handicaps, and all were 
proficient (native) signers, or those exposed to consistent oral, or oral-manual regimes. 
Therefore, because many of the recognised sources of individual variation were 
controlled, there was a far greater likelihood of obtaining predictable coding strategies.
Another reason for the apparent instability of the coding preferences of deaf 
people is that the memory codes of these individuals are sensitive to task variables. When 
the area of inquiry is confined to the serial recall of printed materials, some regularities 
appear in the literature. Although deaf phonological coders are less strongly bound to a 
speech code then are the hearing (Conrad, 1972a, 1979), their phonological store can be 
activated by specific cues. Thus, speech mediation is more likely to be elicited by the act 
of recalling written words and letters but not pictured objects (Campbell & Wright, 
1990). Similarly, despite wide variations in the use of sign rehearsal, signing deaf subjects 
can use internal representations of signs to aid memorising (Bellugi & Siple, 1974; 
Hoemann, Andrews, & De Rosa, 1974; Moulton & Beasley, 1975; Siple, 1978a), even 
during the ordered recall of printed stimuli (Shand, 1982).
4.1.2 Assessment of coding: The similarity effect
Past researchers have devised several techniques to probe the coding processes of 
deaf subjects. These include: observations of associated motor activity; measures of 
paired associate performance when the word pair is signable, nameable or can be linked
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in the relevant code; analysis of intrusion errors; measures of the performance decrement 
caused by intervening tasks or irrelevant stimuli; and measures o f the effects of item 
similarity on recall (Bonvillian, 1983; Conrad, 1979; Dodd, 1987; Hanson, 1982a; 
Lichtenstein, 1985; Waters & Doehring, 1990).
Not all o f these procedures are suitable for the present study. This experiment 
was a preliminary to an investigation of sign- and word-length in which it was planned to 
use the technique of short-term serial recall. In these circumstances, it was essential that 
the coding strategies uncovered in this experiment should apply also in the succeeding 
experiments. This could only be assumed if similar tasks were used throughout the entire 
study, for memory coding in deaf people is influenced by the retention task. For instance 
paired associate, free recall, and serial recall are associated with varying incidences of 
cherological and phonological coding (Conlin & Paivio, 1975; Hamilton & Holtzman, 
1989; Hanson, 1982a; Krakow & Hanson, 1985; Odom, Blanton, & McIntyre, 1970).
The constraint that a close resemblance be maintained between the test of 
memory coding in the current experiment and the assessment o f the speed-span 
association in succeeding experiments necessitated that the stimuli, responses and type of 
recall should be comparable. Since the investigations to follow were to employ serial 
recall, primary linguistic responses, and a predominance of printed word stimuli, the 
present experiment followed suit.
One of the simplest techniques to implement would be to observe any motor 
activity that accompanied the presentation of serial recall stimuli. However, the absence 
of detectable signing/speaking does not necessarily imply that central sign/speech 
mediation is lacking, nor does it directly indicate qualities such as rate of inner rehearsal 
(R.A. Anderson, 1982; MacKay, 1981, 1992); conversely, movement which is detected 
may not always be task related.
For these reasons, this experiment used a more indirect indicator of coding: it 
adapted the phonological similarity effect obtained with hearing subjects. This effect 
occurs when subjects find it more difficult to remember lists o f acoustically similar than 
acoustically distinct items in a serial recall task even when these are presented visually. 
Baddeley (1992a) writes: "This is assumed to occur because the phonological store relies 
purely on a phonological code; similar codes present fewer discriminating features 
between items, leading to impaired retrieval and poorer recall" (p. 9). The effect has the 
advantages of being well replicated with hearing subjects (Baddeley, 1966; Conrad, 
1963; Conrad & Hull, 1964), of being demonstrable with orally educated deaf individuals 
(Dodd, 1987; Engle, Cantor, & Turner, 1989; Hanson, 1982a; Lichtenstein, 1985; 
Waters & Doehring, 1990), and of being comparatively robust and applicable to the deaf 
population compared to other indicators of phonological coding such as the unattended 
speech effect (Alegria & Pignot, 1979; Baddeley & Wilson, 1985; Jones, Madden, & 
Miles, 1992).
The principle underlying the phonological similarity effect is that when subjects 
are presented with a list o f items which differ minimally along the crucial cue for 
remembering, recall will be impaired relative to a list where the items are variable on this 
cue. Hearing people focus on phonological aspects, but the paradigm can and has been 
extended to other subject groups and other similarity dimensions. For example, the 
counterpart o f this phenomenon in sign language is that lists of items which are signed 
alike are recalled more poorly than dissimilar ones. This "cherological similarity effect"
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has been reported for signed stimuli (Newkirk, Klima, Pedersen, & Bellugi, 1980; 
Poizner, Bellugi, 8c Tweney, 1981; Shand, 1982) as well as printed words (Shand, 1982). 
The latter case implies a strong preference for cherological coding, because this demands 
an extra translation step from print to sign whereas the process for an oral deaf person 
who codes phonologically does not require a change of language.
Using this paradigm, the 60 subjects participating in this study were asked for 
ordered recall of lists which were either cherologically or phonologically similar. The 
indicator of coding would then be a group by similarity interaction. It was expected that 
the Auslan group would be disadvantaged by the lists of words corresponding to similar 
signs, the Oral group would recall phonologically similar lists more poorly, and the SE 
group's performance would lie at an intermediate position.
4.1.3 Locus of the phonological similarity effect
Two possible causes of the similarity effect might be suggested.
According to the research with hearing subjects by Baddeley and his associates 
(Baddeley, 1983, 1986, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c; Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984; Salame 
8c Baddeley, 1982), words which sound alike are coded into similar memory traces 
which are more easily confused during recall. Evidence that the effect is located in the 
phonological store is derived from the interrelationships between phonological similarity, 
presentation modality, and stimulus recoding. Based on the observation that the 
disruption of rehearsal by current articulation affects maximally the retention of visually 
presented items, Baddeley and his co-workers maintain that auditory inputs have direct, 
obligatory access to the phonological store, whereas visual items must be recoded via an 
articulatory process. The phonological similarity effect disappears when verbal rehearsal 
is suppressed under visual presentation (Besner 8c Davelaar, 1982; Richardson, Greaves, 
& Smith, 1980; Saito, 1993; Wilding & Mohindra, 1980) but not when auditory stimuli 
are used at conventional rates (Baddeley, Lewis, 8c Vallar, 1984; Baddeley, Thomson, & 
Buchanan, 1975; Longoni, Richardson, & Aiello, 1993). The input or phonological store 
is therefore taken to be the locus of the effect, because as long as the items enter the 
store, any disruption of rehearsal has little effect on recall.
Recent research (Cowan, Cartwright, Winterowd, 8c Sherk, 1987; Cowan, 
Saults, Winterowd, 8c Sherk, 1991; Hulme 8c Tordofif, 1989) has challenged this 
conventional view that the effect is always located in the phonological store. Instead, 
rehearsal is thought to contribute partially or totally to the effect. Hulme and Tordoff 
(1989), using children as subjects, demonstrated that the proportional difference in recall 
between similar and dissimilar words remained constant during development, although 
increases in speech rate inflated the absolute difference. Johnston and Conning (1990) 
trained 5-year-old children in verbal rehearsal and found that this produced a significant 
effect of phonological similarity where formerly there was none. Thus, evidence from 
various sources implies that the effect is located in rehearsal processes.
Rehearsal speed is most likely to be the major factor underlying the similarity 
effect during childhood, when the phonological system is still immature. This 
interpretation could also apply to some deaf subjects, since the phonological 
development of this population generally lags behind that of their hearing peers by 
several years (Bebko, 1979, 1984; Bebko 8c McKinnon, 1990; Dodd, 1976; Vogel, 
1976).
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4.1.4 In terpreting  the similarity effect
(i) Does the similarity effect indicate rehearsal?
This experiment was devised in order to test the assumption that deaf people 
rehearse in a communication-based code. It was expected that the Auslan, SE, and Oral 
subjects should recall least well those lists where their communication mode matched the 
inter-item similarity dimension: Signers would be disadvantaged by lists of similarly- 
signed items, whereas the Oral group would have shorter spans for items which were 
phonologically similar.
Confirmation of these expectations would lend weak or strong support 
respectively for the assumption being tested, according to whether we accept Baddeley 
et al.'s or Hulme et al.'s interpretation o f the similarity effect (as outlined in the previous 
section). Baddeley et al. maintain that the effect is located in the phonological store, so 
occurrence of this effect merely identifies the memory code, but does not demonstrate 
the existence o f rehearsal. According to this view, further evidence would be required 
before we could conclude that the subjects were actually rehearsing in the relevant code.
On the other hand, Hulme et al. interpret the similarity effect as caused by 
rehearsal, so a positive similarity effect would both identify the code and confirm that 
rehearsal is occurring; independent evidence of rehearsal would not be necessary.
This experiment removed the ambiguity surrounding the similarity effect by 
adopting a stringent test of the assumption that deaf subjects were rehearsing in the 
relevant mode. Subjects had to demonstrate the appropriate similarity effect and give 
independent evidence of rehearsal (in the form of direct observation and a questionnaire), 
before the rehearsal assumption would be accepted.
(ii) Similarity equivalence
In the proposed paradigm, coding modality can be diagnosed easily from the 
pattern of results. For example, observing a change in the rank ordering of the groups on 
different lists or obtaining a distinct performance hierarchy for each group are two ways 
of confirming that subjects code differently. In neither case does equivalence of list 
similarity have to be assumed. This is fortunate because no objective benchmark exists 
which can determine whether items within a list of signs are "as similar" to each other as 
items within a corresponding word list, and therefore, no direct comparisons can be 
made between, say, the performances of Auslan subjects on the cherologically similar list 
and of Oral subjects on the phonologically similar lists.
4.1.5 Design overview of Experiment 1
This experiment aimed to diagnose the memory codes used by deaf subjects 
during a serial recall task. A split-plot design was adopted, using three subject groups 
and three similarity conditions, with repeated measures on the first factor.
Three groups of 20 subjects were formed, according to their communication 
preference. These were:
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Group 1, (Auslan), who employed sign only;
Group 2, (Signed English), who used sign and speech;
Group 3, (Oral), who communicated via speech.
Three master lists were devised, each containing eight words which were similar 
along one of three dimensions. These were:
C-list (Cherological), with similar signs;
R-list (Rhyme), with rhyming items;
L-list, (Lipsim), with items that looked similar on the lips when spoken.
From each master list, a set of practice memory stimuli and a set of experimental 
memory stimuli were constructed. Each practice set consisted of 10 different lists of 
word pairs. The experimental set was blocked into seven levels of difficulty, defined by 
the number of items per list. The easiest lists contained two items and the hardest, eight. 
There were four lists at each difficulty level, making a total o f 28 different word lists in 
each o f the cherological, rhyme, and lipsim dimensions.
Two timed measures and then one memory span measure were obtained from 
every subject for each of the three list types. Timed measures were instituted in order to 
determine whether the outcomes were influenced by item length, as it had been 
impossible to match the lists on this variable.
Stimuli for the first timed measure were formed by subdividing each master list 
into two word triplets and one word pair. Subjects were instructed to produce these 
sequences 10 times as fast as possible in their primary language; the total time for the 
three sequences was summed to give a repetition time score, from which a repetition rate 
score (in items per second) was derived. The second timed measure was called reading 
time. This was the time taken by each subject to quickly read a list o f 48 words which 
had been compiled by randomly repeating the eight words in each master list six times. 
The reading time scores were also converted to reading rate, again expressed as items 
per second.
In the memory span task the subjects were required to recall in order the list 
items which were presented orthographically at the rate of one per second. Practice in 
this routine was sustained until the subjects reached a criterion of four successive correct 
responses on the two-item practice lists. Immediately following these practice trials, the 
experiment proper began. All subjects commenced with the four lists at difficulty level 
two (two words), the cessation point being determined by a memory span procedure. 
That is, if they successfully completed level two, subjects graduated to four trials at the 
next and each successive level until their ceiling was reached. This was defined as that 
difficulty level in which the subject failed to recall all the items in their correct order in at 
least three of the four trials.
On each trial in which all the items in the list were recalled in their correct serial 
position, subjects received .25 credit points. Their final memory score was the sum of 
these points, plus one (since the starting span was two items).
The order of presentation was randomised, with the constraint that at least six 
subjects in each group had to start with either the C-list, the R-list or the L-list. In order 
to minimise the possibility of inter-list interference, all timed and span activities were
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blocked by list type: the entire timed and recall tasks for a particular list were completed 
before embarking upon a new list.
At the conclusion of the experiment subjects were questioned about the strategies 
they used in order to remember the lists.
Results were analysed using repeated measures ANOVAs and two-tailed t tests 
of planned contrasts.
4.1.6 Predictions
If the code in which rehearsal occurred was determined by the subjects' preferred 
communication mode, the following results were expected of each group.
(i) Group 1 (Auslan)
The Cherologically similar list would be remembered more poorly by this group
than by the Oral group.
The Cherological list would be remembered more poorly than the other two lists
by this group.
(ii) Group 3 (Oral)
The Rhyme list would be remembered more poorly by this group than by the
Auslan group.
The Rhyme and Lipsim lists would be remembered more poorly than the
Cherological list by this group.
(iii) Group 2 (Signed English)
The SE group constitutes a special case. Predictions for this group were less 
clear-cut than for the other two groups. This is because of the large individual differences 
already alluded to: the propensity to rely relatively more on sign, or on English, or to 
take the "middle ground" and to integrate the two modalities, varies widely between 
persons. For example, a questionnaire study conducted by the Office of Demographic 
Studies (Jensema & Trybus, 1978) found that students tended to develop one modality 
or the other rather than both simultaneously. Even in the cases of "balanced" Signed 
English adherents, such individuals may switch memory codes according to the demands 
of the situation, perhaps favouring sign as a recall code with the phonologically similar 
R-and L-lists but relying on English to remember the cherologically indistinct words of 
the C-list.
Nevertheless, it was considered useful to include this hybrid group, both to add 
to the data base in terms of their memory performance, and to provide extra assurance as 
to the validity of the results for the Auslan and Oral subjects. It was expected that the SE 
subjects' performance would fall between the two other groups, with some of the latter's 
attributes present in varying degrees in the SE group.
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Note that it was only in the memory task that the subject could choose between 
the two modalities. In the timed task, the subject was instructed to both sign and speak, 
and this could be verified by observation. Predictions for this group were:
Performance on the C-, R-, and L-lists would lie between that of the Auslan and 
Oral subjects.
No predictions across conditions were made for the SE group, because of the 
possibility that their communication mode was stimulus-sensitive.
4.2 Methodological considerations
4.2.1 Selection of the test stimuli
(i) Salient features of the phonological code
The phonological similarity effect has been widely researched with hearing 
subjects, but the speech dimensions which are critical in the recall of hearing people 
incorporate acoustic attributes which are obviously irrelevant to those who are deaf. 
Establishing which are the salient characteristics of the phonological code for deaf people 
is less straightforward. However this knowledge is essential when attempting to devise a 
maximally sensitive test of phonological coding for Oral subjects.
Currently, the speech code of orally educated deaf people is thought to be 
predominantly based on lipread and/or articulatory features. However the terms 
"lipreading" and "articulation" are general descriptions which under-specify the code. 
Articulation has many features. In hearing individuals these include voicing, nasality, 
afixication, stop, duration and/or place of articulation. If the recall of speech coders is 
mediated by kinaesthetic speech cues, they will be hampered by similarities in all these 
speech qualities. On the other hand, if speech coders only use a visual articulatory image 
(how a word "looks" on the lips), these features do not necessarily have equal weight 
during word discrimination. Clearly, knowledge of whether recall is based on the visual 
or kinaesthetic cues of articulation, or both, should be used to guide item selection.
Research attempting to delineate the deaf phonological code has reached 
consensus on a number of points. First, the existence of a lipread trace has been 
supported. Campbell and Dodd (1980) concluded that hearing subjects can store lipread 
information for subsequent auditory matching, since identification of an auditory stimulus 
can be facilitated by preceding it with lipread input that is asynchronous by as much as 
1,600 milliseconds. Secondly, deaf people rely more heavily than hearing subjects on this 
lipread trace. For example, Campbell and Wright (1989) reported that deaf subjects, but 
not age-matched hearing controls, found hard-to-lipread lists more difficult to recall.
The third point concerns the interrelationship between lipreading and articulation. 
Campbell (1987) concluded that deaf people's lipreading ability did not necessarily 
depend on motor modelling. This was based on the results of several investigations 
which reported firstly on the pattern of suffix effects obtained for lipread and 
orthographic lists (both deaf and hearing subjects were impaired by a lipread suffix but 
not a non-speech movement of the articulators (see Dodd, Hobson, Brasher, &
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Campbell, 1983). Secondly, lipreading and articulation in hearing subjects interact with 
audition but not necessarily with each other. (See also Greene & Crowder, 1984; 
Manning, 1987; Naime & Crowder, 1982; Naime & Walters, 1983; Spoehr & Corin, 
1978). These results are consistent with the idea that lipreading and articulation 
contribute independently to memory. Indications of the relative importance of each 
comes from the observation that the phonological skills of deaf subjects, such as 
identifying rhyme and matching homophones, are associated more strongly with 
lipreading abilities than articulatory skills (Dodd & Hermelin, 1977). Thus, the most 
important articulatory features are those which can be easily speechread (Dodd et al., 
1983; Walden, Prosek, & Worthington, 1974).
Knowledge that the recall of deaf phonological coders is likely to be adversely 
affected by lists of words which are difficult to discriminate via the lipread image, could 
be used to guide the selection of stimuli for a test of phonological similarity. Vision 
imparts relatively explicit details about place of articulation (McGurk & MacDonald, 
1976; Miller & Nicely, 1955) but not voicing contrasts (Dodd & Burnham, 1988). This 
suggests that a greater phonological similarity effect would be obtained with lists that are 
composed of items sharing the same place of articulation than of items which lack 
voicing contrasts.
Accordingly, it was decided to construct a "Lipsim" list, containing words with 
similar places of articulation, about which more later.
Despite the consistency of evidence that the speech code of deaf subjects is based 
on lipreading, a single test of phonological coding was considered inadequate. The 
foundation for this belief is that deaf people have been shown to be susceptible to words 
that rhyme. Effects of homophony, rhyme and other variants of phonological similarity 
have been reported in the immediate recall of profoundly deaf subjects by Conrad 
(1972a, 1979); Dodd (1987); Hanson (1982a); Lichtenstein (1985); and Waters et al. 
(1990). This is remarkable because rhymes are words which are not necessarily 
articulated similarly throughout, nor are they hard to lipread. Rhymes only tend to be 
articulated in a similar manner at the end of the word (because speech sounds are related 
to the processes that generate them). Moreover, they are not always difficult to lipread 
since the portion of the word before the rime is free to vary, and research indicates that 
lipreading performance is contingent on the initial phoneme of the target word (Lyxell & 
Ronnberg, 1991). Conrad's (1979) work illustrates this point. He reported that deaf 
subjects with good speech skills were sensitive to letter-name rhyme in immediate recall. 
Since letters that rhyme are not necessarily similar "on the lips", a code not based 
exclusively on lipread features must have been operational here. For example within each 
rhyming group each of the letters "b" "d" "v", and "m" "n" and "f‘ "s" are
distinguishable on lipreading features alone, because they are articulated at different 
locations or involve different visible lip patterns.
Thus, deaf people's sensitivity to rhyme indicates that a non-lipreading trace can 
mediate recall. This trace is probably based on articulatory features. However, since only 
part of the rhyme - the end - is necessarily articulated similarly, impaired recall of 
rhyming stimuli may also reflect more subtle processes than articulation per se.
Possibly, an appreciation of rhyme indicates the quality of speech processing 
(Fowler, 1991; Nittrouer, Studdert-Kennedy, & McGowan, 1989). At least two aspects 
of the research into rhyme recognition support this idea. First, rhyme recognition
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requires that attention must be paid to identity of sound in a certain portion of the word - 
from the last stressed vowel to the word's end. Preceding consonants are free to differ. 
That is, the process requires the ability to manipulate phonological representations - an 
ability usually confined to deaf people with exceptional oral skills (e.g. Hanson, 1993). 
Secondly, Campbell et al. (1989) comment that the observance of rhyme by hearing 
people is not surprising in view of the distinctive and commanding auditory features of 
vowels - especially in terms of the amplitude and duration of their spectral energy. They 
write: "The phonetic confiisability effect may, more properly, be called the vowel 
confiisability effect for it is most pronounced for letter names which are confiisable only 
in terms of their (final vowel) rhyme" (p. 309). Data from Cowan, Lichty, and Grove 
(1988) support this view: consonant information was found to decay more quickly than 
vowel information did. Campbell and Wright (1989) present evidence to suggest that the 
phonological code of deaf individuals may be one in which some consonants and all 
vowels may be less prominent than in hearing subjects. The degree to which deaf subjects 
were susceptible to rhyme would then be a measure of the quality of their code, with 
greater susceptibility representing a greater emphasis upon the vowels.
A decision was made to devise a Rhyme list to explore this possibility.
To summarise, the difference between the Rhyme and Lipsim lists would 
probably lie in the differing emphasis upon the visual and kinaesthetic aspects of 
articulation as well as the vowel salience and the degree of sequential processing 
involved at the individual word level. Whilst the Lipsim list items could be considered 
similar simply on the basis of unsegmented, whole-word visual comparisons o f lip shape, 
an appreciation of rhyme would involve greater phonological awareness: the rime must 
be attended to and segmented from the initial consonant cluster.
The reason for implementing two tests o f phonological coding in the present 
experiment was that it allowed finer discrimination between the subject groups. Deaf 
signers were unlikely to have escaped some speech input, since it is the language of the 
dominant culture. Moreover, facial expressions and lip movements are integral to certain 
signs, so it is doubtful that even deaf native signers would be oblivious to lipread 
features, although they may be relatively unaffected by the sequential analysis and vowel 
salience inherent in the Rhyme list. In contrast, the Oral group's greater experience with 
speech would presumably foster a more highly developed phonological code and with it, 
increased susceptibility to rhyme.
(ii) Salient features of the cherological code
Like articulation, sign can be described according to several features. Auslan is 
organised at two major levels: a spatially organised syntax, and a combination of sub- 
lexical units to form individual signs. This examination of similarity is concerned only 
with the second of these levels, the components o f which are called "cheremes" (from the 
Greek word "eher" meaning hand), which correspond to the phonemes o f spoken 
language.
Johnston (1989) has identified five parameters which interact to construct a sign 
in Auslan. These are handshape, location, orientation, movement, and facial expression. 
The last of these will not be considered further since it carries more weight in sentence 
construction than in individual words. Of the remaining parameters, handshape refers to 
the manual configurations of which there are 63 in Auslan. A sign's location may refer to
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a point of actual bodily contact, or to a place close to the sign's execution. Where there is 
no touch or meaningful proximity, signs are described as occupying neutral space, which 
is found at about chest height in front of the signer. The orientation of a sign describes 
the directions in which the palm and hand point. Movement incorporates direction and 
quality (for example, stress), as well as the number of actions.
The four Australian dimensions resemble the parameters identified in ASL by 
Stokoe (1960, 1978); Bellugi, Klima, and Siple (1975); and Newkirk, Klima, Pederson, 
and Bellugi (1980); and in BSL by Brennan (1981). International differences which do 
occur at this level are largely superficial due more to nomenclature rather than of a more 
fundamental kind. The similarity between Auslan and BSL is particularly close: an 80% 
overlap has been estimated (Kyle & Woll, 1985), supporting the generalisation of 
research results across sign languages.
The interaction of the four sign parameters in deriving a sign's meaning can be 
illustrated by the use of minimal pairs: signs which are alike on all but one of these 
parameters will convey different meanings. For example the Auslan signs7 MOTORBIKE 
and TROLLEY have the same location, handshape, and orientation. However they have 
different meanings because they vary in movement (MOTORBIKE is signed with a 
rotating wrist whereas in TROLLEY the hands make a zig-zag movement).
Ordered recall of lists with similar cheremes is generally poorer than lists 
composed of dissimilar signs, when native signers are used as subjects (Poizner et al., 
1981; Shand, 1982). Like the features o f articulation, not all cheremes are equally potent 
contributors to recall. In a task involving minimal pairs, Siple, Caccamise and Brewer 
(1982) found that the error rates for handshape, orientation, movement and location 
differed from each other. Handshape and orientation differences produced the most 
errors whilst location disparities yielded the least. This pattem was replicated with deaf 
children by Hamilton (1986). An analysis of "slips of the hand" by Newkirk, Pedersen, 
Klima, and Bellugi (1979) revealed that errors of handshape were five times more likely 
than errors of location. Crittenden (1974), and Tartter and Fischer's (1983) perceptual 
study obtained similar results, reporting that subjects made fewer errors of location than 
of movement and handshape, whilst Emmorey and Corina (1990) and Grosjean (1981) 
noted that movement tended to be the last parameter to be identified by about 70 msecs 
in a gating procedure. The observation by developmentalists that location is the first 
parameter to be acquired (Siedlecki & Bonvillian, 1993; Wilbur & Jones, 1974) is also 
consistent with this pattem of results indicating that location is the easiest parameter to 
distinguish.
These findings were used to guide the construction of the Cherological list (C- 
list) in the current experiment. Theoretically, minimal pairs could be devised by altering 
any one of Johnston's four parameters, but it was considered desirable to maximise the 
group differences as far as possible. Therefore, it was decided to construct lists o f items 
which would be the most difficult to distinguish cherologically. Accordingly, items were 
selected if they shared the same location but differed in handshape, movement or 
orientation.
Neutral space was the chosen location, since it encompassed numerous signs with 
subtle variations from which to choose during list construction. This follows from the
7These signs occur in the Cherological list, and are illustrated in Appendix A.
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constraints of visual perception, where the more detailed refinements of handshape and 
movement occur closer to the central point of focus, while signs made on the periphery 
have a cruder, more identifiable representation, and use a more restricted range of 
handshapes (Johnston, 1989; Siple, 1978b).
4.2,2 Construction of the master lists
The Cherological, Rhyme, and Lipsim master lists each contained eight items. In 
view o f the small vocabulary from which these three item pools were to be drawn, it was 
easier to construct three master lists of eight items each containing two quartets of 
similar items in preference to a single octet of similar items. However blocked master 
lists were employed since the results of Watkins, Watkins, and Crowder (1974) and of 
Engle et al. (1989) suggest that they are a more sensitive measure of phonological 
coding than are phonologically mixed lists.
The three master lists were matched for concreteness, ambiguity, frequency, and 
familiarity. These matching procedures will be detailed after first outlining the 
distinguishing features o f each list. Illustrations of all the signs used are given in 
Appendix A.
(i) Cherologically similar list (C-list)
Two pilot lists o f 10 signs were created which satisfied the criteria that they were 
to be made in neutral space, and to differ minimally in handshape, orientation, and 
movement. These lists were given to native and accomplished signers for their final 
appraisal. This was considered an essential part of the selection procedure in light o f the 
finding by Bellugi et al. (1975) that the signs which were rated similar by deaf signers 
were not necessarily the same as those which were rated as alike by hearing 
inexperienced signers. (This is not so unusual as it might first seem: the inability of many 
Japanese to distinguish between l\J and /r/ is another, better-known example of the fact 
that people's linguistic experience shapes their ability to discriminate between sublexical 
elements which comprise a language).
The signing judges unanimously endorsed the following eight items as being the 
most confiisable when signed:
cart kangaroo motorbike pastry
pram sheet sock trolley
(ii) Rhyme list (R-list)
This list contained eight words of one syllable, all with the same stress patterns 
and rhyming vowel sound which preceded the final consonant. The words were:
brain chain crane drain
frame lane plane rain
Although there were two final consonants - /m/ and /n/ - these two sounds were 
considered to be sufficiently alike for the purposes of this experiment: they are identical 
in terms of voicing, nasality, abdication and duration (Miller & Nicely, 1955).
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(iii) Lipsim list (L-list)
The items in this list were one-syllable words which were hard to lipread because 
they were articulated at difficult-to-discriminate locations. Place o f articulation refers to 
the part of the mouth which is constricted during production o f the sound. It is usually 
specified as "front", "middle" or "back" with adjacent places more demanding of 
discrimination, and the less visible "middle" versus "back" positions being the hardest of 
all to tell apart.
Based on this information, four consonants were selected: /k/, /g/, /t/, and /d/. 
These sounds are articulated at the two most difficult places to distinguish visually, and 
incorporate the hard-to-lipread voicing comparison. That is, the pairs /k,g/ and /t,d/ are 
uttered in the back and middle positions respectively, with the first member of each pair 
being unvoiced, the second voiced. The sounds IkJ and /g/ are both produced by raising 
the back of the tongue to touch the soft palate; /t1 and /d/, being produced behind the 
teeth, are also largely obscured, and lack distinctive lip, tongue and teeth patterns. 
Additionally, they are all stop consonants and differ not on nasality, affrication, nor 
duration (Miller & Nicely, 1955).
Not only are these four consonants very similar to each other, but it is a 
characteristic of consonants produced in the alveolar and velar regions to be associated 
with a larger number of lip patterns than consonants made at the front of the mouth. (For 
example /g/ is visually similar, and hence confusable, not only with /g/, /k/, and Itl, but 
also with In/, lyl, Is/, /sh/, IzJ and /]/ as in "jet"). Consequently, they have a relatively 
ambiguous representation in memory.
Confirmation that IkJ and /g/ are difficult to discriminate via lipreading is 
provided by Dodd (1987). The spontaneous speech of deaf children was marked by the 
tendency to omit IkJ and Igl when these letters occurred in clusters and at the ends of 
words. Also, errors were less frequent with these letters during reading than lipreading, 
suggesting that fewer discrimination cues were available during lipreading.
The vowel sounds in the Lipsim master list looked similar, as they were made 
with rounded lips. Although some words contained identical vowel sounds, none of these 
ended in the same consonant and so did not rhyme.
The following items were selected for the L-list:
cook cord cork dirt
door goat toe toad
4.2.3 List controls
In order to exclude alternative explanations of the similarity effect, the following 
controls were instituted when selecting items for the C, R, and L lists. The first four 
controls also applied to other lists devised for subsequent experiments.
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(i) Concreteness
Concreteness and/or imagery have been shown to be significant predictors of sign 
learning (Mills, 1984), of ease of speechreading (Green, Green, & Holmes, 1981), and of 
recall (Rubin & Friendly, 1986). Deaf subjects show greater retention of concrete or high 
imagery words than of items rated low on these characteristics (Conlin & Paivio, 1975; 
Comoldi & Sanavio, 1980; Craig, 1973). Therefore, all test items were concrete nouns, 
so any ensuing recall variations between list types could not be ascribed to differences in 
mental imagery.
(ii) Am biguity
Any word with multiple sign equivalents was excluded, and any sign which had 
more than one English meaning was excluded from the study. Words were only 
considered if they were signed the same way in Auslan and Signed English.
(iii) Frequency
Span is greater for frequent than infrequent words (Baddeley & Scott, 1971). In 
the context of sign language learning, Grosjean (1981) found that sign frequency affected 
sign recognition times. Since there is also certain evidence that word frequency effects 
can be modality specific (see, for example Connine, Mullennix, Shemoff, & Yelen, 
1990), some control of both sign and word frequencies was essential to the success of 
the project. Words were included if their companion signs appeared in both the Auslan 
and Signed English dictionaries, which constitute the focal reference point for signing at 
home and in the classroom. This meant that the lists were derived from about two and a 
half thousand of the most oft-consulted signs. Crittenden, Ritterman, & Wilcox (1986) 
comment that sign dictionaries are more likely than standard dictionaries to reflect the 
"working" vocabularies of their users because they rarely contain proper names, technical 
terms, rare and obsolete words or foreign loan-words, all of which bolster the word 
count of conventional lexicons. Therefore, in the absence of sign frequency tables, 
recourse to sign dictionaries was considered entirely appropriate.
Secondly, in order to minimise the possibility that Auslan and SE subjects were 
unfamiliar with the sign stimuli, the majority of signs were located at a frequent location 
such as neutral space and trunk, in view of Grosjean's (1981) observation that commoner 
signs tend to occur at these places.
As a final safeguard, various practising teachers of the deaf were asked for their 
judgements o f the frequency in general classroom materials o f suitable signs and words 
to assist in this aspect of list preparation.
(iv) Familiarity
Memory span is higher for familiar words (Hulme, Maughan, & Brown, 1991). 
Speechreading and signing are both facilitated by familiarity (Green, Green, 8c Holmes, 
1981; Mayberry & Waters, 1991), and it appears that meaningful material increases the 
size of the rehearsal sets (Omstein & Naus, 1985) and allows more rapid processing 
(Milianti & Cullinan, 1974). Significantly, Ross (1969) provided evidence that 
differences in sequential retention between deaf and hearing subjects could be
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substantially reduced when familiarity and previous practice with stimulus items were 
adequately controlled.
Accordingly, steps were taken to ensure that the subjects had ample opportunities 
to familiarise themselves with the test materials. Subjects were given booklets of all signs 
to be used several weeks before testing began. Each participant's knowledge of sign was 
reassessed every session, with practice given if necessary. Finally, the eight relevant word 
stimuli (or the word plus its sign translation) were depicted on wooden blocks which 
were placed in front of the subject throughout each experimental session, in order that 
subjects could refamiliarise themselves with the stimuli if necessary.
(v) Further considerations
Item length
Extensive evidence that recall is affected by the length of the items to be 
remembered has been presented elsewhere so will not be reiterated here. The strict 
selection criteria entailed that it was not possible to devise lists which satisfied all the 
above requirements and contained items of equal length. Therefore two timed measures 
of production were instituted for each list and all subjects. These were called reading 
time/rate, referring to the maximum time/rate of reading 48 words, and repetition 
time/rate, pertaining to the maximum time/rate at which word pairs and triplets could be 
repeated. Given these measures, it was possible to determine whether the memory span 
results were solely attributable to similarity, or whether item length could have influenced 
the outcome.
Sign i coni city
No attempt was made to match the lists in terms o f sign iconicity, that is, the 
degree to which signs actually "look like" the object they depict. Research generally 
supports the view that signs are processed as linguistic items, not as iconic "pictures" 
(Poizner et al., 1981) nor as unanalysed "wholes" (Hanson & Bellugi, 1982).
4.2.4 Subject controls
Ei view of the wide differences among the deaf population, and the uncertain 
relation of these to memory performance, it was also essential that the three 
communication groups be clearly defined, and be as uniform as possible. Ei order to 
achieve this, the Auslan, Signed English, and Oral groups were allocated to groups, then 
matched, according to the following guidelines.
(i) Allocation of subjects to groups
Prospective subjects were either rejected or allocated to one of three 
communication groups on the basis of two questionnaires, one based on the subjects own 
comments about their communication preferences," the other based on their educational 
history. The specific questions in both questionnaires can be found in Appendix B. When 
recruiting subjects, an independent person (usually the teacher but occasionally another 
adult) was asked to nominate people who satisfied the hearing loss, age, and ability 
requirements and who:
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* preferred to consistently use sign and speech simultaneously (the "Signed 
English" group)
or
* showed a marked preference for speech alone (the "Oral" group)
or
* showed a marked preference for sign alone (the "Auslan" group)
Allocation to the SE group required that all of the following conditions were met:
1. Subjects had to report that they preferred simultaneous sign and speech when 
interacting with others and when remembering written material, and that they desired to 
continue doing so in the future. These self reports had also to be corroborated by a 
knowledgable adult;
2. Family members had to accept the deaf person's version of "signing", even if they 
themselves were not proficient signers;
3. Subjects had to have completed at least four years of Signed English education, 
defined as instruction using simultaneous sign and speech, following the word order of 
the English language.
Allocation to the Oral group required that all of the following conditions were 
satisfied:
1. Subjects had to report that they preferred speech alone when interacting with 
others and when remembering written material, and that they desired to continue doing 
so in the future. Subjects' answers had also to be corroborated by a knowledgable adult;
2. Family members had to state a preference for speech, and adhere to this;
3. Subjects had to have completed at least six years of "oral-only" education, defined 
as spoken instruction without exposure to manual communication.
Allocation to the Auslan group required fulfilling all of the following conditions:
1. Subjects had to report that if given the opportunity, they would prefer to 
communicate in Auslan rather than any other communication mode (including the use of 
only the sign component of Signed English);
2. Subjects had to report that they preferred to rely solely on sign when interacting 
with others and when remembering written material, and that they desired to continue 
doing so in the future. Subjects' answers had also to be corroborated by a knowledgable 
adult;
3. Family members had to accept the deaf person's version of Signed English, even if 
they themselves were not proficient signers;
4. Subjects had to have completed to at least four years of Signed English instruction 
in school. (As noted below, the method of signed instruction used in Australian schools 
is Signed English).
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The nomenclature of the "Auslan" group is a moot point. It could be suggested 
that "sign group" is a more appropriate term, in view of the fact that at the time of the 
study, no subject in the age ranges tested had been formally exposed to Auslan in the 
classroom. Indeed, Auslan had not yet been officially endorsed as an instructional mode 
in any of the secondary schools from which the subjects were drawn, and at that time, as 
even today, the study of Auslan could be considered as still in its infancy.
Combined with Auslan adults' exposure to oralism (mentioned in Chapter 1), this 
lack of formal Auslan instruction in school entails firstly that there is some heterogeneity 
amongst those who call themselves "real" Auslan signers in the community. Secondly it 
entails that there is some confusion about what the defining features of Auslan actually 
are. For the purposes of this study, and as described in Chapter 3, Auslan was loosely 
defined following Johnston (1989), and the subjects' self-reports about Auslan use were 
accepted if they indicated that they perceived a difference between "sign-only SE" and 
"Auslan", and that this difference was related not just to vocabulary but to ease of use 
(following from the structure of the language as described by Johnston, 1989).
In this study the name "Auslan" was adopted for this "sign-alone SE" group on 
the following grounds.
1. The six experiments were structured so that minimal performance differences 
would be predicted between "real" Auslan and the ""sign-only" SE group. In particular:
* The major differences between a SE signer (one who use signs in English word 
order) and an Auslan signer (one who uses at least the word order of Auslan) occur in a 
linguistic context. However, in this study, lists of unconnected signs (all concrete nouns) 
were to be recalled immediately in the order given. Neither the list structure, nor the time 
given, nor the recall task (to remember in the same order as at presentation) were 
conducive to grammatical analysis. Hence, processing differences between the two 
signing types would be expected to be minimal.
* Another common contrast between Auslan and SE signers is that different 
signs may be used in the two modes. However this difference was circumvented in this 
study, because signs were only selected for recall if they were signed the same way in SE 
and Auslan.
* The majority of people who use Auslan in the Australian Deaf Community 
have themselves been exposed to a predominantly oral educational regime, as mentioned 
in Chapter 1. This would be expected to reduce the differences between Auslan and SE 
signers, as far as single words are concerned.
2. The experimental rationale entailed that a strong case could be made for 
generalising the SE signing group's results to a "real" Auslan group. Communication 
modes can be viewed as a continuum, with Oral approaches at one end, Auslan at the 
other, and "regular" SE in an intermediate position (Fram, 1989). Modes such as "sign- 
only" SE and "pidgin sign" occur closer to the Auslan end o f the continuum than: do 
"regular" SE and Oral communication. Therefore any differences between the "sign-only" 
SE group and the "regular" SE and Oral groups would be likely to be an underestimation 
of the differences between "real" Auslan and the two latter groups. As outlined in 
Chapter 2, support for the experimental hypotheses relied largely on finding group 
differences. If  the experimental results were as expected and differences were indeed
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obtained among the three groups according to the experimental manipulation, then a 
strong case could be made that these differences would also appear if the "sign-only" SE 
group were replaced by a "real" Auslan group.
3. Some of the group was indeed composed of "real" or at least, "developing" 
Auslan signers, and all the group had relevant attitudes to Auslan, as they intended to 
adopt it in the future. Three subjects came from families where at least one parent was 
deaf, and two more had older deaf siblings. In these families, Auslan was the preferred 
communication mode of the subject's deaf relative. Six others went to Deaf Club where 
they reported that they preferred to sign in Auslan.
4. Finally, there were practical grounds for using the name "Auslan" to describe the 
signers. This term permitted a clear distinction between groups (there were two signing 
groups); between "sign" (the group) and "sign" (the communication mode); and between 
the sign group and the stimulus dimensions which were analysed in the experiments 
(particularly sign length, sign similarity and sign speed).
Hence, whilst in everyday life there are important differences between Auslan 
signers and "sign-alone" SE persons which must be acknowledged, for the purposes of 
this study it was considered the name "Auslan" was appropriate given that there were 
practical reasons, sufficient overlap between groups, and experimental design features 
that entailed that the functional differences in list processing between Auslan signers and 
"sign-alone" SE subjects would be minimal. Any differences that did exist would serve to 
provide a more rigorous test of the experimental hypothesis, because support for the 
hypothesis required finding differences between the groups, and the performance of the 
"sign-alone" SE subjects would appear to give a conservative estimate of the difference 
between "real" Auslan signers and the other groups.
(ii) Level of hearing loss
Within the range of frequencies most crucial for speech perception, each subject 
had to have an average hearing deficit in the better ear of at least 80dB, which lies in the 
severe-profound range. Because conversational speech is about 60dB, these people have 
no efficient speech hearing. All school students' records were checked against their 
verbal reports to ensure that these criteria were met, and teachers' evaluations were also 
solicited. For the occasional older subject for whom no audiograms were available, the 
self-reported loss had to be at least "profound" and verified by an immediate family 
member. In the final analysis, the hearing loss for each group averaged over the 
frequencies 500 - 4000 Hhz was: 113dB (Auslan), 103dB (SE), and 99dB (Oral). The 
range of losses for each group were: 88dB - 130dB (Auslan), 87dB - 127dB (SE), and 
80dB - 125dB (Oral). This was based on the audiograms of 14 Auslan, 15 SE, and 20 
Oral subjects.
(iii) Onset of deafness
All subjects were prelingually deaf (onset prior to eighteen months). A prelingual 
80 dB-plus hearing loss is the single most consistent predictor of the use of a speech 
code (Conrad, 1979).
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(iv) Age
A lower age limit was imposed in order to accommodate the different 
developmental progressions of the two effects under investigation - phonological 
similarity and word length. Acoustic similarity has increasingly more influence in 
normally hearing children between 4 and 10 years of age (Hulme, 1984). One of the 
prominent explanations of the word length effect invokes the concept of rehearsal which 
is thought to commence at about 8 years in hearing children (Hagen & Kail, 1973). 
Assuming comparable phonological processing by deaf and hearing individuals despite a 
developmental lag of two-to-three years (see Bebko, 1979, 1984; Bebko & McKinnon, 
1990; Dodd, 1976; Vogel, 1976), the lower age level of the subjects was set at 12.0 
years at the time of testing.
Subjects' ages ranged from 12.8 years to 27.5 years, and the three groups were 
age-matched since age contributes to articulation rate (Kail, 1992). Every subject under 
the age of 18 years was matched with one other subject in each of the two remaining 
communication groups to within 13 months at the time of testing. Older subjects, for 
whom age duplication was less imperative, were matched within 3 years.
(v) Absence of other handicapping conditions
All participants displayed normal, or corrected-to-normal vision. Since there 
appears to be a strong association between achievement test scores and additional 
disabilities (see for example, Jensema, 1975), no subject with further handicaps was 
admitted into the study.
(vi) Intelligence
Subjects were required to have at least average intelligence. Two criteria were 
used: an average or better performance IQ, and/or teachers' or employers' reports 
verifying that the subject satisfied this prerequisite.
(vii) Communication facility
With the exception of those bom into deaf families, few deaf children are 
immersed in their native language environment from birth. Typically, intervention 
programs for oral children start at about 3 years (Meadow, 1978), and a further lag may 
occur for those who sign (with or without speech) since such programs are often 
initiated only after failure has been demonstrated with the oral approach (Bebko, 1984). 
Consequently, there is often a wide variation in sign language experience and facility 
(Mayberry & Tuchman, 1985). In this study, signing subjects were required to have at 
least 4 years experience in their preferred communication mode (the criterion being 6 
years for the Oral group)
(viii) Other considerations
There were 11 males and 9 females in the Auslan group, 10 males and 10 females 
in the SE group, and 15 males and 5 females in the Oral group. It was not considered 
necessary to match the groups perfectly for sex. Studies of both deaf and hearing 
subjects have consistently found that a sex factor is not associated with short-term 
retention. Pioneers in the field, such as Goetzinger and Huber (1964), Conrad (1964),
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Blanton and Nunnally (1967), and Liben and Drury (1977), all looked for sex differences 
in recall, but found none.
4.2.5 Presentation condition
The stimuli were presented as printed words, rather than in the subjects' primary 
language. This format was chosen for three reasons. First, the results of this experiment 
were to be applied to succeeding experiments. This could be done more confidently if 
they shared common characteristics. Since it was intended that the majority of the 
succeeding experiments would use orthographic presentation, the same condition was 
adopted here.
Secondly, compared to primary linguistic presentation, achieving a cherological 
similarity effect with printed stimuli would be a stronger indication that sign coding is 
occurring. Sign cannot be "written" in English orthography, and the correspondence 
between the printed word and its signed equivalent is completely arbitrary. Compared to 
both visual rehearsal of the words-as-seen and cherological rehearsal of signed stimuli, 
the occurrence of cherological rehearsal following orthographic presentation involves an 
extra transformational step from visual English to visuo-gestural sign - that is, the subject 
actually has to switch language and modality in order to code cherologically. In contrast, 
the transformation of printed stimuli into a phonological code by hearing subjects 
involves a change of modality, but not of language: whether printed or heard, the words 
remain in English.
Another reason for preferring orthographic presentation over primary linguistic 
presentation is- that it eliminates the confounding of perception and encoding which 
would otherwise occur. This is illustrated by the research o f Hamilton and Holzman 
(1989), who suggested that the choice of primary linguistic presentation may achieve the 
"right" result for the wrong reasons. The problem with presenting the lists via speech to 
the Oral group, and via sign to the signers, is that certainly the lists with similar 
articulation may be recalled less well by the Oral subjects, and the cherologically similar 
lists may be recalled less well by the signers - but this pattern may eventuate because they 
are misperceived, not because they are encoded accurately then confused in memory. 
The point is underlined particularly graphically in Hamilton and Holzman's study because 
they found that formal stimulus characteristics influenced short-term memory coding 
regardless of the subjects' early linguistic experience. Thus, phonologically confusable 
lists were recalled less well than other list types with oral presentation and cherologically 
related lists were remembered more poorly that other lists types under manual 
presentation - by all subjects.
On these grounds, an orthographic display was the preferred presentation mode 
in this experiment.
4.2.6 Response modality
Throughout the study, subjects were "required to respond in their primary 
linguistic mode (i.e. Auslan for the signers, sign plus speech for the SE group, and 
speech for the Oral subjects).
There were thus three response modalities, one for each group. This potentially 
confounds the results. However, some reassurance can be gained from the literature on
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this point. O'Connor and Hermelin (1973 a) reported no difference between written and 
oral report, a finding duplicated by Bellugi and Siple (1974) using written and signed 
recall. Klima and Bellugi (1979) also indicated that the sign errors produced in writing 
down were reproduced when the response mode consisted of signs. This suggests that 
implementing a uniform written response by the Auslan, SE and Oral subjects would give 
the same pattern of results as those obtained here, when subjects were required to 
respond in their preferred language/code.
Many of the subjects in the current study were younger than the college students 
used by Bellugi and Siple (1974), and consequently, had less reading experience. In light 
of the well documented reading and writing difficulties of deaf individuals, it was 
therefore possible that although the same pattem of results might be obtained with both 
response conditions, the magnitude of those effects might be weaker when a written 
response was used, due to the extra difficulty of the task. Thus, primary linguistic 
responses were used in this study, as it meant that linguistic skill was less likely to 
overshadow some of the more subtle memory differences potentially underlying the 
sign/word similarity and length effects.
Although the above results suggest that recall in some cases at least is unaffected 
by the mode of the response, the potential confounding between memory code and 
response type is nonetheless important, given that one of the competing interpretations 
of the item length effect is in terms of output processes. A decision was therefore made 
to test these two explanations via suppression techniques in subsequent experiments; this 
issue will be explored more fully in Chapter 6.
4.3 Method
4.3.1 Preparation
Schools in New South Wales, Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory were 
contacted in order to satisfy the stringent requirements adopted for subject inclusion. A 
complete data set was obtained from 60 volunteers: three groups of 20 subjects each. 
Incomplete data was also recorded from an additional 9 subjects.
Several months before testing began, all participants were sent a general 
information brochure, as well as the lists of signs and/or words as appropriate, in order 
to ensure that familiarity with the stimulus materials was approximately constant across 
groups. Participants were also notified that they would be eligible for a free voucher 
from McDonald's upon completion of each phase of the experimental program.
Videotapes were composed of the instructions and the serial recall stimuli. The 
former were executed in both SE and Auslan by a qualified interpreter (N.A.A.T.I.8, 
Level 2), a hearing person of deaf parents. Presentation speed of the word lists was 
regulated by an Apple Macintosh Plus computer, with words in the computer's liquid 
crystal display being amplified onto a screen for videotaping.
8National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters.
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4.3.2 Subjects
The final 60 individuals for whom there was a complete set of data were tested in 
four major cities in Eastern Australia: Sydney, Canberra, Melbourne, and Bendigo.
Three matched groups each comprising 20 subjects were formed according to 
their adherence to sign, spoken English, or Signed English. Since there is considerable 
intra-subject variability in speech-coding (Lichtenstein, 1985), subjects were only 
included if their subjective reports, teacher/family reports and their educational history 
were unanimous. Using these criteria, some non-native signers were included, but this 
was acceptable because, as far as serial recall is concerned, there is very little difference 
between the performance of native and non-native signers (Krakow & Hanson, 1985), 
and moreover the subjects were given the opportunity to familiarise themselves with the 
test vocabulary.
As described earlier, the subjects in the three groups were all prelingually deaf 
and were matched for degree of hearing loss, age, and intelligence. No person with 
additional handicaps was admitted to the study. (Visual defects were permitted if 
corrected.)
4.3.3 Materials
(i) Master lists
As outlined earlier, three master lists were employed in which the items were 
either cherologically similar (C-list), rhyming (R-list), or similar according to the visual 
lipread trace (L-list, or Lipsim). The items in these lists were:
C-list (Cherological) cart kangaroo motorbike pastry
pram sheet sock trolley
R-list (Rhyme) brain chain crane drain
fram e lane plane rain
L-list (Lipsim) cook cord cork door
dirt goat toad toe
As noted, these lists were matched for concreteness, ambiguity, frequency, and 
familiarity.
(ii) Memory span lists
The eight items in each master list were used to construct the memory sets. These 
consisted of 10 different two-item lists for the practice sets. Each experimental set 
contained 28 different lists of two to eight items, with four lists at each of these lengths.
Within each list, item order was determined by sampling without replacement, the 
universe being reinstated after every eighth draw. Sequences were thus randomised, save 
for the following constraints:
* No item appeared twice in any trial;
* Overall, each item appeared equally often in each serial position.
(iii) Repetition dusters
As well as comprising a graduated serial recall task, the eight items in each of the 
three lists were used to construct two timed measures of communication. The first of 
these was formed by randomly dividing the eight items in each list into three groups 
consisting of two word triplets and one word pair. Each group of words was typed onto 
a system card measuring 76 mm x 127 mm.
(iv) Reading inventories
Since the stimuli in this experiment were to be read prior to their putative sign 
and/or phonological encoding in memory, it was considered essential to use measures of 
expressive time/rate that also tapped the reading process. Following Baddeley et al. 
(1975), the first timed repetition measure of rehearsal was now complemented by a 
second index: timed reading. This was assessed by constructing three inventories of 48 
words, compiled by randomly repeating the eight words in each list six times. These were 
printed in lower case letters on a sheet of A4 paper.
Note that the timed repetition data were not irrelevant in the orthographic 
presentation procedure. This was because decoding of each printed stimulus was 
required only once, and the rate of subsequent rehearsal was indexed by the repetition 
speed score.
Multiple indicators of response time/speed were considered desirable in view of 
the prevalence of reading deficits in the deaf population and the finding by Hitch, 
Halliday, and Littler (1989) that the relationship between word length and articulation 
rate varied slightly according to the speed measure.
The second timed index was also instituted because there is sparse information in 
this area. Most reported measures of deaf communication speed refer to normal 
conversational rate. However the latter may not be the best approximation to subvocal 
rehearsal, where pressures of speed are presumably experienced as the person attempts 
to circumvent the decay of the memory representation.
4.3.4 Apparatus
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The subject and the experimenter sat side by side at a large table. On the table a 
VCR was located directly in front of the experimenter, a 25cm x 18cm monitor was 
placed upon it at a comfortable viewing distance, and a Sony directional microphone was 
positioned close to the subject to improve registrations of his or her voice. A Panasonic 
M7 camera recorded each subject's responses. During the timed and span tasks the eight 
items of the relevant master list were displayed on 5cm x 5cm wooden blocks in front of 
the subject. Each block had a printed word pasted on one face for the Oral group, and 
the same word with its signed translation on another face for the two signing groups.
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4.3.5 Procedure
Subjects were tested individually, and the entire session was recorded on 
videotape.
Following introductions and queries, the eight items in one of the master lists 
were introduced and their accompanying wooden blocks placed on the table. Order of 
these blocks was intermittently scrambled to dissuade the subjects from using location as 
a recall cue. Subjects were quizzed to ascertain that they knew each word, its meaning, 
and accompanying sign and/or pronunciation. Familiarisation practice was given where 
necessary.
Participants were then given a simple questionnaire about their communication 
preferences before the experimental procedure commenced.
(i) Repetition task
The experimenter read these instructions to the Oral group, who were also 
supplied with a written copy. (The C-list is used in this example):
Now you will play some very fast games. On a card you will see some words, for 
example, sock-sheet. You say sock-sheet. Then, when Chris says 'Go' you say 
the words fast, a lot of times, like this: sock sheet sock sheet sock sheet. You 
will finish after ten times when Chris says 'Stop'. OK. Now we will play the game. 
Any questions?
Directions for the Auslan and SE groups appeared on the monitor and were 
signed in the two modes by a qualified interpreter of the deaf, with appropriate 
adjustments to speech terms. A written transcript also supplemented the taped 
information.
The word pair or triplet was read (and/or signed) once at normal rate prior to the 
ten speeded repetitions. During the response period the relevant card was always in view 
of the subject thus assuring an estimate of repetition largely uncontaminated by memory 
ability. In those rare instances when the subject stopped prematurely, the whole task was 
begun anew before proceeding to the next word cluster.
In all cases repetition was measured before reading performance, with the 
memory span test occurring last of all. Thus the repetition task acted as a final revision of 
sign knowledge, which was of course a prerequisite to the reading and serial recall tasks.
(ii) Reading task
The instructions were given by the experimenter while pointing to the appropriate 
words, as follows:
"Please read these words fast" for the Oral group;
"Please sign these words fast" for the Auslan adherents; and:
"Please sign and say these words fast" for the SE subjects.
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So that signers would not be disadvantaged by the greater likelihood of losing 
their place in the list whilst signing it, the experimenter indicated the current line being 
attempted for all subjects.
(iii) Memory span
Again using the C-list as our example, the following directions were given to 
subjects:
Now you will play some memory games with the TV. We will use the words on 
the blocks in front of you (blocks indicated). Each block has one word written on 
it. The words are: cart kangaroo motorbike pastry pram sheet sock trolley.
Now, first you will see a number - this tells you to get ready to watch the TV. 
Next, you will see some of the words on the TV for only a little time, like this: 
(^pram kangaroo' appears on monitor). When the words go, you say (or sign, or 
sign and say) the words in the same order as the words you saw on the TV. Now, 
you can have a practice turn. Any questions?
After these instructions any queries were answered by the experimenter in the 
appropriate language.
Subjects were next given practice examples until they achieved at least four 
consecutive correct responses to a two-item list and indicated they understood the task. 
The memory span task was then introduced. Each trial was preceded by a number 
indicating how many items were to be recalled, and the word string began one second 
later. Where necessary the intertrial interval of 10 seconds was overridden by the 
experimenter (by pressing the pause button), and was made long enough for participants 
to recall the items. Subjects continued until their ceiling was reached, defined as the point 
where at least three of the four trials in a given difficulty level were incorrectly recalled.
The stimuli in each trial were delivered at the rate of one per second. Previous 
research (Baddeley et al., 1975) had indicated that at longer presentation rates, hearing 
subjects were more likely to favour alternative strategies, such as imagery, over simple 
subvocal repetition. At the other extreme, rates beyond 2.5 items per second makes 
rehearsal difficult, at least for sixth graders (Engle & Marshall, 1983). This was 
obviously undesirable since the subject of later investigations - the item length effect - 
was predicated on the very existence of the rehearsal strategy.
(iv) Rehearsal indicators
After the memory span task, subjects were asked: "How did you remember the 
words?" If they indicated that they repeated the items in order, this was taken as an 
indication of rehearsal. Where this was not forthcoming, subjects were asked directly 
whether they said (or signed) the items in their order of appearance before recall. Hand 
and lip movements were also observed throughout recall in order to judge whether 
subjects were rehearsing.
No feedback was given as to the correctness of any response. At the end of the 
experimental session each person was offered a McDonald's voucher as payment for 
participating.
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Memory span
The average performance of each group under the three conditions is shown in 
Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1. Raw scores for this and subsequent experiments can be found 
in Appendix C. The most striking result concerns the elevated performance o f the Oral 
group over the other subjects on the similarly signed list (C-list). Because the 
cherological similarity condition was associated with comparatively shorter spans in the 
Auslan and Signed English subjects, this strongly indicates that these two signing groups, 
but not the Oral subjects, were using manual coding - even with printed stimuli.
The overall performance of subjects, averaged over the three word lists, was 
analysed by a 3 x 3 ANOVA (Similarity x Group). No group main effects were apparent. 
For signers, SE and Oral subjects alike, average memory accomplishment hovered 
around three words, as depicted in the table of means (Table 4.1). There was a 
significant main effect of similarity [F(2, 114) = 12.73; p < .0001] and, as expected, a 
significant Similarity x Group interaction [F(4, 114) = 12.95; p < .0001], This last result 
gave strong support for the view that the three groups each relied to a different extent on 
cherological and phonological codes.
The within-group strengths and weaknesses were also analysed, using separate 
ANOVAs for each group. For both the Auslan and the SE groups, spans for the lipread 
list were shorter than for the Rhyme list [F(l, 19) = 7.96; p < .05 and F(l, 19) = 13.36; p 
< .005 respectively] with the Cherological list occupying an intermediate position. The 
Oral group's recall of the Rhyme and Lipsim lists did not differ, and their retention of 
both these phonological lists was significantly poorer than of the Cherological list [R- 
list: F (l, 19) = 34.09; p < .0001 and L-list: F(l,19) = 27.94; p < .0001]).
Thus the profile for each group on the two speech lists conformed to 
expectations: The two signing groups were more affected by lipreadability than rhyme, 
whilst the Oral subjects' recall did not distinguish between these two conditions. This 
suggests that the orally educated subjects may have been using a phonological code in 
which vowels were more salient and word segmentation more likely, indicating greater 
phonological awareness for this group.
Finally, a series of t tests was conducted on the individual lists to determine 
whether the relative standing of the groups was affected by list type. In the Cherological 
list the Oral subjects were significantly better than the Auslan and SE groups [F(l, 38) = 
29.81; p < .0001 and F (l, 38) = 10.94; p < .005 respectively]. This supports the view 
that the Auslan and SE subjects were relying on a sign code during memorising.
In contrast, and in line with expectations, the status of the Oral subjects was 
reversed in the rhyming condition (R-list). However the group divergences were less 
marked in this condition. The Oral group recalled the fewest items, followed by the 
Auslan then the SE group, although only the differences between the two extreme 
groups reached significance [F(l, 38) = 6.63; p < .05].
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TABLE 4.1
Mean memory spans of each group under three similarity
conditions, Experiment 1
S im ila r ity G ro u p
Auslan SE Oral M
Cherological 2.950
(.26)
3.175
(.43)
3.688
(.54)
3.271
(.52)
Rhyme 3.150
(.52)
3.375
(.52)
2.975
(.47)
3.167
(.52)
Lipsim 2.875
(.45)
2.975
(46)
3.062
(62)
2.971
(.51)
M 2.992
(.43)
3.175
(49 )
3.242
(63 )
Note. Scores are based on the total number of trials in which all items were recalled in 
their correct serial position. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
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FIGURE 4.1. Mean memory spans of each group under three similarity 
conditions, Experiment 1.
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Finally, no inter-group differences were noted in the serial recall scores for the 
lipreading condition (L-list).
This pattern of differences between groups within each similarity condition 
suggests that only the Oral group was not using a sign code, whereas all subjects 
appeared to be relying on a speech code to some extent.
4.4.2 Timed tasks
(i) Repetition performance
Mean repetition performance scores are shown in Table D .l and Figure D .l in 
Appendix D. These scores were analysed both in terms of time and rate. Results were 
similar, with repetition time being marginally more sensitive. To avoid duplication, only 
the repetition time analysis is reported.
Timed responses were first analysed in 3 x 3 ANOVA (Similarity x Group). A 
significant group main effect occurred [F(2, 57) = 10.37; p < .0001], reflecting the 
dominant feature o f this task - the relative ordering of the groups remained invariant 
regardless o f similarity condition. Oral subjects were faster than signers who in turn were 
trailed by the SE cohort. There was also a significant main effect of similarity [(F(2, 114) 
= 6.35; p < .05], and a Similarity x Group interaction [F(4, 114) = 4.47; p < .05].
An association between time and list type for the two signing groups was 
revealed by ANOVAs conducted for each group separately. The Auslan group 
responded more quickly to rhymes than to the difficult-to-lipread lists [F(l, 19) = 20.88; 
p < .001], Rhymes were also repeated significantly more quickly than the Cherological 
and Lipsim lists by the SE group [F(l, 19) = 6.36; p < .05 and F (l, 19) = 5.09; p < .05 
respectively]. No differences across conditions were found for the Oral group.
Lastly, a series of t tests was conducted to establish whether the group rankings 
were affected by similarity condition. The difference between the Oral and Auslan groups 
was always significant (p < .05) except in the rhyme condition, whilst the SE group 
always lagged significantly (p < .05) behind both other groups. Because the group 
rankings remained invariant despite changes in the similarity conditions, repetition 
time/rate appear to have had little effect on performance, compared to the impact of 
similarity.
(ii) Reading performance
Average reading scores for each group can be found in Appendix D (Table D.2 
and Figure D.2). The outcomes of the analyses of reading time and reading rate differed 
only slightly, in unimportant ways, hence only the time data are reported to avoid 
prolonging the discussion. The main result was again, that the Oral group was 
consistently faster than the two signing groups, although the scores within each group 
did not vary greatly across similarity conditions.
A 3 x 3 (Similarity x Group) ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for group 
[F(2, 57) = 19.41; p < .0001], and a significant main effect for similarity [F(2, 114) = 
4.02; p < .05] but no interaction. This suggests that each group's reading times were not
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differently affected by the similarity of the items, and so speed could not be used to 
explain the group variations in memory span across the three conditions.
Separate ANOVAS were also conducted for each group. The only significant 
time differences were that the Auslan group read the Rhyme list faster than the Lipsim 
list [F(l, 19) = 8.63; p < .01], and the Oral subjects read the Cherological list faster than 
the Lipsim list [F(l, 19) = 6.77; p < .05].
Finally, a series of t tests established that the Oral group was always faster than 
the two signing groups, which did not differ from each other. This observed difference in 
response time between the Oral and other subjects consistently achieved a significance 
level of p < .0001 on each of lists C, R and L. The observation that the group rankings 
on reading times were not affected by similarity condition suggests that the similarity 
effect was not mediated by rehearsal speed.
4.4.3 Rehearsal indicators
The presence of rehearsal was strongly indicated in all groups. One hundred 
percent of subjects were either seen to overtly repeat the items in their order of 
presentation, and/or to spontaneously convey that they repeated the items in order prior 
to recall, and/or respond affirmatively when asked whether they said (or signed) the 
items in order before recalling them.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Memory span
(i) Main findings
Both across-group and within-group analyses of the data were conducted, in 
order to provide converging evidence about the memory codes used. This was 
considered necessary because o f the assumptions involved, neither of which was 
explicitly tested. An examination across similarity conditions assumes that the items in 
each list were "as similar" as those in every other list, whereas an analysis across groups 
assumes that the groups were equally proficient in the ordered recall o f print. (Although 
groups were matched for general ability, deaf people's sensitivity to task variables means, 
that comparable performances in the serial recall o f print did not necessarily follow).
Taken on a list-by-list basis, the results generally conformed to expectations. 
Results with the Cherological list revealed increasing vulnerability to sign-code similarity 
when moving from the Oral subjects (who were minimally impaired), to the SE and 
Auslan groups respectively. In contrast, the Rhyme list was remembered best by the two 
signing groups and most poorly by the Oral subjects. Somewhat surprisingly no group 
differences emerged in the retention o f Lipsim.
Thus, each similarity condition was associated with a different memory profile of 
the three matched groups. Since the major distinguishing feature o f each group was 
communication mode, this strongly suggests that the results obtained for each group 
were related to these communication modes rather than to factors irrelevant to this study
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such as relative similarity of the master lists, item familiarity, and so on. This strengthens 
the interpretation of the within-group results which follows shortly.
More particularly, the pattern of these results within each similarity condition 
suggest that the Auslan and SE groups were using a sign-based code to remember the 
printed words, and that the Oral group was not. Instead, the latter group appeared to 
rely on a phonological code.
These conclusions were also supported by separate analyses of each group's 
memory performance. The Auslan and SE subjects achieved their highest recall on the 
Rhyme lists, whereas the Oral group remembered this list most poorly and the 
Cherological list the best.
The Oral group's speech code seemed to be based partially on lipread cues, and 
partially on rhyme cues (because memory spans of both were equally impaired relative to 
the Cherological list). In the Lipsim list, the inclusion of both "cork" and "cord" may 
have disadvantaged these phonological coders because distinguishing them requires 
isolation of the final consonant in each rime: this is harder than distinguishing words 
which differ at the onset-rime boundary (Kirtley, Bryant, MacLean, & Bradley 1989; 
Treiman, 1983; Treiman & Zukowski, 1991). Skill in rhyming tasks has been taken as an 
indicator of the ability to manipulate phonological representations (Content, 1987; 
McLean, Bryant, & Bradley, 1987; Walley, Smith, & Jusczyk, 1986) and of beginning 
reading success in deaf children (Hanson, 1989; Hanson, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 
1984) and in normally hearing children (Bradley & Bryant, 1985; Brady, Mann, & 
Schmidt, 1987; Manis, Custodio, & Szeszulski, 1993; Olson, Davidson, Kliegl, & 
Davies, 1984; Perfetti, 1985). A greater susceptibility to rhyme by the orally educated 
deaf subjects in this experiment is thus consistent with the notion that their phonological 
code functionally resembled hearing people's speech code to some extent.
Finally, all subjects appeared to be rehearsing, as indicated by direct observations 
and questions. When combined with the memory span outcomes, these results show that 
this experiment has achieved its aim: it has demonstrated that the codes used during 
rehearsal by these different groups were based on their preferred communication modes.
(ii) Additional observations
The two phonological lists did not discriminate between groups as clearly as the 
Cherological list. This permits at least two mutually compatible interpretations. Possibly, 
the two signing groups employed a cherological code which was less efficacious in serial 
recall than speech (attaining the same performance level as Oral subjects on this occasion 
only because the latter were hampered by phonological similarity). Evidence for this has 
been discussed in Chapter 3 so will not be reiterated here. A second possibility is that the 
Auslan and SE subjects used other codes in addition to sign. These could take the form 
of a phonological code based on lipread features, or an orthographic code. Each code 
will be considered in turn.
A phonological code for signing subjects?
Phonological coding by the Auslan and SE groups is suggested by the finding 
that, in contrast to the Cherological list, the two phonological lists did not produce large 
group differences. As expected, the signers' speech code appeared to be less
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sophisticated than that used by the Oral subjects because the two signing groups always 
recalled the rhyming items better than the Lipsim lists, indicating that they were less 
affected by the phonological segmentation requirements inherent in rhyme recognition.
This phonological code was probably based on lipread features, since the 
retention of both signing groups was worst for the difficult-to-lipread list. Several 
observations support this view. Facial expression has been identified by Johnston (1989) 
as one o f the five underlying parameters of Auslan, so signers would be expected to pay 
some attention to lip shape. The interrelationship between sign language and facial 
perception was also stressed by Emmorey (1993) and Reilly, Mclntire, and Bellugi, 
(1990). Caccamise (1989) and Montgomery, Miller, Mitchell, Jordan, and Montgomery 
(1983) observe that most signs are displaced away from the lips because facial 
expressions and lip movements are significant in sign perception. Lawson (1983) and 
Vogt-Svendsen (1983) emphasise "multi-channel signs", in which non-manual aspects, 
such as mouth and cheek movements, are important ingredients. Additionally, the 
regularities of letter-to-articulation coding encourage articulatory responses more than 
the arbitrary print-to-sign relation invites cherological coding. This is all the more likely 
given the omnipresence o f the language of the majority hearing culture. Translation 
services are not always readily available to interpret the spoken word in conversation, 
TV or film, and most deaf people attain a modicum of lipreading skill, by necessity even 
if not by choice.
An orthographic code?
Another coding alternative is that the deaf subjects were using a visual code 
based on the letter shapes of the printed stimuli.
An inspection of the items in the three master lists can provide support for this 
interpretation. These items are relisted below.
C-list: cart kangaroo motorbike pastry
pram sheet sock trolley
R-list: brain chain crane drain
frame lane plane rain
L-list: cook cord cork dirt
door goat toad toe
On several criteria, the Rhyme and Lipsim lists contained more orthographically 
similar items than the Cherological list. The latter had a more varied word length and 
employed more different letters than the phonologically similar lists. The similarly signed 
list incorporated words with 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 letters, taken from a pool of 17 different 
letters. The Rhyme list used words which were all 4 or 5 letters long, made up from 14 
different letters whilst the Lipsim list used 3- or 4-letter words, and only 10 different 
letters.
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Additionally, an analysis of ascenders and descenders, which has been found to 
influence judgements of orthographic similarity (Bouma, 1971; Geyer, 1977), indicates 
that the Lipsim list was more visually similar than the Cherological list. On this criterion, 
the C-list had only two words with similar word envelopes (these being cart, sock), the 
R-list contained three {brain, drain, frame) whilst the L-list incorporated five {cook, 
cord, cork and dirt, toad).
Therefore, the finding that the two signing groups produced a relatively flat 
profile o f memory scores could be explained by assuming that they were impaired by 
cherological similarity on the C-list, and by orthographic similarity on the R-list and the 
L-list. The Oral group could also have relied on an orthographic code to some extent.
One line of research which demonstrates the salience of orthography concerns the 
impact of spelling on the performance of deaf subjects. Campbell and Wright (1988) 
showed that rhyme judgements for pictured stimuli by orally-trained deaf youngsters 
were less accurate and more spelling sensitive than was the case with hearing subjects 
who were matched for reading-age. Hanson and Fowler (1987), using signing deaf 
college students, noted an error rate o f 70% on incongruent written word rhyme 
judgements as opposed to 28% for congruent spellings. Blanton, Nunnally, and Odom 
(1967) also showed that deaf subjects were more influenced by orthography in rhyme 
judgements than were hearing subjects.
Evidence that deaf subjects rely on orthographic and non-orthographic strategies 
in rhyming tasks has been obtained by Blanton et al. (1967), Hanson (1980), and Hanson 
and Fowler (1987). Hanson and McGarr (1989) examined the rhymes generated to word 
stimuli by college level deaf subjects of reading age grade 10.1 (that is, they were 
exceptional readers, given that the median reading comprehension grade level of 
profoundly deaf students graduating from high school is 3.2, according to Karchmer, 
Milone, & Wolk, 1979). Analysis of the responses showed that 70% could have been 
generated by an orthographic strategy (e.g. TIE-lie) and 30% by alternative strategies 
(e.g. TIE-fly). Evidence was also obtained for speech-based strategies - either how the 
words looked on another's lips (suggested also by Dodd & Hermelin, 1977) or how the 
words were produced by the subject.
Overall performance
Little can be made o f the observation that the three groups reached the same level 
of overall performance. This result does not demonstrate that the three groups were 
equally matched on ability, because the degrees of similarity within each master list could 
not be matched with any other. Moreover, even if this had been achieved, the result 
might represent nothing more than that some groups relied on more codes than did 
others, or were more heavily reliant on particular codes, and hence were (dis)advantaged 
to a greater extent.
Communication speed
The timed measures were included to control for the possibility that the temporal 
length of the items, rather than their similarity, may have affected the outcome.
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The three coding modes were not associated with different production speeds. 
For example, on the reading task, the Oral subjects' reading times were always faster 
than those of the Auslan and SE subjects, who did not differ from each other. This 
suggests that the effects of item similarity were not due to speed of expression. Similar 
evidence can be found in the recall of hearing persons: Hulme and Tordoff (1989) and 
Schweickert, Guentert, and Hersberger (1990) concluded that the effects of acoustic 
similarity in recall do not depend upon differences in speech rate, because sequences of 
acoustically similar items were not necessarily harder to articulate rapidly despite the fact 
that spans were much higher for lists containing dissimilar items.
4.5.2 Memory codes and underlying processes
The Cherological, Rhyme and Lipsim lists were associated with a different 
pattern of results for the three subject groups, leading to the following conclusions.
First, the deleterious impact of cherological similarity upon the performance of 
the Auslan and SE groups but not upon the Oral group confirmed that the recall of the 
two signing groups was mediated by a sign code, whereas the Oral group's retention was 
not.
Secondly, as anticipated, the Oral subjects appeared to be using a speech code, 
because their worst recall scores were obtained on the two phonologically similar lists. 
Orthographic coding by the Oral group could also not be discounted, because the two 
phonologically similar lists were also similar orthographically. To the extent that the 
Auslan and SE groups employed speech coding at all (some exposure to speech can be 
assumed, since-it is the language of the dominant culture), the Oral group seemed to be 
using more sophisticated phonological representations, because they were relatively more 
affected by rhyming stimuli than the other subjects.
When combined with the strong indications that the subjects were rehearsing, we 
may conclude that:
Subjects were rehearsing in their preferred communication mode.
Thirdly, the fact that the group differences on the two phonologically similar lists 
were few in number and small in magnitude, is consistent with two interpretations, which 
are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
One possibility is that the cherological code of the two signing groups was less 
efficacious for serial recall than the speech code of the Oral group. Comparable 
performance levels could have occurred for all groups with the Rhyme and Lipsim lists, 
because the effects of the inefficient sign code used by the Auslan and SE subjects could 
have been matched by the effects of an indistinct speech code (caused by the 
phonological similarity of the two lists) which the Oral group relied upon.
~ "Alternatively, the Auslan and SE groups may have used sign in conjunction with 
other codes during serial recall. Due to the confounding between phonological and visual 
similarity, it is not possible to judge whether these ancillary codes were based upon 
visual/kinaesthetic lipread traces, or upon the written shape of the word to be 
remembered, or both.
4.5.3 Implications for the experimental series
The initial impetus for this experiment was the question: Can deaf people's poorer 
immediate retention of serially ordered information be attributed to a slower rehearsal 
rate of a communication-based memory trace? This experiment addressed part of that 
question, by determining whether the memory codes used during rehearsal by the Auslan, 
SE and Oral groups were based on their communication modes. The following 
conclusions were drawn:
1. The Auslan group rehearsed in a cherological memory code. They may also 
have used a speech code derived from lipreading (based on visual and possibly 
articulatory features) and/or an orthographic code.
2. The memory code used during rehearsal by the SE group was similar to the 
Auslan subjects', except that they relied less strongly upon sign.
3. The Oral group rehearsed in a speech code that was more highly developed 
than that of the other two groups, and their recall may also have been mediated 
by orthographic features.
Thus, there was uncertainty as to whether the Auslan and SE groups employed 
phonological coding. This issue is addressed in Experiment 5. The doubt about an 
orthographic code also required resolution, so this question was addressed in Experiment 
6 .
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Despite these queries, the major implication of this experiment is clear - each 
group rehearsed in a memory code that was based at least partially on its mode of 
communication. Consequently, with these subjects, it would now be appropriate to 
explore the effects on memory of changes in the length of their primary communication, 
in order to assess the contribution of rehearsal speed to the outcome.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTS 2 AND 3: THE ITEM LENGTH EFFECT
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Background to Experiments 2 and 3
In Chapter 3, the literature review revealed that the serial recall of verbal 
materials by prelingually profoundly deaf people is inferior to that of their hearing peers. 
Another frequent observation is that the production speed of this population is slower 
than the speech rate of non-deaf persons. It was seen in Chapter 3 that these two 
phenomena can be related using the working memory framework expounded by 
Baddeley and others. According to this view, because slower production speed is linked 
to a slower rehearsal rate, fewer items can be "refreshed" before their retrieval is 
prevented by decay, and a shorter memory span ensues.
One way to evaluate this explanation is to test whether rate of rehearsal does in 
fact influence the recall of deaf individuals. In hearing subjects, the word length effect 
(i.e. better recall of short words) is commonly cited as proof that short-term memory is 
affected by rehearsal speed (e.g. Baddeley, Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975). It is assumed 
that sequences composed of short words are better recalled than those with long words 
because increasing the length of words effectively decreases the rate at which they can be 
rehearsed. In non-deaf people the effect is a robust one, and has been replicated using 
subjects from several different populations. Individual differences as well as age 
differences in memory span can be predicted from the rate of naming or reading the items 
(Standing, Bond, Smith, & Isley, 1980). For example, children with speech disorders, 
who articulate more slowly, remember less accurately than children without such 
disorders (Raine, Hulme, Chadderton, & Bailey, 1991). Furthermore, the explanation has 
been extended to account for a wide variety of phenomena such as stable cross-linguistic 
digit span differences, favouring native Chinese speakers over their English counterparts 
(Chen & Stevenson, 1988; Hoosain, 1979, 1982, 1984a, 1984b, 1987; Stigler, Lee, & 
Stevenson, 1986), and English over Welsh vocalisations. In this latter case the word 
length effect even overrides the effects of familiarity in Welsh-English bilinguals (Ellis & 
Hennelly, 1980).
As demonstrated by these replications of the word length effect, Baddeley's 
model was derived from research with hearing people who use a phonological code in 
memory. However it is not clear whether the explanation could be extended to deaf 
people who use non-speech codes or even non-acoustic speech codes. In order to 
investigate whether deaf people are disadvantaged by a slower rehearsal speed, 
Experiments 2 and 3 used a variant of the word length effect with deaf subjects who 
communicated via Auslan, Signed English, or speech. This was called the "item length 
effect", (a general term which subsumed sign-, SE- and English-length effects) in order 
to distinguish it from the word length effect found with hearing subjects. Nor is it known
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how well the conventional measures of word rehearsal speed (repetition rate and reading 
rate) might relate to signed items. Experiments 2 and 3 also aimed to clarify this issue.
Due to deaf subjects' sensitivity to task variables, the item length effect was 
investigated twice. Experiment 2 presented the items in each group's primary 
communication mode, which meant they were signed for the Auslan group, signed-and- 
spoken for the SE group, and spoken for the Oral group. Experiment 3 used 
orthographic presentation.
Experiment 1 demonstrated that these subjects employed, respectively, a sign 
code, a sign-plus-speech code, or a speech code when memorising. If these deaf people 
were hampered by a slower rehearsal rate, then each group would remember lists with 
items which were long in their communication mode more poorly than lists of short 
items. Such a Group x List interaction would in turn substantiate the notion that deaf 
individuals may be disadvantaged by a slower rehearsal rate in relation to their hearing 
peers.
5.1.2 Design overview
A split-plot design was employed, using three subject groups and four lists, with 
repeated measures on the first factor. The lists were constructed by crossing two item 
lengths (long and short) with two communication modes (sign and English).
The subject groups were identical to those used in Experiment 1, being matched 
for degree and onset of deafness, as well as age, ability, and communication facility. 
These groups were:
Group 1, (Auslan), who employed sign only;
Group 2, (SE), who used sign and speech;
Group 3, (Oral), who communicated via speech.
Four master lists of eight items each were devised, in which sign length and 
English length were varied independently. These lists were matched for concreteness, 
complexity, ambiguity, frequency, and familiarity. They were designated as follows:
List 1: Short sign, short English;
List 2 : Short sign, long English;
List 3 : Long sign, short English;
List 4 : Long sign, long English.
Thus, the length o f particular items varied according to the communication 
group. For the Auslan and Oral groups, half the lists contained short words or signs; the 
two remaining lists consisted of long items. For the SE group, whose item length was 
derived from the conjunction of sign length and English length, one list contained short 
SE items, and the remaining three constituted long SE items. This is represented in Table 
5.1.
TABLE 5.1
Item lengths in each list for the three subject groups, Experiments 2
and 3
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G roup List
1
S h o r t  S i g n /  
S h o r t  E n g l i s h
2
S h o r t  S ig n /  
L o n g  E n g l is h
3
L o n g  S i g n /  
S h o r t  E n g l i s h
4
L o n g  S ig n /  
L o n g  E n g l i s h
1. A u s l a n S h o rt S h o r t Long Long
2. S E S h o rt Long Long Long
3. O ra l S h o r t Long S h o r t Long
Each master list was used to compile two sets of production speed stimuli in the 
same manner as Experiment 1. The repetition set, used in Experiment 2, was created by 
dividing each master list into one item pair and two item triplets. The reading set was 
used in Experiment 3. This comprised four inventories of 48 items, formed by randomly 
repeating the eight items in each master list six times.
Each master list was also used to devise a set of practice memory lists and a set 
of experimental memory lists, again following the procedures outlined in Experiment 1. 
Ten different item pairs, taken from each master list, made up the practice set. The 
experimental set was composed of lists which varied in size from two to eight items, 
randomly ordered. Four lists were constructed from each master list for each of these 
seven list sizes.
One timed measure and then one span measure were obtained from every subject 
for each of Lists 1-4.
In Experiment 2 the timed measure was repetition performance. This was based 
on three combined repetition trials in which the subjects enunciated in their primary 
language the two sequences of word triplets and one sequence of word pairs 10 times at 
maximum speed. Scores were expressed in seconds to completion and items per second. 
In Experiment 3, a reading score was used. This was obtained by recording the time 
taken to read each of the four inventories of 48 words as fast as possible.
In the memory span task in Experiment 2 the lists were presented in the subject's 
primary linguistic mode. The experimenter read the words to the Oral subjects, whilst the 
material for the SE and Auslan groups appeared on videotape, signed with and without 
speech respectively. In Experiment 3, all the items to be recalled were presented 
orthographically. In both experiments, subjects were given practice trials in the memory 
span task until they made four successive correct responses. In the experimental phase, 
all subjects began with four trials of the two-item lists, and continued until they failed at 
least three of the four trials at a particular difficulty level (defined by list size, i.e. the' 
number of items per list). Memory trials were only scored correct if all the items were 
repeated in their order of presentation. Subjects' scores were calculated as 1.0 plus .25 
for each list correctly recalled up to their ceiling. Items were presented throughout at the 
rate of one per second.
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The order of presentation was counterbalanced across groups by a Latin Square. 
Both the timed and recall tasks for a particular list were completed before moving to a 
new set o f eight items: blocking the task in this manner was expected to reduce potential 
interference from items in other lists.
Results were analysed using repeated measures ANOVAs, and two-tailed t tests 
of planned contrasts.
5.1.3 Predictions
(i) Group 1 (Auslan)
Short sign lists (1 and 2) will be repeated faster and remembered better than the
long sign lists (3 and 4).
(ii) Group 3 (Oral)
Faster articulation and better recall will be observed in the short English lists (1
and 3) compared to the long English lists (2 and 4).
(iii) Group 2 (Signed English)
It was argued in Chapter 4 that the SE group forms a unique case, as its members 
were instructed to both sign and speak. In the timed tasks, where the SE subjects' use of 
these two media could be verified by observation, it was expected that List 1 (both 
languages short) would be executed faster than List 4 (both languages long), with the 
two remaining lists lying between these two extremes. The timed tasks had been 
deliberately constructed to minimise memory demands, so any idiosyncrasies in memory 
coding during their putative rehearsal were irrelevant to performance on this task.
Predictions for the SE group on the memory task were more complex than for 
the other two groups. Only for the two homogenous item lengths in Lists 1 and 4 were 
the expectations straightforward. In this case it was expected that List 1 (composed of 
short words and short signs) would be remembered better than List 4 (where both the 
words and signs had a long duration).
For Lists 2 and 3, each of which had contrasting sign and English durations, such 
detailed forecasts of the SE group's performance were not feasible. This was because of 
the large individual differences in coding already alluded to: the inclination toward sign, 
or English, or both, fluctuates according to the person. For example, subjects may 
depend on sign to recall the short signs of List 2 but rely on English to remember the 
short words of the third list.
Nevertheless, the SE group could provide indirect evidence that memory was 
affected by communication. If its results lay between the other two groups, whose 
languages each contributed to Signed English, it would be highly coincidental if this 
pattern were due to other causes.
To summarise, the predictions for this group were:
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Time/rate: List 1 will be faster than List 4, and Lists 2 and 3 will fall between 
them.
Memory span: Short SE stimuli will be remembered better than long SE stimuli 
(where sign and/or English length are long). That is:
List 1 will be greater than the average of Lists 2, 3, and 4.
5.2 Methodological considerations
5.2.1 Design features
Both experiments used four word lists in which sign length and English length 
were varied independently. This design had several advantages. An interaction was 
expected - that signers would remember the short sign lists better than the long ones, and 
that there would be superior retention by Oral deaf subjects of short English lists. 
Because an interaction between list and communication type was predicted, the fact that 
the deaf groups used different languages allowed them to act as reciprocal controls for 
each other.
5.2.2 Onset of rehearsal
In testing for item length effects some care is required in subject selection, 
because deaf people start rehearsing at a relatively late age. Rehearsal first appears at 
about 8 years in hearing children following written presentation, and somewhat earlier 
with auditory stimuli (Bebko, 1979; Flavell, Beach, & Chinsky, 1966; Hitch, Halliday, 
Dodd, & Littler, 1989; Hitch, Halliday, & Littler, 1993). Correspondingly, the word 
length effect first appears at about 4 years when spoken words are used (Hulme, 
Silvester, Smith, & Muir, 1986), and occurs from 8 years onward with written 
presentation (Hitch & Halliday, 1983; Hitch, Halliday & Littler, 1989; Hulme, Thomson, 
Muir, & Lawrence, 1984; Hulme & Tordoff, 1989; Nicolson, 1981). Orally educated 
deaf children show a lag of about 3 years in their use of rehearsal, whilst the difference is 
about 4 years for those who sign (Bebko, 1984). A lower age limit of 12.0 years for 
these subjects was therefore adopted in this study.
5.2.3 List controls
The validity of these experiments hinged on the construction o f lists which 
reflected differences in communication length to the exclusion of any other variable. 
Accordingly, the lists were matched on the following criteria.
(i) Length
Length for the English words was defined by the number of syllables. Short 
words were composed of only one syllable, whilst long words were composed of three or 
four.
Sign length was measured according to the number and magnitude of component 
movements. All the short signs were composed of either:
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* simple bodily contact (e.g. CHIN, HAND, ROOF, FINGERNAIL);
* a single short movement (all remaining signs).
On the other hand, long signs had several movements in space as their 
distinguishing feature. In general these movements travelled further in space than the 
movements in the short sign lists. Long signs incorporated either:
* three or four spatial movements made with constant handshapes (e.g.
SKETCH, RECTANGLE);
* simple repeated movements (all remaining signs).
(ii) Complexity
Increasing English word length is generally associated with greater complexity, as 
measured by the number of different syllables. However, it is syllable/phoneme duration, 
rather than syllable/phoneme number which affects memory span (Baddeley et al., 1975; 
Cowan, Day, Saults, Keller, Johnson, & Flores, 1992). Since the effect of sign 
complexity on memory is imperfectly documented, it was considered desirable to ensure 
that complexity was eliminated as a variable from the signed as well as the spoken 
stimuli. Therefore, all long signs were composed of repeated movements, so that 
increasing length was minimally associated with increasing complexity as measured by 
changes in the configuration of the hands.
(iii) Parts of speech
Nouns tend to show a more reliable word length effect than prepositions and 
conjunctions (Tehan & Humphreys, 1988). Auslan does not have some parts of speech 
which are present in English (e.g. "the", "a") and many deaf people have difficulty with 
English grammar. Lists were therefore controlled for syntax: all items were common 
nouns.
(iv) Other precautions
Using the guidelines outlined in Chapter 4 for the first experiment, these lists 
were also matched for concreteness, ambiguity, frequency, and familiarity. Several lines 
of research show this to be essential. Long nouns tend to be more abstract, show less 
vividness o f imagery, and evoke fewer associations than short nouns (Benjafield, 1984; 
Campos & Gonzalez, 1992; Rubin, 1980). Henry and Millar (1991) noted that word 
length was not independent of frequency, and argued that familiarity might have a larger 
impact than was currently recognised. Elliott (1992) reached essentially the same 
conclusion. He studied spans for speakers of Malay, English and two Chinese dialects 
(Mandarin and Hokkien) and reported that faster languages gave longer spans but also 
concluded that familiarity with the language affected both articulation speed and digit 
span.
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5.2.4 Conventional speed measures and sign length
As discussed in Chapter 3, research with hearing subjects supports the notion that 
overt articulation rate is related to the speed at which items can be rehearsed subvocally 
(e.g. Baddeley et al., 1975; Hulme et ah, 1984). However little is known about the speed 
relationship between overt signs and rehearsed signs. There are three reasons to suspect 
that reading rate and repetition rate might be less closely associated with rehearsal speed 
when the items are signed rather than spoken.
First, the length of the signed sequence depends on the time taken to articulate 
each sign as well as the time to travel between the signs. A signed list might take more or 
less time to complete according to how the items are sequenced, especially if the signs 
are made in locations which are far apart from each other. In contrast, speech is made 
with relatively fine motor movements, and generally the order of words in a list makes no 
difference to the rate at which it can be articulated. Consequently, simple measures of 
repeated signs (without regard for their order) may map less well than repeated words to 
rehearsal of items in a particular sequence.
Second, the fact that repetition rate typically involves many more repetitions than 
are possible during rehearsal, may add extraneous factors. For example, sign language 
has many repetitive signs which lend themselves to abbreviation. The tendency to 
truncate signs may be exacerbated by the repetitious nature of the speed task. Hence 
repetition speed may not reflect rehearsal speed, because it may involve greater 
abbreviation than is really the case during rehearsal.
Third, when the Auslan subjects sign the list of words in the reading speed test, 
there is an extra translation step from English to Auslan not present when the words are 
spoken. This extra factor might weaken the association between the rates of signed 
reading and signed rehearsal. In signed reading every word must be translated, whereas 
each orthographically presented item needs to be translated only once during cumulative 
rehearsal. In contrast, during reading and rehearsal, the Oral subjects decode the same 
language - English.
As outlined in Section 5.2.3 (i), sign length in this study was defined by the 
number and magnitude of the constituent movements, as judged by expert signers. The 
degree to which the repetition rate and reading rate reflected these judgements would 
then indicate the adequacy of using these conventional measures, adopted from research 
with hearing subjects, to register sign length.
5.3 Experiment 2: Primary linguistic presentation and the item length effect 
5.3.1 Aim
This experiment was designed to test whether the serial recall of Auslan, SE and 
Oral deaf subjects was influenced by the length of items in their respective 
communication modes.
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5.3.2 Method
(i) Preparation
Following the procedure outlined in Chapter 4, the subjects were given the word 
lists several months in advance of testing, to allow them to become familiar with the 
items.
The instructions and the serial recall lists were presented by videotape. These 
were executed in both SE and Auslan by a qualified interpreter (N.A.A.T.I., Level 2), a 
hearing person of deaf parents. Timing of the items in each trial was controlled by 
programming an Apple Macintosh Plus computer to display the printed words to the 
interpreter for one second. As each word appeared, it was signed or signed-and-spoken 
by the interpreter, whose productions were recorded on videotape.
(ii) Subjects
As outlined in Chapter 4, three matched groups each comprising 20 subjects had 
been formed according to their adherence to sign, English, or Signed English. The 
subjects in the three groups were all prelingually deaf and were matched for degree of 
hearing loss, prelingual deafness, age, communication facility, and intelligence.
(iii) Materials
Master lists
Four master lists were devised with two independent dimensions: sign length and 
English length. Lists 1 and 2 were comprised of short signs and Lists 3 and 4 
incorporated long signs. On the English dimension, Lists 1 and 3 contained short words 
and Lists 2 and 4, long words.
The master lists were composed of the following words:
List 1: chin hand man sock
egg jar roof sun
List 2: aeroplane elephant fingernail hearing-aid
— injection mandarin telephone umbrella
List 3: bush curl pump snow
chain prawn sketch wing
List 4: bicycle butterfly caterpillar calculator
hairdresser kangaroo octopus rectangle
The signed translations of these items are illustrated in Appendix A. According to 
the procedures outlined in Chapter 4, these lists were matched for concreteness, 
complexity, ambiguity, frequency, and familiarity.
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Memory span lists
Elements from the master lists were used to form memory span lists of two to 
eight items. Four lists were composed at each of these list sizes, for Lists 1-4.
The item order within each list was determined by 18 cycles of sampling without 
replacement, subject to the constraint that no item appeared twice on any list. 
Additionally, each item had to appear equally often in each serial position.
Repetition clusters
Four subsets of timed repetition items were constructed in the same manner as 
Experiment 1. That is, three clusters (two item triplets and one item pair) were formed 
randomly from the eight items in each master list. Each sequence was printed onto a 
separate flashcard.
(iv) Apparatus
The apparatus described in Experiment 1 was also used here. A television 
monitor displayed the memory span stimuli at one second intervals for both signing 
groups. Productions of all subjects were recorded by a Sony video camera and 
directional microphone. Eight blocks illustrating the items in the current master list were 
available for reference throughout the session.
(v) Procedure
The procedures were similar to those described for Experiment 1, except that 
primary linguistic presentation was used, and the reading test was omitted.
Subjects were tested individually, first for their repetition performance and then 
their memory span, the complete session being recorded on videotape. Details appear 
below.
Repetition task
Directions for the Auslan and SE groups appeared on the monitor and were 
signed in the two modes with appropriate adjustments to speech terms, by a qualified 
interpreter of the deaf. Instructions for the Oral group were spoken by the experimenter. 
The instructions were identical to those used in the repetition test of Experiment 1, and 
are presented in full in Chapter 4. A written transcript complemented the taped 
information.
Following the instructions, the word pair or triplet was read (and/or signed) at 
leisure once by the subject prior to repeating it 10 times at maximum speed. Repetition 
cluster flashcards remained in front of the subject throughout their timed response, thus 
minimising the memory demands during the test.
Serial recall
After receiving the instructions and practising the serial recall task, the subjects 
attempted the memory test. Trials were presented at increasing levels of difficulty
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(defined by list size), with four trials at each level. Testing was discontinued when 
subjects failed to recall the list items in their correct order on at least three of the four 
trials at a given difficulty level.
Although each group received identical word lists and presentation times (one 
item per second), the manner in which these were displayed was tailored to the preferred 
communication mode of each subject. The Auslan and SE groups viewed a videotape of 
the words presented in Auslan or Signed English respectively. It had originally been 
intended that the Oral group also receive their lists on videotape, but pilot studies 
revealed that the size of the monitor made lipreading extremely difficult, hence the words 
were read aloud by the experimenter from the record sheet.
Following the presentation of the word stimuli, there was a 10-second break 
between trials to allow time for the subject to respond, with extra time given when 
necessary. With Oral subjects, the required intervals were measured by a stopwatch. For 
the two videotaped presentations, appropriate timing of the stimuli had been initially 
governed by a computer, as described earlier.
Subjects were offered a McDonald's voucher as payment at the end of the
session.
5.3.3 Results
(i) Memory span
The mean size of the lists recalled by each group on the memory span task are 
presented in Table 5.2. The interactions of item length and group are shown in Figure 
5.1.
To test whether subjects' spans were affected by item length, a two-way ANOVA 
(Sign length x English length) was performed for each group separately. The analyses are 
summarised in Table 5.3.
As predicted, the Oral group's data showed a significant English length effect 
[F(l, 19) = 67.75; p = .0001], That is, they remembered short words better than long 
ones. The strength of the English length effect was still apparent at the individual list 
level where planned comparisons revealed that even the worst remembered short list 
differed significantly from the best remembered long list [F(l, 19) = 29.78; p = .0001]. 
Also as expected of the Oral group, the sign length effect was nonsignificant [F(l, 19) = 
.08; p = .782]: subjects in this group did not differ in their recall o f items with short as 
opposed to long sign translations.
In contrast, the sign length effect for the Auslan group approached but did not 
reach significance [F(l, 19) = 4.04; p = .059], and the English length effect was 
nonnsignificant [F(l, 19) = .79; p = .387].
For the SE group, the SE length effect was significant [F(l, 19) = 7.15; p < .05]. 
For this group, only the English length effect was significant in the two-way (Sign length 
x English length) ANOVA [F(l, 19) = 10.58; p <005].
TABLE 5.2
Mean memory scores of each group on the four lists, Experiment 2
Lists Group
A u s la n SE O ra l M
L is t 1 3.600 3.713 3.737 3.683
Sh S ig n /S h  Eng (.55) (.77) (.75) (.69)
L is t 2 3.500 3.325 3.088 3.304
Sh S ig n /L g  Eng (.58) (.47) (.64) (.58)
L is t 3 3.425 3.513 3.737 3.558
Lg S ig n /S h  Eng (.55) (.41) (.67) (.56)
L is t 4 3.400 3.300 3.050 3.250
Lg S ig n /L g  Eng (.55) (5 4 ) (6 7 ) (.60)
A ll L is ts 3.481 3.463 3.403
(.55) (5 8 ) (.75)
Note 1. Scores are based on the total number of trials in which all items were recalled 
in their correct serial position. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
Note 2 . Abbreviations: "Sh" = "Short"; Lg = "Long"; "Eng" = "English".
Item length
FIGURE 5.1. Mean memory scores of each group according to item 
length, Experiment 2.
TABLE 5.3
Memory Span ANOVAs for each group, Experiment 2
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(i) A u s la n  G ro u p  (n = 20 )
df SS MS F-value P-value
Subject 19 16.878 .888
Sign length 1 .378 .378 4.040 .059
Sign len x Sub 19 1.778 .094
English length 1 .078 .078 .785 .387
Eng len x Sub 19 1.891 .100
Sign len x Eng len 1 .028 .028 .174 .681
S len x E len x Sub 19 3.066 .161
(ii) S io n e d  E n p lish  G ro u p  (n = 20)
df SS MS F-value P-value
Subject 19 12.794 .673
Sign length 1 .253 .253 1.077 .312
Sign len x Sub 19 4.466 .235
English length 1 1.800 1.800 10.584 .004
Eng len x Sub 19 3.231 .170
Sign len x Eng len 1 .153 .153 .788 .386
S len x E len x Sub 19 3.691 .194
(Hi) O ra l G ro u p  (n = 20)
df SS MS F-value P-value
Subject 19 27.140 1.428
Sign length 1 .007 .007 .079 .782
Sign len x Sub 19 1.696 .089
English length 1 8.945 8.945 67.746 .0001
Eng len x Sub 19 2.509 .132
Sign len x Eng len 1 .007 .007 .034 .855
S len x E len x Sub 19 3.884 .204
This analysis shows that the memory performance of the two English-speaking 
groups could be distinguished on the basis of primary linguistic length. However, there 
was at best an indeterminate impact of sign length upon the memory span of the Auslan 
group. This could plausibly be attributed to list construction if the experimental 
manipulation of sign length were weaker than of English length. That is, if the time 
difference between short and long signs were less than that between short and long 
words, then there would be a reduction or elimination of the sign length effect. This 
interpretation can be clarified by examining the repetition data.
(ii) Repetition perform ance
The repetition data provided an index of English- and sign-length. Additionally it 
will be seen that it provides a metric for interpreting the size of the item length effect.
The repetition results are summarised in Table 5.4, where the bold entries depict 
the mean total time in seconds taken by each group to complete the task; these times are 
converted to repetition rate scores (items per second) in the second two italic entries. 
Though the outcomes of the time and rate analyses were similar, some disparities were 
evident and will be commented upon shortly.
TABLE 5.4
Mean repetition scores of each group on the four lists, Experiment 2
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List Group
A u sla n S E O ral M
List 1 44.6 51.6 40.2 45.467
S h o r t S ig n / (9.27) (15.04) (12.81) (13.26)
S h o r t E n g lish 1.868 1.636 2.173 1.892
(.381) (326) (.637) (.510)
List 2 51.05 71.0 73.5 65.18
S h o r t S ig n / (10.98) (15.59) (23.39) (19.90)
L ong  E n g lish 1.633 1.173 1.172 1.326
(.328) (.229) (.296) (.357)
List 3 61.05 71.45 49.75 60.75
L ong  S ig n / (18.31) (19.20) (11.10) (18.61)
S h o r t E n g lish 1.490 1.177 1.688 1.452
(.727) (.235) (.387) (.5 3
List 4 60.9 81.4 74.1 72.13
L ong  S ig n / (13.18) (19.21) (20.08) (19.44)
L ong E n g lish 1.371 1.030 1.154 1.185
(285) (214) (.306) (.302)
M 54.400 68.863 59.388
(14.87) (20.21) (22.79)
1.591 1.254 1.547
(.492) (.340) (.597)
Note. The bold entries refer to the total time, t, (in seconds) to repeat the pair and 
triplets ten times. In the italic entries, these times are expressed as repetition rates (items 
per second = 80/t). Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
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The mean scores in Table 5.4 are re-presented as means for the contrasting item 
lengths in Figure 5.2 and Table D.3 in Appendix D. Thus, the "Short Sign" lists refer to 
repetition scores averaged over Lists 1 and 2, whereas "Short English" refers to Lists 1 
and 3.
Figure 5.2 and Tables 5.4 and C.3 appear to validate the manipulations of item 
length. Subtracting short from long signs, it is evident that the influence o f sign length on 
repetition time/rate was about equal in the Auslan and SE subjects and somewhat less in 
the Oral group. Conversely, the impact of English length was greatest for the Oral 
subjects, followed by the SE group, with minimal impact upon the signers.
Auslan
c  1.6 ""
a> 1.4
Sign Sign English English
Item length
FIGURE 5.2. Mean repetition rates of each group according to item 
length, Experiment 2.
Repetition times
The suitability of the lists was confirmed by a 2 x 2 x 3 (Sign length x English 
length x Group) ANOVA. This revealed significant main effects for group [F(2, 57) = 
5.02, p < .01], for sign length [F(l, 57) = 115.93, p < .0001], and for English length 
[F (l, 57) = 67.02; p < .0001]. Group differences arose because the SE subjects were 
slower than the Auslan group. The interaction between sign length and group was 
significant [(F(2, 57) = 8.87; p < .001], as was the English length x Group interaction 
[F(2, 57) = 38.08; p < .0001], and the Sign length x English length interaction [F(l, 57) 
= 24.26; p < . 0001].
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When the interactions were examined further, it was confirmed that the Oral 
subjects were most affected by English length and the Auslan subjects by sign length. In 
addition, the SE subjects were most influenced by SE length. This was shown by a 
repeated measures ANOVA which revealed that the short SE list (List 1) differed 
significantly [F(l, 19) = 185.96; p < .0001] from the averaged long SE lists for the SE 
group. Planned contrasts showed that the SE group repeated List 1 (short sign/short 
English) faster than List 4 (long sign/long English) [F(l, 19) = 55.28; p < .0001]. For 
this group, the two residual lists of mixed item lengths (Lists 2 and 3) were repeated 
equally quickly, occupying an intermediary position distinct from the two outriding lists. 
Thus, the results for each group confirmed the identification of the lists according to 
primary linguistic length.
The SE group was also compared with each of the other groups in two separate 
ANOVAs, each 2 x 2 x 2  (Sign length x English length x Group). This aimed to establish 
whether the SE group's pattern of results lay between the two other groups, which 
would strengthen the interpretation that the outcome was due to communication mode. 
The results again were broadly in line with predictions. In the first ANOVA the SE 
subjects lagged behind their signing peers [F(l, 38) = 10.76; p < .005], and whilst there 
was no interaction of group and their common code - sign - there was a significant 
interaction of group and English length [F(l, 38) = 21.77; p < .0001] with only the SE 
group being susceptible to this variable, as expected.
The SE and Oral subjects were compared in a second three-way ANOVA. Here, 
group differences were absent, and there was a significant interaction of group with both 
sign length and English length. These interactions arose, as expected, because the SE 
subjects were more affected by sign length but less influenced by English length than the 
Oral group.
To summarise the repetition time results, each group was sensitive to 
manipulations of primary linguistic length, indicating that the items were appropriate to 
test the impact of communication speed on recall. In general, the SE group's 
performance fell between those of the other two groups, as anticipated. Additionally, the 
overall times of the Oral and Auslan groups did not differ, although the SE group was 
slower than the Auslan subjects.
Repetition rate
Repetition rates were analysed in the same way as repetition time scores. In 
general, the results were similar, and support the conclusions of the previous paragraph. 
There were less clear-cut distinctions between the lists, probably because the rate scores 
were comparatively low, (being inversely proportional to the time scores), requiring a 
relatively large time change to produce even a small change in rate. These tended to be 
differences only of degree, so will not be pursued further. However there was one 
disparity between the two sets of repetition data which requires explanation.
This inconsistency was that an interaction between sign length and group was 
absent with repetition rate. That this was caused by a weak sign length manipulation is 
suggested by Figure 5.2, where the interval on the y (repetition rate) axis between long 
and short primary linguistic items for the Auslan group is less than half that o f the Oral 
group. A t test of the differences in rate between short and long items in each group's
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primary communication mode confirmed that there was a significantly smaller effect for 
Auslan than SE subjects [F(l, 38) = 5.05; p < .05] and Oral subjects [F(l, 38) = 22.8; p 
< .0001], (Essentially the same results were obtained with the time data although those 
reported are for repetition rate, because this permits direct comparisons with other 
experiments irrespective of the number of items to be produced.)
This corresponded with the results found for memory span, in which the influence 
of item length was smallest for the Auslan group, followed by the SE subjects with the 
Oral subjects being most the most sensitive of all. The absence of a Sign length x Group 
interaction in the repetition rate data suggests that within-group analyses are more 
appropriate than between-group analyses when testing for sign length effects in this 
experiment.
5.3.4 Discussion
As expected, the memory spans of both the Oral and SE groups were sensitive to 
manipulations of item length in their preferred communication mode. Since an analysis of 
repetition performance verified the item length manipulation, the memory data support 
the notion that their poor recall, relative to hearing people, may be partly attributable to a 
slower rehearsal rate.
However, there was no clear indication o f a sign length effect in the memory span 
data for the Auslan subjects. On one hand, signers may indeed have been affected by 
rehearsal rate. The smaller influence of sign length for the Auslan group may have been 
due to the weakness of the sign length manipulation, with a smaller change in rate being 
accompanied by a smaller change in span. Although the repetition data verified that the 
short and long signs did actually differ in duration, the data also showed that there was a 
smaller difference in rate between contrasting sign lengths than between contrasting SE 
and English lengths. This is illustrated by Figure 5.3, in which memory span is plotted as 
a function of repetition rate, first using the individual scores (in the scattergram in Figure 
5.3a) then the group means (Figure 5.3b). Straight lines were fitted to group means by 
the method of least squares, and appear as dotted lines inserted in Figure 5.3b. These 
"lines of best fit" also illustrate that the scores of the Auslan group fall on a straight line, 
like those of hearing subjects reported in the literature. This also suggests that this deaf 
group was affected by rehearsal rate.
On the other hand, the slope of the dotted line in Figure 5.3b which links the 
Auslan group's performance on the four lists is flatter than those obtained for the 
remaining groups. This suggests that for these signing subjects, rehearsal speed is less 
strongly associated with span, perhaps acting in conjunction with other factors. (This will 
be considered in more detail in Section 5.5). Consequently, the contribution o f rehearsal 
rate to memory performance in the Auslan group remains unclear.
The repetition data in Figure 5.3b indicate that the manipulation o f stimulus 
duration was reasonably successful for all three subject groups. This applies particularly 
to the scores at long primary linguistic lengths where repetition times/rates o f the two 
"long sign" lists corresponded almost exactly for the Auslan subjects, with the same 
being true of the two "long English" lists for the Oral group.
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FIGURE 5.3a. Individual memory scores as a function of repetition rate, 
lists 1-4, Experiment 2.
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FIGURE 5.3b. Mean memory scores of each group as a function of 
repetition rate, Experiment 2.
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A marginal speed difference occurred with the two short English lists, probably 
due to their compilation according to Lenneberg's (1967) "rule of thumb", where word 
length can be operationalised as the number of syllables. However, syllable length also 
contributes to word length (Baddeley et al., 1975; Cowan et al., 1992). Thus List 3 (long 
sign/short English) may have been repeated more slowly by the Oral group because it 
contained more long vowels and words of longer canonical form than its short English 
partner (List 1: short sign/short English). This might account for the Sign length x 
English length interaction. Because the repetition times of the Oral group on the two 
long English lists were almost identical, the finding that the short English list took longer 
to repeat at the long sign length would have spuriously inflated the influence of sign 
length for this group. This would reduce the likelihood of a Sign length x Group 
interaction for repetition and memory performance, as was indeed the case.
The performance of the "hybrid" SE group fell between the performance of the 
two remaining groups. This gives added weight to the conclusion that item length may be 
a factor in the recall of all three groups. For example, the influence of sign length on 
memory was least for the Oral group, greater for the SE group, and greatest for the 
Auslan group. This is exactly what would be expected of subjects whose reliance on sign 
is absent, partial, or total, respectively. As anticipated, the impact of English length was a 
mirror image of these results.
The different patterns of response were all the more striking in view of the 
finding that the groups did not differ on their overall memory score, suggesting that 
general cognitive ability factors were not influencing the outcome. The absence of overall 
group differences also suggests that cherological coding cannot simply be equated with 
"movement memory", for which normally-hearing subjects generally show a smaller span 
compared to their memory for words (Smyth, Pearson, & Pendleton, 1988).
The generality of these conclusions remain untested however. As is evident from 
the literature, the coding performances of the deaf are highly susceptible to task 
demands. For this reason, and because of the need to clarify the sign length effect, it was 
decided to assess the robustness of this outcome by testing for item length effects with 
orthographic stimuli in Experiment 3.
5.4 Experiment 3: Orthographic presentation and the item length effect
5.4.1 Overview of Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, the aims and methodology were identical to those of 
Experiment 2 in all major respects, with two exceptions: the timed repetition measure 
and the memory stimuli. The former now comprised a reading task. The latter 
incorporated the four lists used previously, but these were presented orthographically on 
a VCR monitor.
The reading task was identical to that used in Experiment 1. It was used again 
here because the orthographic presentation of the memory lists dictated that decoding of 
print was an integral part of the task - a part that the repetition test tapped only 
minimally.
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The shift from primary linguistic presentation in Experiment 2 to orthographic 
presentation in Experiment 3 allowed an assessment of the impact o f presentation 
condition upon memory. If the span of any group were affected by presentation 
condition, this would indicate that performance could be affected by factors apart from 
rehearsal speed (such as reading ability or speechreading ability), and that these factors 
would have to be considered in any comprehensive account of the memory deficit o f deaf 
people.
However, it was not expected that memory spans would differ in these two 
experiments, even though primary linguistic presentation may facilitate recall in other 
contexts (Poizner, Bellugi, & Tweney, 1981). For the signers, the small set size and 
opportunities for familiarisation were expected to counteract any difficulties of the print- 
to-sign translation. Additionally, eight blocks displaying each printed word and a picture 
of its corresponding sign were in view of the subject throughout the session.
In the case of the Oral group, despite the well-documented difficulties of 
speechreading (Berger, 1972; Clouser, 1977; Conrad, 1977a; Jeffers & Barley, 1971; 
Mogford, 1987; Summerfield, 1987), no subject was expected to be disadvantaged in 
Experiment 2, because of high contextual support: each item had only to be 
discriminated from seven others, all eight possibilities being displayed on the blocks in 
front of the subjects. A small response set and the provision of contextual cues are 
known to dramatically facilitate recall o f lipread material (Lyxell & Ronnberg, 1987). 
Lipreading each list in Experiment 2 may also have been enhanced by the inclusion of 
common nouns only, which are generally easier to lipread than articles, pronouns and 
conjunctions (Pickett, 1980).
5.4.2 Predictions
The first three predictions were identical to those of Experiment 2. These were:
(i) Group 1 (Auslan):
Short signs (Lists 1 and 2) would be read faster and recalled better than long 
signs (Lists 3 and 4).
(ii) Group 3 (Oral):
Short words (Lists 1 and 3) would be read faster and remembered better than 
long words (Lists 2 and 4).
(iii) Group 2 (Signed English):
Reading time/rate: Uniformly short SE stimuli (List 1) would be read faster 
than uniformly long SE stimuli (List 4), and the other two lists would fall in 
between these two extremes.
Memory span: Short SE stimuli (List 1) would be recalled better than long SE 
stimuli (the average of Lists 2, 3, and 4).
A fourth prediction, using data from Experiments 2 and 3, was that:
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(iv) Presentation condition:
The memory performance of each group would not differ according to 
presentation condition (primary linguistic versus orthographic).
5.4.3 Method
(i) Subjects
The same subjects participated on both occasions, with testings separated by a 
period of approximately two months.
(ii) Materials
Lists
The same lists were used in Experiments 2 and 3. 
Reading inventories
Four inventories of 48 words were compiled by randomly selecting the eight 
words of each master list without replacement in six cycles, subject to the constraint that 
no word appear twice in succession. These were printed in letters 1 cm high on four 
sheets of A4 paper.
(iii) Procedure
As in the previous experiment, the reading timed task preceded serial recall, both 
tasks being blocked by list number. List order was again determined by a Latin square, 
balanced across groups. The same memory span procedure was used in both experiments 
to determine the ceiling for each subject, who responded, as before, in his or her 
preferred communication mode.
Reading task
The instructions were given by the experimenter while pointing to the appropriate 
words, as follows:
"Please sign these words fast" for the Auslan group;
"Please sign and say these words fast" for the SE subjects;
"Please read these words fast" for the Oral group.
So that signers would not be disadvantaged by the greater likelihood of losing 
their place in the list whilst signing it, the experimenter indicated the current line being 
attempted for all subjects.
Memory span
The recall instructions were identical to those for Experiment 2 except that the 
exemplar was a printed word.
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5.4.4 Results:
(i) M emory span
As summarised in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.4 the results of this experiment broadly 
duplicated those of the previous one. However, there was now a significant effect o f sign 
length for the Auslan group, as well as a replication of the SE length effect for the SE 
group and the English length effect for the Oral group. In other words, the Auslan group 
remembered lists of items with short sign translations better than those with long sign 
translations, the SE group remembered best the list of items with short spoken and 
signed equivalents, and the Oral group recalled lists of short words better than lists of 
long words.
Better recall of short primary linguistic items by all groups confirms that the 
memory spans of all deaf groups were affected by item length, just as hearing subjects 
are affected by word length. It also suggests that the correct interpretation o f the 
indeterminate influence of sign length on the Auslan group in Experiment 2 is one that 
emphasises the experimental manipulation. That is, the choice of items for the four 
master lists permitted a greater contrast in English duration than sign duration, which 
produced a larger change in memory scores for the Oral group than for the Auslan 
subjects.
To measure the influence of item length, the mean memory spans of each group 
were subjected to a 2 x 2 (Sign length x English length) ANOVA. Details of these 
analyses appear in Table 5.6. For the Auslan subjects, only the effect of sign length 
reached significance [F(l, 19) = 10.03; p < .005]. In contrast, only English length was 
significant for the Oral group [F(l, 19) = 18.39; p < .0005].
For the SE group, the effect of SE length was significant [F(l, 19) = 5.40; p < 
.05]. In the 2 x 2 ANOVA, no evidence of a sign length effect was obtained with this 
group, although for these subjects, an English length effect was apparent [F(l, 19) = 
13.56; p < . 005].
These analyses indicate that, as predicted, all groups remembered short primary 
linguistic items better than long ones. The memory spans o f the Auslan and Oral groups 
were affected by the length of items in their primary linguistic mode, and no other. 
Similarly, the SE subjects were influenced by the length o f items in their preferred 
communication mode. The recall of the SE group was also governed by English length. 
These results strongly imply that the memory performance o f all subjects was determined 
by rehearsal speed. Thus, by confirming one of the necessary assumptions o f the 
rehearsal speed hypotheses, this experiment can be used as evidence for the view that the 
memory disparity between deaf and hearing individuals is due to a difference in their 
rates of rehearsal.
TABLE 5.5
Mean memory scores of each group on the four lists, Experiment 3
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Lists Group
A u s la n SE O ral M
L is t 1 3.55 3.388 3.725 3.554
Sh S ign /S h  Eng (.62) (.64) (.74) (.67)
L is t 2 3.287 3.112 3.338 3.246
Sh S ign /Lg  Eng (.54) (.60) (.56) (.57)
L is t 3 3.162 3.362 3.713 3.412
Lg S ign /S h  Eng (.51) (.71) (.84) (7 3 )
L is t 4 3.112 3.062 3.088 3.088
Lg S ign /Lg  Eng (.54) (■S3) (.57) (.54)
M 3.278 3.231 3.466
(.57) (.63) (7 3 )
Note 1. Scores are based on the total number of trials in which all items were recalled 
in their correct serial position. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
Note 2 . Abbreviations: "Sh" = "Short"; "Lg" = "Long"; "Eng" = "English".
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FIGURE 5.4. Mean memory scores of each group according to item 
length, Experiment 3.
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Subsidiary analyses were also conducted, testing for effects less directly related 
to the main hypothesis. First, the importance of presentation condition was assessed. 
This was done by determining whether the overall results for each group in Experiment 2 
(primary linguistic presentation) differed from those in Experiment 3 (orthographic 
presentation). When a one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for each 
group separately, it was found that although the Oral subjects were unaffected by a 
change in presentation condition, both the SE and Auslan groups achieved poorer results 
than expected with the printed lists [F(l, 19) = 11.26; p < .005, and F(l,19) = 7.12; p < 
.05 respectively].
TABLE 5.6
Memory Span ANOVAs for each group, Experiment 3
(i) Auslan Group (n = 20)
df SS MS F-value P-value
Subject 19 15.452 .813
Sign length 1 1.582 1.582 10.033 .005
Sign len x Sub 19 2.996 .158
English length 1 .488 .488 3.197 .090
Eng len x Sub 19 2.902 .153
Sign len x Eng len 1 .226 .226 2.483 .132
S len x E len x Sub 19 1.727 .091
(77) Siqned Enqlish Group (n = 20)
df SS MS F-value P-value
Subject 19 23.316 1.227
Sign length 1 .028 .028 .356 .558
Sign len x Sub 19 1.503 .079
English length 1 1.653 1.653 13.564 .002
Eng len x Sub 19 2.316 .122
Sign len x Eng len 1 .003 .003 .023 .880
S len x E len x Sub 19 2.528 .133 - -
(iii) Oral Group (n - 20)
df SS MS F-value P-value
Subject 19 25.765 1.356
Sign length 1 .345 .345 2.972 .101
Sign len x Sub 19 2.202 .116
English length 1 5.126 5.126 18.389 .0004
Eng len x Sub 19 5.296 .279
Sign len x Eng len 1 .282 .282 2.079 .166
S len x E len x Sub 19 2.577 .136
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This suggested that the two signing groups may have been hampered by poor 
reading ability. To explore this idea, the influence of sign length was examined separately 
in the lists composed of short versus long words. For subjects near the limits o f their 
reading skill, reading the long words would prove more difficult and time-consuming. 
This would lead to a shorter time for rehearsal and/or other strategies, and a diminution 
of the sign length effect in these lists. Subsequent tests supported this interpretation. 
Analyses of the Auslan and Oral groups' data revealed that a Sign length x Group 
interaction was evident only at the easier-to-read short English lengths [F(l, 38) = 4.97; 
P < 05].
In brief, the recall of each group was affected by item length in their primary 
communication mode, supporting the interpretation that rehearsal speed contributed to 
their performance. The Auslan and SE subjects were disadvantaged by orthographic 
stimuli, suggesting that reading ability may also have influenced the outcome.
(ii) Reading performance
Table 5.7 and Figure 5.5 depict the mean scores for each group in the reading 
task. As in Experiment 2, these scores are re-presented in Appendix D (Table D.4), in 
order to show more clearly the influence of each group's primary communication mode.
The critical result obtained with the repetition data in Experiment 2 was also 
evident in the reading data here: the Auslan, SE and Oral groups were affected by sign-, 
SE-, and English-length respectively, again validating the manipulations of item length. 
As before, results were similar for both reading time and rate, so the more sensitive 
measure - time - will be reported, followed by comments on the major difference 
between them.
Reading times
Two-way ANOVAs (Sign length x English length) for each group revealed that 
the Auslan subjects were strongly affected by sign length [F(l, 19) = 15.35; p < .001] 
and weakly affected by English length. The SE group was influenced by both sign length 
[F(l, 19) = 64.54; p < .0001] and English length [F(l, 19) = 46.45; p < .0001]. English 
length had the greatest impact on the times of the Oral group [F(l, 19) = 26.81; p < 
.0001]. Like the previous experiment, the English length effect was stronger at short sign 
lengths which contained words with shorter canonical form, and this would contribute to 
the Sign length x English length interaction [F(l, 19) = 4.56; p < .05] which was 
obtained for the Oral subjects.
As in Experiment 2, there was a significant effect of SE length for the SE group 
[F(l, 19) = 62.83; p < .0001]. Planned contrasts also accorded with forecasts, revealing 
that the SE group's scores for lists of mixed length again fell between List 1 (uniformly 
short languages) and List 4 (uniformly long languages).
TABLE 5.7
Mean reading scores of each group on the four lists, Experiment 3
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List Group
A u s la n S E O ra l M
L ist 1 36 .75 39 .85 26 .7 3 4 .4 3 3
S h o r t  S ig n / (9 .95 ) (14 .0 6 ) (5 .0 7 ) (1 1 .6 6 )
S h o r t  E n g lis h 1.394 1.297 1.864 1.518
(356) (.307) (377) (.424)
L ist 2 46 .25 50.9 39 .6 4 5 .583
S h o r t  S ig n / (1 5 .5 6 ) (14 .01 ) (1 0 .5 7 ) (1 4 .1 1 )
L o n g  E n g lis h 1.117 .994 1.311 1.141
(.273) (206) (.435) (.341)
L ist 3 51 .15 47.2 3 1 .7 5 4 3 .3 6 7
L o n g  S ig n / (13 .5 7 ) (15 .59 ) (6 .30 ) (1 4 .8 9 )
S h o r t  E n g lis h 1.004 1.086 1.575 1.221
(.271) (236) (.342) (379)
L ist 4 49 .4 57 .55 4 1 .1 5 4 9 .3 6 7
L o n g  S ig n / (1 7 .5 1 ) (14 .76 ) (1 0 .1 6 ) (1 5 .7 4 )
L o n g  E n g lis h 1.070 .876 1.241 1.062
(308) (183) (332) (315)
M 45 .888 48 .875 3 4 .8 0 0
(15 .2 1 ) (15 .7 2 ) (1 0 .1 2 )
1.146 1.063 1.498
(.334) (.280) (.442)
Note. The bold entries refer to the total time, t, (in seconds) to read the four 
inventories at maximum speed. These are converted to reading rates (items per 
second = 48/t) in the italic cell entries. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
Two repeated measures 2 x 2 x 2  ANOVAs (Sign length x English length x 
Group) were also performed, comparing the SE group first with the Auslan, then with 
the Oral subjects. This was in order to ascertain whether the results of the SE group fell 
between those of the other groups, thereby supporting the conclusion that the results 
were determined by communication mode. Concurring with expectations, group 
interactions occurred only on the language which was not common to both groups. In 
the SE-Auslan analysis, only the interaction of English length x Group proved significant 
[F(l, 38) = 8.57; p < .01], whilst a solitary Sign length x Group interaction occurred 
[F(l, 38) = 8.28; p < .01] in the Oral-SE analysis.
These results, all in line with predictions, validated the experimental manipulation 
of item length, for each group was maximally sensitive to manipulations of item duration 
in its preferred communication mode.
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Experiment 3.
Reading rate
Results for reading times resembled those for reading rates with the exception, 
again, of the Sign length x Group interaction. This was absent in analyses o f reading rate. 
Like the previous experiment, this might be due to the manipulation of item length, such 
that the difference in rate between long and short signs (for the Auslan group) was less 
than that for long and short words (for the Oral subjects). This was confirmed: the 
difference in primary linguistic rate was smaller for Auslan subjects than Oral subjects 
[F(l, 38) = 4.12; p < .05], though the SE group differed from neither.
To assess the effect o f presentation condition on performance, the production 
rates obtained in Experiments 2 and 3 were compared. The Auslan group was slower 
with orthographic presentation [F(l, 19) = 63.38; p < .0001] as was the SE group [F(l, 
19) = 39.66; p < .0001], although the Oral group achieved comparable rates in both 
experiments. This paralleled the memory span results exactly.
In summary, the completion times and rates of the three communication groups 
were significantly affected by the item length in their communication mode, therefore 
these stimuli could be used to test for an item length effect. The absence o f a Sign length 
x Group interaction with the reading rate data suggested that within-group analyses 
would be a suitable way to test for the presence o f a sign length effect in this experiment. 
The Oral group performed significantly faster than the remaining subjects, who were also 
slower with orthographic presentation. This suggested that the two signing groups may
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have been poorer readers. Finally, the time difference between short and long signs for 
Auslan subjects was less than for words for the Oral group, hence the relatively large 
English length effect may have been due to a stronger manipulation of item length for the 
latter group.
5.4.5 Discussion
The major result of this experiment was that item length effects in the preferred 
communication mode were obtained for all groups, including the Auslan subjects. The 
analyses also suggest that a real sign length effect did indeed underlie the marginal result 
for the signing subjects in Experiment 2. This was supported by the finding that the 
manipulation of item length produced smaller effects on repetition and reading rates for 
this group, which would explain the smaller impact of production rate on memory span 
for them.
Additionally, the SE group's results tended to fall between the Auslan and Oral 
group on both speed and span measures. Thus the results confirm the importance of item 
length as a determinant of memory span irrespective of whether groups are considered 
individually or when their collective matrix of results is examined.
Speed differences between lists were upheld as predicted, indicating that the 
items could be used to test the effects of rehearsal rate on memory. The absence of a 
Sign length x Group interaction in the production rate analyses implies that a within- 
group analysis of memory performance would be an appropriate way to test for sign 
length effects.
The relation between memory span and reading rate is plotted in Figures 5.6a and 
5.6b, where the dotted lines indicate the lines of best fit for the three groups. (These lines 
were fitted to group means by the method of least squares). Two features are 
noteworthy. The first concerns within-group characteristics. Both the individual scores 
(in Figure 5.6a) and the group means for each list (in Figure 5.6b) tend to fall on the one 
straight line for each of the Auslan, SE and Oral groups. This suggests that speed is 
exerting a constant influence over each group's performance. Secondly, there is a close 
correspondence between the three speed-span functions, for the performance of all the 
groups follows a virtually parallel slope and would have similar intercepts. This suggests 
that a single factor - rehearsal speed - might have determined memory performance, 
irrespective of the mode of the items which were rehearsed.
The finding that the signing groups achieved higher recall levels with signed 
presentation, fits with the conclusion reached in Experiment 1 that their memory code is 
a sign-based one.
Reading skill may also have contributed to performance. Treiman and Hirsh- 
Pasek (1983) suggest that a non-primary linguistic presentation condition may impair 
performance either because there is a lack of organisational structure for the code being 
used or because there is a translation problem between the primary and secondary codes. 
This applies particularly to the SE and Auslan subjects, whose memory spans were 
shorter and production rates lower under orthographic than primary linguistic 
presentation, and who commented that the long English stimuli were "hard words".
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The existence o f reading difficulties is also indicated by further reference to the 
reading rate data. Expressed in seconds per word, the reading rate of the Auslan, SE, and 
Oral subjects averaged .956, 1.018, and .708 respectively. This contrasts with 
documented average reading rates of .36 seconds per word in deaf college subjects 
(Grosjean, 1979), and of .82 and .30 seconds per word in hearing second graders and 
adults respectively (Biemiller, 1977-1978).
That the Auslan and SE groups appeared to experience more difficulty in 
decoding the printed word is consistent with the demands of the task. In English, there is 
a degree of print-to-sound correspondence. The letter "v" is routinely articulated in a 
certain way, for example. In contrast, the translation in Auslan from print to sign is 
arbitrary. Since there are no rules governing how signs and words are related, it follows 
that sign-mediated word recognition by the Auslan and SE groups imposes more 
memory demands than does "speaking to print" by the Oral subjects (see also Bellugi & 
Siple, 1974; Dawson, 1983). Consistent with this interpretation, Kyle (1980b), in an 
investigation of 17 deaf people in an ordered recall task, found that signed presentation 
produced significantly better recall than did the use of words or pictures.
The Oral subjects were not disadvantaged by primary linguistic presentation on 
either production rate or memory span. There were probably two main contributors to 
this result. First, the words came from a closed set, which is known to assist 
identification during speechreading. Secondly, subjects could use their residual hearing. 
Research (e.g. Erber's 1975 review; also Brooks, Hudson, & Reisberg, 1981) indicates 
that a bisensory presentation may involve certain verbal cues which are not identifiable 
through either audition or vision alone, so that recognition of combined auditory 
presentations outstrips that of unimodal visual or auditory stimuli (e.g. Hyde Sc Power, 
1992a).
5.5 General discussion
5.5.1 Size of the item length effect: Overview
Experiments 2 and 3 examined the influence of communication rate upon the 
recall of deaf subjects. Two results are clear: first, item length tended to affect the 
memory performance of all groups, and second, the effect was more marked for words 
than signs. The English length effect was relatively large and robust, and achieved 
significance levels beyond .001 under both lipread and orthographic presentation 
conditions with orally educated subjects. Analysis of the hybrid SE group's performance 
also showed they responded to changes in SE length, albeit at smaller significance levels 
(beyond .05 in both experiments), and were responsive to manipulations o f word but not 
sign length, despite habitual simultaneous communication in both these modes. However, 
the effect of sign length was significant only under orthographic presentation with Auslan 
subjects and we may conclude that the effect was smaller.
That memory span is susceptible to the effects o f item length, irrespective of 
communication mode, extends the model of short-term memory proposed by Baddeley 
and others. It supports the notion that the rehearsal of a decaying memory trace in the 
primary communication mode may be a more general phenomenon than previously
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supposed: it is independent of the ability to hear speech, and transcends the boundaries 
of spoken and visuo-spatial languages.
Although the present results support the conclusion that deaf individuals are 
sensitive to item length, its impact on memory span was substantially attenuated when 
compared to those commonly found with hearing persons. When the stimuli were 
lengthened from 1-3 syllables, the Oral group's memory span decreased by .67 words 
(Experiment 2) and .51 words (Experiment 3), whilst the SE group's memory span 
declined by .33 and .21 items respectively. The corresponding results for the signers 
were even smaller, showing decrements of .14 and .28 signs. Using words with a 
comparable range in length, the reported span changes in hearing subjects with matched 
articulation rates tend to be in the vicinity of a whole word or more (Hitch, Halliday, & 
Littler, 1989).
5.5.2 Additional strategy use
The major finding of these experiments was that the serial recall o f deaf 
individuals was affected by the duration of the items to be retained. This supports the 
interpretation that the shorter memory spans of deaf people arise from their slower 
rehearsal of items prior to recall. However, on the basis of these results, it appears that 
deaf people are less affected by linguistic length than are hearing individuals. 
Furthermore, the effects here were much smaller than those which would be required to 
explain the magnitude of the span deficits seen in signing deaf subjects relative to those 
with normal hearing. Consequently the observed difference in communication speed 
between deaf and hearing persons may only partially explain the disparity in their 
memory spans for ordered verbal material.
One interpretation of these results is that the subjects in the present study 
deployed additional strategies, over and above maintenance rehearsal, to enhance their 
measured span. The content of subjects' reports was consistent with a production deficit 
in repetition rehearsal, with semantic coding and elaborative rehearsal especially 
prominent. For example, one student explained that he remembered the sequence "sun­
roof-hand" as "going from high things to low things", and other subjects took 
inordinately long times to respond, as though they were "puzzling out" their answer from 
associations made in long term memory, rather than "reading it off' from a temporary 
storage buffer.
Published research (e.g. Frumkin & Anisfeld, 1977; Leybaert & Alegria, 1993) 
attests to the use o f semantic recoding by deaf persons - even with abstract words. Other 
researchers document the use of visual (graphemic) coding (see, for example, Allen, 
1970, 1971; Conrad, 1970, 1971a; O'Connor & Hermelin, 1976; Thomassen, 1970). Yet 
again, fingerspelling codes have been reported in the serial recall o f deaf individuals 
(Hanson, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1984; Hoemann, 1978; Locke & Locke, 1971; 
Wallace & Corballis, 1973).
The possibility that the deaf subjects in this study resorted to additional strategies 
will be explored in Experiment 6.
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5.5.3 Abbreviation and the small sign length effect: The experimental
m anipulation
Another possible factor in the smaller item length effects obtained for the Auslan, 
SE and Oral groups relative to hearing subjects is that the item length manipulations 
were not matched. This interpretation will be considered here in relation to the Auslan 
subjects.
Although the measures of repetition and reading times produced group 
differences and interactions as expected, indicating that the word and sign length 
manipulations were satisfactory, a more rigorous examination o f the data highlights a 
potential problem.
Take the Auslan subjects first. One factor militating against a sign length effect 
may be a propensity to abbreviate long signs. Johnson (1987) comments on the 
proliferation of repeated elements in Auslan. The items in the two lists of long signs 
reflect this observation: with the possible exception of RECTANGLE, all long signs are 
composed of redundant movement cycles. In contrast, short signs have none. The upshot 
is that it is possible to truncate the length of the long signs without sacrificing their 
identity. Two observations by Grosjean (1981) support this view. He reported that the 
greater the number of sign repetitions, the shorter the identification time, the outcome 
being that word duration correlated substantially with identification time, whereas sign 
duration did not. Grosjean (1981) and Emmorey and Corina (1990), using gating 
techniques, also demonstrated that signs were recognised faster than words. 
Furthermore, part occurrence of the sign cycle was sufficient for identification, since 
relatively few signs share an initial phonological shape. This contrasts with English in 
which there are numerous initial letter strings which are common to many words. Thus, 
early identification is a feat more unlikely in English, where for instance "caterpillar" 
cannot be changed to "cat" without changing its meaning.
The process of sign abbreviation was also documented by Grosjean (1979). He 
reported that signers modulated their production rates by increasing or decreasing the 
duration of signs, while speakers added or deducted pauses. Such abbreviations in sign 
language are particularly likely when time pressures are operating, notably during the 
recall o f a decaying trace, or when speeded delivery is required.
In the present study, sign abbreviation would resolve the inconsistency that, 
although the Oral group demonstrated a larger item length effect, an inspection of the 
slopes o f the span-speed function in Figure 5.6 showed them to be similar to the 
remaining subjects', indicating that the three groups were equally sensitive to item length. 
Since it is only the long signs which can be curtailed, this translates into a smaller range 
in sign rate than speech rate, with a correspondingly smaller impact on signed than 
spoken span.
Inspection of the mean repetition times in Figure 5.3 b and Table D.3 supports the 
view that abbreviation occurred:'short sign scores for the Auslan group, and short 
English scores for the Oral subjects were not greatly different at 47.8 and 45.0 seconds 
respectively. In comparison, there was a considerable disparity at long list lengths, and 
the order of groups was reversed. At long sign lengths, Auslan time scores averaged 61.0 
whereas the Oral group took 73.9 seconds to complete the long English stimuli. Thus, 
the difference in signing time (13.2 seconds) barely approached half that obtained for
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English length (28.9 seconds). Moreover, this disparity appeared at long list lengths, 
again suggesting that redundant signs were the most likely candidates for compression. 
As seen in Table D.4, this pattern was repeated in the reading data in Experiment 3.
It was suggested in Section 5.2.4 that the repetitious nature of the speed task 
may interact with the redundancy of long signs so that more sign abbreviation might 
occur during the speed task than the memory task. The data support this view. In the 
speed task in Experiment 2, the signers were between one and two times more sensitive 
to sign length than were the Oral group, as measured by their increments in repetition 
rate. However in the memory task they were more than seven times more sensitive to 
sign length than the Oral subjects. This pattern was not repeated with the English length 
effect because the effects of abbreviation were cancelled out (each English length 
contained one list with long signs).
Similary, relative to the Oral group, the more pronounced reaction o f the Auslan 
subjects to sign length on memory measures than reading rate measures supports the 
interpretation that the difficulty of the reading rate task may have attenuated the effects 
of sign length.
Nevertheless, both the repetition rate and reading rate measures are sufficiently 
sensitive to show that when memory span is plotted as a function of production rate 
(Figures 5.3b and 5.6b) a positive relationship exists between the two: the best 
remembered lists were those which were produced more quickly.
The occurrence of abbreviation may explain why few experiments in the past 
have managed to demonstrate an association between signing speed and memory span. It 
also draws attention to one of the assumptions underlying the standard explanation of the 
word length effect with hearing subjects, which is that rehearsal will occur in full. This 
may be unjustified. For instance, Naveh-Benjamin and Ayres (1986) reported a trade-off 
between syllable number and syllable speed: the greater the number of syllables per word 
in a particular language, the smaller the average time taken to articulate that syllable. 
Thus, while hearing participants may be less predisposed to shorten the length of long 
words, it is nevertheless possible to rehearse the first syllable only, and to "reconstruct" 
the whole word at recall. This strategy seems particularly likely when the response set is 
relatively small, and/or is displayed throughout the experiment, as occurred here.
5.5.4 Reading rate, presentation condition, and the sign length effect
One counterintuitive finding was that the sign length effect was less with signed 
stimuli, although this format has been shown by other researchers to be more likely than 
orthographic presentation to elicit sign coding (Krakow & Hanson, 1985). This is 
represented graphically by comparisons of Figures 5.3 and 5.6, in which memory span is 
plotted as a function of communication rate. Although the data of the two English- 
speaking groups fall roughly on the same straight line regardless of presentation 
condition, the Auslan group's combined data from Experiments 2 and 3 follow a 
curvilinear function. For this group, signing rate is less influential at the higher signing 
rate obtained under the signed presentation of Experiment 2.
There are two possible explanations for the smaller impact of sign length in 
Experiment 2. The first explanation focuses on the process o f sign rehearsal per se, the 
second, on production rate.
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For the Auslan subjects, cherological rehearsal in Experiment 2 involved the 
repetition of the presented signs. However, in Experiment 3, an extra process was 
required. Because this experiment used orthographic presentation, the printed words had 
to be translated into signs before cherological rehearsal could take place. This print-to- 
sign conversion may have functioned as a single rehearsal of the item, which is a 
minimum condition for the sign length effect to occur. This distinction between print-to- 
sign recoding, and repetition of presented signs, is supported by reported analogues in 
hearing people's recall. Vallar and Cappa (1987) studied an anarthic hearing patient and 
provided evidence that rehearsal can be subdivided into phonological recoding, which 
provides phonological conversion of visual items, and articulatory (phonological) 
rehearsal which feeds the output of phonological recoding to the phonological short-term 
store and recirculates information held in this latter storage system, preventing its decay.
The distinction between sign encoding and sign repetition is relevant to the sign 
length effect since evidence suggests that rehearsal o f print may be "functionally distinct" 
(Watkins, Peynircioglu, & Brems, 1984) from visual rehearsal of a preformatted code 
(the signed items). In particular, their temporal characteristics may be different. The 
print-to-sign encoding in Experiment 3 may have required motor imagery in real time. 
Experiment 2 contrasts with this, for covert revisualisation of signs, suggested by 
Mayberry and Waters (1991), can be relatively "instantaneous" for each item. Not only is 
it possible to recognise ASL signs from a single image, but also a mere 34%-51% of a 
sign is needed on average, but 83% of a word is needed, for identification (Emmorey & 
Corina, 1990; Grosjean, 1981). (This was attributed to the simultaneous occurrence of 
cheremes which convey more information per unit of time than do the sequential 
phonemes of speech.)
A second possible reason for the reduced influence of sign length in Experiment 2 
is that the signing groups experienced reading difficulties in Experiment 3. In fact, the 
reading rates of the SE and Auslan groups for the long primary linguistic items averaged 
marginally less than the presentation rate of one second. Thus, the subjects barely had 
time to convert the item into their primary linguistic mode before the next item was 
presented. This meant that there may have been less time or capacity to implement other 
strategies, which may otherwise have reduced the impact of rehearsal speed.
These explanations are not necessarily mutually exclusive, for there is minimal 
overlap between signing rate in the two experiments, resulting in a confounding o f sign 
rate and presentation condition. As Figures 5.3 and 5.6 illustrate, the Auslan group's 
mean production rates for the four lists in Experiment 2 were all equal to or greater than 
the corresponding rates in Experiment 3.
5.5.5 Did identification processes contribute to the item length effect?
The original aim o f this research was to establish whether rehearsal speed could 
explain the memory deficit o f deaf people. A demonstration of item length effects in 
Experiments 2 and 3 was the means of verifying this explanation. However, for this to be 
a valid test of rehearsal speed, a minimal requirement has to be satisfied: the data must be 
compatible with a rehearsal based explanation (even if other explanations cannot be 
totally excluded).
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The data in Experiments 2 and 3 are equivocal with respect to the influence of 
output on performance. However they provide evidence that the sign length effect was 
not caused totally by identification processes, even though the signers' recall was 
hampered by reading difficulties.
One way to examine the influence of identification versus rehearsal processes is 
to investigate cases in which their predictions work in opposite directions. The 
identification explanation assumes long words are identified more slowly, hence leaving 
less capacity for storage, and/or less time available for rehearsal. In the rehearsal speed 
account, long words take longer to rehearse, so are more susceptible to decay. Thus, the 
presence of the English length effect for the Oral group in Experiment 3 is compatible 
with both rehearsal and identification explanations, since these subjects would take 
longer to both rehearse and identify the long words. However the use of signing deaf 
subjects removes the confounding of identification and rehearsal predictions, since it is 
the long English items which these subjects identify more slowly but the long sign items 
which they rehearse more slowly. In this case, if identification processes are critical then 
an English length effect would be expected whereas a rehearsal-based account would 
predict a sign length effect.
In fact, the results of these two experiments provide support for both 
interpretations. The existence of a sign length effect in the four lists for signing subjects 
only, suggests that rehearsal speed was a determinant of their span. Similarly, the fact 
that a sign length effect was obtained in the two lists with short words but contrasting 
sign length argues against an interpretation of the sign length effect solely in terms of 
identification. However the sign length effect was absent for the Auslan group when the 
two lists with long words but different sign lengths were analysed. This suggests that at a 
critical level of difficulty, item identification can diminish the impact of rehearsal speed 
on memory. Possibly, the longer English words may have required more identification 
time, thus leaving less storage capacity (Case, Kurland, & Goldberg 1982) or less time 
available for rehearsal speed to affect recall.
Cohen, Quinton, and Winder (1985) concluded that item identification was more 
important in determining short-term memory supraspan performance for Grade 1 
children than older children. This supports the above idea that when identification is 
difficult, as presumably occurred for these younger children as well as the deaf subjects 
in the present study, fewer resources are available to maintain the subsequent processes 
(such as rehearsal), so their relative impact on memory span is reduced.
5.5.6 Conclusion
The results of Experiments 2 and 3 show that the relationship between expressive 
speed and memory span cannot be a simple one. All deaf groups were disadvantaged to a 
certain extent by their more slowly-articulated code. (This was true even of the Auslan 
group, who were least responsive to item length possibly because they abbreviated long 
signs and visualised all items relatively instantaneously following signed presentation.) 
Both experiments therefore support the idea that the short-term memory deficit observed 
in deaf subjects may be partly attributable to a slower rehearsal rate. However, the data 
were consistent with the conclusion that rehearsal rate may have been less influential for
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these deaf groups compared to normally hearing people, and that maintenance rehearsal 
in Experiments 2 and 3 may have been supplemented by alternative strategies.
The results indicate that identification processes alone did not explain the sign 
length effect. The possibility that output processes were a contributor could not be 
discounted and will be further examined in Experiments 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTS 4 AND 5: MANUAL AND ARTICULATORY SUPPRESSION
6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 Background to Experiments 4 and 5
Experiment 3 showed that the short-term serial recall o f three groups of deaf 
subjects was sensitive to item length. The item length effect was also obtained under 
primary linguistic presentation for the Oral and SE groups, whilst the Auslan group's 
failure to recall significantly more short than long signs was attributed largely to the 
experimental manipulation. These results led to the conclusion that all groups 
remembered items of long duration in their primary language more poorly than short 
items. However, the processes underlying this observation were not established. 
Although an explanation based solely on identification can be discounted, two other 
possibilities remain, both originating from analogous studies of the word length effect 
with hearing subjects. One explanation emphasises rehearsal, the other, output processes.
Proponents of the rehearsal account (e.g. Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984) 
assume that items are held in a short-term store, where they will decay within about two 
seconds unless "refreshed" by rehearsal. The item length effect is presumed to occur 
because more short than long items can be refreshed within this interval, and so span for 
short items is superior.
The conception of a time-based store is also compatible with an alternative 
explanation that focuses on output processes (e.g. Broadbent, 1984; Cowan, 1992; 
Henry, 1991a, 1991b; Monsell, 1987). In particular, the output o f long items consumes 
more resources (Brennan & Cullinan, 1976; Campbell, 1987; Klapp, 1976) and/or has an 
extended duration. Hence, the item length effect arises because those held in memory 
have more time in which to decay before the subject can articulate the entire list. Such an 
account could explain the unexpectedly small sign length effect found in Experiments 2 
and 3, by attributing it to the relatively small extra processing required when signs, as 
opposed to words, lengthen. This ensues because signs tend to become more redundant, 
whereas words grow in complexity, with increasing duration. Presumably, the 
"preparation for output" variable (Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, & Wright, 1980) is 
proportionally less influential when the stimuli are repetitious rather than complex, and 
so its effect on recall would be diminished with signed stimuli relative to print.
Baddeley, Thomson, and Buchanan (1975) had earlier considered the alterative 
output-based interpretation, and used paced recall to control for differences in response 
completion: Since the word length effect was sustained they concluded that rehearsal 
was strongly implicated. However, even with paced recall it is still possible that output 
processes may supplement the role of rehearsal, because long words, being more 
complex, may demand more time in output preparation, perhaps leaving fewer resources 
available for rehearsal.
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One way to clarify the source of the item length effect is to manipulate the 
opportunity for either output or rehearsal processes, and test for a memory difference 
with items of contrasting durations. If a variation in rehearsal (or output) results in a 
change in the item length effect, then rehearsal (or output) can be assumed to be one of 
its causes. This approach was adopted in Experiments 4 and 5. These experiments used 
manual and articulatory suppression to reduce the incidence of sign- and English-based 
rehearsal respectively, with the expectation that a corresponding diminution in sign- and 
English-length effects would occur, thus supporting an explanation of the item length 
effect in terms of rehearsal.
6.1.2 Testing for rehearsal processes
If deaf people’s poorer memory spans are to be attributed to a slower rehearsal 
rate relative to hearing persons, then it must be demonstrated that the item length effect 
which was previously obtained with deaf subjects was indeed caused by rehearsal, 
whether wholly or in part. As noted, this prerequisite can be tested by manipulating 
rehearsal and testing for corresponding changes in the item length effect. This strategy 
resolves the critical issue of whether rehearsal was implicated in the item length effect 
whilst leaving open the question of whether output processes also contributed to the 
outcome.
Rehearsal can be either promoted or inhibited. The first o f these options typically 
involves rehearsal training in verbal or manual techniques (e.g. Huttenlocher Sc Burke, 
1976; Reisberg, Rappaport, Sc O'Shaughnessy, 1984). In this case an increase in memory 
span and the item length effect would be expected. For example, Johnston, Jonson, and 
Gray (1987) reported that 5-year-old hearing children demonstrated better recall o f short 
than long words following rehearsal training, compared to a control group. However 
such a procedure was not suitable for the present study, because the participants' age 
range (12.8 years to 27.5 years) did not encompass the period normally found to produce 
training-mediated improvements in span. With hearing individuals, training for rehearsal 
has most marked effects on children below the age of 10 years (Henry, 1991a). Even 
although deaf children begin rehearsing later than their hearing peers (Bebko Sc 
McKinnon, 1990), most deaf students use this strategy by the time they have reached 
their teens. Therefore, training would not have been a sensitive index of rehearsal in the 
three deaf groups in the present study.
On the other hand, there are several ways of inhibiting rehearsal. One is to 
present the stimuli so fast that there is no time to rehearse (e.g. Sarver, Howland, Sc 
McManus, 1976). This was not the technique o f choice here because of the large 
individual differences in reading ability in the deaf population. Doubling the presentation 
rate might still have left the good readers a period in which to rehearse but left the poor 
readers without sufficient time to even decode the printed word. Any difference arising 
between the fast and normal presentation times might therefore have reflected 
identification facility rather than rehearsal processes.
A second option is to implement a running memory span task (Frank Sc 
Rabinovitch, 1974). In this procedure list lengths are randomised, the subject only having 
to recall the last few items in each list. This is thought to minimise strategy use because 
the subject does not know at the time of presentation whether a particular item is to be 
recalled or not. However, once again there was no guarantee that any difference between
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the known length control lists (Experiment 3) and the running span lists would have 
reflected rehearsal processes. A performance decrement in the random length lists might 
have been due to intralist proactive interference, with earlier items becoming less distinct 
(Hockey & Hamilton, 1977) or their serial position more difficult to encode (Bunt, 
1976).
One of the more successful techniques for minimising subvocal rehearsal is 
articulatory suppression, which requires the subject to repeatedly utter irrelevancies, such 
as "the the the ...". Also called concurrent articulation, it eliminates the word length 
effect for hearing subjects with visual but not auditory stimuli (Baddeley et al., 1975). 
This suggests that suppression stops the transformation of visual stimuli into a phonemic 
code, upon which rehearsal depends. With appropriate modifications, this method could 
be incorporated into the current study.
Articulatory suppression is thought to satisfy two requirements with hearing 
subjects. It engages the resources of the articulatory loop which would otherwise have 
been used for encoding visual stimuli and for maintenance rehearsal. At the same time, 
the activity is simple enough to make it unlikely that extra demands would be placed on 
the memory system (Vallar & Baddeley, 1982). The performance observed under 
suppression should therefore be based on processes other than rehearsal (with the 
contribution o f the latter represented by the difference between suppression and a control 
condition). It follows that if the word length effect is caused by rehearsal, it should be 
abolished by articulatory suppression. This prediction has been repeatedly confirmed with 
hearing subjects (Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984; Baddeley et al., 1975; Monsell, 1987; 
Murray, 1967; Wilding & Mohindra, 1980), including languages other than English 
(Kinoshota & Saito, 1992). Similar results would be expected of the Oral deaf group.
Although the memory processes are comparable, remembering in signs uses 
different resources from remembering in words (Fischer, Metz, Brown, & Caccamise, 
1991; Levine, 1986; Poizner & Kegl, 1992). With hearing subjects, articulatory 
suppression does not prevent manual rehearsal (Smyth, Pearson, & Pendleton, 1988). 
Nor does motor interference (hand movements) affect the recall o f material that has not 
been encoded motorically (Hulme, 1979, 1981). A similar dissociation was reported by 
Baddeley, Eldridge, and Lewis (1981). They compared the effects of two types of 
secondary task on the phonological performance of hearing subjects and found that 
articulatory suppression markedly impaired performance, whereas tapping led to no 
reliable change.
However, whilst manual movements do not interfere with speech-based 
performance, they should detract from recall in which sign rehearsal is used. Repetitious 
hand movements with signing subjects thus fulfil an analogous role to concurrent 
articulation with subvocalising subjects, by occupying those resources which may 
otherwise have been used in the covert repetition of signs. For example, memory for 
muscular actions is adversely affected by intervening movements (Faust-Adams, 1972). 
In this case, it would be expected that manual suppression, because it eliminates manual 
but not subvocal rehearsal, would also eliminate the sign length effect, whilst leaving the 
word length effect intact. Motor movements should, similarly, impair the overall 
performance of signing subjects to a greater extent than those not relying on a manual 
code. (The precise nature o f these movements is elaborated in Section 6.2.1.)
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In this study, communication mode was the distinguishing feature of the three 
deaf groups, so once the effects on memory of communication were removed, the 
memory performance of all groups should have been equal. Since the effect of 
suppression was to remove the impact of communication-based rehearsal, it follows from 
the double dissociation above that the recall o f the Auslan group under manual 
suppression should have equalled that of the Oral subjects under concurrent articulation.9
6.1.3 Design overview
Experiments 4 and 5 applied manual and articulatory suppression respectively to 
test the assumption that the item length effect previously obtained with deaf subjects was 
attributable to rehearsal. Both experiments employed a split-plot design, using three 
subject groups and four lists, with repeated measures on the first factor. Data from 
Experiment 3 provided a baseline for comparisons of memory performance.
All subjects had previously participated in Experiments 1, 2 and 3, having been 
matched according to the procedures outlined therein. Three groups each of 20 subjects 
had been formed as follows:
Group 1 (Auslan), who relied on signed communication;
Group 2 (SE), who employed sign and speech;
Group 3 (Oral), who used speech.
The same four master lists which had been used in Experiments 2 and 3 were also 
used here. These were:
List 1: Short sign, short English;
List 2 : Short sign, long English;
List 3: Long sign, short English;
List 4 : Long sign, long English.
The eight items in each master list are pictured in Appendix A. As in the previous 
experiments, 10 different item pairs from each master list were used to compile the 
practice memory lists. Twenty-eight different item sequences were chosen for the 
experimental lists. These ranged in size from two to eight items, and at each o f these 
sizes, four lists were composed.
The memory span task used the same procedure as was followed in Experiment 
3, except that suppression was required during presentation. In Experiment 4 the 
subjects began manual suppression as soon as the printed lists were shown. This was 
continued until the end of the presentation of each list whereupon the subjects recalled 
the items in order, using their preferred communication mode. The same routine was 
followed in Experiment 5, except that English suppression was required. Subjects were 
given practice in the suppression task, first without, and then with the memory lists, until 
they made four successive correct responses. In the experimental phase, subjects were 
given four trials of the two-item lists before proceeding to trials which increased in size
Predictions were not made for the SE group because they may have varied their strategies, compensating 
for suppression by relying more heavily on whichever code (sign or speech) remained unsuppressed at the 
time.
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by one item increments until their ceiling was reached. This was defined as the failure to 
recall at least three of the four lists of a particular size. Subjects' final memory scores 
were calculated by summing the lists which were correctly recalled (each worth .25), 
then adding 1.0.
Items were displayed at the rate of one per second, and lists were presented 
according to a Latin Square design, counterbalanced across groups.
Results were analysed using repeated measures ANOVAs, and two-tailed t tests 
of planned contrasts.
6.1.4 Predictions
A double dissociation between manual and English suppression was predicted as 
follows:
(i) Group 1 (Auslan)
Manual suppression would abolish the sign length effect (Experiment 4).
English suppression would have no specific effects on memory performance 
(Experiment 5).
(ii) Group 2 (Signed English)
Under manual suppression, no sign length effect would be obtained (Experiment
4).
English suppression would abolish the English length effect (Experiment 5).
(iii) Group 3 (Oral)
Manual suppression would have no specific effects on memory performance 
(Experiment 4).
English suppression would abolish the English length effect (Experiment 5).
(iv) Manual and articulatory suppression
The memory spans of the Auslan group under manual suppression would not 
differ from those o f the Oral group under articulatory suppression.
6.2 Methodological considerations
6.2.1 Manual suppression
Manual suppression has not been researched as extensively as articulatory 
suppression, and descriptions of a technique appropriate for signing deaf individuals were 
not readily available. Therefore, it was necessary to decide on the features which would 
be relevant for these subjects without the help of well-tested prototypes. Two guidelines 
were used. First, manipulations were chosen so they disrupted specific processes, and
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were not just generally distracting. By employing interference that was similar to the 
hypothesised processes, it was hoped to avoid a weak manipulation and therefore an 
insensitive design.
Secondly, the form of suppression devised had to be analogous to concurrent 
articulation, because the effects on memory of the two suppression types were to be 
compared. For this reason, an active motor suppression task which involved movement 
of the articulators was required in preference to say, holding blocks of wood, even 
though this is known to disrupt recall (Kyle, 1980b). The latter task was rejected because 
it would be analogous to a form of articulatory suppression which necessitated clenching 
one's teeth, rather than the chosen form of articulatory suppression which involved 
active, concurrent speech.
Manual suppression which merely required motion in space to a particular 
location was also inadequate. Signs are distinguished by their handshape in addition to 
their movement, so in the terminology used by Smyth and Pendleton (1989, 1990) they 
are examples of "configuration movement" as distinct from "spatial movement" which is 
directed to a target in space irrespective of the pattern of the effectors. The distinction is 
important because a double dissociation occurs between them in dual task paradigms. 
This implies that there are separable subsystems for dealing with spatial and 
configurational movement processing. For instance, Smyth et al. (1988) and Smyth and 
Pendleton (1989) reported that a configuration movement task was affected by another 
configuration movement task but not by a spatial movement task. Farmer, Berman, and 
Fletcher (1986) and Smyth and Pendleton (1989, 1990) also found that a spatial 
movement task was affected by another spatial task but not by a configuration task.
Accordingly, a configuration movement task was developed in which the arm- 
and handshapes altered cyclically. The subjects were required to drum their fingers on 
the table, then cross their arms and tap their fingers on their cheeks. This cycle was 
repeated throughout the presentation of the memory lists.
6.2.2 English suppression
During concurrent articulation, subjects are usually given irrelevant words such 
as "hiya" to repeat. Although the differences are small, there is some evidence that 
certain sequences are more effective rehearsal suppressants than others. For example, 
Hitch, Halliday, and Littler (1989) reported that "butterfly" was less effective than "one 
two three four five" in preventing rehearsal. Since Hitch et al.'s (1989) subjects 
resembled those of the present study on measured articulation rate, it was decided to use 
the above counting activity in Experiment 5.
6.3 Experiment 4: Manual suppression
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6.3.1 Aim
Experiment 4 was designed to determine whether the sign length effect 
previously obtained with Auslan subjects in Experiment 3 was generated by rehearsal 
processes. Manual suppression was used to prevent sign rehearsal; if the sign length 
effect disappeared under these conditions a causal role for manual rehearsal would be 
strongly supported.
6.3.2 Method
(i) Preparation
As described in Chapter 4, subjects were given several months in which to 
familiarise themselves with the words and/or signs. They had also become well 
acquainted with the experimental procedure, for which the word lists had been 
prerecorded on videotape.
(ii) Subjects
The 60 subjects, who were divided into Auslan, Signed English, and Oral groups, 
were the same as those who participated in the three previous experiments. They have 
been described in detail in Chapter 4.
(iii) Materials and apparatus
The same four master lists were used in Experiments 3 and 4. These were:
List 1: short sign, short English;
List 2: short sign, long English;
List 3: long sign, short English;
List 4: long sign, long English.
Twenty-eight memory span lists, comprising two to eight items, were prepared 
from each master list. Four lists were compiled for each list size.
Identical equipment was used in Experiments 3 and 4 to present the memory 
stimuli and videotape the subjects' responses.
(iv) Procedure
Subjects familiarised themselves with the eight items from the relevant master set 
then watched the experimenter demonstrate the suppression activity. They were 
instructed to drum their fingers once on the table, to cross their arms whilst bringing 
their hands up to their faces where they fluttered their fingers before returning their 
hands to the table. This manual sequence was first enacted on its own. Next, subjects 
practised repeating these movements throughout the presentation of two-item sequences
I l l
prior to recalling them. Under these conditions, as soon as four correct responses were 
made the experimental memory task was begun. Items were presented, as before, at the 
rate of one per second. Testing was discontinued when subjects did not correctly 
remember the items in order in at least two of the four lists of a given size. Upon 
reaching their ceiling, subjects proceeded to the next master list until all item lengths had 
been tested.
No speed tests were necessary. A McDonald's voucher was offered at the 
conclusion of the session.
6.3.3 Results
Subjects' memory performances are summarised in Table 6.1, where the entries 
show the mean memory spans attained by each group on the four lists. The effects of 
manual suppression on the sign- and English-length effects are depicted in Figures 6.1a 
and 6.1b respectively.
TABLE 6.1
Mean memory scores of each group on the four lists under manual
suppression, Experiment 4
Lists Group
A u s la n S E O ra l M
L is t 1 2 .9 7 5 3 .1 0 0 3 .5 8 8 3 .2 2 1
S h o r t  S ig n /  
S h o r t  E n g l i s h
( .6 9 7 ) ( .6 6 6 ) ( .9 3 3 ) ( .8 0 7 )
L is t 2 2 .8 0 0 2 .6 5 0 3 .1 2 5 2 .8 5 8
S h o r t  S ig n /  
L o n g  E n g l i s h
( .6 8 6 ) ( .5 5 3 ) ( .9 6 5 ) ( .7 6 8 )
L is t 3 2 .7 0 0 3 .2 0 0 3 .6 8 8 3 .1 9 6
L o n g  S ig n /  
S h o r t  E n g l i s h
( .5 0 4 ) ( .6 4 2 ) (1 .0 3 5 ) ( .8 5 1 )
L is t  4 2 .7 6 3 2 .7 0 0 2 .9 2 5 2 .7 9 6
L o n g  S ig n J 
L o n g  E n g l i s h
( .5 8 8 ) ( .5 0 4 ) ( .5 7 4 ) ( .5 5 5 )
AH 2 .8 0 9
( .6 2 0 )
2 .9 1 2
( .6 3 2 )
3 .331
( .9 3 4 )
Note. Scores are based on the total number of trials in which all items were recalled in 
their correct serial position. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
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FIGURE 6.1a. Group mean memory scores (arranged by sign length) with 
and without manual suppression, Experiments 3 and 4.
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FIGURE 6.1b. Group mean memory scores (arranged by English length) 
with and without manual suppression, Experiments 3 and 4.
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The main results were as predicted: manual suppression detracted most from the 
Auslan group's recall and also lessened this group's sensitivity to sign length. These 
outcomes are illustrated in Figures 6.1a and 6.1b, which compare the group means in 
Experiment 4 with those of the control experiment (Experiment 3, suppression absent).
First, a four-way ANOVA (Experiment x Sign length x English length x Group) 
was conducted. This showed that memory span was less under manual suppression [F(l, 
57) = 52.95; p < .0001], and that sign length remained significant overall [F(l, 57) = 
8.13; p < .01], as did English length [F(l, 57) = 58.36; p < .0001], Importantly, and as 
predicted, the signers' greater sensitivity to manual suppression was indicated by a 
significant Experiment x Group interaction [F(2, 57) = 5.24; p < .01].
A 2 x 2 x 3 (Sign length x English length x Group) ANOVA, performed on the 
memory data, also confirmed that sign rehearsal was inhibited: in contrast to the control 
experiment, there was no main effect of sign length in Experiment 410. English length 
was significant [F(l, 57) = 51.15; p < .0001], and there was a main group effect [F(2, 
57) = 3.97; p < .05], reflecting the Auslan group's poorer recall relative to the Oral 
subjects. A significant interaction between English length and group [F(2, 57) = 9.85; p < 
.0005] indicated that the Auslan group was less sensitive to this variable than the other 
two groups.
Within-group analyses also upheld the predictions for Experiment 4. Manual 
suppression exerted an effect specifically on the Auslan group, resulting in a flat 
performance profile. No effects o f sign length nor English length were obtained for these 
subjects, and planned contrasts failed to reveal any differences between the four lists. In 
comparison, both the SE and Oral groups remained significantly affected by English 
length [F(l, 19) = 25.50; p < .0001 and F (l, 19) = 38.37; p < .0001 respectively].
Just as the Auslan group, alone, showed specific reactions to manual suppression 
(i.e. the sign length effect was eliminated), this group was the only one to show a general 
performance decrement under the suppression condition. This was ascertained by 
summing the memory performance for each group over the four lists, then subtracting 
the suppression condition (Experiment 4) from the control condition (Experiment 3). As 
Figure 6.1 illustrates, the signers were the most sensitive to the manipulation [F(l, 19) = 
59.54; p < .0001], the SE group was affected to a lesser extent [F(l, 19) = 14.63; p < 
.001] whereas the Oral group was not significantly disadvantaged by the imposition of 
manual suppression.
In summary, these results indicate that:
1. manual suppression removed the sign length effect, but not the English length
effect;
2. manual suppression exerted an effect on overall performance proportional to 
the reliance of each group on cherological rehearsal. That is, it affected the Auslan 
subjects the most, Oral subjects the least, and the SE subjects to an intermediate degree.
10Within-group analyses were used in each of Experiments 2 and 3 to test for sign length effects because 
the speed manipulation did not produce a Sign-length x Group interaction, therefore such an interaction 
could not be predicted in the memory analysis. However, it is main effects of sign length, and not its 
interactions which are the focus here, hence it is appropriate to use this across-group comparison using 
Experiments 3 and 4.
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6.3.4 Discussion
These results strongly support the existence of manual rehearsal in the Auslan 
subjects, and possibly in the SE subjects, but not in those who were only orally educated. 
The finding that the Oral subjects escaped the deleterious effects of manual suppression 
confirms that the "scheduling conflicts" were minimal, as emphasised by Norman and 
Shallice (1985) and Poison and Friedman (1988). That is, the results were not simply due 
to the general attentional demands of the suppression activity. Instead, they imply that a 
sign-based activity which had previously enhanced the Auslan group's memory 
performance had been prevented from occurring.
It seems likely that the activity which had elevated memory in the control 
experiment was associated with rehearsal. It certainly could not have been connected 
with output processes since these remained unchanged: subjects responded in an identical 
manner irrespective of the suppression condition.
6.4 Experiment 5: Articulatory suppression
6.4.1 Overview of Experiment 5
This experiment attempted to establish whether the English length effects 
previously obtained with Oral deaf subjects were caused by phonological rehearsal. The 
technique of concurrent articulation was employed, since it is known to disrupt rehearsal 
and remove the word length effect in hearing subjects (Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley, Lewis, 
& Vallar, 1984; Vallar & Baddeley, 1982). This same outcome was predicted of the Oral 
and SE groups, with minimal impact expected on the Auslan subjects' recall.
6.4.2 Method
(i) Subjects and materials
The subjects and materials which were described in Experiment 4 were also 
involved in this experiment.
(ii) Procedure
Subjects were reminded of the eight items from the relevant master set before 
watching the experimenter demonstrate the suppression activity. This required them to 
articulate "one two three four five" as rapidly as possible. Subjects first practised this 
sequence on its own, and then with the addition of the two-item sequences before 
attempting to recall them. As soon as four correct responses were made the experimental 
memory task was begun. Items were presented at the rate of one per second. Testing of a 
particular item length was terminated when subjects remembered fewer than two of the 
four lists of a given size. Subjects then proceeded to the next master list, beginning with 
the two-item lists, until the four item lengths had been tested.
No speed tests were required. At the end of the session, a McDonald's voucher 
was provided.
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6.4.3 Results
The mean performance of the three groups on the four lists is shown in Table 6.2. 
Figures 6.2a and 6.2b reveal the effects of English suppression on the English- and sign- 
length effects respectively.
The data were first analysed using a four-way ANOVA (Experiment x Sign 
length x English length x Group). This revealed that smaller spans ensued under English 
suppression [F(l, 57) = 155.93; p < .0001], and that short items were recalled better 
than long ones [sign length: F(l, 57) = 11.69; p < .001 and English length: F (l, 57 = 
33.53; p < .0001]. When the interactions were examined, English suppression did not 
impact differently on the overall memory spans of the three groups.
TABLE 6.2
Mean memory scores of each group on the four lists under English
suppression, Experiment 5
Lists Group
A u s la n S E O ra l AN
L is t 1 2 .7 6 3 2 .7 5 0 2 .8 7 5 2 .7 9 6
S h o r t  S ig n /  
S h o r t  E n g l i s h
( .6 4 6 ) ( .5 9 6 ) ( .7 4 6 ) ( .6 5 7 )
L is t 2 2 .7 1 3 2 .5 1 3 2 .7 1 3 2 .6 4 6
S h o r t  S ig n /  
L o n g  E n g l i s h
( .7 2 2 ) ( .7 4 5 ) ( .7 9 6 ) ( .7 4 8 )
L is t 3 2 .5 5 0 2 .6 5 0 2 .8 3 8 2 .6 7 9
L o n g  S i g n /  
S h o r t  E n g l i s h
( .6 4 2 ) ( .6 0 4 ) ( .5 9 8 ) ( .6 1 6 )
L is t 4 2 .5 8 8 2 .4 6 3 2 .6 0 0 2 .5 5 0
L o n g  S ig n /  
L o n g  E n g l i s h
( .6 4 0 ) ( .3 9 1 ) ( .7 4 1 ) ( .6 0 2 )
AH 2 .6 5 3
( .6 5 7 )
2 .5 9 4
( .5 9 7 )
2 .7 5 6
( .7 1 8 )
Note. Scores are based on the total number of trials in which all items were recalled in 
their correct serial position. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
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Within-group analyses also revealed a pattern of results which was unexpectedly 
similar for all the three groups. English suppression had a generally debilitating effect for 
the Auslan subjects, there being no significant differences between any of the lists. As 
expected, the impact of English length, which had not been relevant in Experiment 3, 
was also not significant under concurrent articulation for these subjects. An unforseen 
consequence was that the influence of sign length on the Auslan group was reduced [F(l, 
19) = 4.16; p = .057], although a significant sign length effect had previously been 
obtained in the control experiment.
Analysis o f the SE group's performance conformed with expectations. No 
individual list was remembered significantly better than any other, although there was still 
an English length effect [F(l, 19) = 6.23; p < .05], This nevertheless represented an 
attenuation of the English length effect obtained without suppression [F(l, 19) = 13.56; 
p < .005], so accorded with expectations. As predicted, the absence o f a sign length 
effect in Experiment 3 was also replicated here.
The Oral group performed entirely as predicted. Under English suppression, all 
lists were recalled equally poorly, and there was no evidence of an effect of either 
English length or sign length. This contrasted with the control condition in which the 
English length effect was highly significant [F(l, 19) = 18.39; p < .0005],
The general impact of English suppression for each group was measured, by 
summing the memory scores obtained on the four lists in each of Experiments 3 and 5, 
and subtracting the suppression condition from the control condition. All groups were 
negatively affected by suppression, and no group was affected more than any other.
Finally, the performance of the Oral subjects in this experiment was compared 
with that of the Auslan group in Experiment 4. If a difference in communication caused a 
disparity in their memory spans then once their reliance on communication was 
circumvented (via suppression), their levels o f recall should converge. This prediction 
was confirmed: the overall memory performance of the Oral group under English 
suppression in Experiment 5 did not differ from that of the Auslan subjects under manual 
suppression (the group means being 2.76 and 2.81 items respectively).
In summary:
1. As predicted, English suppression reduced the import o f English length in 
recall. For the two groups which obtained a significant English length effect under 
control conditions, the impact of word length was either attenuated (the SE group) or 
eliminated entirely (the Oral subjects).
2. The Auslan group, which was the sole group to demonstrate a sign length 
effect in the control condition, was unexpectedly less sensitive to sign length under
_ concurrent articulation.
3. Measures of overall performance showed that articulatory suppression was 
equally detrimental to all subjects.
4. The performance of the Auslan subjects matched that of the Oral subjects 
when both groups could no longer rely on their communication mode for rehearsal.
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6.4.4 Discussion
Two groups of subjects performed as anticipated when recalling items in 
sequence following concurrent articulation during visual presentation. Compared to the 
control experiment, both the Oral and SE subjects showed reduced spans generally, as 
well as specific reductions in sensitivity to English length. For these groups, the effect of 
sign length remained irrelevant irrespective of English suppression.
These findings support an interpretation o f the English length effect in terms of 
rehearsal: when English suppression inhibited rehearsal by precluding the recoding of the 
memory items into an articulatory/lipread code, English length became less crucial in 
determining memory performance. The reduced impact of English length occurred even 
though the output requirements in Experiments 3 and 5 were identical for all subjects, 
hence output processes cannot account for the observed reduction in responsiveness to 
English length. However, the SE subjects displayed residual sensitivity to word length, 
even under English suppression, and this trend was also evident in the Oral subjects. This 
suggests that rehearsal may be supplemented by other processes so there was no unique 
contributor to the English length effect, for these subjects at least.
On the other hand, the signing group's performance was more ambiguous. 
Previous results established that these subjects relied on a cherological code during their 
putative rehearsal, so they should have been disadvantaged by manual suppression but 
relatively unaffected by the requirement to speak during presentation. However, only the 
first of these expectations was confirmed. Comparisons of Experiments 3 and 5 showed 
that they were less sensitive to sign length under English suppression. As well, the 
absence of group differences in these comparisons revealed that the Auslan subjects were 
no less disadvantaged by English suppression than the other two (speaking) groups. 
These results require explanation.
6.5 General discussion
6.5.1 Interpreting the item length effect
Rehearsal processes elicited the item length effect for the two speaking groups, 
and possibly, for the Auslan group as well. This conclusion is based on the finding that 
the Oral and Auslan groups were disadvantaged by suppression in their primary 
language, with the results for the SE group falling in an intermediate position. Only the 
rehearsal-based explanation of the item length effect predicts these outcomes. The case is 
particularly strong for the Oral group, because they were also impervious to manual 
suppression.
The results of this experiment demonstrate that output processes cannot be the 
sole cause o f the item length effect. However, they may contribute to the effect (since 
some sensitivity to item length occurred even under primary language suppression). This 
is consistent with the results of Levelt (1989), who used syllable latency as an index of 
phonological planning and found this predicted much smaller word length effects than are 
customarily found.
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All manipulations produced smaller results than those generally reported for 
hearing subjects matched for articulation rate or age. For example, manual suppression 
depressed the Auslan group's span by .45 item and English suppression detracted from 
the Oral group's recall by .7 item, compared to the control condition. This contrasts with 
decrements of 1.1 items (reported by Hitch, Halliday, and Littler (1989) for younger 
hearing subjects with comparable reading rates) and of 0.8 item (observed in Hitch, 
Halliday, and Littler's (1993) younger hearing subjects with equivalent repetition rates). 
An even greater disparity is revealed by age-matched comparisons between these deaf 
subjects and hearing adults. For the latter group, suppression typically exerts an effect on 
recall of about 1.7-2 items (Baddeley & Lewis, 1984; Cowan, Cartwright, Winterowd, 
& Sherk, 1987). Like the relative reduction in the item length effect observed for these 
deaf subjects, this result is consistent with the interpretation that the three deaf groups 
were relying less heavily on communication-based coding to assist their recall.
No group's performance was reduced to chance level following suppression in 
their primary language. This also suggests that sign and speech rehearsal were two of a 
number of rehearsal strategies used by the subjects. Orthographic coding seems 
particularly likely, given that some subjects were influenced by word length even after 
concurrent articulation.
One finding requires further explanation: the recall of all three groups was equally 
hampered by concurrent articulation. This suggests that either the manipulation was 
generally disruptive, or that the Auslan subjects used an English-based code in addition 
to a cherological one.
6.5.2 Was articulation generally disruptive for Auslan subjects?
Contrary to expectations, there were no group differences in recall following 
concurrent articulation. This may have arisen because speaking was harder for the 
Auslan subjects, as described below.
Articulatory suppression is based on the assumption that the attentional demands 
of repeating an irrelevant speech sound are minimal. Thus, if the suppression per se does 
not impose a memory load, any effect on memory must arise because the suppression 
activity occupies those speech processes normally used for articulatory rehearsal.
On the other hand, as Shallice, McLeod, and Lewis (1985) caution, when a 
subject finds one task overly difficult, performance on the other task deteriorates, 
regardless of whether the two tasks share common resources. Evidence that non-Oral 
deaf subjects find speech difficult is reported by Chovan (1970), Conrad (1971b, 1972b), 
and Kyle (1980b), who found that when deaf subjects were asked to vocalise printed 
letters at presentation, only those subjects who preferred phonological coding were 
assisted by this strategy, whilst the performance of the remaining subjects was actually 
impeded.
Similarly, it seems likely that articulating during the English suppression task in 
Experiment 5 was overly difficult for the Auslan subjects, thereby producing a general 
attentional decrement. Many of the signers were reluctant to use speech, and some 
expressed ideological reservations. Neither of these reactions is surprising given that they 
were selected on the basis of a marked preference for using sign language.
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In order to clarify whether the signers in this experiment were disadvantaged by 
the general difficulty level of the task, an additional analysis was conducted. Articulation 
difficulty was operationally defined as the rate in words per second at which subjects 
repeated the sequence "one two three four five" whilst watching the easiest subspan list 
(List 1: short sign/short English; two item level). These mean counting rates are 
presented in Table 6.3.
TABLE 6.3
Group means for articulation difficulty (counting rate), Experiment 5
Lists Group
A u s l a n S E O ra l
List 1 1.855 2 .739 3 .287
S h o r t  S ig n /  
S h o r t  E n g l i s h
(.648) ( .724) (1 .118)
Note 1. Cell means refer to the counting rates of each group during four presentations 
of two-item short sign/short English lists.
Note 2. Scores are expressed in words per second. Standard deviations appear in 
parentheses.
The Auslan group counted significantly more slowly than both the SE subjects 
[F(l, 38) = 16.07; p < .0005] and the Oral subjects [F(l, 38) = 23.65; p < .0001], who 
did not differ from each other. This suggests that the counting task was particularly 
challenging for the Auslan group, which would explain the unexpectedly large decline in 
their memory scores for all four lists under English suppression. It would also entail that 
less capacity would be available for cherological rehearsal, thus accounting for the 
reduced sign length effect.
6.5.3 Did the Auslan group also rely on a speech code?
An alternative interpretation of the Auslan subjects' high sensitivity to English 
suppression is that some of them relied on speech, as well as sign, to remember. This 
would also be consistent with the smaller item length effect which was obtained for these 
subjects in the control condition. As well, it accords with the findings of Hanson and 
Feldman (1989) who observed that some deaf signers coded print into sign or English 
according to task requirements. After all, phonological coding o f isolated words by deaf 
signers does not mean that they always think in English. As Furth (1971) notes:
Most deaf persons in our society know some English words or phrases; but 
admittedly the most vital aspect o f the living language is not single words but the 
structure of the language, into which single words are fitted to form meaningful 
sentences, (p. 68). - - —
Thus, the Auslan group may have used sign-plus-phonological coding as a 
memory crutch in this specific instance, despite preferring sign for everyday 
communication. Their situation would be analogous to hearing individuals who use 
fingers to assist their mental arithmetic; this does not imply that these non-deaf people 
"think" with their fingers in everyday discourse.
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However, although this explanation might explain the unexpectedly large impact 
of English suppression upon the signers in Experiment 5, it cannot accommodate the 
finding that the Auslan group was the only one to be significantly affected by manual 
suppression - and that the memory spans of the Auslan group under manual suppression 
matched those of the Oral group under articulatory suppression. This runs counter to the 
suggestion that some Auslan subjects use English coding, for this would be potentiated 
by manual suppression, predicting higher memory scores for them in this condition than 
for the Oral subjects under English suppression. This did not occur, which weakens the 
case for a phonological English-based code in the Auslan group, though not necessarily 
for an orthographic one.
6.5.4 A visual code
Since the memory spans of the Auslan group under manual suppression matched 
those of the Oral group under articulatory suppression, this suggests that whatever 
specific help each group had obtained from their communication modes had now been 
eliminated. In these circumstances, whichever memory processes/strategies remained 
would be used by each group in equal measure (since the groups were matched on the 
remaining variables). The question of these residual strategies is relevant to the finding of 
a disproportionately small sign length effect for the Auslan subjects. It has been 
frequently suggested that one such code, not dependent on communication and common 
to all groups, could be orthographically-based. As explained in Section 5.5.5, this would 
have different implications for sign- and English-length effects, since orthographic length 
was confounded with English length but not sign length. This would have exaggerated 
the impact of English- but not sign-length.
In order to resolve these isssues, orthographic coding was investigated in 
Experiment 6; this is discussed in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7:
AN  ORTHOGRAPHIC CODE?
7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 Unresolved outcomes
The following observations were made in the earlier experiments:
1. The Auslan and SE groups recalled the Lipsim list relatively poorly in 
Experiment 1. (This list contained items which made similar shapes "on the lips" 
when spoken, and which were also orthographically similar.)
2. In Experiment 3, the Auslan subjects were less sensitive to sign length 
variations than were the Oral group to English length manipulations.
3. The item length effects for all deaf subjects in Experiments 2 and 3 were 
smaller than those typically obtained with hearing subjects.
4. The imposition of manual and English suppression in Experiments 4 and 5 
failed to totally disrupt the memory performance of the target groups.
All these results could be explained on the assumption that subjects were using an 
orthographic (or graphemic) code, based on the physical appearance of the words and 
letters on the TV screen. This assumption is consistent with recent evidence from hearing 
subjects that visual short-term memory can support the retention of several verbal items 
(Walker, Hitch, & Duroe, 1993).
In the first experiment, the two signing groups' unexpected sensitivity to the 
lipsim dimension could be understood in terms of the greater visual similarity of the items 
in that list, which would have detracted from their recall if they employed a visual code in 
addition to a cherological one. An analogous case could be made for the Oral group. 
(This point was elaborated in Section 4.5.1.)
Secondly, in Experiment 3, orthographic length and the duration o f spoken (but 
not signed) items correlated perfectly, hence visual coding by all subjects would have 
inflated the effect of English (but not sign) length. As outlined in Section 5.5.5, this 
would explain how the Oral group's English length effect exceeded the Auslan group's 
sign length effect.
The third piece of evidence favouring orthographic coding also came from 
Experiment 3. The finding that the item length effects observed for the deaf subjects 
were less than those reported for hearing people's recall implies that the deaf subjects 
were using strategies other than cherological and phonological rehearsal. (Sections 5.5.1 
and 5.5.2 discussed this possibility.)
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Finally, it was observed in Experiments 4 and 5 that neither manual nor 
articulatory suppression reduced the performance of the Auslan and Oral groups 
respectively to chance. It was therefore suggested in Section 6.5.1 that these subjects 
were resorting to an additional non-cherological, non-phonological strategy to assist 
their memory.
This pattern of results suggests two possibilities: First, that orthographic coding 
may have been occurring, and second, that this graphemic code was being used in 
conjunction with a communication-based code: it could not have been used merely as a 
replacement code when speech- or sign-rehearsal were prevented, otherwise outcomes 
such as the inflation of the English length effect would not have happened.
Evidence that each of these effects can occur will be reviewed in turn.
7.1.2 Graphemic coding by deaf subjects
Anecdotal support for visual coding can be found in the introspections o f deaf 
people themselves. Dimmock (1985), himself deaf, observed that:
normal people use internal speech as a means for self-communication. As for the
deaf they use internal reading .... Most o f us are able to visualise whole sentences
without relying on how they are sounded and to know the meaning instantly ....
The mind itself is an efficient translator. Words become pictures and vice-versa
(P- 5).
These assertions have been confirmed by empirical research. Graphemic coding 
has been reported by Budde and Jungnitsch (1983), Conrad (1970, 1971a), Locke and 
Locke (1971), MacDougall (1979), and Wallace and Corballis (1973). For example, 
many of the errors in Conrad and Rush's (1965) data seemed to be visually based (e.g. 
R/B, Y/K, P/R, V/X, X/Y). Similarly, Ronnberg and Nilsson (1987) reported that 
hearing impaired subjects performed better than a matched control group in the recency 
portions of the serial position curve for visually presented items, with the effect 
especially marked at slow presentation rates. They interpreted this to mean that the 
hearing-impaired subjects were coding the stimuli visually, therefore they did not have to 
recode the information for a written output mode.
Deaf subjects are influenced by orthographic similarity during rhyme judgements 
(Hanson & Fowler, 1987), during word association and recall (Blanton, Nunnally, & 
Odom, 1967), and during word recognition and spelling (Dodd, 1980; Doehring & 
Rosenstein, 1960; Frumkin & Anisfeld, 1977; Gibson, Shurcliff, & Yonas 1970; Hanson, 
1982b, 1986; Hanson, Shankweiler, & Fischer, 1983; Stone, 1980). The latter is quite 
consistent with deaf people's relatively good spelling for the words they know (despite 
Rack and Snowling's (1988) observation that remembering via orthographic 
characteristics does not mean that the order o f letters is coded, therefore such a code 
does not automatically lead to good spelling).
Evidence of an enhanced ability to use a sequential visual code in deaf subjects is 
provided by the findings that they performed better than their hearing counterparts on 
tasks involving the mental rotation of images (Arnold, 1978) and the serial recall of 
photographs (O'Connor & Hermelin, 1973a). Direct evidence suggesting orthographic 
encoding is provided by the fact that Blair (1957) and Hermelin and O'Connor (1975)
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found no difference between forward and backward digit span, suggesting that deaf 
children coded the material in a visual array which could be read equally well in either 
direction.
Not all research with deaf subjects has supported the existence o f visual coding. 
For example, Hanson, Liberman, and Shankweiler (1984), and Hanson and Wilkenfeld 
(1985) concluded otherwise - but their subjects were atypical, highly proficient deaf 
readers, unlike the majority of participants in the present study.
7.1.3 Multiple coding
In several of the studies reviewed above there was some confounding between 
acoustic, articulatory, fingerspelling, and orthographic similarity o f items. Therefore, 
effects attributed to orthographic coding may have actually had some other basis. 
However, it has been established that graphemic similarity contributes independently to 
deaf subjects' performance. Wallace and Corballis (1973) and MacDougall (1979) used 
upper and lower case letters and different type scripts respectively to eliminate this 
overlap of similarity dimensions. In both conditions the results supported the 
considerable use of non-iconic visual coding in short-term memory tasks, in conjunction 
with other strategies. A literature review by Kettrick and Hatfield (1986) also observed 
that the coding spectrum used by deaf people to memorise English words and letters 
covered manual, visual, and phonological aspects. For example, Siple and Brewer 
(1985), investigating whether visual or motor tasks interfered with sign memory, found 
that some signers seemed to rely on speech, others on manual-sign and others on visual- 
sign.
Further indications that more than one code can be operative at the one time are 
provided by the results of Hamilton and Holtzman (1989). These researchers found that 
subjects with both sign and speech experience recalled Signed English presentations 
better than ones presented via sign or speech alone.
7.1.4 Rationale for the experiment
In this experiment, it was critical to devise a test which would unambiguously 
diagnose the presence or absence of visual coding. Such coding could conceivably be 
obscured by the sign- and speech-based strategies, which the present subjects had been 
shown to use in the other experiments. It was also necessary to determine whether visual 
coding could be used in combination with the cherological and phonological coding 
demonstrated in the earlier experiments.
In order to meet the discriminability requirement, a Vissim list o f visually similar 
items was designed together with a Control list in which the items were highly distinct. 
Impaired performance on the first list relative to the control list would indicate that the 
subjects were resorting to visual coding.
The second criterion - that the test should establish visual coding in conjunction 
with manual and/or phonological coding - was satisfied by using a multiple suppression 
procedure. The Vissim and Control lists were each presented three times - with no 
suppression, with manual suppression, and with English suppression. The logic 
underlying this methodology can be illustrated by referring to the Auslan subjects. If their 
reliance on visual coding was not affected by the presence of manual coding, then the
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degree of impairment caused by visual similarity would remain constant irrespective of 
whether manual coding were suppressed or otherwise. Similarly, if their reliance on 
manual rehearsal was not influenced by the presence of visual coding, then the memory 
impairment caused by the elimination of sign rehearsal would remain constant regardless 
of whether visual coding were diminished or otherwise.
A similar argument could be made for the Oral group, for whom no interactions 
between visual similarity and English suppression would be expected.
7.1.5 Design overview
A repeated measures split-plot design was used, with three subject groups, two 
visual similarity conditions and three suppression conditions.
The subject groups were identical to those used in all previous experiments. 
These groups were:
Group 1, (Auslan), who employed sign only;
Group 2, (SE), who used sign and speech;
Group 3, (Oral), who communicated via speech.
The visual similarity conditions were called Vissim (high inter-item orthographic 
similarity) and Control (low inter-item orthographic similarity). These were implemented 
via two master lists of eight items each. The design followed by all subjects is illustrated 
in Table 7.1.
TABLE 7.1
Design of Experiment 6
Step 1: Pretest Check subjects' perception of orthographically similar words
Step 2: Repetition Speed (Vissim & Control lists in counterbalanced order)
Vissim list items (1-3) x 10; (4-6) x 10; (7-8) x 10
Control list
Step 3: Reading Speed (Vissim & Control lists in counterbalanced order)
Vissim list items (1-8) x 6
Control list
Step 4: Memory Span (Vissim & Control lists in counterbalanced order; 
suppression condition according to Latin Square)
Similarity Suppression
_______ Nil____________ Manual — - English
High
(Vissim List)
Low
(Control List)
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These lists were matched for articulation, canonical form, rhyme, spoken English 
length, total letters, sign length, cherological similarity, parts of speech, familiarity, and 
orthographic regularity.
Each master list was used to compile two sets of production speed stimuli in the 
same manner as Experiments 1, 2 and 3. The repetition set was created by dividing each 
master list into one item pair and two item triplets. The reading set consisted of two 
inventories of 48 items, formed by randomly repeating the eight items in each master list 
six times.
Each master list was also used to devise a set of practice memory lists and a set 
of experimental memory lists, again following the same procedures as the previous 
experiments. The practice set consisted o f 10 different item pairs taken from each master 
list. The experimental set was composed of lists which varied in size from two to eight 
randomly ordered items. Four lists were constructed at each list size, so the complete 
Vissim and Control sets each contained 28 lists.
After checking that everyone correctly perceived the items in the master lists, two 
speed measures and then one span measure were obtained from every subject for the 
Vissim and Control lists.
The first speed measure was repetition performance. This was derived from three 
combined repetition trials in which the subjects produced in their primary language the 
two sequences-of word triplets and one sequence of word pairs 10 times as fast as 
possible. Scores were expressed in seconds to completion and items per second. The 
second timed measure incorporated a reading performance score. This was obtained by 
recording the time taken to read each of the two inventories of 48 words at maximum 
speed.
In the memory span task, there were three suppression conditions: nil, manual, 
and English. In the nil condition, subjects watched the items on the monitor, then 
attempted to recall them in order. In the manual suppression condition, all groups 
followed the procedure implemented in Experiment 4: during presentation of the stimuli, 
all subjects repeatedly drummed their fingers on the table, crossed their arms and 
fluttered their fingers against their cheeks. In the English suppression condition, the 
procedure used in Experiment 5 was adoptedl subjects counted from one to five 
throughout the presentation of the memory stimuli. In each case, recall was made 
without interference, immediately after the stimuli were presented.
All the items to be recalled were presented orthographically at the rate o f one per 
second. As in all previous experiments, subjects were given practice trials in the memory 
span task until they made four successive correct responses. In the experimental phase, 
all subjects began with four trials of the two-item lists, and continued until they failed at 
least three of the four trials with a given number of items per list. All the items in a 
particular list had to be recalled in their correct order before that list was scored as 
correct. Subjects' scores were calculated as 1.0 plus .25 for each list correctly recalled up 
to their ceiling.
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The order of presentation was counterbalanced across groups, with half the 
subjects receiving the Vissim list first, and the remainder, the Control list. Within each 
list, the suppression sequence for nine of the subjects in each group was determined by a 
Latin Square; the sequence for the tenth subject was allocated randomly. Both the timed 
and memory tasks for a particular list were completed before moving to the remaining set 
of eight items.
Results were analysed using repeated measures ANOVAs, and two-tailed t tests 
of planned contrasts.
7.2 Methodological considerations
7.2.1 Orthographic similarity
There is some debate surrounding the issue of how orthographic similarity may 
best be measured. Conrad (1979) commented in his discussion of phonetic and visual 
similarity: "Inevitably it becomes necessary to establish somewhat arbitrary rules of 
similarity for both sets" (p. 94). He eventually settled for the construction of a list using 
words with an equal number of letters and employing a distinction between the presence 
or absence of ascenders and descenders, and the exclusion of the letter "i" which is 
"narrow". Succeeding tests with hearing subjects showed that Conrad's visually similar 
list when presented in "visual noise" was identified more poorly than a control list. 
Conrad's verification notwithstanding, subsequent research has provided guidelines for a 
more stringent test of orthographic similarity.
In particular, evidence has accumulated in favour of two dimensions - either 
identification o f the overall word shape (e.g. Besner, 1989), or analysis of the constituent 
letters (e.g. the proofreading studies of Monk and Hulme in 1983, and of Healy and 
Cunningham in 1992), or both (Guttentag, 1981). In the present study, attention was 
paid to similarity of letter and word shape, because of the subjects' widely varying skills 
and approaches to reading.
Following Geyer (1977), letters were classified according to whether they 
contained ascenders (e.g. "h"), descenders (e.g. "p"), or were neutral (e.g. "n"). In 
addition, since Healy, Volbrecht, and Nye (1983) had demonstrated that subjects tolerate 
misspellings as long as letter envelope is preserved, attention was paid to the letters' 
individual features. Letters which comprised a whole or partial circle were classified 
together (e.g. "a", "e", and "o") as were domed letters that incorporated at least one 
neutral straight line ("m", "n", and "r").
Additionally, in view of the work of Haber and Haber (1981) concerning letter 
density, it was considered mandatory that all the words in the visually similar stimulus set 
should contain the same number of letters.
A final condition was that words were to be constructed with matched letters 
occurring at identical serial positions.
Eventually, a list was selected which contained eight items all with one ascender 
("b", "d" or "h") followed by three neutral letters. Thus, all eight words embodied a
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similar overall configuration. This visually-similar list was called "Vissim" and its items 
are listed below, together with those of the visually different "Control" list.
Vissim Control
bare bone go cord
bore dame king fought
done hero very badge
here home peach may
7.2.2 List controls
As outlined below, the Control list was matched on articulation, canonical form, 
rhyme, spoken English length, total letters, sign length, cherological similarity, parts of 
speech, familiarity, and orthographic regularity.
(i) A rticulation
The Vissim list was composed of only 9 letters whilst the Control list had 17 
letters. Therefore some similarity of articulation arose in the former list because of its 
repeated letters. The three vowels "a", "o", and "e" actually produced seven different 
articulatory patterns in the list of eight words, so they did not produce undue articulatory 
similarity amongst the Vissim items. But the six consonants were each associated with 
only one sound, which increased the inter-item articulatory similarity, and hence the 
difficulty level of the Vissim list (from Experiment 1).
Therefore the initial and final consonants in the Control list also contained 
consonants which were visually distinct, but articulated similarly. For example, the first 
three words in the Vissim list (bare, bone, bore) all began with "b". The first three words 
in the Control list (go, cord, key) began with "g", "c" and "k" which all had a similar 
place of articulation.
Working through the Vissim list, the next two words (dame, done) began with 
"d" and the corresponding two control words (fought, very) began with the similarly 
articulated consonants " f  and "v".
Finally, the words with an initial "h" (hero, here, and home) in the Vissim list 
were paired with badge, peach, and may in the Control list because "b", "p", and "m" 
were all articulated at the front of the mouth.
The final consonants were analysed in the same fashion. In the Vissim list, bone 
and done shared the "n" sound so the Control list was constructed with cord and fought 
ending in the similarly articulated letters "d" and "t".
The remaining words in the Vissim list to share a common final consonant were 
dame and home - so badge and peach were the remaining words in the Control list to 
contain end consonants with like articulation.
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(ii) Canonical form
Each list contained three CV forms, four CVC forms, and one CVCV form 
(where C refers to consonants and V, to vowels).
(iii) Rhyme
The Vissim list included two words with rhyming vowel sounds (bone and home) 
and the Control list also had two words with rhyming vowel sounds but distinct 
orthographic representations - cord and fought.
(iv) Spoken English length
The Vissim list contained seven monosyllables with long vowels and one two- 
syllable word; so did the Control list. Because o f the crucial role played by item length in 
this study, the adequacy of this control procedure was assessed independently by 
measuring the repetition and reading speeds of all subjects on both lists.
(v) Total letters
When the total numbers of letters in each list were compared (including 
repetitions), the tally for both the Vissim and Control lists equalled 32. Any differences 
between the two lists could not therefore be attributable to the number of nominal 
stimulus elements in each list.
(vi) Sign length
The Vissim list contained seven short signs and one sign (HERE) with short 
repeated movements. The same applied to the Control list - with the sign VERY having 
the repeated movement. Again, the repetition and reading speed data could verify the 
acceptability of this match.
(vii) Cherological similarity
Intra-item sign similarity was low on both lists. This can be demonstrated by 
referring to the same dimensions which were used to construct the "similarly signed" 
items in the first experiment. Thus:
The handshapes used in all the signs in the Vissim list were different; the same 
applied to the Control list.
Locations were also matched. Three signs in the Vissim list were made in neutral 
space in front of the body; the remaining signs were made in different areas on the body. 
Control signs were similarly located.
Seven signs in the Vissim list were made in a single movement, but each 
movement was distinct from every other. O f these seven signs, four were made in 
different orientations (BARE, BONE, BORE and DAME), one (DONE) comprised 
movement only o f the fingers, one (HERO) ended in contact, and one (HOME) was a 
whole-arm movement. Seven signs in the Control list were also non-repetitive, and their
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movements were all discriminable, although on different criteria. Three (GO, CORD and 
PEACH) moved in different directions, two (KEY and MAY) were rotated but only 
KEY was a two-handed sign, one (FOUGHT) was stressed, and one (BADGE) was 
circular.
(viii) Parts of speech
Some of the words could be used as more than one part o f speech - e.g. bare 
could function as an adjective or a verb as in "bare bottom" and "bare your soul". When 
controlling for this variable, the part of speech represented by the sign was taken as the 
defining factor.
The Vissim list contained two verbs (bare and bore), four nouns {bone, dame, 
hero and home), one past participle {done) and one adverb {here). Likewise, the Control 
list had equal share of verbs {go and may), of nouns {cord, key, badge and peach), of 
past participles (fought), and of adverbs {very).
(ix) Familiarity
As in previous experiments, familiarity was controlled for through the choice of 
items, and through a familiarisation procedure. All the items (except DAME) were in the 
"Dictionary of Australasian Signs", which was the reference dictionary used by all the 
schools in the study. Additionally, subjects were given booklets containing the words and 
their corresponding signs several weeks ahead of testing time, in order to familiarise 
themselves with the test content.
This procedure overcame the following two standardisation problems:
1. No entry: For example DAME was not found in either the Dictionary of 
Australasian Signs nor in the Auslan Dictionary. Therefore the sign LADY was 
substituted for it. (Using the same sign for several English synonyms is common practice 
- the number of English words far exceeds the number of signs).
2. Different/multiple entry: Different signs were provided for the word "hero" in 
the Dictionary of Australasian Signs and the Auslan Dictionary. In the latter, several 
signs were also given for a single word. The entry in The Dictionary of Australasian 
Signs was chosen because the book enjoyed a wider circulation in Australian schools, 
and because it did not give multiple signs for an individual word.
(x) Orthographic regularity
All words were orthographically regular (that is, were pronounceable and 
contained legal vowel and consonant combinations) since this has been found to 
influence deaf people's recall (Hanson, 1986).
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7.3 Method
7.3.1 Subjects
The subjects were the same 60 subjects who had been involved in all previous 
experiments. They were grouped, as before, into Auslan, Signed English, and Oral 
groups. Details were supplied in Chapter 4.
7.3.2 Materials and apparatus
Two master lists were compiled, each containing eight items. These were:
Vissim: high inter-item orthographic similarity;
Control: low inter-item orthographic similarity.
As described in 7.1.5, a repetition speed set, a reading speed set, and a set of 
memory span lists were constructed from each of the Vissim and Control master lists.
The same apparatus which had been employed in all previous experiments was 
again used here to present the memory materials and videotape the subjects' responses.
7.3.3 Procedure
Before testing began, subjects acquainted themselves with the items in the Vissim 
or Control list. They were then presented with each word for one second (the standard 
presentation rate) on the monitor, and had to indicate which word they had seen. This 
was to ensure that every subject correctly perceived the orthographically similar words. 
All subjects performed satisfactorily on this pretest.
Next, the instructions were given for the repetition speed test. Each subject then 
produced the two item triplets and one item pair from the Vissim or Control lists 10 
times as fast as possible. This was followed by the instructions for the reading speed 
task, whereupon subjects read the items in the relevant reading inventory as quickly as 
they could.
After the instructions for the memory span task were given, the memory items 
were presented. Ordered recall was then attempted under three suppression conditions. 
In the nil suppression condition, subjects watched the printed items on the monitor, then 
began recalling them in sequence as soon as the last item disappeared from the screen. In 
the manual suppression task, the procedure outlined in Experiment 4 was used. That is, 
during the presentation interval, the subjects drummed their fingers on the table, crossed 
their arms and fluttered the contralateral hand against each cheek. In the English 
suppression task, subjects counted continuously from one to five during the presentation 
of the items, just as they had done in the previous experiment. Before each suppression 
condition, subjects practised the task until they made four correct two-item responses in 
their preferred communication mode. Testing commenced with the four two-item lists 
and was discontinued when at least three of the four lists with a given number of items 
were incorrectly recalled.
A McDonald's voucher was given when the session was completed.
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7.4 Results
7.4.1 Memory performance
The mean memory scores of each group on the Vissim and Control lists under the 
three suppression conditions are given in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.1.
Three separate analyses were conducted to determine the effects o f visual 
similarity, manual suppression, and English suppression respectively upon performance. 
In each case a three-way ANOVA (Similarity x Suppression x Group) was conducted 
which included all subjects. This was followed by within-group analyses of similarity and 
manual and English suppression (blocked by the remaining conditions), in view of their 
importance to the study as a whole.
(i) Visual similarity
The orthographically similar items were remembered more poorly than the 
control items [F(l, 57) = 47.37; p < .0001]. This will subsequently be referred to as the 
"vissim effect". Additionally, fewer items in the manual and English suppression 
conditions were remembered than those presented without suppression [F(2, 114) = 
52.05; p < .0001], and there was a main group effect [F(2, 57) = 3.62; p < .05]. The 
latter reflected the superiority of the Oral subjects: with the exception of the English 
suppression condition, this group remembered more items than the Auslan subjects, 
whose spans did not differ significantly from the SE subjects'. The only interaction to 
reach significance was that between suppression and group [F(4, 114) = 2.93; p < .05], 
as expected from previous results. As depicted in Figure 7.1, interactions were absent 
between visual similarity and any other variable. All groups always remembered the 
Vissim list more poorly, the Auslan group's minimum significance level being p < .05, 
those o f the SE group, p < .05, and those of the Oral group, p < .01. The failure of visual 
similarity to interact with the group and suppression variables respectively implies that 
all groups were equally hampered by orthographic similarity, and that the effects o f 
orthographic similarity were independent o f suppression.
(ii) Manual suppression
The effects of manual suppression were investigated using data from the Vissim 
and Control lists with and without manual suppression. The Oral group had superior 
memory spans [F(2, 57) = 5.23; p < .01], and the visual similarity condition produced 
poorer recall overall [F(l, 57) = 32.12; p < .0001] as did manual suppression [F(l, 57) = 
13.66; p < .0005], No interactions were present, reinforcing the conclusion that manual 
rehearsal operated independently of orthographic similarity. The Auslan group's 
particular sensitivity to manual suppression, although not strong enough to produce a 
Group x Suppression interaction in the three-way ANOVA, was nevertheless revealed in 
within-group analyses. They were the only subjects to have lower spans under manual 
suppression, the effect attaining significance in both high and low visual similarity 
conditions [F(l, 19) = 10.23; p < .005, and F (l, 19) = 5.01; p < .05 respectively]. For 
this group, the imposition of manual suppression reduced the mean memory spans for the 
Vissim and Control lists by approximately .3 item in both lists. This indicates that the 
signers did not rely appreciably more on manual rehearsal when the Vissim list 
diminished the effectiveness of visual strategies.
TABLE 7.2
Mean memory scores of each group according to similarity and 
suppression condition, Experiment 6
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Suppression Group
Auslan SE Oral AN
Visual Sim ilarity
High Low High Low High Low High Low
N]l 3.075
(.744)
3.438
(.628)
3.088
(.564)
3.487
(.490)
3.575
(.721)
3.975
(.884)
3.246
(.709)
3.633
(.718)
Manual 2.725
(.899)
3.138
(.793)
2.912
(.792)
3.425
(.545)
3.513
(.801)
3.787
(.840)
3.050
(.885)
3.450
(.773)
English 2.562
(.884)
2.950
(.776)
2.525
(.648)
3.000
(.679)
2.812
(.653)
3.175
(.753)
2.633
(.736)
3.042
(.731)
M 2.787
(.858)
3.175
(.751)
2.842
(.704)
3.304
(.607)
3.300
(.796)
3.646
(.883)
Note. Scores are based on the total number of trials in which all items were recalled in 
their correct serial position. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
Auslan
3.5 -
-English-—Nil— -Manual-
High Low High Low High Low
Suppression x Similarity
FIGURE 7.1. Mean memory scores of each group according to similarity 
and suppression condition, Experiment 6.
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(iii) English suppression
The impact of English suppression was examined using data from the Vissim and 
Control lists presented with and without English suppression. All groups had shorter 
memory spans under English suppression [F(l, 57) = 81.38; p < .0001] and when 
recalling the Vissim list [F(l, 57) = 53.99; p < .0001], and there were no interactions. 
Group differences were absent, an outcome consistent with the results o f Experiment 5. 
For both high and low similarity conditions, the memory deterioration caused by English 
suppression was approximately .5 item (Auslan), .5 item (SE), and .8 item (Oral group). 
The finding that concurrent articulation removed the memory superiority of the Oral 
group observed in the previous analyses is consistent with this group relying most on 
phonological coding. The absence of interactions between visual similarity and English 
suppression indicates that the graphemic similarity of the items did not affect any group's 
dependence on speech coding.
(iv) Other analyses
The design of this experiment made it possible to ascertain the robustness of 
several of the effects obtained in previous experiments. For example, according to the 
results of Experiments 4 and 5, group differences should disappear when rehearsal in a 
communication-based code was prevented. Thus, within each similarity condition, the 
memory span of the Auslan group in the manual suppression condition should match that 
of the Oral group following concurrent articulation. Two-tailed t tests on the Vissim and 
Control lists twice confirmed this prediction.
7.4.2 Timed performance
(i) Repetition time/rate
The timed repetition task was created in order to verify that the Vissim and 
Control lists were matched on speed of execution, since the previous experiments had 
found this to be an important determinant of recall. Analyses of production times and 
production rates obtained comparable outcomes, hence only the latter will be discussed 
here. The relevant data appear in Table 7.3 and Figure 7.2.
As expected, all the within-group means for the Vissim and Control lists 
corresponded highly, and there was no Similarity x Group interaction in a two-way 
analysis o f variance. However, inter-group differences were evident on both lists, with 
the SE group being slower than the Auslan subjects [minimum F (l, 38) = 5.02; p < .05] 
who in turn were slower than the Oral group [minimum F (l, 38) = 14.23; p <001],
This pattem of results implies that:
1. within each group, once the items were identified, rehearsal speed (in sign 
and/or speech)^ could not be a factor in any recall differences obtained between the 
Vissim and Control lists;
2. rate o f rehearsal might be implicated in memory performance if the group 
rankings on repetition speed matched those obtained on the memory span task (with the 
Oral subjects outperforming the remaining subjects in both lists).
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TABLE 7.3
Mean repetition scores of each group on lists with high and low inter­
item visual similarity, Experiment 6
Similarity Group
Auslan SE Oral AH
High 50.9 60.7 36.3 49.3
(L ist 8, or (13.11) (15.76) (10.11) (16.45)
V issim ) 1.669 1.400 2.352 1.807
(.407) (.348) (.575) (.602)
Low 49.8 60.9 36.7 49.13
(L ist 9, or (13.87) (19.58) (9.53) (17.72)
C ontro l) 1.714 1.423 2.317 1.818
(■420) (■372) (578) (.592)
AH 50.35 60.8 36.5
(13.33) (17.54) (9.70)
1.691 1.411 2.334
(.409) (.355) (570)
Note. The bold entries refer to the total time, t, (in seconds) to repeat the pair and triplet
item sequences ten times. In the italic entries, these times are expressed as repetition 
rates (items per second = 80/t). Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
2.5 t
A us lan
1.5 -
a -  -  S.E.
£  i -
0.5 --
Visual similarity
FIGURE 7.2. Mean repetition rates of each group on lists with high and 
low inter-item visual similarity, Experiment 6.
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(ii) Reading tim e/rate
The reading task was designed to pinpoint whether visual similarity would affect 
item recognition (and hence show up during the reading speed test, even though visual 
similarity had not affected repetition speed). Table 7.4 and Figure 7.3 show each group's 
mean reading performance on the two word lists. No important differences emerged 
between analyses of time and rate scores, so only the reading rate analyses will be 
reported.
A 2 x 3 ANOVA (Visual similarity x Group) revealed overall slower reading of 
the visually similar items [F(l, 57) = 34.19; p < .0001], There was also a main effect for 
group [F(2, 57) = 38.95; p < .0001], because although the speed performance of the 
Auslan and SE groups did not differ, both signing groups were consistently slower than 
the Oral group [Auslan: minimum F(l, 38) = 39.44; p < .0001; SE: minimum F(l, 38)= 
44.32; p < .0001], The Similarity x Group interaction was not significant, indicating that 
visual similarity affected each group to a comparable extent (visual similarity significantly 
affected the Auslan group [F(l, 19) = 18.10; p < .0005], the SE group [F(l, 19) = 12.55; 
p < .005], and the Oral group [F(l, 19) = 9.52; p < .01].
These results suggest that:
1. poorer recall by all groups of the Vissim relative to the Control list might be 
attributable to reading difficulties (because all groups read the Vissim list more slowly 
than the Control list);
2. superior memory performance by the Oral subjects compared to those 
remaining might be attributed to expertise in reading (because the Oral group read both 
lists faster than the two signing groups).
7.4.3 Reading skill and memory performance
Reading difficulties might underlie the vissim effect if difficulties in identifying the 
items in the Vissim list impeded the translation from print to a phonological/cherological 
code. This would leave less time available for communication-based rehearsal to sustain 
performance. Two supplementary analyses were performed to test this idea.
If the vissim effect was indeed caused by differences in the opportunity to 
rehearse, then the elimination of rehearsal (by manual suppression) should eliminate the 
vissim effect for the Auslan group. Analogously, concurrent articulation should remove 
the vissim effect for the orally educated subjects. Neither of these predictions was 
confirmed by within-group analyses. A 2 x 2 ANOVA (Vissim x Manual suppression) 
showed that high visual similarity significantly depressed the performance of each group 
(p < .05 each group), that manual suppression disadvantaged only the Auslan group 
[F(l, 19) = 11.33, p < .005], and that there were no Vissim x Suppression interactions. A 
second two-way ANOVA (Vissim x English suppression) revealed that each group's 
recall was significantly hampered by high visual similarity (p < .005) and English 
suppression (p < .0005), but there were no interactions. The lack o f Vissim x 
Suppression interactions in both cases demonstrated that the amount of 
cherological/phonological rehearsal did not mediate the Auslan/Oral groups' vissim 
effect, because visual similarity affected these subjects' memory scores even when 
rehearsal was suppressed.
TABLE 7.4
Mean reading scores of each group on lists with high and low inter­
item visual similarity, Experiment 6
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V isua l S im ila rity G roup
Auslan SE Oral M
List 8 55.00 49.80 29.35 44.72
H igh S im ilarity (23.15) (16.14) (7.64) (20.00)
(V issim ) 1.003 1.029 1.725 1.252
(3 5 3 ) (.224) (.373) (.464)
List 9 43.45 42.15 25.50 37.03
Low S im ilarity (10.99) (10.30) (5.18) (12.23)
(C ontro l) 1.175 1.203 1.961 1.446
(.299) (.288) (4 2 0 ) (.497)
M 49.23 45.98 27.43
(18.82) (13.91) (6.73)
1.089 1.116 1.843
(.335) (.270) (.410)
Note. The bold cell entries show the mean time, t (number of seconds) taken by each group
to read the two inventories at maximum speed. These are converted to reading rates (items 
per second = 48/t) in the italic cell entries. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
1.8 -
1.6 -
1.4 -
1.2 -
i  0.8 - A us lan
0.6 - -  S.E.
0.4 -
0.2 -
Visual similarity
FIGURE 7.3. Mean reading rates of each group on lists with high and low 
inter-item visual similarity, Experiment 6.
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A second set of analyses was undertaken in order to investigate the contribution 
of reading skill to memory performance without contamination by list or communication 
mode differences. This was achieved by subdividing the Auslan and SE groups into 10 
fast and 10 slow readers, and analysing each experimental condition separately. The two 
signing groups were chosen for this median split because their average reading rates on 
the Vissim list were particularly slow in contrast to the Oral subjects, even the slowest of 
whom had read (therefore identified) each item well before its time of offset. Averaged 
over both word lists, the reading rate scores of the fast and slow Auslan subjects were 
1.340 and .838 items/sec respectively; corresponding scores for the SE group were 
1.291 and .940 items/sec. Thus, the slow readers had still not completed processing the 
items by the end of the one-second presentation time. These reading rate differences 
were significant for the Auslan group [F(l, 18) = 36.28; p < .0001] and the SE group 
[F(l, 18) = 26.37; p < .0001], The average memory span scores for the four groups are 
shown in Table 7.5 and Figure 7.4.
TABLE 7.5
Mean memory scores of fast and slow Auslan and SE readers 
according to similarity and suppression condition, Experiment 6
V isu a l S im ila r ity G r o u p
H iqh (V iss im ) Fast A us lan S low  A u s la n  Fast SE S low  SE
Nil 3.475 2.675 3.150 3.025
S u p pre ss io n (.448) (.782) (.459) (.671)
M anua l 3.125 2.325 2.975 2.850
S u p p re ss io n (.738) (.898) (.961) (.626)
E ng lish 3.050 2.075 2.775 2.275
S u p p re ss io n (.880) (.590) (.702) (.506)
Low  (C on tro l)
N il 3.700 3.175 3.625 3.350
S u p p re ss io n (.753) (.334) (.503) (.459)
M anua l 3.400 2.875 3.675 3.175
S u p p re ss io n (.914) (.580) (.409) (.566)
E ng lish 3.350 2.550 3.225 2.775
S u p p re ss io n (.756) (.587) ( 583) (.721)
A ll 3.350 2.612 3.237 2.908
- (.762) (.721) (.686) (.669)
Note. Scores are based on the total number of trials in which all items were recalled
in their correct serial position. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
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FIGURE 7.4. Mean memory spans of fast and slow Auslan and SE readers 
according to similarity and suppression condition, Experiment 6.
To assess whether reading skill contributed to the vissim effect, two separate 2 x 
3 x 2  ANOVAs (Vissim x Suppression x Reading skill) were performed on the memory 
scores of the Auslan and SE groups. The fast Auslan group remembered more items than 
the slow readers [F(l, 18) = 8.72; p < .01], the vissim list was recalled more poorly 
overall [F(l, 18) = 10.63; p < .005] and memory span deteriorated overall with the 
imposition of manual and English suppression [F(2, 36) = 11.66; p < .0001]. There were 
no interactions. In the SE analysis, the memory spans o f the fast and slow SE readers did 
not differ. All SE subjects showed a vissim effect [F(l, 18) = 19.02; p < .0005], and the 
items were recalled more poorly when suppression was required [F(2, 36) = 15.94; p < 
.0001], but there were no interactions.
These analyses imply that the visual similarity effect was not caused by rehearsal 
speed, even though rehearsal speed may have contributed to the fast Auslan group's 
better overall performance. As shown in Figure 7.4, reading skill did not interact with 
visual similarity, which implies that the transformation of items into sign and speech 
codes was occurring independently of visual coding. That is, the vissim effect was not 
due to differences in the amount of identification/rehearsal time.
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7.5 Discussion
The poorer recall of the Vissim list by the Auslan, SE, and Oral subjects indicated 
that they were affected by the orthographic similarity of the items to be remembered. 
Moreover, the absence of Group x Similarity interactions in the data indicated that all 
three groups were disadvantaged to an equal extent by orthographic similarity. This is 
consistent with research indicating that signing experience does not affect visual memory 
(Emmorey, Kosslyn, & Bellugi, 1993).
The second major result was that graphemic similarity did not interact with the 
suppression conditions. The degree of orthographic similarity neither influenced, nor was 
influenced by, the occurrence of cherological and phonological rehearsal. This indicates 
that subjects were relatively inflexible in their "mix1 of strategies during recall. This is 
consistent with the results of Hitch, Halliday, Schaafstal, and Schraagen (1988) who 
concluded that verbal rehearsal in young hearing children developed concurrently with a 
pictorial code, rather than replacing such non-verbal storage mechanisms.
7.5.1 Basis of the vissim effect
Further analyses were conducted to determine precisely why all the deaf groups 
recalled visually similar items more poorly. At least two interpretations appeared feasible. 
The first emphasises temporal factors: orthographically similar items were harder to 
identify, therefore less time was available for sign/speech rehearsal. As described below, 
the predictions of this temporal account were not supported, so it was rejected in favour 
of a "visual memory" interpretation which concentrates on the confusions in manipulating 
graphemically similar items in a visually-based memory code.
A temporal basis for the vissim effect was implied by the finding that the Vissim 
list was read more slowly and remembered more poorly by all groups than the Control 
list. Similarly, the Oral subjects were the fastest readers and the best rememberers; in 
contrast, the slowest average reading rates of the Auslan and SE groups barely exceeded 
the presentation rate of one item per second. This suggests that the conversion of print to 
sign in the Vissim list may have taken up most of the presentation time, with the result 
that there was less opportunity to rehearse phonologically or cherologically. Two 
analyses were performed to test this idea.
The rationale of the first analysis was if the effects of orthographic similarity were 
merely due to the curtailed rehearsal of the Vissim list, then the elimination o f rehearsal 
should remove the vissim effect. Thus, manual suppression should eliminate the vissim 
effect for the Auslan group whilst concurrent articulation should remove it from the Oral 
group's data. These predictions were not confirmed, suggesting instead that a visual 
memory code might underlie the effect.
The second analysis focussed on the performance of fast and slow signers. If the 
temporal account of orthographic similarity were true, the fast signers should show a 
greater effect of manual suppression, (since they had more time than the slow signers to 
rehearse manually in the nil suppression condition). The fast signers should also show a 
reduced visual similarity effect because the repetition rate data (a measure of rehearsal 
speed after item identification) indicated the Vissim and Control lists were repeated 
equally quickly by each group.
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Neither of these predictions was confirmed, indicating that the effects on memory 
of orthographic similarity were not totally due to identification/rehearsal factors. By 
contradicting a temporal account, these results give support for the notion that a visual 
memory code underlay the vissim effect. This conclusion is consistent with research with 
hearing subjects, which supports the existence of visual rehearsal (Morrison, Holmes, & 
Haith, 1974) and of visual coding of linguistic material (Camden, Motley, & Baars, 1982; 
Heyer & Barrett, 1971; Hitch, 1990; Janata, Joelson, Joss, & Herrmann, 1978; Papagno, 
Valentine, & Baddeley, 1991; Zhang & Simon, 1985). The evidence is particularly clear 
when phonological recoding is suppressed (Brandimonte, Hitch, & Bishop, 1992; Vallar 
& Baddeley, 1982), or difficult, as in the case of dyslexics (Frith, 1985; Rack 1985; 
Snowling, 1980).
Studies of logographic languages which demand relatively more visual 
proficiency with a consequent reduction in phonological processing, also demonstrate the 
occurrence of visual coding (e.g. Mann 1986; Tzeng & Wang, 1983; Woo & Hoosain, 
1984). Zhang and Simon (1985) used homophonic Chinese characters during immediate 
serial recall, and obtained evidence in support of a nonphonological component of short­
term memory with a capacity of about three chunks. The researchers concluded that this 
component corresponded to Baddeley's VSSP (Baddeley, 1983; Brooks, 1967).
7.5,2 Relationship of Experiment 6 to the study
Another feature of the data is that it can be used to replicate the results of the 
previous experiments. Take the suppression manipulations first. Within-group analyses in 
Experiments 4 and 6 both show that only the Auslan group was affected by manual 
suppression. This is consistent with the conclusion reached in Experiment 1, that they 
engage in cherological rehearsal. Experiment 6 also reproduced the finding of 
Experiment 5 that all groups were affected by concurrent articulation (although as 
suggested in Section 6.5.2 the Auslan group might have been hampered more by the 
difficulty o f concurrent articulation on both occasions than by the abolition of 
phonological rehearsal per se). In all three experiments the span decrement following 
manual suppression for the Auslan group was consistently about half that following 
English suppression for the Oral group. Finally, Experiments 4, 5, and 6 all demonstrated 
that when rehearsal in their preferred communication mode was suppressed, no 
difference existed in the measured memory spans of the Auslan and Oral groups. Given 
that the groups were matched on all major relevant variables apart from communication 
mode, this last result can be predicted from the rehearsal-speed interpretation o f memory 
performance.
The results of Experiment 6 are also consistent with the data concerning the 
relationship between memory span and production speed, which was depicted in 
Experiment 3. This relationship can be illustrated by using the Control list data. When 
the data for reading rate are plotted against those for memory span, and then 
superimposed on Figure 5.6, the data tend to lie on a single straight line. The relevant 
individual scores and group means are plotted in Figures 7.5a and 7.5b respectively, 
demonstrating again that memory span is sensitive to rehearsal rate. The good fit o f the 
data also suggests that the superiority of the Oral subjects may be attributable to their 
faster rehearsal rate.
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7.5.3 Conclusions
1. The vissim effect - i.e. the better recall of orthographically distinct items - was 
significant for all groups all the time. It was not present to a greater extent when 
communication-based rehearsal was suppressed, nor was such rehearsal affected by the 
degree o f orthographic similarity. Thus, subjects did not appear to use compensatory 
memory strategies when visual coding became troublesome.
2. The vissim effect probably did not just reflect a reduction in rehearsal time due 
to item identification difficulties. This was concluded firstly because the effect was 
present even when rehearsal in the relevant mode was suppressed, and secondly because 
good and poor readers were disadvantaged to the same extent by orthographically similar 
items. Rather, the data suggest that auxiliary visual coding may have enhanced the recall 
of all subjects over that expected for articulation rate.
3. The longer span of the Oral subjects was probably related to their 
communication mode. This is suggested by the good fit o f the data to the speed-span 
function previously obtained in Experiment 3. It is also suggested by the finding that 
group differences were removed when subjects' reliance on communication was 
prevented: the performance of Oral subjects following concurrent articulation equalled 
that of the Auslan group under manual suppression.
These results suggest the following interpretation of the pattern of results 
outlined in the Introduction to this chapter.
* All groups were disadvantaged by the Lipsim list in Experiment 1 because the 
lipsim list contained relatively more items that were orthographically alike than did the 
Rhyme list or the Cherological list.
* The Auslan subjects showed smaller item length effects than the Oral subjects 
because an association existed between speech length and written word length but not 
between sign length and written word length. Thus, short words were more likely to be 
better recalled by the Oral group because of two facilitating forces: they could be 
subvocalised quickly and, because they contained fewer letters, they were also easier to 
code orthographically. In contrast, short signs were facilitated by sign length alone, so a 
smaller item length effect would be expected for the Auslan group.
* Neither manual nor articulatory suppression totally disrupted the memory 
performance of the Auslan and Oral subjects respectively because they were employing 
supplementary visual coding which was unaffected by the suppression manipulation.
* Smaller item length effects were obtained for the deaf subjects than their 
hearing peers because the deaf subjects used more alternative strategies. As revealed by 
Table 7.2, subjects did not rely totally on guesswork even when both an orthographic 
strategy and communication-based rehearsal were precluded.
The implications of these conclusions will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 8
REHEARSAL SPEED IN  CONTEXT
8.1 Confirmation o f the rehearsal speed explanation
This study has addressed the question of why deaf people have poorer immediate 
serial recall than their hearing peers.
It examined an explanation of this phenomenon which suggests that the 
communication modes used by deaf individuals are associated with rehearsal rates which 
are slower than those o f hearing people. Consequently, deaf people can "re-enter" fewer 
items before the initial ones decay, and a shorter memory span ensues. The study 
evaluated four assumptions of this rehearsal speed account. These assumptions are 
underlined in the following three paragraphs which summarise the rehearsal speed 
argument.
Deaf people have shorter memory spans than hearing people because:
1. deaf people rehearse slower than hearing people;
2. deaf and hearing people's recall is determined by rehearsal rate.
1. Deaf people rehearse slower than hearing people because:
(la) deaf people communicate more slowly than hearing people and
(lb ) deaf and hearing; people rehearse in a code based on communication 
mode
2. Deaf and hearing people's recall is determined by rehearsal rate because:
(2a) their short-term memory is sensitive to item length and 
(2b) the item length effect reflects rehearsal rate.
Assumption la  was accepted following a review of the literature; the remaining 
three assumptions were evaluated in six experiments against the memory performance of 
deaf subjects who communicated in Auslan, Signed English, or speech. Hearing subjects 
were not examined, since the assumptions have already been verified for this population.
The main results of the individual experiments were as follows:
Experiment 1: Signing subjects recalled printed lists of cherologically similar 
items more poorly than did the Oral subjects. All groups remembered the Lipsim list 
equally well (this list was composed of items which produced similar lipshapes when 
spoken, and which also tended to be orthographically similar). Lists of rhyming items 
produced the best recall in the two signing groups but the worst recall in the Oral group. ~
Experiment 2 : The orally educated subjects recalled significantly fewer lists with 
long spoken words than short ones. Signing subjects showed a similar but insignificant 
trend with signs.
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Experiment 3: All subjects had smaller spans for printed lists containing long as 
opposed to short items in the relevant communication mode. This item length effect was 
less marked for the Auslan group.
Experiment 4 : Manual suppression reduced the recall o f the Auslan group and 
eliminated the sign length effect. No group's memory performance was reduced to 
chance levels under suppression.
Experiment 5: Concurrent articulation decreased the recall of all groups, although 
not to chance levels. It also attenuated the English length effect. Further analyses, which 
used articulation rate as an index of difficulty, showed that speaking was more taxing for 
the Auslan subjects than the SE and Oral subjects.
Experiment 6 : All subjects recalled lists with orthographically similar items more 
poorly than those in which the items were visually distinct. The degree to which subjects 
relied on a particular memory code was independent of the availability of other codes. 
Additionally, manual suppression produced smaller memory spans in the Auslan group 
whereas English suppression detracted from the recall of all groups.
This pattern of results supports the three remaining assumptions o f the rehearsal 
speed account. Thus, deaf people rehearse in a code based on communication mode 
(Assumption lb) because the recall of each group was specifically affected by 
manipulations of various characteristics of its primary linguistic mode. Lists with 
confiisable items (Experiment 1) or long items (Experiments 2 and 3) in the relevant 
mode were poorly retained, and when the opportunity for sign rehearsal was blocked, the 
Auslan group's span diminished (Experiments 4 and 6). (The absence of a specific group 
effect with English suppression in Experiments 5 and 6 was attributed to the variable 
difficulty level of the task across the groups). Furthermore, performances on the rhyming 
list (Experiment 1) indicated that if phonological coding was employed at all by signing 
subjects, it was more rudimentary than that used by the Oral subjects.
The results also verify that deaf people's short-term memory is sensitive to item 
length (Assumption 2a) because Auslan subjects tended to remember short-sign items 
better than long-sign items, Oral subjects remembered lists with short words better than 
those with long words, and the SE group's best performance was on the short sign/short 
word list (Experiments 2 and 3).
Finally, it was confirmed that the item length effect obtained with deaf subjects 
reflects rehearsal rate (Assumption 2b) because when primary linguistic rehearsal was 
prevented, the item length effect disappeared (Experiment 4) or was substantially 
reduced (Experiment 5).
Together with the evidence that hearing people communicate, and hence 
rehearse, faster than their deaf counterparts (reviewed in Chapter 3), these results 
support the notion that deaf people's serial recall deficit is attributable to their slower 
rehearsal rate.
However, the pattern of results also suggests that a qualification be placed on the 
rehearsal speed explanation: compared to hearing subjects, rehearsal speed may be a less 
important determinant of span for deaf subjects, especially those who use sign language. 
In the particular case of the Auslan subjects, the reduced salience of rehearsal rate was
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evident in their consistenly smaller response to the relevant experimental manipulations. 
Of all the deaf subjects, it was the Auslan group which was least affected by variations of 
item length (Experiments 2 and 3). Additionally, manual suppression influenced these 
subjects to a lesser extent than English suppression affected the Oral group (Experiments 
3, 4, 5, and 6). The smaller dependence on rehearsal in sign as opposed to speech will be 
discussed in Section 8.3.1.
There were several indications that communication-based rehearsal was not the 
sole contributor to the memory spans of the three deaf groups. First, when such rehearsal 
was suppressed (Experiments 3, 4, 5, and 6), the performance level of all subjects 
indicated that they were not simply guessing, but were regularly relying on additional 
strategies.
Secondly, a robust effect of orthographic similarity was obtained in Experiment 
6, and there was uniformly poor recall in Experiment 1 of the Lipsim list (which also 
contained visually similar items). These results agree with reports that deaf subjects may 
consistently resort to graphemic strategies. In contrast, phonological coding appears to 
dominate hearing people's recall, even under occasions (e.g. rhyming items) when such 
coding produces less than optimal performance (Conrad & Hull, 1964; Luce, Feustel, & 
Pisoni, 1983; Schiano & Watkins, 1981). This suggests that deaf and hearing subjects 
may employ a different "mix" of strategies to optimise their performance, with 
phonological rehearsal relatively more prominent in hearing individuals.
Finally, all of the communication-based effects obtained in this study were smaller 
than those commonly reported for hearing subjects. For example, the Rhyme list in 
Experiment 1 impaired the performance of the Oral subjects by .76 item when compared 
to a control list (List 3, the list which best matches it in syllable number, total letters, and 
canonical form). This is barely half the effect typical of hearing subjects (Cowan, 
Cartwright, Winterowd, & Sherk, 1987; Schwerckert, Guentert, & Hersberger, 1990). It 
was also noted in Experiments 2 and 3 that the manipulation of item length altered the 
recall o f deaf subjects by between .1 and .7 item, as opposed to reported increments of 
about one item for hearing subjects with matched articulation rates (Hitch, Halliday, & 
Littler, 1989, 1993). Finally, when manual and English suppression eliminated the 
communication-based rehearsal of the Oral and Auslan subjects respectively, their recall 
dropped by .3 -.45 item (Auslan) and .7 - .8 item (Oral), which is far short of decrements 
of 1.7 - 2.0 items reported for hearing adults (Baddeley & Lewis, 1984; Cowan et al., 
1987), and o f 1.0 - 1.1 items reported for hearing children with comparable reading rates 
(Hitch, Halliday, & Littler, 1989, 1993). All this suggests that rehearsal based on 
communication mode may be less crucial for those who cannot hear.
8.2 The relative importance of rehearsal speed
To examine the idea that rehearsal rate only partially determined the memory 
spans o f the three deaf groups, a precise measure of the relative importance of rehearsal 
to deaf and hearing subjects is required. Simple comparisons of memory for "short" and 
"long" stimuli are inadequate, because the strength of the item length manipulation might 
vary, (as discussed in the context of abbreviation in Section 5.5.1 iii). Instead, two other 
approaches will be considered. The first involves an estimation of the temporal capacity 
of the articulatory loop. This was achieved by dividing the memory span by the
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production rate, measured in items per second. Typically, this index ranges between 1.5 
and 2.0 seconds with hearing subjects (Baddeley, 1983, 1990 p. 72; Baddeley & Hitch, 
1974; Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984; Baddeley, Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975; Ellis & 
Hennelley, 1980; Hitch, Halliday, & Littler, 1989; Morris & Jones, 1987; Schweickert & 
Boruff, 1986). Baddeley et al. (1975) maintained that "a subject can recall as many 
words as he can read in 1.6 seconds or can articulate in 1.3 seconds" (p. 581).
In contrast, the capacity estimates obtained for the deaf subjects show them to be 
superior on this measure. (Calculations were based on data from five of the nine lists 
used in this study, and refers to Lists 1-4 in Experiments 2 and 3 and List 9 in 
Experiment 6. Lists 5, 6, 7, and 8 were inapplicable because the items were similar on 
cherological, rhyme, lipread, or orthographic dimensions respectively). These estimates 
are summarised in Table 8.1. Naveh-Benjamin and Ayres (1986) obtained essentially the 
same outcome in a comparison between English, Spanish, Hebrew, and Arabic: although 
capacity scores clustered around the two seconds predicted by Baddeley et al. (1975), 
the languages with lengthier words predicted greater capacity than did those languages 
which could be read more quickly.
TABLE 8.1
Relative memory capacity (span divided by rate) of each deaf 
group (Experiments 2, 3, & 6)
List Group
■ Auslan SE Oral
Experiment 2 
List 1 ShS/ShE 1.927 2.270 1.720
List 2 ShS/LE 2.143 2.835 2.635
List 3 LS/ShE 2.299 2.985 2.214
List 4 LS/LE 2.480 3.204 2.643
Experiment 3 
List 1 ShS/ShE 2.547 2.612 1.998
List 2 ShS/LE 2.943 3.131 2.546
List 3 LS/ShE 3.149 3.096 2.357
List 4 LS/LE 2.908 3.495 2.488
Experiment 6 
List S Control 2.926 2.899 2.027
Note 1. Experiment 2: Capacity = memory span divided by repetition rate
(items per second). Experiments 3 and 6: Capacity = memory span divided by 
reading rate (items per second).
Note 2. Abbreviations: Sh = short; S = sign; L = long; E = English.
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Repetition rate
0 Auslan 
*  SE 
■ Oral 
+ Hearing, 5 
x Hearing, 8 
x Hearing, 11
FIGURE 8.1a. Mean span for primary linguistic items as a function of 
repetition rate, (Experiment 2, Lists 1 - 4), deaf and hearing subjects.
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FIGURE 8.1b. Mean span for orthographic items as a function of reading 
rate (Experiments 3 and 6, Lists 1,2,3,4, and 9), deaf and hearing subjects.
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Clearly this is an important finding, requiring more evidence. A complementary 
analysis was therefore undertaken: comparing deaf and hearing subjects, matched for 
articulation speed. (Data for hearing subjects taken from Hitch, Halliday, & Littler, 
1989). As illustrated in Figures 8.1a and 8.1b it was found that when matched for 
production speed, the deaf subjects in this study, irrespective of communication mode 
showed superior relative retention over hearing people.
It should be noted that Hitch, Halliday, and Littleds (1989) sample consisted of 
younger hearing subjects, since few adults speak as slowly as the subjects in this 
experiment. There are obvious difficulties in comparing subjects not matched for age, but 
the validity of the procedure is supported by two major findings with hearing subjects. 
First, the function linking articulation rate and span falls on the same straight line 
regardless of age (Hulme, Thomson, Muir, & Lawrence, 1984; Nicolson, 1981). 
Secondly, when the articulation rate of adults is artificially reduced to that of children, 
there is no significant difference in memory span between the two age groups (Case, 
Kurland, & Goldberg, 1982).
One interpretation of these results, independently supported by other researchers 
(e.g. Bebko, Lacasse, Turk, & Oyen, 1992), is that the deaf subjects used other 
strategies apart from maintenance rehearsal to enhance their memory span. That at least 
one of these strategies might have an orthographic component is suggested by subjects' 
sensitivity to graphemic similarity evidenced in the Vissim list (Experiment 6) and 
probably, in the Lipsim list in Experiment 1. Subjects' reports also confirmed that 
semantic coding was relatively common, which could be interpreted in Baddeley's terms 
as a contribution from the "Central Executive" (conceived as a modality-free system with 
data processing and temporary storage functions but not responsible for word length and 
articulatory suppression effects).
The data depicted in Figure 8.1 is consistent with the following interpretation. 
The recall of deaf subjects is usually assessed relative to age-matched controls. Though 
both groups are affected by production rate, the deaf subjects rehearse more slowly than 
these controls (as exemplified by Hitch, Halliday, & Littler's (1989) data, where younger 
hearing subjects had to be used to achieve comparable communication speeds). In 
graphical terms, this corresponds to comparisons at two different points on the line 
linking span and speed, with the deaf group being closer to the origin. Consequently they 
may rely on supplementary tactics (indicated on the graph by their relatively higher spans 
over speed-matched hearing controls). This study consistently supported orthographic 
coding as one possible supplement. A second reason for adopting alternative strategies is 
that deaf people's rehearsed codes may still have been less useful in sustaining recall even 
after we allow for rehearsal rate (suggested by their flatter function linking span and 
speed, since an ineffectual code will be less responsive to manipulations of that code).
If it is the case that deaf subjects rely on a relatively ineffective, communication- 
based rehearsal process which leads to poor recall even when supplemented by extra 
visual strategies, then we would expect that the recall of these deaf subjects would equal 
that of their hearing peers when the effects of communication mode and orthographic 
coding are minimised. That is, there should be no difference between retention by Auslan 
subjects o f visually similar material under manual suppression, retention by Oral subjects 
of visually similar material under articulatory suppression, and retention by hearing 
subjects of printed words under articulatory suppression.
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Partial support for this proposition was provided by Experiments 4, 5, and 6, 
(Sections 6.4.3 and 7.4.1), in which it was demonstrated that there was no difference, 
under the relevant suppression conditions, between the Auslan and Oral groups' average 
memory spans. A full test of the proposition would require a second comparison between 
deaf and hearing subjects when rehearsal is suppressed. In this case, care must be taken 
to match the groups on item familiarity since this has been found to influence recall even 
under suppression. The point is illustrated by Da Costa Pinto (1991) who estimated 
hearing adults' spans under suppression as 4.3 digits in their native language and 3.6 
digits in their second language. This suggests that hearing and deaf subjects should at 
least be matched on reading ability. (Of course, deaf and hearing subjects would now no 
longer need to have comparable articulation speeds, since communication mode, 
including its speed, should be irrelevant to recall when suppression is imposed). Based 
on the background data for the subjects in the present study, for whom average reading 
ability was reported as "upper primary", an appropriate comparison group would be the 
11-year olds in Hitch, Halliday, and Littler's (1989) study. For these hearing subjects, 
spans under suppression averaged 2.82 words - which is virtually identical to the Auslan 
group's score of 2.73 items on the Vissim list with manual suppression, and with the Oral 
group's score of 2.81 items on the same list with English suppression.
Admittedly, comparisons across experiments are not necessarily an infallible way 
to prove a point, because even slight differences in methodology could influence the 
outcome. However they provide converging evidence for the rehearsal speed account 
pursued here.
8.3 Efficacy of deaf people's memory codes
It was suggested in Section 8.2 that an inefficacious memory code would explain 
the Auslan, SE, and Oral subjects' decreased reliance upon communication-based 
rehearsal. There are three reasons for postulating reduced effectiveness in the codes used 
by these deaf subjects.
First, when compared to hearing subjects, all the deaf groups rehearsed relatively 
slowly, despite attempts to overcome this by abbreviation. This indicates less efficacious 
coding, because fewer items could be rehearsed (hence recalled) before the onset of 
decay. In this respect, the signers' code was less efficacious than the Oral group's code, 
because signed items usually took longer to rehearse. The features of Auslan which 
contribute to its slower rehearsal rate are discussed in Section 8.3.1.
Secondly, the Oral group deployed a less discriminable trace which lacked the 
richness provided for hearing subjects by the auditory component. Therefore, as 
proposed by Conrad (1972a) and others, the elements of this code may have been 
insufficiently distinctive for deaf phonological coders to recover the original response, or 
may have decayed more quickly to the point where recognition was not feasible. Section 
8.3.2 discusses this issue.
Finally, signers may have been disadvantaged by a code which was more difficult 
to sequence, thus leaving fewer resources available for storage purposes. This idea is 
developed in Section 8.3.3 and supported by a reanalysis of the data in Section 8.4.
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8.3.1 Sequential rehearsal in sign and speech
The demands of serial recall may prevent sign from being used in its most 
efficacious way. It will be argued that various features of sign language (but not speech) 
are impossible to incorporate during rehearsal of sequences. This in turn increases sign 
length, thereby reducing the effectiveness of sign coding relative to speech coding in 
short-term memory tasks.
Naveh-Benjamin and Ayres (1986) propose: "there is some universal (biologically 
determined) optimum rate of information flow towards which all languages naturally 
evolve in order to suit the human capacity for message transmission and reception" (p. 
223). These researchers reported data which registered a trade-off between syllable 
number and syllable speed: the greater the number of syllables per word in a particular 
language, the smaller the average time taken to articulate that syllable. Similarly, 
Mayberry and Waters (1991) discerned no difference in the fingerspelling rate of 3-, 4-, 
and 5-letter words. Additional temporal parities between sign and speech have been 
noted in investigations of signing rate, o f pauses, and of information conveyed per unit of 
time (Bellugi, 1980; Bellugi & Fischer, 1972; Grosjean, 1979; Klima & Bellugi, 1979).
How are these comparable production rates achieved, given that articulation of 
single items with the hand is slower than with the mouth?
First, at the individual sign level, the meaning of a sign can be modulated by 
simultaneously imposing changes in its parameters (Klima & Bellugi, 1976), rather than 
by the addition-of affixes or modifiers, the strictly sequential strategies which occur in 
English. For example, in Auslan the difference in emotional intensity between feeling 
merely "angered" as opposed to "very angered" is conveyed in the latter case by using 
two hands in place of one.
Secondly, sign language can switch to a time-saving mode, utilising various 
grammatical forms which rely on the simultaneous interrelationships between signs to 
reduce the number of signs required (Newport & Meier, 1986). Usually, ideas are 
expressed by using the minimal number of words necessary. Some English prepositions 
and articles are not used in sign language, or they may be incorporated into "classifiers" 
of one kind or another and/or expressed via movement and/or justaposition of signs. The 
upshot is that signed and spoken propositions are expressed at roughly comparable rates 
(Bellugi & Fischer, 1972).
The reliance on simultaneous elements in sign, and on sequential elements in 
speech, may hold the key to signers' poor serial recall. In normal discourse, the 
simultaneous elements of Auslan reduce the duration of signed propositions to the point 
where they are comparable to spoken ones, thereby assisting serial processing of Auslan 
(we know this because signers' serial recall is sensitive to sign length). In contrast, the 
imposition of serial recall - a task which is typically constructed to minimise semantic 
coding - reduces cherological efficacy by divesting sign o f its customary mode of 
simultaneously processing sign clusters, thereby putting an artificial barrier to the 
achievement o f a comparable processing rate to speech. This transpires even though 
attempts may be made at the single-item level to shorten response time wherever 
possible, which effectively translates into an abbreviation of signs at long lengths only. 
Since speech is organised serially anyway, its length is unaffected by the requirement to
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remember the order of items. The conclusion follows that individual signs are less suited 
than individual words to serial recall because they take longer to execute - which is 
totally compatible with the rehearsal speed hypothesis.
8.3.2 Oral subjects: An indistinct speech code?
An indistinct memory trace which reduces the efficiency of phonological coding 
might explain the smaller measured span of the Oral deaf groups. This receives support 
from two observations:
1. The deleterious effects on memory of indistinct stimuli, irrespective of hearing 
status;
2. The reduced magnitude of phonological processing effects in the Oral deaf 
population.
The phonological code of orally educated deaf people may be relatively inefficient 
because it is based on speechreading, which only permits coarser distinctions of the items 
in memory. There are fewer "visemes", or visually-distinct speech units, than there are 
phonemes, their auditory counterpart. It follows that the elements of the phonological 
code of deaf people, lacking the extra discriminability imparted by an auditory 
component, are less able to be differentiated than are the units of the speech-based code 
of hearing people. Being a less discriminable code, it is less efficient, thus leads to poorer 
recall.
This interpretation is consistent with the results of Luce et al. (1983), who 
reported relatively poor recall of synthetic speech in hearing adults, presumably because 
the extra resources required for identification left fewer available for storage. These 
results bear on the performance of Oral deaf subjects with auditory (effectively, lipread) 
presentation, where the difficulties of speechreading would be expected to disadvantage 
recall because of a processing-storage trade-off.
It is also relevant that memory spans for printed rhyming stimuli are reduced in 
hearing subjects. In these instances, since perceptual (orthographic) similarity can be 
controlled, rhyming effects can be attributed to a less discriminable memory 
representation (Baddeley, 1966, 1986; Conrad, 1971a; Schweickert et al., 1990).
Such manipulations o f phonological similarity have been extended by various 
researchers to include deaf subjects. Typically, smaller differences are found in this group 
between the memory spans for rhyming and non-rhyming stimuli (Campbell & Wright, 
1989; Hanson, 1982a; Hanson, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1984). This trend is also 
apparent in this study, as discussed in Section 8.1. There are two ways in which this 
could be interpreted as evidence for an indistinct code. Either the deaf subjects relied less 
than hearing subjects on phonological coding throughout the experiment (because it was 
too indistinct to be useful). Alternatively, deaf and hearing subjects may rely to the same 
extent on a phonological code, but the deaf subjects were less influenced by the rhyme 
manipulation because their indistinct code contributed less effectively to memory span.
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8.3.3 Sign: A code which is difficult to sequence?
As discussed in the literature review, deaf speech coders are characterised by 
better ordered recall than cherological coders (Krakow & Hanson, 1985). Additionally, 
the performance of deaf and hearing bilinguals reveals that although sign may be used 
widely in other tasks, speech is the preferred medium for serial recall (Guttentag & 
Schaefer, 1987; Hanson, 1982a, 1990; Lichtenstein, 1985). These findings suggest that 
sign may be less suited than speech to serial recall. One reason for this, as discussed in 
Section 8.3.1, may be that signs take longer to execute. A second possibility is that sign 
is harder to sequence than speech.
Mayberry and Waters (1991) provide data suggesting that sequencing in sign is 
especially difficult for young children, and that, unlike speech, a major change concerns 
the rate at which they can repeat sign sequences rather than single signs. That a similar 
developmental progression is not seen in spoken sequences (Hulme et al., 1984) implies 
that ordering speech is not particularly difficult, even for children.
Each sign must be simple enough to be used easily, but sufficiently complex to be 
distinctive. It may be the complexity and length of signs which renders them difficult to 
sequence. Historical changes show a reduction of embellishments over time (Frishberg, 
1979; Kyle & Woll, 1985) with ease of articulation and a reduction in duration suggested 
as simplifying forces (Rimor, Kegl, Lane, & Schermer, 1984). For example, the Auslan 
sign RETURN is a blend of GO and COME - where the movement of GO has been 
constricted and its handshape has actually vanished.
In this context it is worth noting that Auslan, ASL, BSL and other visuospatial 
languages all incorporate a body of signs that are specialised for serial recall. These are 
the letters of the alphabet, fingerspelled in rapid succession to convey English words 
when single signs are unavailable or not the first preference. In this case, location no 
longer serves as a distinguishing feature because all letters are signed in neutral space, 
and few incorporate movement as an integral part. Thus apart from hand configuration, 
fewer parameters are required to distinguish letters from each other than is the case for 
signs-as-words. This is true of the two handed alphabet used in Auslan and BSL, and 
applies equally to the ASL alphabet, which uses just one hand. In this sense, the relative 
simplicity of fingerspelled letters, plus that fact that all have short durations, may act to 
facilitate their serial processing.
8.4 Sequencing Index
Signs take longer than speech to produce because they involve larger muscles and 
more gross movements. In addition, Section 8.3.3 suggests that the slower speed of 
signing may be related to the greater difficulty o f the sequencing task. Deaf subjects may 
have had particular problems with stimuli which were sequential if they recoded the items 
visually and/or kinesthetically, since serial processing is considered most compatible with 
auditory processing (Craig & Gordon, 1988; Das, 1984). If so, the reduced spans of the 
signers may reflect their growing difficulty with processing sequential material as 
increasingly more items had to be remembered.
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In order to explore this possibility more fully, a Sequencing Index (SI) was 
devised. The SI indicates the degree to which production times of individual items 
became shorter as sequences increased in length. Its values are summarised in Table 8.2 
and Figure 8.2. The SI was based on the idea that the average time to produce each item 
in a sequence generally decreases as the number of items increases. If these economies of 
scale were absent or attenuated, then, using time as a measure of difficulty, the more 
numerous items might be relatively more difficult to sequence.
TABLE 8.2
Mean Sequencing Indices of each deaf group, Lists 1-9
L is t G ro u p
A u s la n S E O ra l All
L is t 1 1 .4 6 4 1 .3 1 9 1 .0 7 0 1 .2 8 4
S h o r t  S i g n / S h o r t  E n g l i s h ( .4 3 ) ( .2 6 ) ( .2 2 ) ( .3 5 )
L is t 2 1 .539 1 .3 4 6 1 .2 5 0 1 .378
S h o r t  S ig n /L o n g  E n g l i s h ( .4 1 ) ( .2 9 ) ( .3 4 ) ( .3 7 )
L is t 3 1 .587 1 .4 5 0 1 .205 1 .4 1 4
L o n g  S i g n /S h o r t  E n g l is h ( .5 2 ) ( .3 4 ) ( .2 5 ) ( .4 1 )
L is t 4 1 .754 1 .4 8 8 1.433 1 .558
L o n g  S ig n /L o n g  E n g l i s h ( .5 3 ) ( .4 4 ) ( .3 6 ) (■46)
L is t 5 1 .760 1 .7 2 6 1 .1 7 7 1 .5 5 4
C h e r o lo g i c a l ( .4 0 ) ( .4 2 ) ( .2 0 ) ( .4 4 )
L is t 6 1.071 1 .0 9 0 1 .318 1 .1 6 0
R h y m e ( .1 8 ) ( .1 7 ) ( .1 9 ) ( .2 1 )
L is t 7 1 .825 1 .725 1 .398 1 .6 4 9
L ip s im ( .4 5 ) ( .3 7 ) ( .3 0 ) ( .4 1 )
L is t 8 1 .788 1 ,9 4 0 1 .2 9 2 1.673
V is s im ( .4 7 ) ( .5 3 ) ( ..3 0 ) ( .5 2 )
L is t 9 1 .125 1.173 1 .145 1 .148
C o n tr o l ( .1 9 ) ( .2 4 ) ( .1 7 ) ( .2 0 )
AH 1.546
( .4 9 )
1 .473
( .4 4 )
1 .2 5 4
( .2 8 )
Note. Scores are derived from the repetition data, by dividing the average times 
taken to repeat triplets by the average times taken to repeat pairs of items. 
Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
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Lists
°  Auslan 
a S.E.
■ Oral
Key to list numbers
Item length lists 
1: Short sign/Short English 
2: Short sign/Long English 
3: Long sign/Short English 
4: Long sign/Long English
Communication-similar lists 
5: Cherological 
6: Rhyme 
7: Lipsim
Orthographic-similar lists 
8: Vissim 
9: Control
FIGURE 8.2. Mean Sequencing Indices of each deaf group, Lists 1-9.
Based on this reasoning, the SI was calculated, using the repetition data in the 
following way. The average production time for the item clusters was obtained by 
dividing the time taken to produce each triplet and pair by 3 and 2 respectively. The SI 
was then computed as the ratio o f the average triplet times to the average pair times, 
with larger results indicating greater sequencing difficulties. The choice o f a ratio index 
in preference to a difference measure was an attempt to eliminate any bias due to the fact 
that signs took longer in the first place (which could have spuriously inflated difference 
scores). The SI was defined as:
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COl +t2)/6l
Sequencing Index = __________
( p / 2 )
where t] and t2 refer to the time to execute the first and second repeated item triplet 
respectively and p refers to the time to execute the repeated pair of items.
The SI data were analysed after first grouping the nine lists into three types. 
These were the item length lists (lists 1-4), the communication similarity lists (lists 5-7), 
and the visual similarity lists (lists 8-9).
One feature of the data is that, within each of the three list types, the magnitude 
of the mean SI was inversely related to the memory scores for each group. The pattern 
here duplicates the results for communication speed: the lists that were easiest to 
sequence, were those that were best recalled. The consistency of this result suggests that 
ease of sequencing may be a potent factor in recall. A second characteristic of the data is 
that, with one exception, the Oral group obtained lower Si's than the signers in all the 
nine lists. This finding is consonant with the notion that sign is more difficult to sequence 
than speech, posssibly because of the former's greater length or complexity. Thirdly, over 
all the nine lists, the highest Si's were associated with lists which were either long or 
difficult to discriminate. These last two findings suggest that item length, complexity, and 
discriminability may each contribute to ease of sequencing.
When the item length data were analysed, the Oral group's SI was consistently 
smaller than that of the two signing groups [minimum F(l, 38) = 3.90; p < .05], which 
did not differ from each other. This indicates that the Oral group always found ordering 
the items easier than did the Auslan and SE subjects, thereby supporting the notion that 
speech was easier to sequence than sign.
The analysis of the communication similarity lists produced a unique result: the 
Oral subjects obtained larger SI scores than the signers on the Rhyme list [minimum F(l, 
38) = 16.04; p < .0005]. That is, on the Rhyming list alone, these speech-coders found 
sequencing harder than did the sign-coders. Greater ease of sequencing in speech 
(Baddeley, 1978; Crowder, 1978; Healy, 1975) has been attributed to the better serial 
retention of speech coders over sign coders (Krakow & Hanson, 1985). This experiment 
extends this idea by demonstrating that under conditions (rhyme) where speech was 
harder to sequence than sign, it was speech which was associated with poorer recall. On 
the remaining Cherological and Lipsim lists, the Oral group's SI score was lower than 
that of the Auslan and SE subjects [minimum F (l, 38) = 9.35; p < .005], though all 
groups found the Lipsim list relatively difficult to sequence. This pattern of results 
suggests that ease o f sequencing may be related to trace discriminability. As discussed in 
Section 4.5.1 (ii) all groups may have used a "lipshape" code to varying degrees, hence 
the SI was high for all groups on the Lipsim list because it contained items they found 
hard to discriminate on this dimension. (The relative ordering of the groups on Lipsim 
probably reflected the signers' sequencing difficulties with their sign code, used in 
addition to lipshape). On the other hand, only the more advanced phonological coders 
may have been sensitive to rhyme, so it was the Oral group which was most heavily 
penalised when the items were similar on this dimension. Possibly, the rhyming stimuli 
may have imposed a critical level of indistinctiveness for this Oral group, whose code 
was already degraded beyond that typical of hearing subjects, and this may have been 
sufficient to outweigh the difficulties of sign sequencing.
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Finally, the Sis for the visual similarity lists were analysed. The Oral group's SI 
was significantly less than that of the two signing groups on the Vissim list [minimum 
F(l, 38) = 15.74; p < .0005], This again implies that the Oral group sequenced the items 
with less effort. No group differences were evident in the Control list. All groups 
sequenced the visually distinct items more easily than those which were visually similar 
[minimum F (l, 19) = 5.25; p < .05], which once more suggests a relationship between 
discriminability and sequencing.
The finding that, rhymes excepted, the Sequencing Index o f Oral subjects never 
exceeded that of the Auslan group indicates that longer lists are produced relatively more 
slowly in the visuo-spatial modality. Taking time as an index of difficulty, this suggests 
that signs are generally more difficult to sequence with increasing set size than are words. 
If we accept that capacity and storage functions of working memory draw on a common 
pool of resources (Baddeley, 1986, 1992a; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Hitch & Baddeley, 
1976), then the greater difficulty of sequencing sign will leave fewer resources available 
for storage.
8.5 Implications
8.5.1 Implications for the working memory model
This study confirms that the notion of serial recall driven by rehearsal of a 
decaying trace has considerable generality, for it can be extended to a memory 
representation in speech devoid of acoustics, and another representation founded on 
visuo-spatial features. The rehearsal speed account of deaf people's memory deficit can 
resolve many o f the apparent differences between hearing subjects and the three deaf 
groups in this study as accommodations by the different sensory modalities to similar 
underlying principles (e.g. the abbreviation of long signs, which actually reduced the sign 
length effect, testifies to the importance of rehearsal speed).
This research is also consistent with a recent demonstration that the phonological 
loop's functioning can extend to any discrete and changing sounds (Jones & Macken, 
1993), and accords with Reisberg, Rappaport, and O'Shaughnessys (1984) suggestion 
that in principle, the working memory system can be fractionated in any number of ways. 
Based on the improved memory performance contingent on a "finger loop" mnemonic 
they argue:
the properties of working memory would not be fixed, but would depend on the 
constituents of working memory that a subject chooses to employ in 
accomplishing a given task. But beyond this, what constituents would be 
available, and thus what properties working memory could reveal, would then be 
an accident of the individuals learning history, so that, in a strong sense, working 
memory would have no fixed properties, (p. 219).
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In a continuation of Reisberg et al.'s (1984) theme, this research contributes to 
Baddeley's model by emphasising the notion of efficiency. Phonological rehearsal in 
hearing subjects occurs because it produces the best memory performances, whereas the 
deaf subjects in this study demonstrate that communication-based coding will be used in 
proportion to its effectiveness, to be supplemented by other strategies as the need arises.
8.6.2 Implications for communication
This study demonstrates that rehearsal speed contributed to the serial recall of 
deaf subjects. It also confirms previous reports that deaf subjects usually rehearse words 
faster in speech than sign. However, these results cannot be used directly to adjudicate 
between Auslan and speech in everyday use because the relative speeds of signs and 
words observed in this experimental situation do not represent their production rates 
during "normal" conversations.
It is only during serial recall that individual items generally take longer to sign 
than to speak. In such memory tasks, therefore, overall recall in a sign-based memory 
code is less effective than in one based on speech (using rehearsal speed as the criterion 
of effectiveness). Nevertheless, as explained in Section 8.3.1, although individual items 
take longer to sign than to speak, Auslan and other sign languages are structured so that 
propositions can be expressed at equal rates. In these circumstances, the rehearsal speed 
account predicts that no difference should exist between deaf and hearing people's ability 
to recall signed and spoken propositions, as is indeed the case (Kyle, 1983). This means 
that the sequential memory deficit of the Auslan group - if based on rehearsal rate - is 
largely irrelevant in everyday situations.
The same may not be true when sign and speech are produced simultaneously, 
however. Compared to Auslan, the production rate of SE during serial recall is a better 
indicator of its "typical" rate o f expression, for SE must use the sequential inflexional 
morphology of spoken English, not the time-saving grammar of sign language. Combined 
with a relatively slow sign-rate of individual words, this means that it takes longer to 
complete a proposition in this hybrid mode than in either sign or speech alone. The 
requirement to communicate in SE thus places a barrier to achieving the optimum 
processing rate (Baker, 1979) and gives a new emphasis to "cognitive overload". This 
term usually connotes the difficulty of integrating two modalities experienced by SE 
users; the current research suggests that the relatively slow rehearsal rate of SE items 
may also prove to be cognitively taxing. Deaf people might therefore attempt to reduce 
the production time of signs-plus-speech. This would explain the reduced complexity 
and/or accuracy of utterances by SE users (Hyde & Power, 1991; Marmor & Pettito, 
1979; Wood, Wood, & Kingsmill, 1991), and their reversion to sign language structures 
(Gee & Mounty, 1991; Kluwin, 1981; Livingston, 1983; Supalla, 1991; Suty & Friel- 
Patti, 1982). Additionally, the relatively slow rehearsal rate o f SE items may contribute 
to the less-than-expected language progress of deaf people who communicate in this 
mode (given that speech input should be more accessible to them). Indeed the extra 
demands imposed on serial short-term memory by SE may actually act to dimmish the 
comprehensibility of the message. Significantly, several writers have questioned the
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advisability of receiving "spoken" English in a mode other than the auditory one in which 
it was intended (e.g. Gee & Goodhart, 1985; Sacks, 1989; Suty & Friel-Patti, 1982).11
As well as highlighting some of the difficulties inherent in SE, this study also 
suggests ways of alleviating them. The data support the ongoing practice of using 
preexisting signs when devising or expanding the manually-coded English vocabulary, 
since such signs are likely to have nativised to short forms which are easy to articulate. It 
also suggests caution in introducing "initialised signs", which are new signs formed by 
making the handshape of the sign correspond to the first letter of its English translation. 
These signs are driven by English characteristics rather than signed ones. Being invented 
from outside the sign system, these signs may not lead to a conjunction of handshape, 
movement and location which is optimal for memory processing. This study shows that 
when signs are invented, those which are quick, discriminable, and easy to execute 
should be given priority over those which merely reflect certain English characteristics.
This does not imply that vocalisations or lip movements are discounted in Auslan, 
however. Deaf people's reliance on lipshape as an integral part of the sign was evident in 
these experiments, suggesting that attention be paid to manual and non-manual 
components when using or analysing current signs or devising new ones.
The present research may also throw some light on the interplay between memory 
for speech and linguistic accomplishment. The performance of the deaf groups in this 
study indicated that they used an imperfect phonological memory representation. In 
Baddeley and Wilson's (1993) terms, the "phonological awareness" of these subjects was 
relatively poor. Impaired performance on this factor may have far-reaching ramefications 
since recent research suggests that phonological awareness may affect both short-term 
memory and language. Low phonological awareness may constrain deaf people's ability 
to retain and analyse sounds, which in turn is crucial in forming words, and in mastering 
the alphabetic principle of letter-sound correspondence (Liberman & Shankweiler, 1991).
It has also been suggested that there is a direct interactive relationship between 
language and the phonological component of memory. Not only may temporary auditory 
representations of unfamiliar words help build up the more permanent traces required for 
vocabulary acquisiton (Baddeley, 1993; Gathercole, 1990; Gathercole & Baddeley, 
1990a, 1990b), but linguistic familiarity may support phonological memory (Gathercole, 
Willis, Emslie, & Baddeley, 1991) and the learning of new words (Snowling, Chiat, & 
Hulme, 1991). Therefore, some deaf individuals who rely solely on speech input may 
become locked in a cycle where their imprecise speech representations lead to relatively 
slow rates of vocabulary learning which in turn retard their memory performance. 
Furthermore, the present study, showing both that deaf individuals recalled lengthy items 
relatively poorly and that the SE items were the most slowly executed, casts doubts on 
whether appending signs to speech would actually assist this temporary memory 
representation. Instead, deaf people may need to capitalise on their visual skills if they 
are to escape the cycle of poor language performance. For example, as Campbell (1992) 
suggests, vocabulary expansion via orthographic strategies may in turn promote memory 
development.
11 International differences occur in the severity of these problems; recent research suggests that 
Australasian Signed English may experience some of these difficulties to a lesser degree (Hyde & Power, 
1991; Leigh & Hyde, 1994).
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To the extent that orally educated deaf people have shorter memory spans than 
hearing people because their recall is based on an indistinct trace, we might expect an 
association between memory performance and spoken vocabulary development. For 
these deaf subjects, poor short-term memory may predict a smaller spoken vocabulary 
even after intervention. However no comparable expectations can be held for sign 
language users regarding their acquisition of signs. Deaf people who sign may indeed 
have shorter spans than hearing people, but this study links the performance discrepancy 
to the slower production of signs, not their discriminability. Therefore, a short span in 
sign does not necessarily indicate poor "cherological awareness", and should not be used 
to predict a smaller sign vocabulary. Expectations about deaf people's progress in sign 
language should be based on their memory performance relative to other deaf signers, 
not relative to hearing people whose recall is assisted by speech.
As the preceding example shows, the results of this study are significant for those 
assessing the capabilities of the deaf population. Deaf peoples' communication modes are 
a part of their culture. This study indicates that these modes have dissimilar temporal and 
discriminability characteristics from the speech mode used by hearing people, and that 
both these characteristics affect recall. Assessments of a deaf person's immediate memory 
must take these factors into account in order to minimise cultural bias. The deaf person's 
recall should be compared not only with the performance of other deaf people (matched 
on age, etiology, onset, and severity), it should also be considered in relation to those 
who use the same communication mode and whose exposure and fluency are at 
appropriate levels.
In these experiments, ease of expression in sign was only one of several 
components of fluency which were important during the memory task. Assessment, and 
by implication remediation, must also consider reading competence. Written material was 
recalled less well than signed information by the Auslan and SE subjects. The fluency 
with which printed words were decoded into sign was a powerful determinant of 
subjects' performance, and all groups remembered the "easy" (short) words better than 
the long ones. In view of the reading difficulties of the deaf popuation as a whole, it is 
clear that simply presenting the to-be-remembered-items orthographically will not 
necessarily put deaf and hearing subjects on an equal footing during a test of their recall.
This study is based on the premise that the memory performance of deaf people 
may be best understood as consequence of using different communication modes, rather 
than an outcome of a deficient ability to remember. Thus, memory performance is seen as 
an expression o f difference rather than deficit. Different implications for intervention 
arise according to whether a difference-based or a deficit-based approach is adopted. For 
example, in the former approach the question of how deaf people may most effectively 
remember items for a short time seems best answered by the deaf subjects themselves, 
who displayed a talent for optimising their skills. In this study, subjects used several 
methods concurrently to improve their memory performance. Maintenance rehearsal 
occurred in Auslan, Signed English, and spoken English, supplemented by other 
strategies including one with an orthographic component. This "multiple methods" 
approach seems the best route to memory enhancement for these subjects - even though 
it involved a decreased emphasis on communication-based memory codes and an 
increased reliance on visual and other strategies, compared to hearing individuals. The 
data shows that the contrasting approach, encouraging deaf people to be "the same" as 
hearing people by relying almost completely on maintenance rehearsal, would in fact be
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counter-productive (because such rehearsal by deaf subjects would be relatively 
inefficient).
8.6 Conclusions
This investigation has not only implicated item length in deaf people's memory 
deficit but has also illuminated ways in which various other factors (forwarded in Section 
3.13, i-iv) may contribute to this deficit.
The presence of significant-but-attenuated sign and word length effects indicates 
that deaf people do use communication-based rehearsal to sustain a decaying trace - but 
their reliance on this method is less complete than is the case with hearing persons. This 
is consistent with the notion of an indistinct speech trace outlined in the Overview in 
Chapter 3, for this implies a decreased reliance the strategy, since it is an inadequate one.
However the results conflict with the rehearsal production-deficit hypothesis. 
This hypothesis assumes that deaf and hearing people have only to rely on rehearsal to 
the same extent and the recall difference will vanish. Central to this view is the idea that 
deafness induces a lack of a particular strategy, and that deaf people have to behave 
more like hearing people for the difference to be overcome. In contrast, this study 
implies that the way deaf people may optimise their recall is through acting less like 
hearing people, by relying less on communication-based rehearsal (because it is 
inefficient) and more on alternative strategies.
Data from this study strengthen the view that differences in simultaneous 
processing/syntax may underlie certain memory disparities. One variation of this idea is 
that spoken language and other sounds call for more sequential processing than do the 
visual stimuli to which deaf people are restricted, and so they are disadvantaged in serial 
recall because they are less familiar than hearing people with serial processing (Das, 
1984). However this account ignores the presence of successivity in sign language 
(Bellugi, 1980; Laudanna & Volterra, 1991; Liddell, 1984; Liddell & Johnson, 1989). 
This study suggests a more satisfactory version which can accommodate both the 
successive and simultaneous features of sign. In this version, serial recall limits the 
efficiency o f sign language because it prevents the use of simultaneous grammatical 
devices (including the co-occurrence of signs) and so individual signs take longer to 
rehearse and are more susceptible to decay.
In highlighting the qualities of the memory codes available to deaf people, this 
study adds a new dimension to the classical Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in which language 
influences thought by directing our attention to certain perceptual categories 
(exemplified, say, by Australian aborigines' vocabulary for bush tucker). In this respect 
the results o f this study accord with the sentiments of Hoosain and Salili (1988) that: 
"Linguistic characteristics make a difference to the facility or speed with which 
information is processed, although the direction of the cognitive processing is the same 
and the end result is not a categorically different perception." (p. 512).
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Taken in concert, these experiments convey that the relationship between 
expressive speed and memory span is not a simple one. All deaf groups were 
disadvantaged by their more slowly articulated code - to a certain extent. Subjects tended 
to rehearse in their communication mode in proportion to its effectiveness, invoking 
supplementary (orthographic) strategies when the memory trace became too indistinct, 
too difficult to sequence or too timeconsuming during rehearsal. The Oral subjects were 
most affected by rehearsal speed, although their indistinct memory representations 
caused them to rely also on orthographic strategies. For both signing groups, the speed- 
span link was moderated by the facts that certain signs were more amenable to 
abbreviation and more difficult to sequence, and so signers sought alternative ways to 
sustain their memory.
In view of the extreme heterogeneity of the deaf population, it is unlikely that a 
single factor would account totally for the memory difficulties of this group. If a common 
factor such as rehearsal speed exists, it most probably acts in concert with variables that 
are specific to the different etiologies, degrees of deafness and communication modes of 
this population.
Nevertheless, production rate is a constraint on the memory of deaf individuals. 
For the signers in particular, the imposition of ordered recall confined their language so 
that it could not avail itself of the many strategies to increase the data flow to the rate 
which characterises the hearing population. For the deaf groups as a whole, the extra 
strategies they employed were attempts to elevate their recall to a point where they were 
on a par with their more quickly articulating and hence faster rehearsing hearing peers.
In short, the performance of these subjects supports the rehearsal speed 
hypothesis, for it demonstrates that the recall disparity between deaf and hearing 
individuals can be partly explained by a link between articulation and rehearsal rate. 
Regardless of hearing status, those who can rehearse the fastest will remember the best.
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APPENDIX A
ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE SIGNS USED IN LISTS 1-9
Chin Point to chin with 
extended right hand index 
finger.
man Clench right fist while 
moving down from chin, once.
e g g  Tap edge of extended 
right hand index and middle 
fingers between middle and 
ring fingers of left fist, once.
roof Place fingertips of open 
hands together, palms facing 
and diagonally down.
jar Clasp left fist with right 
hand in front of body. Twist 
right formation to the right 
around left formation.
hand Hold open left hand in 
right hand.
SOCk Place thumbs into 
crooked index fingers, palms 
forward — swivel formations in 
towards body and up, to end 
with palms up.
Sun Flick fingernails of right 
hand off ball of right thumb 
while moving hand diagonally 
down from head height.
FIGURE A.1. Signs comprising List 1 (Short sign/Short English)
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aeroplane Extend thumb 
and little finger of right hand 
and move formation away from 
body in slight upward move­
ment.
elephant Place index finger 
edge of right fist in front of nose 
— move formation forward and 
down in an arc.
mandarin Place cupped 
right hand over cupped left 
hand in front of body. Whilst 
dropping right hand at wrist, 
bring right formation up to palm 
left.
fingernail Point to index 
fingernail of left hand with 
extended right hand index 
finger.
in jection Close right 
thumb onto index and middle 
fingers as formation moves to­
wards upper left arm.
hearing-aid Place right 
hand crooked index finger 
behind right ear and move 
down slightly.
Umbrella Move right fist up 
from left fist in front of body —  
left fist moves down slightly.
telephone Extend right 
hand little finger and thumb. 
Hold formation at right side of 
head.
FIGURE A.2. Signs comprising List 2 (Short sign/Long English)
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bush Open both hands, 
fingers spread — place hands 
together at waist height — 
move hands apart and down in 
small arcs.
snow Open both hands, 
hold above right side of head, 
wiggle fingers while moving 
hands diagonally down.
Chain Link index fingers and 
thumbs together to form the 
link of a chain — separate 
formations, turn both hands 
slightly, then link together
Curl Extended right hand 
index finger, palm facing back, 
moves down in a spiral move­
ment from near the right side of 
head.
pump Form fists with both 
hands. Move right fist towards 
left fist, palm up, in a pumping 
action, twice.
prawn Whilst moving hand 
to the right, crook extended 
right index finger, several 
times.
Sketch Extend right hand 
index and middle fingers then 
"sketch" with tips of formation, 
palm forward, in small 
movements.
wing Both hands open, 
fingers bent at third knuckles, 
Place formations at shoulder 
height and "flap" fingers 
twice.
FIGURE A.3. Signs comprising List 3 (Long sign/Short English)
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bicycle Crook index fingers 
of both hands — with a con­
tinuous movement, move 
formations in forward circles 
alternately.
calculator Tap tip of right 
extended index finger ran­
domly on palm of open left 
hand.
butterfly Cross both open 
hands so that the balls of the 
thumbs are touching — 
simultaneously wave fingers of 
both hands.
kangaroo Simultaneously 
move both open hands forward 
in three small hops — hands 
bent at third knuckles.
caterpillar Extend right 
hand index finger — bend and 
straighten finger in a crawling 
action as it moves up left 
forearm.
rectangle Describe a 
rectangle in the air with right 
hand extended index finger 
pointing forward.
hairdresser Extend right 
hand index and middle fingers 
apart — move in a rocking 
motion from front of head to the 
back.
octopus Whilst opening 
and closing crooked index fin­
gers, simultaneously move 
hands in alternate, random, 
forward circles.
FIGURE A.4. Signs comprising List 4 (Long sign/Long English)
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m o to rb ik e  Hold both 
hands as for holding 
handlebars, and turn hands 
back twice — to signify turrTmg 
the throttle.
cart Place thumb tips of
both hands into crooked index 
fingers. Hold formations in 
front of body and quickly drop 
formations down from wrists
SOCk Place thumbs into 
crooked index fingers, palms 
forward — swivel formations in 
towards body and up, to end 
with palms up.
pram Form fists with ttfth 
hands, in front of body. 
Simultaneously, bounce fists 
up and down, twice.
trolley Move both fists, 
palms down, simultaneously 
right to left, then left to right.
pastry Both hands cupped 
in front of body. Simultaneously 
twist formations to palms back, 
twice.
Sheet Thumb and index 
finger of each hand form an 
"O'', other fingers spread — 
move backs of hands up 
towards chest.
kangaroo Simultaneously 
move both open hands forward 
in three small hops — hands 
bent at third knuckles.
FIGURE A.5. Signs comprising List 5 (Cherologically similar items)
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drain Open left hand, fingers 
spread — slide fingers of open 
right hand between left m iddle 
and ring fingers.
brain Cup right hand, fingers 
apart. Place on right side of 
head.
Extend thumb and
index finger of both hands. 
Move formations forward and 
up in a shallow arc.
frame Form flat whole 
handed “C"s with both hands. 
Place hands together then 
move hands to trace the shape 
of a rectangle.
Chain Link index fingers and 
thumbs together to form the 
link of a chain — separate 
formations, turn both hands 
slightly, then link together
crane Crook right ex­
tended index finger, and place 
right arm against left wrist. 
Drop right hand down and 
raise again.
rain Bend fingers of both 
hands and simultaneously 
make small up and down 
movements at about head 
height.
plane Extend thumb 
and little finger of right hand 
and move formation away from 
body in slight upward move­
ment.
FIGURE A.6. Signs comprising List 6 (Rhyming items)
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Place right hand
thumbtip into crooked right 
index finger, move to touch 
right thumbnail on tip of middle 
finger of open left hand, palm 
down, in front of body.
goat Make a fist with the 
right hand and place under chin 
— whilst turning to palm down, 
move formation forward.
door With both hands open, 
place left hand fingernails on 
heel of right hand — tap back of 
left hand with right fingers, 
twice.
COOk Cup both hands, 
fingers spread — move forma­
tions forward and back, 
slightly.
toad Place tip of right 
thumb into crooked right index 
finger. Tap index finger under 
chin, twice.
Cord Thumbtip of right hand 
fingerspeit "C " moves off left 
fist, palm up, in an arc to 
right.
cork Push ball of right thumb 
into index finger and thumb 
edge of left fist.
dirt Rub palms of both open 
hands together, in circular 
movement.
FIGURE A.7. Signs comprising List 7 (Lipsim: items similar "on the lips")
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bore Form “ O" with right 
hand index finger and thumb, 
other fingers extended and 
spread — draw formation 
under chin from left to right.
bare Stroke tip of right hand 
extended middle finger, other 
fingers spread, down back of 
relaxed left hand from wrist 
towards left fingers.
done Extend right hand 
middle and index fingers, other 
fingertips on ball of thumb — 
bring index and middle fingers 
on to thumb.
hero Firmly place index fin­
ger edge of right fist on left 
side of chest.
home Move open right hand 
in a large forward arc.
Move extended right
hand index finger down in front 
of body, twice.
la d y ^  Move the fingertips of 
the open right hand down the
right cheek once.
/
bone Edge of right hand 
crooked index finger moves up 
back of extended left forearm.
FIGURE A.8. Signs comprising List 8 (Vissim: orthographically similar 
items)
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cord Thumbtip of right hand 
fingerspeit "C" moves off left 
fist, palm up, in an arc to 
right.
badge Right fist, thumb 
extended — circle tip of thumb 
on left lapel.
king Place tips of extended 
right hand index and middle 
fingers on left shoulder, then 
move tips of formation across 
body, to right side of waist.
very Stroke edge of right 
hand extended little finger off 
left hand extended little finger, 
twice.
may Extend right hand 
thumb and little finger, palm 
down — flip formation to palm 
up.
peach Slowly move finger­
tips of open right hand up and 
over third joints of left fist.
fought Back of right fist hits go Swing open right hand
inside of left wrist, left hand in a forward.
fist.
FIGURE A.9. Signs comprising List 9 (Control)
APPENDIX B
SUBJECT SELECTION QUESTIONNAIRES
PREFERENCES
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(1) When you are with your friends, do you prefer to use:
(a) Sign
(b) Sign plus speech
(c) Speech
(d) Fingerspelling
(e) Other (please specify)
(2) When you have to remember written material, do you prefer to:
(a) Sign the words to yourself
(b) Sign and say the words to yourself
(c) Say the words to yourself
(d) Fingerspell the words to yourself
(e) Remember the shape of the written word
(f) Other (please specify)
(3) Do you go to Deaf Club?______________________________
(4) How do you communicate with:
(a) Deaf people in Deaf Club (if you go)_________________
(b) Deaf people outside Deaf Club
(c) Hearing people
(d) Your family
(5) If you use different ways of communicating with deaf and hearing people, do 
you find it easy to switch from one way to the other?_________________
(6) Is anyone in your family deaf?______________________________
(7) In the future, if you could communicate any way you wanted to, would you use:
(a) Sign language (Auslan)
(b) Sign (Signed English)
(c) Sign plus speech
(d) Speech
(e) Fingerspelling
(f) Other (please specify)
(8) Any other comments?___________________________________________
Thank you, 
Christine Kilham
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MEMORY PROJECT: DATA CONCERNING INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS
Please use a separate sheet for each student
Could you please supply information about students who are:
* BETWEEN 18 & 20 YEARS OLD
* PRELINGUALLY DEAF
* WITHOUT DISABILITIES (such as intellectual disability; severe visual 
defects)
* and who: STRONGLY PREFER SIGN
or
STRONGLY PREFER SPEECH 
or
CONSISTENTLY USE SIGN & SPEECH SIMULTANEOUSLY
1. NAME OF TEACHER:_____________________________________________
2. CONTACT NUMBER (TEACHER):__________________________________
3. NAME OF CHILD:________________________________________________
4. (a) DATE OF BIRTH:______________ (b) SEX:______________________
5. ADDRESS (CHILD):______________________________________________
________________________________________________ PHONE:___________
6. SCHOOL:________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ Postcode___________
7. PRINCIPAL:_____________________________________________________
8. EDUCATIONAL HISTORY (eg. auditory-verbal training/deaf unit/mainstream/ 
interpreter x hours per week etc):
9. DEGREE OF HEARING LOSS: Could you also supply an audiogram, if available
10. WOULD YOU RATE THIS CHILD'S ABILITY AS BELOW AVERAGE, 
AVERAGE, OR ABOVE AVERAGE? PLEASE INDICATE RELEVANT TEST 
RESULTS (eg. I.Q., READING AGE) AND SPECIAL AREAS OF SKILL OR 
DIFFICULTY, IF KNOWN.
I.Q.? (with date of test)__________
READING AGE? (with date of test)
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11. ARE OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS HEARING-IMPAIRED? PLEASE GIVE 
DETAILS, IF KNOWN.
12. AT HOME AND AT SCHOOL, WHAT LANGUAGES (eg. Auslan, Signed 
English) HAS THIS STUDENT BEEN EXPOSED TO, FOR WHAT LENGTH OF 
TIME, AND WHAT PROFICIENCY LEVEL?
13. HOW DOES THE FAMILY PREFER TO COMMUNICATE?
14. WHAT METHOD OF COMMUNICATION DOES THIS STUDENT PREFER TO 
USE? (Please tick one or more).
(a) SIGN (Signed English)
(b) SIGN (Auslan)
(c) SPEECHREADING
(d) ORAL-AURAL
(e) FINGERSPELLING
(f) OTHER (please specify)
14 DOES THIS STUDENT COMMUNICATE DIFFERENTLY WITH DIFFERENT 
GROUPS OF PEOPLE? (eg. deaf and hearing)
* YES * NO
IF YES, PLEASE DESCRIBE THE DIFFERENCES.
15. ANY OTTER COMMENTS?
Thank you for completing this questionnaire.' I can be contacted on (06) 2363261, at 
any time, if there is anything you would like to talk over with me.
Christine Kilham.
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APPENDIX C
RAW SCORES FOR EACH SUBJECT, EXPERIMENTS 1-6
TABLE C .l
Raw scores of each subject, Experiment 1
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Subject Memory scan Reading time ('secs) Repetition time ('secs)
Sign Rhvme Lipsim Sign Rhvme Lipsim Sign Rhvme Lipsim
la  Auslan 2.75 3.5 2.75 73 59 64 69 53 57
lb 2.75 2.5 2.75 83 88 71 63 53 55
lc 2.75 3 2.75 59 69 65 45 51 51
Id 2.75 3 3 69 71 82 64 59 67
le 3 3 2.75 43 69 64 84 80 98
If 3 3 2.75 45 36 50 54 45 47
ig 3 2 2.75 59 49 59 72 59 75
lh 2.5 3 2.75 37 37 66 26 43 55
li 3.25 3.75 3.25 46 50 43 48 48 48
lj 3.25 4 3.25 34 36 42 49 47 52
lk 3 3.5 4 53 34 43 47 37 39
1! 3.25 3.75 3.75 36 47 70 55 42 48
lm 3.25 3.75 3 31 29 28 47 44 46
In 3 2.5 2.25 81 63 80 92 66 79
lo 2.5 3 2.75 51 57 71 60 40 49
lp 3 2.75 2.75 56 70 80 79 78 72
lq 2.5 3 2.5 73 84 94 72 59 66
lr 3.25 2.75 2 91 55 58 80 67 77
Is 3 3.5 2.75 95 77 80 99 53 70
It 3.25 3.75 3 40 50 59 47 41 44
2a SE 2.75 3.25 2.25 39 65 47 58 58 73
2b 3.75 3.25 3.25 52 51 55 74 68 77
2c 3.25 4.25 3.5 47 56 55 55 58 60
2d 3.25 3.25 2.25 74 103 67 66 81 69
2e 3 2.75 2.75 47 39 43 67 52 57
2f 2.25 2.5 2.5 116 70 134 153 103 125
2g 3.25 3.25 3.75 48 39 48 63 56 62
2h 3.5 3 3 49 52 58 67 70 56
2i 3.25 3 3.5 59 82 60 79 62 76
2j 3 3.75 3.25 45 47 60 78 66 76
2k 3.5 3.75 3.5 38 37 42 54 59 52
21 3.25 3.75 3 40 38 29 65 70 53
2m 3.5 3.75 3.25 51 51 59 72 58 69
2n 3.5 4.5 3.25 53 48 49 66 59 59
2o 2.5 3.25 2.5 67 61 63 81 58 67
2p 3.5 3.25 3.25 52 48 59 62 63 80
2q 3.25 3.5 2.75 47 51 46 78 53 60
2r 3.5 3.25 2.75 49 66 66 96 103 115
2s 2.25 2.5 2.25 63 53 67 92 81 101
2t 3.5 3.75 3 70 53 65 72 56 58
3a Oral 3.5 3.75 3.25 29 37 40 52 46 43
3b 2.75 2.75 3 35 33 41 69 61 61
3c 3.25 3 2.25 43 44 47 66 75 53
3d 4 3.25 3.75 48 25 26 40 41 37
3e 3.75 3 3.5 31 37 41 50 44 58
3f 5.25 4 4.5 24 32 23 45 48 31
3g 3.25 2.75 2.5 27 39 35 46 55 49
3h 3.75 2.25 2.25 32 41 45 45 36 38
3i 3.75 3.5 3.25 43 65 46 61 85 62
3J 3.75 3.25 3.75 26 35 33 43 43 44
3k 4.25 3.25 3.25 20 24 33 31 37 30
31 3.75 2.75 3 36 41 42 60 56 64
3m 4 2.75 3 26 40 32 43 69 50
3n 3.5 2.75 2.75 28 31 28 54 52 51
3o 3 2.25 2.25 25 30 34 32 44 30
3p 3.25 2.75 3 31 34 39 42 38 45
3q 4 3 4 34 31 34 52 52 52
3r 4.25 2.25 2.25 24 25 32 30 39 38
3s 3.25 3.25 2.75 48 45 50 81 78 78
3t 3.5 3 3 36 34 34 53 48 50
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TABLE C .2
Raw scores of each subject, Experiment 2
Subject Memory scan Repetition time ('secs)
List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4
l a  Auslan 3.5 3.25 3.25 4 44 50 76
l b 3.25 3.25 3.5 2.5 51 57 73 58
l c 3.25 2.75 3 3 41 58 71 65
I d 3.75 3.25 2.5 3.25 43 46 68 62
le 3.5 4.5 3 3.25 55 55 53 65
I f 4 3.75 3.75 4 43 52 50 52
lg 3 3.25 2.75 2.75 52 61 79 73
lh 3.25 3 3.25 3.5 34 38 47 49
l i 4 4.25 4.25 4.25 34 38 52 45
l j 3.25 3 3 3 38 41 49 54
lk 3.75 4 4.25 3 37 44 53 55
11 4 4.25 4.25 3.75 36 39 45 43
lm 4.5 4.5 4.25 3.75 35 43 39 46
In 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 54 63 83 78
lo 4.75 3.5 3.75 4.25 34 42 49 49
l p 3.75 3 3.25 3 59 61 70 60
lq 3.5 3 3.25 3 57 48 83 72
l r 2.5 3 3.25 3 57 77 78 78
Is 3.75 4 3.25 4 54 67 86 89
I t 4 3.75 4 4 34 41 44 49
2a  SE 3 3.25 3.5 3 50 77 64 66
2b 4.25 3 3.75 3.75 45 81 63 110
2 c 4.75 4.25 4 3.75 46 63 57 63
2d 4 3.25 3 3.5 56 78 80 86
2e 3 2.75 3 3.5 37 73 54 56
2f 2.25 2.75 3.25 2.5 104 116 131 122
2g 3.25 3.25 4 3.5 45 56 58 63
2h 4.25 3 4 4 43 56 60 73
2i 4 4 3.5 3.25 45 73 84 77
2j 3.75 3.25 3.5 3 53 81 67 80
2k 3.75 3.25 3.25 4 41 66 61 78
21 3.5 3.75 3.5 3.25 58 57 60 78
2m 5 3.75 4 3 43 61 67 72
2n 5 4.25 3.25 3.5 43 51 53 67
2o 3 3 3.25 3 52 69 66 97
2p 4.25 3 4 2.5 50 74 66 75
2q 3 3.5 3 2.75 45 55 78 76
2r 3.25 2.75 3 4 75 81 109 119
2s 2.75 3 3.25 2.25 60 94 83 105
2t 4.25 3.5 4.25 4 41 58 68 65
3 a  O ra l 3.25 2.75 4 2.75 34 71 ~ 1F ~ 75
3 b 3 2.5 3 2.5 64 113 65 106
3 c 3.25 2.5 3.25 2.75 64 103 64 103
3d 3.75 2.75 4.5 3.25 30 57 35 54
3e 3.75 3.5 4.25 3 38 52 50 74
3 f 5.75 5 5 5.25 27 57 38 59
3g 3 2 3 2.75 41 76 48 79
3h 3.5 3.25 3.75 3.25 26 74 52 62
3i 4.25 2.75 4.25 3 48 83 64 80
3J 2.75 3.25 2.5 2.25 37 69 44 69
3k 5 4 4.5 3.75 24 53 32 43
31 3.25 3.5 4.5 2.25 45 78 50 77
3m 4 3.25 3.75 2.5 41 64 44 62
3n 4.25 2.5 3.25 3.25 46 71 57 77
3 o 3.25 3 3.25 2.75 25 48 35 47
3 p 3.5 3 3.25 2.75 33 49 50 57
3q 4.5 3.5 4.5 3.25 44 73 57 74
3r 4 3 3.5 3.75 35 66 42 93
3s 3.75 3 3.5 3.25 67 144 72 123
3 t 3 2.75 3.25 2.75 35 69 54 68
TABLE C .3
Raw scores of each subject, Experiment 3
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Subject Memory scan Reading time ('secs)
List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4
l a  A us lan 3.75 3.5 3.25 2.5 34 49 62 68
l b 3 3 3.5 2.5 59 102 72 80
l c 3 3 2.75 3 46 51 54 42
I d 3.25 3 2.5 3.25 31 57 60 65
le 4.25 3.75 4 3.75 34 56 39 45
I f 4.25 4 4 3.75 32 39 45 41
lg 3.25 3.5 2.25 2.5 38 46 54 38
lh 3 2 3.25 2.75 37 35 35 39
l i 3.25 4 3.75 4 26 32 47 31
l j 3.5 4 3.25 3.75 26 33 43 39
lk 4.75 3.75 3 3.25 24 34 35 36
11 4 3.5 3.75 3.25 27 39 40 34
lm 4.5 4 3.25 3.75 24 31 29 30
In 3.25 2.75 2.75 2.5 47 50 71 55
lo 3.25 3.25 3 3 41 39 48 63
l p 3.75 3 3.25 3 42 51 49 42
l q 3 2.75 3 2.25 57 45 79 97
lr 2.25 2.75 2.25 2.75 40 46 53 49
Is 3.75 3.25 3 3 35 54 65 55
I t 4 3 3.5 3.75 35 36 43 39
2 a  SE 3.5 2.75 3 2.75 31 50 44 45
2 b 4 3 3.5 3.5 34 55 38 64
2 c 3.75 3.75 4 3.25 44 49 45 56
2d 3 2 3 3 47 86 71 80
2e 3.25 3 3 2.5 26 46 37 41
2f 2.5 2.5 2.25 2.25 93 90 103 105
2g 3.25 3.25 4 3.5 38 45 39 56
2h 3.25 3.25 3.25 2.75 32 48 43 60
2i 3.25 4 3.5 3.75 43 51 53 62
2j 2.75 3 3.75 3 39 48 40 50
2k 3 3.5 3.75 3 30 41 34 50
21 3.75 3.25 3.25 3.75 44 36 48 54
2m 4 3 3.25 3.5 29 37 43 44
2n 4.75 4.25 5.25 4 36 40 47 48
2o 2.75 2.5 2.75 2.25 42 56 45 68
2 p 4.25 3.25 4 2.75 36 43 32 57
2q 3.25 3 3.25 2.75 40 47 41 40
2r 3 3 2.75 2.75 47 52 52 62
2s 2.25 2 2 2.5 39 57 50 58
2 t 4.25 4 3.75 3.75 27 41 39 51
3 a  O ra l 3.5 3 3.5 2.25 31 32 36 31
3 b 3.75 3 3 2.75 32 60 41 62
3 c 3.75 3 3.25 2.75 31 60 33 51
3 d 3.5 3.25 3.75 3.5 20 30 23 31
3e 4 3.5 3.75 3 27 36 29 46
3 f 6 5 6.25 4.25 20 28 21 30
3 g 2.75 3 3 2.75 26 44 35 48
3h 4 3 3.25 3 28 49 31 35
3i 4 3.25 3 3.75 34 54 41 55
3J 3 4 3.5 3.75 25 43 29 39
3k 4.25 3 4.25 3.25 17 38 21 28
31 3.75 3.75 5 3.75 29 39 36 46
3m 4.5 3.75 4.25 3 25 39 32 48
3n 3 4.25 3.5 3.25 25 37 28 39
3 o 3 3.25 3 2.25 26 32 29 35
3 p 3.5 3 3.5 3 28 34 39 36
3 q 4.25 3 4.75 3.75 24 46 35 66
3r 3 2.75 3 2.5 21 36 29 53
3s 3 3 3 2.25 38 17 41 23
3 t 4 3 3.75 3 27 38 26 43
TABLE C .4
Raw scores of each subject, Experiment 4
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Subject Memory scan
List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4
l a  A us lan 3 2 2.25 2.25
lb 2.75 2.75 2 2.25
l c 3.25 2.25 2.25 2.75
Id 3.25 2.5 2 3
le 3 3.5 3 2.75
I f 3.75 4 3.5 3.75
lg 2.25 2.75 2.25 2.25
lh 3 2.25 3 2.75
l i 4 3 3.25 3.25
l j 3 2.75 3.25 2.75
lk 2.25 3.75 3.25 3.25
11 2.5 3 3 3.25
lm 3.75 4.25 3.25 3.25
In 2 2.25 2.25 2.25
lo 3 2 2 1.5
l p 3.5 2.25 3 3.75
lq 2 2.25 2.5 2
l r 2 2 2.25 2.5
Is 2.75 3.25 3 2.5
I t 4.5 3.25 2.75 3.25
2a  SE 2.25 1.75 2.25 2.5
2b 3.5 3 3.25 3.25
2 c 3 3.25 3 3.75
2d 2 1.75 3 2
2e 4 3 3.25 3
2f 2.25 2 2 2
2g 3 2.25 4 2.75
2h 2.75 2.25 3.75 2.75
2i 2.75 3 2.75 2.75
2j 4 3 3.25 3.25
2k 3.25 3.25 3.25 2.75
21 3.75 3.25 3.5 2.75
2m 3.25 2.5 3.25 3
2n 3.5 3.25 4.25 2.25
2o 2.5 2.25 2.75 2.25
2p 4.25 2.75 4.25 3
2q 3.25 2.5 3.25 2.75
2r 3.5 3 2.75 2.25
2s 2 1.75 2.25 1.75
2t 3.25 3.25 4 3.25
3 a  O ra l 2.75 2.25 3.25 2.5
3 b 3 2.25 3.25 3.25
3 c 3.25 2.25 2.75 2.5
3d 4.25 2.5 4 3
3e 3.25 2.75 4 3
3f 6.75 5.5 7 4.75
3g 2.5 1.75 2.5 2.25
3h 3.5 3.25 3.5 2.5
31 3.75 3.5 4.25 3
3j 4 4.75 3.5 3.5
3k 3.5 3.5 4.25 3
31 3.5 4 4 2.75
3m 4.25 3.25 4.25 3
3n 3.25 3 3 2.75
3o 2.25 2 3 2.75
3 p 3.25 2.75 3.25 3.25
3 q 4.25 4.5 5.25 3.5
3r 3 2.75 3 2.25
3s 3.5 2.75 2.75 2.25
3t 4 3.25 3 2.75
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TABLE C .5
Raw scores of each subject, Experiment 5
Subject Memory span
List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4
l a  A us lan 2.75 2.25 2.75 2.75
lb 2.75 1.75 2.75 2.25
l c 2.25 2.75 3.25 2.75
Id 2.25 2 1.25 1.75
le 2.75 3 2.5 2.25
I f 3.75 4.25 3.75 4
lg 2.25 2.5 2.25 2
lh 2.25 2.5 2.25 2.5
l i 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.5
l j 3 2.5 2.25 2.75
lk 3.25 4 3.25 3.25
11 3.25 3 2.25 2.75
lm 4 4 3.75 3.75
In 2.25 2.5 2.25 2.25
lo 2.25 2 2 1.75
l p 2.25 2 2.5 2.25
lq 1.75 2.75 2.5 2.25
l r 2 1.75 2 1.75
Is 3.25 2.75 2.5 2.5
I t 3.75 2.75 1.75 2.75
2a SE 2 1.75 2 2.25
2b 3 2.25 3.5 3.25
2c 2.25 3.25 2.5 2.25
2d 2.75 2 1.25 2.75
2e 2.75 4 2.75 2.5
2f 2.25 2 2.5 2
2g 2.5 2.25 3.25 2.5
2h 2 2 2.25 2.25
2i 3 2.25 3 2.75
2J 2.5 2.75 3 2.5
2k 3.25 3.25 3.25 3
21 2.75 3 2.75 3
2m 2.5 2 3 2.25
2n 3.25 3.5 3 2.25
2o 2.5 1.75 2.75 2.25
2p 3.5 2.25 3 2.5
2q 3 2.5 2.75 2.5
2r 2.75 3 3 2.75
2s 2 1 1.25 1.5
2 t 4.5 3.5 2.25 2.25
3a  O ra l 2.75 2 2.75 2.75
3b 2.5 2.25 2.25 2
3 c 2 0.75 2 0.75
3d 2.75 3.25 3 2
3e 2 2 2.5 2.25
3f 5.25 4.75 4.25 3.75
3g 2.5 2.25 2.25 2
3h 2.25 2.25 2.25 2
3i 3 2.75 3 3.25
3j 3.25 3.75 3.75 3.75
3k 3.25 3 3 2
31 3.5 3.25 3.75 3
3m 2.75 3 2.75 3
3n 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25
3o 1.75 2.75 2.5 3
3p 3 2.75 3 2.75
3q 2.75 2.75 3 3
3r 2.5 2.5 2 2.25
3s 3 2.25 3 2
3t 3.5 2.75 2.5 3.25
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TABLE C.6
Raw memory span scores or each subject, Experiment 6
Subject Memory scan
High visual similarity___  ____ Low visual similarity.
Suppression
Nil Manual English Nil Manual English
a Auslan 2.5 1.75 1.25 3.25 2.25 3
b 2 1.25 2.5 2.75 2.75 2
c 3.25 2.25 1.75 3 2.25 2.25
Id 2.25 2.25 1.75 3.25 2.5 1.75
le 4 3.5 2.75 4 3.5 2.5
If 3.25 3.25 3.75 4.25 4.25 4
ig 3.25 1.75 1.5 2.5 2 2
lh 3 3 2.5 3.75 3.75 3.75
li 3.5 3.75 3.5 4.25 3.5 3.75
lj 3 2.75 3 3 3.5 3.25
lk 4 4 3.75 5 3.75 3.5
11 4 3.5 3.75 3.25 2.25 3.25
1m 4.25 4 4 4 4.25 4.5
In 2.5 2.75 1.75 3 3.5 2.75
lo 3.25 2.75 2.25 3.25 2 2
Ip 3.75 3.25 2.25 3.25 3.75 2.75
lq 1.5 1.25 1.25 3 3 2.75
lr 2.25 1.25 2 3 2.5 2.25
Is 2.75 3.25 3 3 3 3.75
It 3.25 3 3 4 4.5 3.25
2a SE 3 3.25 2.25 3 2 2
2b 3.5 4.25 3.75 3.5 3.75 3.75
2c 3.75 3.25 2.75 3.75 3 2.75
2d 1.5 1.25 1.5 2.75 3 2.5
2e 3.25 3 2 3.25 3.25 3.25
2f 2.75 2.5 2 2.75 2.75 2
2g 3.5 4.25 2.5 4 3.5 2.75
2h 3.75 3.25 2.5 3.25 3.5 2.75
2i 3.5 2.25 3 4.25 3.75 3.5
2j 3 3 2.75 4 3.75 3.5
2k 3 3.5 3.5 3.75 4.5 3.75
21 3 3.25 3.5 3.5 4 3
2m 3.25 3.25 2.25 3.5 3.25 3.25
2n 3.5 2.75 3 3.5 3.5 4
2o 3.5 3 2.25 3.75 3.75 3.25
2p 3.25 2.5 2 4 3.75 2.25
2q 2 1 1.75 2.5 3 2.5
2r 3 3.25 3 4 3.5 3.75
2s 2.5 2.75 1.5 3 3 1.75
2t 3.25 2.75 2.75 3.75 4 3.75
3a Oral 3.25 3 2.75 3.75 3.25 3
3b 3.75 3.5 2.5 4.5 3.5 2
3c 3 3.75 2 3.75 3.5 2.5
3d 4 4.25 3.25 3.75 4 3
3e 3.5 3.5 3 3.5 4 2.5
3f 5.75 6.25 4.75 7.25 7 5
3g 3.25 3 2.25 3.25 3.5 2.5
3h 3 2.75 2.25 3.25 3.75 3
3i 2.5 2.5 2 3.25 3.5 3.25
3J 3.75 3.25 3.5 4.25 3.5 4.25
3k 3.75 4 3 4.25 3.75 3.5
31 3.75 4.25 3 4 4.25 4.25
3m 3 3.25 2.75 3.75 3.75 3.25
3n 4.25 3.25 2.25 4.5 3.25 3.25
3o 3.75 3.5 3.5 4.5 3.75 3.25
3p 3.5 3 2.75 3.25 3.5 3.75
3q 3.75 3.75 3 4 4.5 2.5
3r 3.75 3.25 2 3.25 3 2.25
3s 2.25 2.75 2.75 3.75 3.25 2.75
3t 4 3.5 3 3.75 3.25 3.75
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TABLE C .7
Raw speed scores of each subject, Experiment 6
Subject Reading speed (secs) Repetition speed ('secs)
Visual similarity
High Low High Low
a Auslan 100 48 58 40
b 80 45 77 57
c 43 34 40 42
d 66 56 48 57
le 47 59 61 40
If 47 38 44 48
ig 45 43 58 67
lh 36 31 36 42
li 36 34 36 37
lj 32 32 47 44
Ik 36 32 36 32
11 46 37 43 39
lm 27 26 43 41
In 63 60 58 86
lo 51 42 34 39
lp 62 60 60 62
lq 113 54 50 57
lr 47 39 73 63
Is 83 58 72 66
I t 40 41 44 37
2a SE 46 48 68 62
2b 40 34 63 50
2c 50 43 49 42
2d 107 49 37 42
2e 38 30 46 45
2f 68 66 94 103
2g 42 31 67 46
2h 51 40 57 81
2i 43 39 53 59
2j 40 31 61 49
2k 37 26 44 45
21 40 42 44 56
2m 48 44 66 59
2n 36 36 45 46
2o 52 54 56 64
2p 40 36 76 70
2q 45 59 59 69
2r 50 45 90 77
2s 57 52 84 110
2t 66 38 55 43
3a Oral 30 22 31 25
3b 23 30 40 47
3c 31 33 50 60
3d 22 18 30 34
3e 27 23 25 35
3f 21 20 27 24
3g 32 30 48 43
3h 33 27 27 38
3i 48 29 50 35
3j 28 23 34 35
3k 24 17 25 24
31 38 31 48 43
3m 29 28 34 35
3n 24 18 36 28
3o 23 25 30 34
3p 22 24 30 30
3q 28 26 42 47
3r 32 23 28 28
3s 47 36 60 51
3t 25 27 31 38
TABLE C .8
Raw scores: time to repeat item pairs, Lists 1 -9
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Subject Repetition time ('secs)
List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 Li$L& List 7 List 8 List 9
l a  A u s l a n 6 7 9 8 8 10 8 7 9
l b 8 8 9 8 14 11 9 9 11
l c 5 7 8 6 9 9 7 7 10
I d 7 8 10 10 9 12 8 7 13
le 10 12 13 14 16 19 17 7 13
I f 8 8 9 9 9 10 8 7 11
lg 9 11 11 10 11 12 12 8 15
l h 9 10 10 9 8 12 9 8 10
1 j 8 6 9 7 8 11 8 8 9
l j 7 8 11 9 10 12 9 8 10
lk 8 9 12 10 8 9 9 7 9
11 8 9 10 8 7 10 5 8 10
lm 9 10 10 10 10 12 11 9 12
I n 9 12 13 12 10 15 11 11 18
l o 8 10 12 10 9 12 9 7 12
lp 8 9 14 10 12 17 9 9 14
lq 10 9 14 15 14 12 13 6 12
l r 10 11 12 11 13 16 10 10 13
Is 16 16 18 18 15 12 10 15 16
I t 8 7 8 8 7 9 7 6 7
2 a  SE 11 16 12 14 11 15 14 11 18
2 b 10 16 12 14 11 16 11 9 12
2 c 10 16 13 12 9 14 9 9 11
2 d 15 16 16 16 14 17 12 7 10
2e 7 14 10 13 16 14 10 6 11
2 f 17 21 16 15 17 2 3 17 10 2 4
2g 9 12 14 13 11 12 9 9 10
2 h 7 10 12 14 12 19 11 11 13
2i 10 12 14 15 12 15 14 13 14
2 j 12 19 14 2 2 17 17 16 11 10
2k 11 16 15 18 12 13 9 8 11
21 12 16 12 18 16 17 12 8 14
2m 8 13 15 15 10 13 11 9 13
2 n 8 10 8 13 12 12 11 7 11
2 o 9 9 10 12 12 13 9 7 11
2p 9 13 13 13 10 12 9 8 16
2 q 12 11 14 19 11 11 8 7 12
2 r 14 18 2 0 2 0 14 2 5 2 2 11 17
2s 10 17 13 15 15 14 16 10 21
2 t 9 12 16 12 11 13 9 10 11
3 a  O r a l 10 15 8 13 10 11 8 6 5
3 b 16 2 5 14 2 3 19 16 9 8 12
3 c 18 3 2 18 2 2 16 19 14 12 14
3 d 7 12 8 12 16 9 10 5 8
3e 9 11 14 14 13 9 12 5 8
3 f 7 12 7 14 9 10 6 6 6
3g 8 14 9 11 10 10 9 7 8
3 h 7 14 10 11 8 7 8 6 8
3i 14 16 14 16 14 15 12 8 7
3 j 8 16 9 13 10 9 8 6 8
3k 6 11 6 8 7 7 6 7 6
31 8 10 8 10 13 12 9 8 10
3m 10 18 12 13 11 14 9 9 9
3 n 11 11 13 16 15 12 11 7 7
3 o 6 11 9 10 8 8 7 7 6
3p 6 11 10 11 9 10 9 6 7
3 q 11 21 16 18 12 12 12 1 0 12
3 r 7 13 9 12 8 7 6 7 6
3s 17 3 8 17 2 8 18 18 16 15 13
3 t 10 16 10 13 11 8 8 7 8
TABLE C .9
Raw scores: time to repeat item triplets, Lists 1 -9
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Subject Repetition time ('secs)
U s t l Usl2 List 3 Usl4 Lists Ust£ LiSlZ ListS LislS
l a  A u s la n 15 23 21 22 42 28 52 16 28 33 13 27 25 24 20 31 12 27
l b 18 25 31 18 30 34 26 24 27 27 13 26 22 24 39 29 17 29
l c 15 21 26 25 36 27 28 31 18 19 10 29 20 24 16 17 12 20
Id 15 21 20 18 27 31 26 26 23 32 16 26 31 28 19 22 17 27
l e 18 27 23 20 20 20 23 28 32 38 26 32 39 42 23 31 18 28
I f 14 21 18 26 19 22 22 21 18 27 14 20 19 20 16 21 12 25
Ig 19 24 23 27 32 36 33 30 23 41 19 25 31 32 22 28 19 33
lh 12 13 14 14 17 20 21 19 14 26 13 16 21 25 14 14 12 20
1 j 11 15 14 18 20 23 19 19 18 19 13 20 22 18 15 13 11 17
l j 14 17 15 18 19 19 21 24 18 23 12 20 21 22 19 20 12 22
l k 13 16 16 19 22 19 24 21 16 24 12 14 14 16 14 15 11 12
11 13 15 14 16 14 21 17 18 19 30 13 17 21 22 14 21 14 15
lm 12 14 18 15 13 16 18 18 16 22 15 17 17 18 18 16 13 16
In 18 27 20 31 23 47 33 33 21 61 21 27 33 35 28 29 18 50
l o 11 15 16 16 18 19 19 20 18 34 12 13 23 17 13 14 13 14
Ip 28 23 25 27 30 26 27 23 29 39 25 32 31 32 25 26 15 33
lq 18 29 22 17 33 35 30 27 30 30 20 24 34 19 23 21 19 26
l r 22 25 31 35 29 37 38 29 25 41 19 29 33 34 35 28 18 32
Is 18 20 25 26 31 37 39 32 26 59 17 21 26 34 28 29 22 28
I t 12 14 18 16 17 19 22 19 15 25 12 19 19 18 16 22 13 17
2 a  SE 18 21 25 36 28 24 28 24 18 30 20 21 31 28 28 29 17 27
2 b 16 19 30 35 25 26 58 38 23 41 21 29 35 31 27 27 15 23
2 c 15 21 22 25 20 24 26 25 20 27 18 24 27 24 17 23 14 17
2 d 19 22 33 29 27 37 38 32 23 32 27 35 31 26 15 15 14 18
2 e 13 17 23 36 23 21 22 21 27 29 15 22 21 26 22 18 14 20
2 f 35 52 53 42 47 68 48 59 53 85 36 37 65 43 40 48 21 58
2g 16 20 19 25 24 20 26 24 18 36 18 23 26 27 20 38 14 22
2 h 16 20 22 24 25 23 34 25 22 35 21 28 18 27 24 22 36 32
2i 17 18 33 28 36 34 32 30 28 40 19 25 26 36 19 21 18 27
2j 20 21 32 30 25 28 32 26 31 37 22 26 27 33 26 24 13 26
2k 13 17 23 27 23 23 30  30 23 21 22 24 19 24 20 16 16 18
21 17 29 19 22 23 25 33 27 26 27 28 25 20 21 17 19 17 25
2 m 17 18 22 26 26 26 33 24 25 40 21 24 33 25 22 35 19 27
2n 18 17 20 21 22 23 31 23 23 32 15 28 23 25 18 20 14 21
2 o 19 24 26 34 30 26 44 41 25 46 20 24 27 31 24 25 24 29
2 p 18 23 28 33 27 26 27 35 23 30 19 30 39 32 30 38 22 32
2 q 13 20 15 29 33 31 28 29 25 44 17 22 24 28 26 26 19 38
2r 32 29 27 36 45 44 42 57 29 56 39 37 44 49 36 43 23 37
2s 23 27 39 38 27 43 47 43 28 47 27 39 39 46 45 29 27 62
2 t 15 17 18 28 22 30 25 28 28 36 17 22 20 29 24 21 14 18
3 a  O ra l 13 11 29 27 15 19 32 30 18 25 21 16 16 19 11 14 9 11
3 b 24 24 45 43 25 26 40 43 28 27 24 22 21 31 14 18 17 18
3 c 24 22 31 40 21 25 44 37 28 27 25 32 23 16 20 18 20 26
3 d 11 12 22 23 13 14 22 20 17 20 18 15 14 13 11 14 12 14
3 e 14 15 19 22 17 19 32 28 18 20 24 12 20 26 10 10 11 16
3 f 10 10 20 25 16 15 23 22 17 22 19 21 11 14 10 11 9 9
3 g 16 17 31 31 16 23 37 31 18 20 27 21 17 23 19 22 13 22
3 h 10 9 27 33 17 25 24 27 22 17 12 17 15 15 10 11 12 18
3i 18 16 28 39 31 19 37 27 25 24 40 29 21 29 20 22 12 16
3j 14 15 22 31 18 17 29 27 19 16 19 17 16 20 13 15 11 16
3 k 7 11 21 21 12 14 17 18 13 13 19 11 13 11 10 8 8 10
31 15 22 33 35 15 27 30 37 21 26 25 23 25 30 17 23 12 21
3 m 15 16 21 25 18 14 25 24 18 17 28 30 17 24 13 12 14 12
3 n 19 16 24 36 21 23 29 32 21 22 21 20 20 20 15 14 10 11
3 o 8 11 17 20 13 13 19 16 13 13 20 17 12 11 12 11 10 18
3 p 14 13 18 20 20 20 23 23 14 19 23 17 15 21 12 12 10 13
3 q 16 17 24 28 21 20 29 27 24 21 21 19 19 21 16 16 17 18
3r 12 16 24 29 15 18 46 35 13 10 20 12 12 20 11 10 11 11
3s 27 23 42 64 24 31 46 49 38 32 31 30 31 31 20 25 15 23
3 t 11 14 26 27 18 17 27 28 22 23 23 17 13 29 11 13 13 17
APPENDIX D
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA, EXPERIMENTS 1, 2, AND 3
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TABLE D.1
Mean repetition scores of each group under three similarity
conditions, Experiment 1
Similarity Group
A uslan SE Oral M
C hero log ica l 62.60 74.90 49.75 62.42
(10.30) (21.44) (13.07) (20.44)
1.404 1.125 1.717 1.415
(501) (224) (459) (.474)
Rhym e 53.25 66.70 52.35 57.43
(12.20) (14.79) (14.38) (15.13)
1.572 1.245 1.626 1.481
(.328) (.220) (.387) (.357)
Lipsim 59.75 72.25 48.20 60.07
(15.08) (20.08) (12.54) (18.76)
1.415 1.173 1.772 1.453
(325) (2361 (.476) (.436)
M 58.53 71.28 50.10
(15.63) (18.98) (13.24)
1.463 1.181 1.705
(395) (235) (.439)
Note. The bold entries refer to the total time, t, (in seconds) to repeat the pair and triplet 
item sequences ten times. In the italic entries, these times are expressed as repetition 
rates (items per second = 80/t). Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
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FIGURE D.1. Mean repetition rates of each group under three similarity 
conditions, Experiment 1.
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TABLE D.2
Mean reading scores of each group under three similarity 
conditions, Experiment 1
S im ila rity G roup
A u s la n SE O ra l AM
C h e ro lo g ic a l 57.75 55.30 32.30 48.45
(19.67) (17.40) (8 .09) (19 .41)
.928 .926 1.572 1.142
(.314) (.208) (.373) (4 2 9 )
R h y m e 56.50 55.30 32.30 48.45
(17.23) (16.00) (9 .09) (17 .14)
.937 .922 1.397 1.086
(3 1 5 ) (.223) (.311) (.359)
L ip s im 63.45 58.60 36.75 52.93
(16.33) (20.35) (7 .23) (19 .32)
.820 .889 1.358 1.023
(.279) (2 5 2 ) (.288) (.361)
AM 59.23 56.47 35.07
(17.76) (17.76) (8 .27)
.895 .912 1.443
* (3 0 3 ) (.225) (.334)
Note. The bold cell entries show the mean time, t (number of seconds) taken by each 
group to read the three inventories at maximum speed. These are converted to reading 
rates (items per second = 48/t) in the italic cell entries. Standard deviations appear in 
parentheses.
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FIGURE D.2. Mean reading rates of each group under three similarity 
conditions, Experiment 1.
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TABLE D.3
Mean repetition scores of each group arranged by communication
mode, Experiment 2
List Group
A u s lan SE O ral M
S hort 47.825 61.3 56.85 55.325
S iqn (10.54) (18.03) (25.12) (19.53)
(L is ts  1 + 2) 1.751 1.404 1.673 1.61
(.370) (.364) (.705) (.523)
Lonq 60.975 76.425 61.925 66.44
S iqn (15.74) (19.62) (20.21) (19.79)
(L is ts  3 + 4 ) 1.431 1.104 1.421 1.32
(.548) (.234) (.438) (450)
S ho rt 52.825 61.525 44.975 53.108
E nq lish (16.57) (19.77) (12.78) (17.82)
(L is ts  1 + 3) 1.679 1.407 1.930 1.67
(.604) (.364) (.575) (.563)
Lonq 55.975 76.2 73.8 68.658
E nq lish (12.97) (18.05) (21.52) (19.89)
(L is ts  2 +  4) 1.502 1.101 1.163 1.26
(.331) (.230) (.297) (.337)
S ho rt
SE
(L is t 1)
N /A 51.6
(15.04)
1.636
(326)
N /A
Lonq
SE
(L is ts  2+3+ 4)
N /A 74.617
(16.43)
1.127
(199)
N /A
PL 13.15 23.017 28.825
D iffe re n ce (8.91)
.320
(■320)___
(7.55)
.509
(.200)
(11.77)
.767
(271)
Note 1. The bold entries refer to the total time, t, (in seconds) to repeat the pair and 
triplets ten times, making a total of 80 items. In the italic entries, these times are 
converted to repetition rates (items per second = 80/t). Standard deviations appear in 
parentheses.
Note 2. "PL" is an abbreviation for "Primary Linguistic". "PL Difference" refers to the 
difference between long and short items within each group's preferred communication 
mode.
TABLE D.4
Mean reading scores of each group arranged by communication
mode, Experiment 3
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List Group
A u s la n S E O ra l M
S h o rt 41.5 45.375 33.15 40.008
S ia n (13 .76) (14.94) (10.47) (14 .05)
(L is ts  1 + 2 ) 1.256 1.145 1.587 1.329
(3 4 3 ) (.300) (.490) (.427)
L o n g 50.275 52.375 36.45 46.367
S ia n (15.49) (15.88) (9 .61) (15 .55)
(L is ts  3 + 4 ) 1.037 .981 1.408 1.142
(.288) (2 3 4 ) (.373) (.356)
S h o rt 43.95 43.525 29.225 38.9
E n g lis h (13.83) (15.12) (6 .20) (14 .05)
(L is ts  1 + 3) 1.199 1.191 1.719 1.370
(.369) (291) (.384) (4 2 7 )
L o n g 47.825 54.225 40.375 47.475
E n g lis h (16.43) (14.6) (10.26) (15 .00)
(L is ts  2  + 4 ) 1.094 .935 1.276 1.102
(.288) (2 0 1 ) (.384) (.329)
S h o rt
S E
(L is t 1)
N /A 39.85
(14.06)
1.297
(.307)
N /A
L o n g
SE
(L is ts  2 + 3 + 4 )
N /A 51.883
(14.07)
.739
(.138)
N /A
PL 8.775 12.033 11.15
D iffe re n c e (10 .02)
.219
(1 6 9 )
(6 .79)
.311
(.200)
(9 .63)
.443
(4 6 5 )
Note 1. The bold entries refer to the total time, t, (in seconds) to read 48 words, 
averaged over lists. These are converted to reading rates (items per second = 48/t) in 
the italic cell entries). Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
Note 2. "PL" is an abbreviation for "Primary Linguistic". "PL Difference" refers to the 
difference between long and short items within each group's preferred communication 
mode.
